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THE SYSTEMIC MODEL AND ITS IMPLICATIONS
FOR LANGUAGE TEACHING
Margie S. Bems
Connmmicatlve language teaching and materials have been influenced
to a considerable extent by M. A. K. Halliday's theory of language
and language learning. Hany of the terms associated with the communi-
cative approach, e.g., function, context, language as interaction, mean-
ing, are essential features of Halliday's systemic model.
This study provides a summary of the development of the model, an
overview of its scope, and looks at its application to language teach-
ing materials and curricula which represent language as interaction.
Examples are dravm from the work of applied linguists who have ex-
ploited Halliday's model to varying degrees, e.g.. Rivers, Wilkins,
van Ek, and Candlin.
Systemic and functional linguistics is one school of thought which has
been recently recognized as a resource for developing language teaching
curricula and materials which present language as the exchange of meaning.
Michael Halliday's (1973, 1975, 1978) model in particular has been applied by
applied linguists and teaching methodologists to varying degrees and in various
forms. Among these are Brumfit and Johnson (1979), Candlin (1975, 1976, 1979),
Trim (1973), van Ek (1975), Widdowson (178), and Wilkins (1972, 1976), to
name only a few. While there are some differences among them, their work is
based on a view of language as interaction.
The evolution of Halliday's systemic model to its present form through-
out the last twenty years has involved changes and modifications in the
terms which serve to describe or define features and aspects of the theory.
These changes and modifications can be seen as a consequence of the inherent
directionality in the interpretation of the language system as a whole
(de Joia and Stenton 1980: Introduction).
Prior to a discussion of implications and applicatons of the systemic
model, it is necessary to consider some of the terminology which is integral
to comprehension of the model as well as to the meaningful transfer of the
theory to language teaching.
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MEANING
The starting point for a sociosemantic description of language is
meaning. "The term semantic is not to be understood in the restricted sense
of lexicosemantic It refers to the totality of meaning in language"
(Halliday 1975:9). It is also the starting polng for the child's acquisi-
tion of language, as Halliday observed in his own son's development of
language between the ages of nine and eighteen months. This development
Halliday calls 'learning how to mean,' or a process which is the child's
means of realizing and expressing meanings. Halliday maintains that meaning
is the foundation upon which the child's own language is built before he
adopts the adult language system with its lexis and structure. This is a
break with the view of linguists such as Chomsky, Fries, among others, that
the lexicogrammatical level of language is the standard point of departure
for the study of the acquisition of first language.
Before the child has a mastery of the lexicogrammatical system, he makes
use of a two-level system consisting of content and sound. Such a system is
observable in utterances which may or may not be recognizable as items identi-
fiable in the adult system. In fact, in the case of Halliday 's son, Nigel,
the sounds produced at one point in development conveyed meaning through in-
tonation alone: the utterances for questions or statements In the 'doing,'
or pragmatic, functions were on a rising tone ("squeeze orange") and utterances
in the 'learning,' or mathetic, functions were on a falling tone ("clever boy
fix roof on lorry")
. Pragmatic and mathetic here refer to whether the utter-
ance required a response or not, respectively.
How does the child learn how to mean? Halliday sees the process within
the social system of which the linguistic system is a component. Language Is
the main channel through which patterns of the culture are transmitted to the
child. Bernstein's (1971, 1973) theory of social learning and cultural trans-
mission are evident in Halliday 's thinking on this point. Using the language
is purposeless for the child unless he has the potential to be, to do, to act,
and to interact with others in a meaningful way (Halliday 1975) . For ex-
ample, when the child wants something (his bottle, perhaps, which is set out
of the way on the table in front of him), he articulates a particular sound
or group of sounds which he has constructed for this purpose, Halliday
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found systematlcity and functionality throughout his son's 'language,'
thus allowing for expectations to be set up as a result of the regularity of
the connection between the type of utterance and the situation. The child
usee the langiiage to fulfill his immediate needs through the one-to-one re-
lationship of language use to language function.
At the beginning stages of language development, meaning is related pri-
marily to limited functions, or tises, of language. As the child broadens
his uses and takes on more social roles as his potential to mean increases,
meaning becomes a more potent aspect of the realm of social acts. As he
acquires and uses his language, he learns the potential within the language and
also learns roles in which this potential can be realized and even predicted.
Halliday holds that the value system of a culture itself is encoded in the
language behavior of the members and that as a child learns language, he
simultaneously acquires the meaning system or information of the culture. Thus,
for Halliday (1975:60), "The meaning potential of a language, its semantic
system, is seen as riaallzing a higher level of relations, that of the social
semiotic. , .."
The diagram below shows the place of the linguistic system within the en-
tire social system, or social semiotic, and how the various components are
interrelated (Halliday 1978):
Social Structure
Social System,
_^ Context of Culture
-roles
-values
-behavior patterns
-codes
Social Hierarchy
Social Dialect
Social Contexts
or
Situation. Types •
-field <-
-tenor •^
—mode ^-
*TEXT in Situation
^Linguistic System
lexicogranmatical
phonological, and
semantic components
-ideational —
- interpersonal-
-textual
*TEXr is the language people produce and react to, what they say and write, and
read and listen to, in the course of daily life (Halliday 1975:123).
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FUNCTION
Function is best illustrated through the phases of language development
delineated by Halliday as a result of his observations of Nigel's language.
Phase I begins at about nine months of age and is characterized by six
social functions of language which may be called micro-functions: the regu-
latory, the instrumental, the interactional, the imaginative, the heuristic,
and the personal. Halliday (1978) considers these to be universals of human
cultures in that they represent the xise of language in contexts which are
independent of the linguistic system, and they also represent the develop-
mental needs, potentialities and achievements of the child.
The use of each of these functions can be described as follows: The
REGULATORY function is the use of language to exert control over the behavior
of others. It can be called the 'do as I tell you' function. The INSTRUMENTAL
function is the use of language to satisfy the child's own material needs,
in terms of goods and services. This is the 'I want' function. The INTERAC-
TIONAL function is used to establish and maintain contact with those that
matter to him or her. It is the 'me and you' function. The IMAGINATIVE func-
tion serves to create an environment of the child's own. This is known as
the 'let's pretend' function. The HEURISTIC function is the use of language
to explore the real world environment. This is the 'tell me why' function.
The PERSONAL function is used by the child to express his own individu-
ality and self-awareness. It is the 'here I come* function.
The child first makes use of the regulatory, instrumental, and interac-
tional functions which are synonymous with use of language in his system.
Thus the content of his utterances will be determined by the function,
since his purposes are related to objects/actions which are immediate. He
will only refer to things present and express his want or need to act upon
those people who are present. At the same time, this environment is the
child's context of situation. That is, if he is using language to regulate,
the situation itself is one of 'regulation.' The features which an adult would
take into consideration in a similar situation (field, tenor, mode as the de-
terminants of a speech situation) are not relevant here. However, the child
eventually discovers that his language system is not adequate to his needs.
Consequently, the personal, heuristic, and imaginative functions are added
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to give him the potential to 'mean' about objects, persons, or events not
immediate to the situation. Whereas the first three functions are mastered
in the first phase of language development, these three develop and become
dominant in the second, or transitional, phase. '
In this transitional phase, the child's language begins to take on more
features of the adult linguistic system, namely, the lexicogrammatlcal,
which is incorporated into the developing set of functions. The child's
desire and need to learn about his environment, as well as share his experi-
ences, are realized through these functions which now make it possible to talk
about or demand objects not present, or to express liking, approval, etc.,
of those objects. Halliday (1975) noted that his son's apparent motivation
for taking on the lexical mode was to learn about his environment, and that
most of the new vocabulary used was solely in context of observation recall,
e.g. 'I see/hear...' or 'I saw/heard...'.
During this phase, \the concept 'function' is modified as the six micro-
functions are replaced by two transitional functions, the mathetic and the
pragmatic. The former is the 'learning' function and Includes the micro-
functions of the personal, heuristic, and imaginative. The latter is the 'doing'
function, replacing the regulatory, interactional and instrumental functions.
At the beginning of this transitional phase, the child uses either one or the
other of these functions. However, as he approaches the language system of
the adult, he abandons the strict separation, and eventually the two merge In
every speech act, thus blending action and reflection, which Halliday
refers to as the supreme quality of human language.
Another feature of this phase is the beginning of the child's partici-
pation in dialog, or his imderstandlng of how dialog works. Dialog is in-
terpreted here as the exchange of speech roles, or language in functions
that are created and defined by language Itself, e.g. requesting, inviting, etc.
Entry into Phase III, the adult language system, represents yet another
interpretation in the concept of function. This allows for its becoming a
more abstract concept representing the two uses of the adult system: the
ideational and the interpersonal, the two most general functional components
of meaning. In other words, they are more than aspects of the use of language.
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they are at the basis of the system itself with particular as well as general
meaning in every actual instance of linguistic interaction (Halliday 1975)
.
This means that the functions are no longer synonymous with use as they. are in
the first phase. The adult system, through its reduction of the microfunctions
into two abstract functions, makes it possible for the speaker to mean on more
than one level at once, thus progressively freeing the language system from sit-
uational constraints. The content is no longer dependent upon its immediacy
within the environment in that the child is now able to tale about that not
present.
Although there is a wide range of meaning potential in each of these
functions, neither the ideational nor the interpersonal function supplies the
form the message is to take. Form first came into use in the transitional
phase in the child's adoption of the lexicogrammatical system. By the time he
reaches the adult system, he has mastery of the functions, knows how to mean,
and begins to learn the language he will use and continue to use for the rest
of his life.
In the third phase, that function emerges which supplies the form, thus
allowing for the merger of the ideational and interpersonal functions into
meaningful utterances, or text. This function, the textual function, is an
enabling one, providing the conditions whereby the other functions are
effectively served. It is through text that the speaker can talk about some-
thing, present or not present, and express his or her own feelings about it at
the same time.
The illustration below is a summary of the development of first language in
Nigel between the ages of 9 and 18 months.
PHASE
ouT'
Developmental Functions
Instrxmiental (I want)
Regulatory (Do as I tell y
Interactional (Me and you)^'
Personal (Here I come) )
Heuristic (Tell me why) •-
•
Imaginative (Let's pretend)/
PHASE II
Transitional Phase
PHASE III
Adult Language System
-^ Pragmatic -^ Interpersonal
Textual
-^ Mathetic -^ Ideational
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THE SYSTEMIC MODEL'
The systemic model serves as the formalization of choice in language.
The system is the basic concept. Halliday (1975:7) describes a system as
a set of options with a condition of entry: that is,
it is a range of alternatives which may be behavioral,
semantic, grammatical, etc., together with a specifica-
tion of the environment in which selection must be made
among these alternatives. It has the form 'If x, then
either £ or b^. . . .' (Halliday's emphasis).
This contrasts with an interpretation of language as structure which would re-
fer to a combination of elements with each other, e.g. both a and b as
opposed to either a or b.
The selections in meaning are subject to constraints imposed through the
system itself. In other words, when the speaker makes a selection in the
system, a choice that is made in one set of options will have an effect on
the subsequent choices made within the same set. The options are meanings in
the environment of other options, and in turn these options become the en-
vironment for the next set of options, and so on. For example, in the modi-
fied network on Page we see an actual example of the language system Nigel
had developed at 19 months of age. Here the child has developed a meaning
potential in which he can request either goods (food) or services (assistance)
.
His demand may also be in the foirm of a response to a question (Do you want...?)
In this example, a choice of goods brings about a further option (food or
toiletry). A choice of one of these means another choice, "^n the case of
food, it would be specific or general, and so on throughout the system. Each
of these options in meaning is realized then by a structure-forming element
(Halliday 1973).
Just as these choices can be made at the semantic, lexicogrammatical, or
phonological levels, all levels of meaning potential, the social system can
be formalized as a system of meanings. The components in this system are those
which form networks, or sets of options, available to the members of the cul-
ture. This is meaning or behavior potential in its broadest sense, a compon-
ent of which is the linguistic system. This is illustrated by the diagram of
the social semiotic as a system of symbolic action and of organized meaning
potential on page 8.
(Continued on page 9)
MODIFIED NETWORK
Halliday 1973:28
Nigel at 19 months; part of the instrumental component
(-response
(do you
want?)
R '
-initiating --
(I want)
or S
" positive *yes'
R: pos
- negative 'no'
R:neg
Instrumental ,
= (rising
tone)
" food -»
goods
" specific
~ general
basic*
supplementary
. Q.. . = more
bread
meat
cake
r breakfast
drink
{
<
services -^
S
- toiletry •*
amenity
assist.
[
powder
toothpaste
- light
water
- music (Bartok)
I
(take this) off
(help me) get down
R - response (positive or negative)
- object of desire
S - service (amenity or assistance)
Q - quantifier
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(contlnued fr. p. 7)
For Halliday (1978) this social system has to be considered in any
description of language as veil as in any description of language develop-
ment, since the sociolinguistic patterns of the community, the language of
the faolly, the neighborhood and school, and the personal experience of
language from infancy are among the most fundamental elements in the learn-
ing environment of the child. It was the issues and problems of language
in education and learning which prompted Halliday to study his son's de-
veloping language in the first place and try to answer the fundamental
question of how a' child learns to mean.
In any discussion of the sociosemantic system, situation type or
social context has to be integral if the delineation of the concept's
development is to be complete. The situation type presents specific sets
of options which are a meaning potential represented by the text which is
both meaning and choice. Meaning here is both what is meant and what is
not meant, serving as the background to selection in the context. Choice is
the continuous selection the speaker makes among the innumerable options
within the system. Such selections can also be referred to as micro-
linguistic or micro-semantic acts.
The formal networks alone, however, cannot exist as communication in
the social system. Since language does not take place in a vacuum, there
are limitations on which can be said, requiring further, more discrete
selections presented by environmental determinants of speaking: field,
tenor, mode. These determinants are specifications of a situation or
social context, a semiotic structure derived from the semiotic system;
thus, components of a meaning potential of their own. These determinants
are also all that one needs to know about a context of sitiiation to pre-
dict the linguistic features that are likely to be associated with it. For
example, on entering a room and finding what Is obviously a cocktail party
in progress, it would be fairly easy to determine what topics would be
discussed and what tone to adopt in order to participate in the conversa-
tions. •
'
It is perhaps necessary here to add that field, tenor, and mode are
not kinds of language use or simply components of the speech setting. They
are a conceptual freimework for representing the social context as the
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semlotlc environment In which people exchange meanings (Halliday 1978)
.
In interpreting a structure, the field can be in terms of the on-going
activity (the cocktail party), the tenor as the role relationships in-
volved (stranger-stranger), and the mode as the symbolic or rhetorical
channel (spoken discourse) . Given an adequate description of a social situ-
ation in terms of these features, certain predictions can be made about
the linguistic properties of the text. This covers the register, the con-
figurations of semantic options that typically feature in the environment,
and the grammar and vocabulary, which are in turn realizations of the sem-
antic options (Halliday 1975) . In fact, an important aspect of the poten-
tial of the system is the ability of members of the social system to make
predictions based on their interpretation of the situation type in which
they find themselves.
APPLICABILITY OF THE MODEL: FUNCTIOTJAL AND NOTIMJAL SYLLABUS DESIQJ AND
THE PROBLEM OF CHOICE
Halliday himself cautions about the limited applicability of this
sociosemantic network to, pedagogical purposes and senses the difficulties
of doing so in saying: "We would not be able to construct a sociosemantic
network for highly Intellectual abstract discourse, and in general, the
more self-sufficient the language (the more it creates its own setting...)
the less we should be able to say about it In those broadly sociological
terms." In spite of the potential obstacles In application of the model,
Halliday has offered insights into language which have been transferred
to the language teaching context. This application ranges from the con-
cept of 'function' to the integration of the notion of 'choice' in writing
class materials.
Wllga Rivers, in a somewhat limited interpretation, has found the
developmental fvmctlons of Nigel's language worthy of consideration by
language, teachers. In her 1976 article, "The Natural and the Normal in
Language Learning," she addresses the issue of plunging students directly
into complex language situations Instead of exposing them to the functions
of language systematically over time. Thus, she presents the functions
as strictly prerequisite to use of the adult language system, i.e. the
ideational, textual, and Interpersonal ftinctlons of language. This sets
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the classroom learning process as parallel to the child's learning of
a first language. As a result, the itnnediate needs of the language learners
(who are typically older than a child learning a first language) are not
met if they find themselves in the culture of the second language anJ, inter-
acting with native speakers outside of the classroom-
Others involved in language teaching methodology have taken a broader
view of language nad language learning. Wilkins (1976), for one has
used semantics as the basis of a communicative approach to language teach-
ing, and has categorized language into uses and concepts, or 'function'
and 'notions, ' respectively. This he does to distinguish his approach from
those who use grammatical or situational syllabuses as the basis. Wilkins
suggests that program designers first determine which items from these
categories are useful to the program. This is especially relevant for
English for Specific Purposes curricula. These items would be selected
on the basis of the particular needs of the learners. Then a set of ling-
uistic forms appropriate to the learners' level for encoding these functions
and notions would be chosen. In describing these functions, Wilkins acknow-
ledges Hailiday as a source. (See page 12).
Jan van Ek (1975) has used Wilkins' model to specify the 'threshold*
level of language proficiency which describes the minimum of general ability
required for oral communication (speaking and understanding) within the
European community. The T-level, as it is known, is to be seen as one of
a number of comparable and equivalent variants of the language and serves
as a language learning objective with a certain range of variation permitted.
For the T-level, six categories of verbal communication have been de-
termined and labelled 'functions': imparting and seeking factual informa-
tion, expressing and finding out emotional attitudes, expressing and finding
out moral attitudes, getting things done, and socializing. A breakdown of
one of the functions into language acts and the potential forms for realiz-
ing the functions may be seen on page 13.
(continued on page 13)
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A summary of Wilkins's categories shows how meaning is the basis of language
organization:
1. Semanticogrammatical categories
Time
point of time
duration
time relations
frequency
sequence
Quantity
divided and undivided reference
numerals
operations
Space
dimensions
locat ion
motion
Relational meaning
sentential relations
agent
initiator
object
beneficiary
instrument
Prediction and attribution
time
place
person
2. Categories of modal meaning
Modality
scale of certainty
scale of commitment
intention
obligation
3. Categories of communicative function
Judgment and evaluation
valuation
verdiction
committal
release
approval
disapproval
cont.
Suasion
inducement
compulsion
prediction
tolerance
Argument
information
agreement
disagreement
concession
Rational enquiry
and exposition
definition
comparison
contrast
conjecture
verification
Emotional relations
greetings
sympathy
gratitude
flattery
hostility
hurt
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(Contlnued from page 11)
A breakdown of one of the functions into language acts and the potential
forms for realizing the functions, as proposed by van Ek, looks like this:
Function: Imparting and seeking factual information
Language acts: Identifying, Reporting
Structural realizations:
Identifying: demonstrative pronouns (this , that, these, those)
+ BE + NP
demonstrative adjectives (this, that, these, those)
+ N + BE + NP
personal pronouns (subject form) + BE + NP
declarative sentences
Reporting: declarative sentences
head-clause containing verb of saying (e.g. to say)
thinking, etc., + that-clause (indirect speech)
None of these functions necessarily operates in isolation from other
functions. On the contrary, they are often combined in one language act.
For descriptive purposes, however, it is convenient to deal with each one
separately. While van Ek acknowledges this fact, we have seen that Rivers
takes another view.
Candlin (1975, 1976, 1979) applies two specific features of Halliday's
model. He uses the concept of 'function' to solve the problems of 'choice'
in language. Candlin feels that the choices in language should be pre-
sented to the learner as the options would be manifested within a particu-
lar setting or context. He sees the treatment of language functions as
proposed by Halliday in the context of a discussion of sociological
semantics as providing an opportunity for the integration of form and social
meaning which, in Candlin 's view, is the task of both graronars and pedagogi-
cal materials (1976) . These materials would assist the learner in the
choices which are to be made in the language and are foirmalized in the
systems of the language. An example taken from materials designed for
a course in study skills serves to illustrate. In a description of the
course, Candlin (1976) proposes a didactization process which serves as
the preliminary analysis of language functions which would make the choices
and range and appropriate use of the choices accessible to the student.
The process begins with assuming a setting. In this case, it is the seminar
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or classroom, and the ways in which 'questioning' is carried out in this
environment. A list of the possibilities is compiled, e.g.
Yes/no Interrogatives
:
Can you begin to see...?
Wh-interrogatives: What is your opinion on...?
Tag interrogatives: We can't use this method, can we?
The next stage is examining the purposes that questioning serves, e.g.
To elicit confirmation or refutation
To elicit explanation or clarification
To elicit repetition
The third stage would be to examine the realizations of a single pur-
pose from the list, e.g. eliciting repetition, e.g.
I seem to have missed the point. Would you mind going over it again?
I'm not clear about A. Would you mind eaplalning that again?
Would you mind repeating that?
X says what?
Suppose what?
Subsequent to his presentation of this didactization process, Candlin
(1976:45) outlines why it is to Halliday that applied linguists should turn
for a basis of analysis and refinement of models
:
In his article, "Towards a sociological semantics," Halliday begins
from the variety of language uses employed by the adult speaker fthe '
pragmatic units of stage two above), locates them in a range of 'gen
eralized situation types' (the setting of an academic seminar, for ex-
ample), seeing these as the context and 'behavioral settings,'
where language functions. For any such sitxiation type a range of
meaning alternatives lies before the speaker (in ray role as seminar
participant, and aware of my status relationship and attitude to
my peers and to the seminar leader, a restricted range of ways of
speaking is open to me) . Halliday expresses these options in terms
of semantic networks and allows for certain grammatical (linguistic ex-
ponents, realizations) options to be 'pre-selected. ' The locus of pre-
selection for Halliday is.... the 'macro-functions' of interpersonal,
textual and ideational
. It is these 'macro- functions' which pull to-
gether a variety of otherwise amorphous 'uses' or pragmatic units.
In our pedagogic process, then, we can begin from the pragmatics of
'elidtylng repetition' in that when we seek repetition of some
topic or matter we clearly refer to our own experience ("I seem to have
missed the point....") and in selecting the linguistic option that
we do signal relationships to our interlocutors and set up expecta-
tions from them (in short, we question and expect a response) . Finally,
the message is encoded in a particular grammar, lexis, and phonology.
-15-
Candlln's work is one example of the extent to which Halliday's
theory can be applied to language teaching, especially in the area of
materials development. This work, and that of the others mentioned here
are efforts In the refinement of the commtmicative approach in language
teaching, in which Halliday's work has played an important role. This
should continue to be the case as the complex needs of the language learner
are recognized and met throughout the language teaching field at all levels
of instruction and in every teaching context.
-16-
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THE COPYING MISTAKE
Cynthia Ann Boardman
This paper describes an experiment undertaken to determine whether
sentence combining drills used with ESL/FL students causes them
to make a specific type of oral production error defined as the
"copying mistake." Two other hypotheses were tested — that copy-
ing mistakes would be somewhat reduced by alternate presentation
of materials, and that alternate presentation of materials will
over-ride the effects of sentence combining practice. Sixty-
eight students in four ESL classes with eight different language
backgrounds participated in the experiment, which utilized a non-
equivalent control group design with two treatments. The results
support only the second hypothesis. It is concluded that sentence
combining is not as effective a pedagogical tool for inculcating
knowledge of grammatical rules in oral production classes as it
may be in the writing classroom.
Introduction
Sentence combining practice, a pedagogical product of transformational
grammar, has become widely used in the past two decades. It is used both in
English for native speakers and in English as a second language classrooms and
appears to be for the most part successful at developing syntactic complexity
in students' writing. In writing classes, of course, the focus is on the end
product — the composition. However, before he/she encoxmters sentence combin-
ing in a writing class, the ESL student is faced with it as an end in itself.
In his/her grammar class, structures are taught and practiced with sentence
combining items. The question raised here concerns that use of sentence com-
bining as a pedagogical tool in the grammar classroom: is sentence combining
successful with students who are learning and practicing grammatical struc-
tures?
Stenson (1974) has observed that errors may be induced through classroom
procedures, and drills which involve combining simple sentences to form more
complex sentences are cited as one possible source of such errors (Stenson 1974:
60). Particularly with intermediate sttidents, sentence combining practice
appears to produce mistakes that might not normally occur in free conversation
or less strictly controlled activities. The type of mistake I am referring
to is Illustrated in (1) below with a sentence combining item (from Praninskas
1975, p. 142). According to Roberts (1962), sentence combining Items consist
of at least three parts: the source, the consumer and the result. These three
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parts are also illustrated in (1).
(1) Source: An unabridged dictionary is large.
Consumer: You can't lift it.
Result: An unabridged dictionary is too large to lift.
Result w/CM: *An unabridged dictionary is too large to lift it.
The purpose of this paper is to report on an experiment which attempted to
discover if indeed the copying mistake is a problem with a significant number
of students, and if sentence combining practice causes this mistake. It is,
of course, quite possible that the copying mistake is due to other factors be-
sides sentence combining practice. Interference from a student's native language
is an obvious possibility (although the copying mistake has been observed in
the performance of students with many different language backgrounds)
.
Review of Sentence Combining Literature
To my knowledge, no one has examined students' performance on sentence
combining per se. The studies that have been done examine the performance on
writing samples of stiidents who have practiced sentence combining. An initial
study was Ney (1966). He reasoned that written English to his native English
speaking seventh graders was like a foreign language, and that perhaps he
should go about teaching written English to his students in the same way English
was being taught to foreign students. He chose to try sentence combining prac-
tice which at the same time was in use in audio-lingual foreign language class-
rooms. He demonstrated then, by experimental means, that indeed his students'
overall writing ability improved after practice with sentence combining drills.
Following this study came others. Mellon (1969), O'Hare (1973), and Combs
(1976) all experimented with sentence combining practice and obtained the same
results that Ney had: syntactic growth was reflected in compositions after
native speakers in elementary and secondary schools had practiced sentence com-
bining.
Sentence combining was then tested for its effectiveness on native English
speaking college freshmen with less clear results. Ney (1976, 1980) concludes
that freshman writing is not significantly Improved by practice in sentence
combining. However, Morenberg et al. (1978), Steward (1978), and Swan (1979)
disagree. Their experiments showed an improvement in the writing skills of
freshmen who had previously engaged in sentence combining practice.
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It is somewhat ironic, given the fact that sentence combining was origi-
nally "borrowed" from the audio-lingual method of teaching foreign languages
that, in the seventies, a few ESL researchers began to follor^ the lead of
English researchers and study the effects of sentence combining on their non-
native students' writing abilities. Crymes (1971) hypothesized that second
language learning could be facilitated by sentence combining. She compared
the language performance (on pre- and posttest compositions) of two groups
of college students — one which had practice in sentence combining, and one
which did not. She concluded that sentence combining had indeed facilitated
the experimental group's "development of language competence" (p. 228) in
the particular area she had focused on (nominalization).
Burruel et al. (1975) experimented with the effects of sentence combining
in bilingual elementary school children. The results were favorable for sen-
tence combining as they were in Klassen's (1977) experiment. Klassen's popu-
lation was Canadian secondary school students enrolled in an intensive ESL
program. His experimental group's writing samples were "significantly
superior" (p. 625A) to the control group's samples.
That sentence combining is an effective tool for enhancing syntactic
growth (as reflected in writing samples) seems to be a safe assertion. How-
ever, the question remains: is sentence combining successful as a pedagogical
tool with students who are learning and practicing grammatical structures?
Zamel (1980) believes that sentence combining is a very good way to
teach grammar. However, she cautions that although sentence combining may work
well with native speakers who have the intuition and linguistic abilities to
determine the correct response to a sentence combining item, it may not work
well with non-native speakers if those linguistic abilities do not exist.
Shaughnessy (1977) suggests that perhaps certain linguistic abilities do ex-
ist, but that it is difficult for students to write down what they know. She
sees sentence combining as a possible way of aiding students in their attempts
at writing. It is certainly possible that some learners possess linguistic
structures that they are not able to write doxm, but it is not certain that
sentence combining is always a good way of helping students to write them down.
ESL textbooks use sentence combining exercises to teach and practice
various grammatical structures in English. Among them are (a) coordination
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with 'and' or 'but,' (b) coordination with gapping with 'too,' 'either,' 'so,*
'neither,' or 'but,' (c) nominallzatlon of the present participle or the in-
finitive, (d) subordination with 'after,' 'before/ 'when,' or 'while,' (e)
relativization, and (f) infinitival modification of 'very,' 'too,' or 'enough.*
The copying mistake does not seem to occur In the result of a sentence combin-
ing item except if the Item is designed to practice (e) or (f) above. - . ,;
Consider the following sentence combining items:
(2) (b): Coordination and gapping with 'either' (Praninskas, p. 155)
Source: Jones doesn't take calculus.
Consumer: Smith doesn't take calculus.
Result: Jones doesn't take calculus and Smith doesn't, either.
(3) (d): Subordination with 'when' (Praninskas, p. 125).
Source: Bill called his mother after 9 p. m.
Consumer: The charge was less.
Result: Bill called his mother after 9 p. m. when the charge was
less.
(4) (d): Subordination with 'before' Praninskas, p. 125).
Source: Bill picked up the receiver.
Consumer: Then he dropped a dime in the coin box.
Result: Bill picked up the receiver before he dropped a coin in
the coin box.
(5) (e): Relativization (Praninskas, p. 195).
Source: This is a difficult exercise.
Consumer: Our teacher warned us about this one.
Result: This is the difficult exercise that our teacher warned
us about.
Result w/CM: *Thl8 the difficult exercise that our teacher warned us
about this one.
Some generalizations about the occurrence of the copying mistake, based
on my own observations, can tentatively be reached. The first three of these
are reflected in (2) through (5) above. The copying mistake appears to occur
only when the consumer is being subordinated in some way. In addition, the
source and the constnner must have co-referential NP's. Finally, the ellipsis of
the consunKJr's co-referential ITP must be the basis for combining the sentences.
Thtis, the copying mistake would not occur in (2) because it is a coordination.
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not subordination, exercise. (Of course, if the copying mistake did occur
here. It would not actually be considered a mistake because the result would
be a grammatical sentence. Its occurrence would probably be due to the
student's misunderstanding the exercise's directions). Similarly, the copying
mistake would not occur In (3) because, even though it is a subordination ex-
ercise, the source and the consumer do not contain co-referential NP's. In
(A), there are co-referential NP's in the source and the consumer (and it is a
subordination exercise), but the copying mistake would not occur because the
basis for the combining is not the ellipsis of the consumer's co-referential
NP (even though there is an ellipsis of 'them'). In (5), all three criteria
are met and the copying mistake may occur. (It may also occur in (1) above
for the same reason)
.
There is one more generalization that can be reached. Consider (6) below
with (1) and (5) above:
(6) (f): Infinitival laodificatlon of 'enough' (Praninskas, p. 142).
Source: Jack studied thoroughly.
Consumer: He got an A in his chemistry quiz.
Result: Jack studied thoroughly enough to get an A in his chemistry
quiz.
.
(7) (e): Relatlvlzatlon (Praninskas, p. 195).
Source: Dr. Smith is a dentist.
Consumer: He always repairs my teeth.
,
Result: Dr. Smith is the dentist who always repairs my teeth.
The copying mistake does not appear to occur in the results of (6) and
(7), even though the above three criteria have been met. Tentatively, this
can be explained by a fourth and final generalization: the co-referential
NP In the consumer may not be the subject of that sentence. (Note that this
criterion is met in the consumers of (1) and (5)).
In an attempt to reduce the copying mistake's frequency of occurrence,
I developed an alternate class presentation of the particular grammar points
affected. This attempt appeared to be successful to some extent. For that
reason, another dimension was added to my experiment in order to ascertain to
what extent this presentation is successful at (1) reducing the occurrence of
the copying mistake regardless of its source, and (2) overrrldlng the effects
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of sentence combining practice. i
Thus, the hypotheses examined In this experiment were (1) sentence com-
bining practice causes subjects to make the copying mistake, (2) the frequency
of this mistake will be somewhat reduced by the alternate presentation of
materials, and (3) the alternate presentation of materials will override the
effects of combining practice.
Method
The design of the experiment was Campbell and Stanley's "Non- Equivalent
Control Group Design" (1966). There were three experimental groups and two
distinct treatments. The design is illustrated in (8)
(8) Experimental Group 1 h
Experimental Group 2 h
Experimental Group 3 h h
Control Group .0
The subjects were not assigned to groups randomly, but rather were mem-
bers of intact classes already established in the Division of English as a
Second Language at the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign. The classes
were four sections of a single course. All students were placed in the course
on the basis of their English Placement Test scores. v
The four classes were assigned to groups by the experimenter. The
teachers (all native speakers of English) were graduate teaching assistants at
various stages in their graduate work, who declared their willingness to par-
ticipate in the experiment.
The pre- and postttffist" consisted of two parts: a completion exericse and
a multiple choice error recognition exercise. (Some items on each part of the
test examined students' performance on sentences with infinitival modification
of a noun. These items were eliminated from the analyses [i.e., became dis-
tractors] for two reasons: (1) no textbook which was examined used sentence
combining practice to teach and/or practice infinitival modification of a noun,
and (2) the copying mistake was never observed in this type of sentence). The
completion test contained twenty-two items. Twelve items required the subject
to complete relative clauses, six items required him/her to i«>dify 'very,'
'too,' or 'enough' with an infinitive, and four were distractors. An example
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of the first two types is provided in (9) below:
(9) a. I borrowed the car that Richard
(drive)
.
For some people, Spanish is very difficult
(learn)
c. The car is too heavy
(push),
d. The lion isn't tame enough
(train)
Of the twenty-nine items in the multiple choice error recognition test, eight
had the copying mistake in a relative clause, six had the mistake in an in-
finitive phrase modifying 'very,' 'too,' or 'enough,' and fifteen were dis-
tractors. Examples of the first two categories are shown in (10) below. (See
Appendix B for a complete list of items).
(10) a. The party that Ellen went to it lasted all night .ABC D
b. The new game wasn ' t very difficult for me to learn it .
A B C D
c. The box is too heavy to carry it .
A B C D
d. Marilyn was sick enough to operate on her
.
A B CD
The tests were presented in booklet form with one item on each page. The
items were randomly ordered in each booklet. Half of the booklets presented
the completion exercises first, and half presented the multiple choice first.
The completion and the multiple choice items dealing with relative
clauses were pretested in a class of a comparable level in the Intensive Eng-
lish Institute at the University of Illinois. This was done to ascertain the
length of time necessary for a group of subjects to complete the task as
well as to pretest the items.
In scoring the tests, only those items containing copying mistake
errors were counted. In other words, if a completion item contained a copy-
ing mistake, it was counted as an error. All other mistakes were not counted.
A multiple choice item was counted as incorrect if the copying mistake was not
identified as the error.
In the nine days (three class sessions) between the pre-teat and the
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posttest, the experimental groups were exposed to two types of treatments:
(1) analytic instruction (X.) and (2) sentence combining practice (X-). The
treatments as well as the pre- and posttest were given to the groups on the
same days.
Experimental Group 1 was exposed only to the analytic instiruction. This
treatment was an instructional approach which required the subjects to take
apart sentences which contained relative clauses (in one class session) or
infinitives modifying 'too,' 'very,' or 'enough,' (in the next class session).
During the same class sessions, they were exposed to a grammatical analysis
of the particular type of sentence under discussion.
Experimental Group 2 received only the sentence combining practice. This
was a written exercise which contained twenty items. In ten items, subjects
were required to form sentences with relative clauses, and in six items they
were required to write sentences with infinitives modifying 'too,' 'very,' or
'enough.' The remaining four items required the subjects to write sentences
containing infinitives modifying nouns. Between the pretest and the post-
test. Experimental Group 2 did not discuss relative clauses or Infinitives in
class.
Experimental Group 3 was exposed to both the analytic instruction and the
sentence combining practice <in that order).
In the Control Group, no special attention was paid to relative clauses
or to infinitives between the pretest a.nd the posttest.
Subjects
Of the sixty-eight students in the four classes, only those who partici-
pated in all phases of the experiment (pretest treatment, posttest, and
whose pre- and posttest booklets were complete) were included in the analyses.
These two screenings left a total of thirty-two subjects (thirteen in Experi-
mental Group 1, five in Experimental Group 2, seven in Experimental Group 3,
and seven in the Control Group)
.
Of the thirty-two subjects, fifteen were graduate students, fifteen were
undergraduate students, and two were visiting scholars. There were twenty-two
men and ten women. The language backgrounds of the subjects varied. Thirteen
spoke Korean as their native language, ten Chinese, three Spanish, two Japanese,
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Table II
Comparison of Pretest Mean Scores
Group Subjects All Students in Section
1 27.69
N = 13
27.64
N = 14
2 29.20
N = 5 ,
29.50
N = 10
3 27.85
N = 7
26.60
N = 10
Control
27.57
N =• 7
26.00
N = 9
The sentence combining treatment consisted of only twenty Items and
lasted thirty minutes. This treatment occurred forty-eight hours before
the posttest was given. Perhaps a minimal exposure to sentence combining does
not produce lasting effects.
The second question examined was whether exposure to analytic instruc-
tion will reduce the copying mistake's frequency of occurrence. The data
from Experimental Group 1 tend to confirm this. This group was exposed only
to the analytic instruction and made a significant improvement from the time
of the pretest to the time of the posttest (see Table I).
The third question concerned the effects of the interaction of the two
treatments. I hypothesized that the analytic instruction would over-
ride the effects of sentence combining practice. Experimental Group 3, which
was exposed to the analytic instruction and sentence combining practice (in
that order), did not make a significant improvement on the posttest (see Table
I) and hence its performance does not support this hypothesis. Perhaps a re-
verse ordering of the two treatments would have had a different effect on the
group's performance.
The performance of Experimental Group 3 does provide at least indirect
support for the first hypothesis. Sentence combining practice apparently
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and one each of Portuguese, Serbo-Creation, Thai, and Turkish.
Results
The first question examined in this experiment was whether sentence com-
bining practice will caiise subjects to make the copying mistake. The data do
not support this hypothesis. It was expected that Experimental Group 2,
which was exposed oaly to sentence ccjmbining practice, would do worse on the
posttest than it did on the pretest However, the mean gain score for this
group was greater than that for any other group (see Table I) . It should be
noted, however, that this gain was non-significant.
.
Table I
Group Pretest Posttest
Gain
Scores
Pre-Posttest Differ-
ence within Group
1
N = 13
X
S
27.69
3.32
30.07
1.58
2.38
2.15
t = 2.50*
2
N <= 5
X
s
29.20
0.83
31.80
0.44
2.60
0.89
t = 1.91
3
N =• 7
X
s
27.85
3.93
30.00
2.23
2.14
2.59
t = 1.58
Control
N = 7
X
s
27.57
5,41
27.28
5.18
.28
1.47
t = 0.46
= p > .05
There are several possible interpretations of this outcome. Since so
many students in this group were eliminated as possible subjects because
they were absent for one phase of the experiment, perhaps only the best students
were counted as subjects. This reasoning is based on the assumption that the
best students rarely miss classes. However, as can be seen in Table II, a mean
score comparison between all students in this class who took the posttest and
those who were included in the analyses of the experiment Indicates that there
is only a slight difference between the two groups.
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prevented Experimentat Group 3 from making a gain on its posttest score simi-
lar to the significant gain made by Experimental Group 1 (which was exposed
only to the analytic instruction). In other words, sentence combining prac-
tice prevented Experimental Group 3 from significantly reducing the fre-
quency of occurrence of the copying mistake.
The appearance of copying mistake errors on the pretest was unexpected.
It was expected that some of the copying mistakes might be due to direct trans-
fer from the native language, but this apparently is not the case. In none
of the native languages of the subjects in the three experimental groups is a
co-referential pronoun repeated in the same syntactic structures in which
the copying mistake tends to occur in English.
Another possible explanation for the occurrence of copying mistake
errors on the pretest is interaction between the two parts of the test. As
indicated above, half of the test booklets presented the completion test
first and half presented the multiple choice test first. Mean scores for
each group on both parts of the tests are presented in Table III. A compari-
son between the two parts of the test indicates that subjects in all groups
did better on the multiple choice test if it followed the completion test.
Perhaps doing the completion items enabled subjects to familiarize themselves
with the structures and, because of this, they more readily recognized errors
when confronted with them on the multiple choice items. However, the percen-
tage means on the pretest and on the posttest were almost always greater on
the completion exercise than they were on the multiple choice exercise re-
gardless of whether the completion exercise was given first or second. The
only exception occurred on the posttest of Experimental Group 2 when the
multiple choice exercise was presented first; both means were 100.00. Thus,
the ordering of the two parts of the test may have had a slight effect on
subjects' performance, but it was a positive effect and cannot account for the
occurrence of copying mistake errors on the pretest.
Neither native language interference or reactivity of the parts of the
test can explain the appearance of copying mistake errors on the pretest.
Perhaps the copying mistake is simply one of many error types that occur in
learning English. As Table III indicates, not many copying mistake errors
were made on the completion test. More were made on the multiple choice test.
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Apparently some subjects were attracted to the distractors on some items.
Many of the distractors they chose were prepositions and articles — two per-
sistent and seemingly confusing problems in learning English.
Table III*
Percentage Mean Scores on the Two Parts of the Test
Group
PRETEST POSTi'EST
MC-first COMPL-
first Both
MC-first COMPL-
first Both
1
MC
COMPL
66.28
96.01
80.91
98.13
73.03
96.99
97.6
98.13
80.57
98.40
88.40
98.20
2
MC
COMPL
78.55
100.00
88.06
96.26
84.26
97.76
100.00
100.00
98.20
100.00
98.56
100.00
3
MC
COIIPL
66.63
96.26
80.35
97.2
74.47
96.26
91.05
98.60
83.26
98.13
87.71
98.40
C
MC
COMPL
71.4
93.02
78.56
98.13
74.47
95.21
71.36
88.86
80.32
94.42
76.48
92.04
*Soore8 have been aonverted to percentages because of differences in the
length of the two tests.
As expected, there were no significant differences among the four groups
on the pretest (see Table IV). The following ordering across groups on
the posttest was predicted:
C
(11) 1 > 3 > 2
That is. Experimental Group 2, which was exposed only to the sentence com-
bining practice was expected to make more copying mistake errors on the post-
test than any of the other groups, while Experimental Group 1, which was ex-
posed only to the analytic instruction, was expected to make fewer copying
mistake errors than any other group. However, the results indicate a differ-
ent ordering, shown in (12):
(12) 2 •> 1 > 3 > C
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Table IV
Pre- and Posttest Differences Across Groups
^N. Post
^Ns^^ test
Pre ^\^
test ^\
1 2 3 Control
1 0.00 t = 2.30* t = 0.07 t =» 1.A2
2 t = 1.68 0.00 t = 2.24* t = 2.47*
3 t = 0.10 t = 0.97 0.00 t = 1.37
Control t = 0.05
-
t = 0.85 t = 0.12 t = 0.00
* = p >^ .05
As Tables I and IV show, not only did Experimental Group 2 make fewer
copying mistake errors than the other three groups, but the only signifi-
cant differences on posttest scores across groups are those between Experi-
mental Group 2 and the other groups. There were no significant differences
among Experimental Group 1, Experimental Group 3 and the Control Group.
It is difficult to determine why Experimental Group 2 performed sig-
nificantly better on the posttest than was predicted. A possible reason may
be that its pretest mean scores were greater than the other groups', though
not significantly so (see Table I).
The mean gain scores across groups indicates that Experimental Group
2 made the greatest gain, which may account for the fact that its differ-
ence is significant on the posttest, but is not on the pretest (see Table I),
While the other two experimental groups made gains as well, the
control group made a negative gain. This mean negative gain is slight,
however, and is apparently due to individual response variation.
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Table V
Gain Score Differences Across Groups
Group 1 2 3 Control
1 0.00 t " 0.22 t = 0.21 t = 3.26**
2 - 0.00 t = 0.43 t = 4,20**
3 - - 0.00 t = 2.15
Control - - - 0.00
** = p > .01
The three experimental groups showed gains which were significantly
greater than the Control Group's (see Table V). This was expected,
although the fact that differences among the three experimental groups
were non-significant was contrary to expectations.
Conclusion
The number of subjects in each of the four groups was extremely small.
For that reason, it is difficult to propose direct applications to the
grammar classroom which are based on the results of the experiment. How-
ever, a few tentative suggestions can be made.
The performance of Experimental Group 2 suggests that sentence com-
bining practice has no direct causal relationship to the frequency of occur-
rence of the copying mistake. It should be noted, however, that the ex-
posure to sentence combining practice of this group was not very extensive.
Therefore, it may be the case that limited exposure to sentence combining
practice does not cause the copying mistakes to occur. Further investiga-
tion is necessary to determine if extensive exposure would cause the copy-
ing mistake to occur.
Sentence combining practice did, however, have a negative interac-
tion with the analytic instruction. This negative interaction suggests
that while students are focused on particular grammatical structures as
they were in the analytic instruction, sentence combining practice is not
a useful exercise.
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The analytic instruction itself appears to have positive effects
In reducing the frequency of occurrence of the copying mistake. The per-
formance of Experimental Group 1 supports this assertion which can be made
with somewhat more assurance than the other conclusions were made, because
there were almost twice as many subjects in this group as in any other group.
Students appear to benefit from a grammatical analysis of the structures
involved coupled with language manipulation which was essentially the reverse
of sentence combining practice.
Finally, it cannot be assumed that sentence combining practice, as a
pedagogical tool, is as effective in the grammar classroom as it is in the
writing classroom. When students' attention is focused on particular
grammar points, it appears to be more effective to offer an exercise which
analyzes sentences by taking them apart rather than by putting them to-
gether. Then, after the structure has been mastered, students may benefit
from sentence combining practice in their writing classrooms.
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Appendlx A: Items and Results of Native Speaker Survey
The survey presented here was administered to forty graduate and under-
graduate students in three different classes at the University of Illinois
during the fall semester of 1980. Four types of sentences (listed below)
vere Jtidged to be either grammatical or ungrammatlcal. The percentage given
is the percentage of subjects who thought that the sentence was ungraunnatlcal.
I, Infinitival modification of 'very.'
la. My car window used to be very difficult to close it. 97.5%
b. My car window used to be very difflctilt to close. 0.0%
2a. My brother's wife is very easy to persuade her. 100.0%
b. My brother's wife is very easy to persuade. 0.0%
II. Infinitival modification of 'enough.'
3a. Sally was sick enough for Dr. Johnson to operate on her. 15.0%
b. Sally was sick enough for Dr. Johnson to operate on. 10.0%
4a. Marilyn was sick enough to operate on her. 85.0%
b. Marilyn was sick enough to operate on. 2.5%
5a. The teacher wasn't speaking loudly enough to hear him. 60.0%
b. The teacher wasn't speaking loudly enough to hear. 37.5%
III. Infinitival modification of 'too.'
6a. The box is too heavy to carry it. 82.5%
b. The box is too heavy to carry. 0.0%
7a. The final exam was too difficult to do it in one hour. 67.5%
b. The final exam was too difficult to do in one hour. 0.0%
8a. The dinner was too hot to eat it. 80.0%
b. The dinner was too hot to eat. 0.0%
9a. The book is too long to read it in one day. 65.0%
b. The book is too long to read in one day. 2.5%
IV. Infinitival modification of a noun.
10a. I need a chair to sit on it. 87.5%
b. I need a chair to sit on. 0.0%
11a. Jane is the woman for Dick to marry her, 100.0%
b. Jane is the woman for Dick to marry, 0.0%
12a. Last semester, Ann had a term paper to write it. 97.5%
b. Last semester, Ann had a term paper to write. 0.0%
(continued)
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13a. tty cat always wants some food to eat It, 97.5%
b. My cat always wants some food to eat. 15.0%
14a. In California, San Francisco is the city to visit it. 95.0%
b. In California, San Francisco is the city to visit. 2.5%
Appendix 6: A Complete List of Test Items
Completion Items
1, Tony read the new book which Robert
(talk about)
2. I was thinking about the student who I_
(see)
3. His brother broke the television that Sally
(want)
4. My mother couldn't remember the person to whom 8he_
(send)
5. Daniel used to have an old dog for which he
(buy)
6. Alice showed us the horse to which she
(give)
7. I met the instructor whom Carl
(argue with)
8. Maria is the teacher whom I
(talk to)
9. Do you remember the man who Alice_
(ran with)
10. My roommate is the person to whom Jack_
(sell)
11. My brother fixed the radio that Mario
(break)
12. I borrowed the car that Richard
(drive)
13. A passport is very easy
(get)
14. His lectures were always very difficult
(sit through)
15. For some people, Spanish is very difficult
(learn)
16. The child used to be very easy^
(please)
17. The car is too heavy
(push)
(continued)
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18. The lion isn't tame enough -
(train)
19. The cir>lng baby must want some milk
20. Every student needs a pen
"
(drink)
(write with)
21. At the airport, I'll buy a magazine
(read)
22. Do you have any shoes
(wear)
Multiple Choice Items
1. Last year, Tom bought a new puppy to which he gave it too much food.
A B CD
2. There's the friend who I was telling you about him last night.
A BCD
3. David gave Mary the soijvenir which he had bought it in New York.
A BCD
A . Jack ate the spaghetti which I was going to throw Ix out .
A B CD
5. The party that Ellen went to it lasted all night .
A B C D
6. Roberto met the woman whom I saw her on television yesterday.
A B CD
7. Jack gave me the book that I found an old letter in it .
A B CD
8. Jack is the man to whom Alice sent him the invitation.ABC D
9. The new game wasn* t very difficult for me to learn It.
A B C D
10
.
My brother's wife is very easy to persuade her .
A B CD
11. Vty car window used to be very difficult to close it^.
A B C D
. ,
12. The box is too heavy to carry it .
A BCD
13. The dinner was too hot to eat it.ABC D
14 Maril3m was sick enough to operate on her .
A B C D
15. In California, San Francisco is the city to visit it .
A BCD
(continued)
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17. The basement room wasn't enough light for us to work in .
A BCD
18. It was too difficult for to do in one hour.
A B CD
19. Mary's old roommate wasn't very easy for she to live with.
A B C D
20. It cannot had been very easy to tell her.ABC D
21. Last semester, Ann had a term paper to write It.
A B C D
22. The old men was too sick for any one to help.
A B CD
23. I need a^ chair to alt on it .
A B CD
24
.
My cat always wants some food to eat it.ABC D
25. Jane is the woman for Dick to marry her .ABC D
26. Someone accldently shot the old man who jog in the park every day .
A B C D
27 The person which arrived late cannot take the exam.
A B CD
28. Maria, that I used to live with , got married last month.
A B C D
29. Ann showed us the flowers which was sent to her anonj^mously.
A .BCD
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ENGLISH FOR SPECIAL PURPOSES:
THE AMERICAN PERSPECTIVE
J Ronayne Cowan
In the course of the past decade, English has attained the status of an
international language. However, as Strevens (1980b) has pointed out, many non-
native speakers throughout the world require only a selective competence, which
is directly related to the way in which they perceive English to be useful in
their professions. Within the field of English Language Teaching (ELT), the
response to this felt need has become known variously as the Teaching of English
for "Specific," "Special" (ESP), or "Professional" Purposes (EPP) . Strevens
(1977, 1980a^ 1980b.) and Palmer (1978) provide two of the most concise and
cogent discussions of the considerations to be taken in the preparation of ESP
courses. I shall not attempt to expand on these, but shall simply note that
differences exist between the British and American approaches to ESP with re-
gard to the scope of the instructional goals, the theoretical rationale under-
lying syllabus construction, and the research undertaken to obtain data for
pedagogical applications. Strevens (1980d) has described the British perspective
on these Issues, The purpose of this paper is to present the American perspec-
tive. In order to highlight the contrasts between the two perspectives, it will
be useful, first, to summarize briefly the British position with respect to
the aforementioned issues.
Judging from published accounts of ESP programs developed by the leading
practitioners of the art — for example. Bates and Dudley-Evens (1974), Bates
(1978), Candlin, Kirkwood and tfoore (1978), Jones and Roe (1975), Jones and
Mountford (1977), Jordan (1978), Jupp and Hodlin (1975), and Morrison, (1978) ~
ESP is seen merely as a variation of traditional ELT. Like "general" ESL/EFL
courses, British ESP programs tend to stress the development of speaking and
oral comprehension. There are some exceptions to this practice, but usually
when the focus is on a skill like writing, e.g.. Swales (1978), or reading,
e. g., Mackay and Mountford (1978), practice in the spoken language is also
included. This is understandable in light of the clientele which British ESP
programs have attempted to service in the United Kingdom and throughout the
world. That has varied considerably, from post-doctoral students to profe»>
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slonals in all fields holding positions which range from executives to laborers,
but in each new training situation, be it academic or occupational ESP,
British experts have always been able to Justify either a liberal amount of
instruction in tbe spoken communication deemed necessary for functioning
efficiently in a partictolar profession, or at least some provision for "sur-
vival" English (cf. Straker Cook 1978).
This emphasis on spoken communication typical of various job contexts
has provided British applied linguists interested in ESP with an intui-
tively appealing justification for embracing the latest trend in language
teaching — what Strevens (1980a) has described as the replace-
ment of "linguistic" criteria as the basis for syllabus design by "notional-
functlonal-communlcative" (NFC) criteria. Arguments extolling the efficacy of
ESP instruction organized according to NFC categories are usually phrased with
sufficient vagueness to carry the ring of truth. We are told, for example,
that this approach enables the course developer to "...foreground the functions
of language which have particular communicative value" (Allen and Widdowson
1978a: 59). This may or may not be true, but NFC categories are only useful
to the extent that they comprise extensive samples of the linguistic forms
typical of the communication that occurs in the environment where the student ii
expected to function. And since, theoretically, for each Job environment a
different set of linguistic forms might be found for each FNC category, the
real value of the categories would seem to be to sub-classify data obtained
from linguistic research.
Presumably the sociolinguistic model provided by Sinclair and Coulthard
(1975) is n»st appropriate for ESP applied studies of spoken discourse. The
fact that only one detailed study of this type — Candlin, Bruton and Leather's
(1976) examination of the conversations between doctors and casualty patients —
has appeared to date gives rise to the uncomfortable suspicion that the ling-
uistic forms subsumed under the NFC categories in .British ESP courses may
represent a drastic oversimplification of the actual communication to which
2
the student must be sensitive.
In one area of ESP, the preparation of materials designed for university
students, British and American efforts coincide to some extent. Certain ESP
textbooks produced for British publication by academics and British Council
personnel, most notably, the Oxford Focus series and the Longman Nucleus
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series, as well as ESP materials prepared by British Coimcll teams, such as
the Science LanRuage and Communication book (1976) written by Mountford and his
colleagues at King Abdul Aziz University perport to teach all of the "communi-
cative-functions" which are basic to the English of Science and Technology
(EST), e.g., explaining, classifying, cause and result, generalizing, etc.
3
Here again, since no reference Is made to research upon which the books were
based, one has the disturbing feeling that the structures presented as exemplars
of various functional formulae may have been chosen not so much because they
represent norms but because they are easy to teach. Of course, no pedagogical
materials are totally Immune from the charge of oversimplifying reality, but
in a field such as ESP, where the goal Is to give the student a command of
specialized registers, one would expect pedagogy to Incorporate only those
register features which have been verified by extensive Investigation and can
be shown to constitute genuine problems for non-native speakers. And yet, as
we shall see, both American and British applied linguists teach "facts" about
the nature of specialized commtinication which do not represent norms and may be
of marginal significance for pedagogy.
In contrast to the more global interests of the British applied linguists,
the efforts of Americans in special purposes instruction have, until recently,
been confined to one group — university students. American instructional pro-
grams thus fall under the rubric of the teaching of English for "Academic"
Purposes (EAP). As the commitment to ELT overseas by the government and the
Ford Foundation shrank dramatically during the 1960*8 and 1970 's (see Allen
[1978] for discussions of this), three groups within the United States became
the primary recipients of English training: native Americans whose home
language was not English; immigrants; and foreign students preparing to study
at American universities. Concern that this last group was not receiving ade-
quate preparation to insure satisfactory academic performance led ELT experts
to focus their language on reading and writing, the two language skills which
appeared most critical for this. Many ELT experts felt that the courses
foreign students completed prior to assuming a full academic load did not pre-
pare them to handle the restricted register of English which has been loosely
referred to as "scientific English." It was hypothesized that a systematic in-
vestigation of the synteix and rhetorical organization of scientific English
might reveal important psychollnguistic phenomena which cause processing prob-
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lens for non-native speakers. The American applied linguists involved in this
endeavor have, for the most part, been inflixenced by theoretical linguists
like Gordon and Lakeoff, Kiparsky, Kartunnen, and Grice, whose pronouncements
about the nature of language seemed relevant to the patterns they were dis-
covering as they looked at scientific texts.
Obviously, any discussion of the observations about scientific English
made by American applied linguists must be selective. New hypotheses about
the nature of scientific English and what these entail for the non-native
learner continue to appear. I have chosen to focus on the contributions
of those American ESP experts who have published widely on this subject and
who have made the strongest claims, ^fy discussion will therefore be confined
largely to the work of John Lackstrom, Larry Selinker, and Louis Trimble, who,
I believe, deserve to be recognized as the American leaders in this field.
American applied linguists have conducted two t3rpes of text analyses of
scientific prose. The first is a kind of search operation whereby the re-
searchers posit a hypothesis about the lexicon and syntax used in a scien-
tific discipline, and then use statistical frequencies as a check. An example
of this is reported in Cowan (1974) and Inman (1978), where researchers from
the University of Illinois, using a computer program, tabulated frequencies
of various areas of the lexicon found in medical tests. Their hypothesis,
that non-technical words like resemble , basis , function , approximately,
predict , and invariably ,would far outrank technical words and common vocabulary,
and hence would constitute the greatest learning problem for non-native speakers,
was confirmed from a sample of over 89,000 running words draim from a wide
range of medical publications. An empirical investigation of the learning
problems posed by vocabulary for non-native speakers reading scientific texts,
conducted by Cohen, Glassman, Rosenbaum, Ferrara, and Fine (1978), further
verified this conclusion.
The second phase of this same project exemplifies how this type of re-
search has been used to examine the extent to which s3mtactic variables in
scientific English may constitute learning problems for foreign students. The
researchers collected 2,000 sample sentences from medical texts. One of the
interesting results was the discovery that medical prose employs a wide range
of participial constructions, some of which are shown below.
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(1) a. Salk examined the slides carefully, checklnR for any signs
of discoloration .
b. The addict fled into the street, taking the druggist hostage .
c. Taking the druggist hostage , the addict fled into the street.
d. Firmly believing that the increased use of drugs might induce
seriotis Illness , Dr. Hlrschel undertook nonexperlmental cohort
studies and case-referent studies to prove his point.
e. Assuming that newspaper articles are an accurate index of public
awareness
. Chicagoans must have become increasingly alarmed by
the rise in drug-related crimes from 1950 to 1952.
f. Dangling the bait in front of the hungry ocelot
.
Dr. Keevers
hoped to entice it into the trap.
g. The results of these studies coincide, suggesting a genetic
basis for differences in lactose activity to some investigators .
h. The apertures in the filter are small enough to block the move-
ment of the embolism, arresting its progress through the vena cava .
With respect to their surface structure configurations, these sentences
are identical; that is, they all contain a main clause and a subordinate clause
which begins with a present participle. The participial clause can appear
either before or after the main clause. Despite this superficial identity,
a distinctly different semantic connection exists between the main clause and
the subordinate clause In each case. In (1) a., the participial clause comments
on the main clause in the manner of an appositlve. The most appropriate se-
mantic connection between the two clauses is arrived at by Inserting the de-
leted subject noun phrase he after the phrase in the course of doing so. At
first glance, (1) \i^. appears to be another Instance of (1) a.; but notice that
when the participial clause in (1) b. Is preposed, as shown in (1) c; the tem-
poral relationship of the actions expressed in the two clauses is definitely
altered. This does not occur when the participial clause is fronted in (1) a.;
In fact, preposing causes this sentence to be perceived as becoming ungrammatl-
cal by many speakers.
As Quirk et al. (1972) have noted, participial clauses like (1) d.,
which begin with stative verbs, are generally interpreted as analogous to sub-
ordinate clauses introduced by because . Example (1) e. has the same reading
as a conditional clause beginning with if . This reading is apparently governed
by and restricted to a small class of verbs (grant , assume , accept , etc.),
some of which (grant and give) , may also appear in the past participial form;
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e.g., granted , given that... On the other hand, (1) f. appears to have the
same meaning as a subordinate clause Introduced by the subordlnator bj,.
In examples (1) a. through (1) f., the deleted subject of the participial
clause is always coreferential to a noun phrase. This is not the case in
(1) g.; here the deleted subject Is the entire preposition in the main clause.
(1) 1. and (1) j. support this analysis.
(1) i. The results of these studies coincide; (this fact /the fact that
the results coincide) suggests a genetic basis in lactose
activity to some Investigators.
j. The results of these studies coincide, which suggests a
genetic basis for differences in lactose activity to some in-
vestigators.
Note that In (1) 1., the entire preposition of the main clause or the
equivalent noun phrase (this fact) can be inserted with a concomitant change
in the verb from present participle to present indicative. (1) j. shows
that the relative pronoun can be substituted for the aforementioned elements
with no change in the overall meaning of the sentence. These facts argue
that (1) h. is a variation of what Thompson (1970) has referred to as a Type II
nonrestrictlve relative clause; in this case, one which has undergone WHIZ
deletion, the transformation which deletes a form of the verb be and the rela-
tive pronoun, leaving a present or past participle. Example (1) h. represents
an interesting version of this same tj^pe of participial, where the relation-
ship between the participial clause and the main clause is one of effect to
cause.
A reasonable hypothesis is that this participial structure, which occurs
so frequently in medical prose, may be poorly comprehended by foreign students
because its seemingly-identical form conveys so many distinctly different
n^anings with respect to the adjacent clause. To test the validity of this
hypothesized reading problem, 82 intermediate and advanced level students at
the Center for English as a Second Language at Southern Illinois University
were presented with sentences like (1) a. through (1) h., which were followed
by four paraphrase versions, only one of which had the same meaning as the
test sentence. Hach test sentence embodied one of eight different meanings
which these participial clauses can convey; there were four tokens of each
meaning type, making a total of thirty-two test sentences. The subjects in
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this experiment were instructed to read the test sentence (each test sentence
appeared on a different page in a booklet), and then to indicate which of
the four sentences below it nearly expressed the same meaning. The subjects
had previously been given a cloze test to determine if any structures in the
paraphrase sentences could constitute comprehension problems. Four days
after the subjects completed this first task, they were presented with the same
eight meaning types, but this time the sentences were embedded in paragraphs.
Once again the subjects were asked to indicate which of the four following sen-
tences was the best semantic match for the (this time imderllned) sentence
in the paragraph which contained the participial construction. This second
task was to determine whether the Introduction of context would markedly im-
prove the students' comprehension of these structures.
In order to determine whether there were any effects due to practice,
a new version of one of each of the four meaning types was Inserted in the
second test. An objective measure of English proficiency was obtained by ad-
ministering an intermediate»level reading portion of the Stanford Achievement
Test to all subjects after they had taken the second sentence=matchlng test
4described above. The subjects were divided into three proficiency groupings
according to their performance on the Stanford Test: (1) thirty intermediate
students who had achieved a mean of 28.10, (2) thirty-eight advanced students
with a mean score of 35.26, and (3) fourteen very advanced students, who had
obtained a mean score of 42.57.
The histogram in Figure 1 compares the mean achievement scores of these
three groups on the first and second sentence=matching tests. The mean score
of the first test is shown on the left for each group; the solid bar on the
right shows the increase due to the addition of context. (See following page).
The graph clearly shows that there was no significant increase in com-
prehension of these structures at any of the three proficiency levels due to
the addition of meaningful context. This is a rather remarkable demonstration
of the role of syntax in reading comprehension. Even very advanced students
have trouble deciphering the meaning of unfamiliar syntactic constructions,
such as the participial constructions examined In this experiment. Note that
less than 50% of the Intermediate students were able to comprehend sentences
with participial clauses, 62% of the advanced students understood them, and
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only 70% of the very advanced students could comprehend them! These results
have serious implications both for the design of ESP reading materials and
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for research in this field. We will return to this point after a discussion
of the other kind of textual analysis carried out by American applied ling-
uists.
The other purpose for which text analyses have been conducted has been
to examine the rhetorical structure of a corpus, with a view toward un-
covering properties which could conceivably cause problems for non-native
speakers learning to read and write in the register of science. This focus
on rhetorical organization, which parallels the British interest in the func-
tions of discourse, is typical of all the work done by the "Washington School,"
represented by Lackstrom, Selinker, and Trimble.
In two articles (Lackstrom, Selinker, and Trimble, 1972, 1973) the authors
contend that the choice of some grammatical devices by writers of scientific
prose — tense and articles — is at least partly determined by the rhetorical
structure of technical articles. Their argument is as follows: writers of
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sclentific articles tend to organize the presentation of their material
according to accepted rhetorical principles. Typically, they begin by pre-
senting a "core generalization," which may be stated In a single sentence or
"rhetorically embedded In adjoining sentences" (Lackstrom, Sellnker, and
Trimble 1973:129). Core generalizations are then followed by supporting In-
formation. This organizational schema Is not confined to paragraphs, al-
though this Is frequently the case; rather. It Is the basis for organizing
entire texts and, the authors contend, is quite strictly adhered to In the
English of science and technology.
Given these assumptions, the choice of tense by a writer at different
points in an article is rather firmly constrained. At the outset, he is re-
stricted either to the present, or, as shown in (2) a. and (2) b., to the
modal will , since these are the two sjmtactic device^ for expressing generali-
zations .
(2) a. Oil and water will not mix.
b. That will be three dollars.
c. Plants to convert cellulose of pine sawdust into fermentable
sugar and that into ethyl alcohol have failed because saw mills
haven't been able to sell as much lumber as plans have called
for and therefore have curtailed the alcohol plants' raw
material supply.
d. A plant to convert cellulose of pine sawdust into fermentable
sugar and that into ethyl alcohol failed because a aav mill
couldn't sell as much lumber as plans called for , and thereby
curtailed the alcohol plants' raw material supply.
e. T = C + D, where T is the term, = is the differential predicate,
C, the class, + is the relational particle, and D is the differ-
entia.
A thrust is a^ force that pushes an object forward .
T = C + D
The subsequent supporting arguments will be stated in one of tenses: the
present perfect, if the author wishes to convey the notion that the support-
ing information has been a good generalization in the past, but makes no
commitment with regard to the future; or the past, for those supporting
statements in which the writer intends to make no claims of generality. Lack-
strom, Selinker, and Trimble attempt to construct an argument to the effect
that article choice is related to the foregoing relationship between gener-
ality and tense through examples like (2) c. and (2) d. According to the
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a£orementloned formula, (2) c, which has the present perfect, should be viewed
as a good generalization from the past, whereas (2) d. tsakes no claims about
generality. The authors note that the tense change is accompanied by a con-
commitant change in the noun phrases, from the absence of an article to the
use of an indefinite.
An interesting claim first made in this same article, and later re-
affirmed by Lackstrom (1977), is the discovery of a formula which purports
to characterize the possible forms of scientific definitions. This is shown
in (2) e. Provided the formula is correct, it could obviously be reduced to
some teachable form as an aid in vocabulary development and comprehension.
In two later articles (Sellnker, Trimble, and Vroman 1974; Selinker,
Trimble, and Trimble 1976), Selinker and his colleagues turn their attention
to the manner in which presupposltional information Is expressed in scientific
discourse, and how a failure to understand this kind of expression may affect
]
non-native speakers' learning to read or to write. In the first of these
articles, the authors advance three very tentative hypotheses, for which they
supply little evidence. The first two relate to the character of scientific
discourse: (1) structures which presuppose the truth of their clausal elements,
like factive predicates, will never be used to introduce core generalizations;
and (2) anaphoric expressions are linked with their antecedents by means of
intervening presupposltional material.
The final hypothesis is a tentative explanation of some "covert" errors
made by non-native speakers learning to write technical reports. "Covert"
errors are cases where a sentence cannot be Judged as grammatical or ungram-
matical in Isolation ([(3)a.] is the example cited by the authors). Only
an examination of the context in which the sentence appears permits a judgment
as to whether it is appropriately employed.
(3) a. I want to know the English.
b. It was Rutherford who first reported the dodo's having become
extinct. '
c. It was Rutherford who first reported that the dodo had become
extinct. '
d. It was Rutherford who first reported the dodo to have become
extinct.
'
-
-
As an example, the authors cite the sentence (3) b_. , where the use of the
gerundive complement with the verb report presupposes the truth of the com-
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pleme.nt, whereas such is not the case with a that complement (3) c, or
an infinitival complement (3) d. A student who in fact harbored some doubt
as to whether the dodo is extinct would be making a covert error by using
(3) b. The hypothesis that the authors pose is a general one which revives
the notion of strict rhetorical organization they developed earlier; to wit,
covert errors by non-native speakers learning to write scientific disc6urse
"are often related to a lack of understanding of the relationship between
clauses and core generalizations" (Selinker, Trimble, and Vroman 1974:65).
In the second article, Selinker and his colleagues turn to a new aspect
of rhetoric not discussed in their earlier articles, the distinction between
explicit and implicit information. They argue a point that is discussed with
greater sophistication by Lackstrom (1977) — that the failure of non-native
speakers to pick up implicit information in scientific discourse constitutes
a major barrier to reading comprehension. Although this hjrpothesis, which
has a great deal of superficial appeal, requires us to accept their charac-
terization of the schema of rhetorical organization used for scientific
prose, at no time do they present any indication of the amount of data they
have scrutinized in developing it. Perhaps to lend greater credibility to
their claims about the rhetorical organization of scientific English, they
provide at the outset of their article a multi-level hierarchical chart of
the "rhetorical process of the English of science and technology." I have
reproduced only one of the hierarchical levels from this chart in (4), since
only this level displays the rhetorical functions germane to their argument.
(4) a. Specific Rhetorical Function Employed to Develop General
Functions of Level B.
^^ 1. Definition
2. Classification
3. Description: Physical and Function
4. Description: Process
Their argument is developed as follows: Two basic rhetorical functions
of the language of science are definition and classification. These may be
explicitly or overtly stated, according to conventions Indicated earlier.
A standard format is the one shown in (4), where a core generalization appears
as an explicitly stated definition and is followed by statements which provide
explicit characterizations designed to enhance the definition. Such explicit
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clasaificat±on usually names the class and Its members and specifies the
basis of classification, i.e., the manner in which class members differ from
one another. But writers of scientific texts also "bury" implicit defining
or classifying Information in paragraphs; the authors contend that, in order
to comprehend the total meaning of the discourse, the non-native speaker
must extract the Implicit information and reorder it into Its explicit form.
An example of what they have in mind can be seen by referring to the short
paragraph in (5)
.
(5) The nature of the engine with which this fuel-metering de-
vice is to be used is such that a flow of air will almost con-
tinuously be drawn through the carburetor's throat. The amount
of the flow entering the carburetor is also a function of how much
the butterfly valve has been opened. From fluid mechanics,
it can be sh^wn that as a fluid (gas or liquid) passes through
the venturi, its velocity increases; but its pressure decreases
to some value below atmospheric . This negative pressure is
greatest at the point in the throat where the fuel pick-up take
is located.
In this example, the authors claim, the non-native speaker must ex-
tract the last (underlined) part of the third sentence and the first part
of the fourth sentence, and "reorder these in pieces of information to pro-
duce an explicit formal definition 'negative* ... [something like] ... 'nega-
tive pressure is that type of pressure whose value is below atmospheric...'"
(1976:286). Selinker et al. go on to provide examples of implicit classifica-
tion, stating that their "informal tests" indicated that students were unable
to pick up such information.
Lackstrom (1977) presents a far more convincing argument for recog-
nizing the distinction between explicit and implicit information in scien-
tific discourse, and the possibility that failure to perceive the latter
results in non-native speakers' inability to comprehend scientific English.
It is interesting to note how he relates his findings to some of the topics
of cuirrent interest in theoretical linguistics, specifically, the discussions
of the Griclan cooperative principle by Gordon, Lakeoff, and Searle. Lack-
stroB notes that scientific i^riters tend to follow the cooperative principle
in their writings; i.e, , they provide all of the information which they per-
ceive to be necessary for their audiences' informational needs. Journal
articles, Lackstrom claims, denand a specific organization which can be
-so-
summarized In a five-part explicit argument Involving: 1) statement of
the problem; 2) statement of the hypothesis; 3) consequences of the hypothesis;
4) the evidence of results; and 5) conclusion. However, basic science
textbooks frequently contain what Lackstrom calls "elliptical" arguments,
where as many sis two of the normal five components of the explicit; argument
may be deleted. Lackstrom provides a most convincing example (which cannot
be reproduced here because of its length), wherein the statement of the
hypothesis and the conclusion are omitted. The writer may do this because
he assumes, as Searle has stated, that the reader will use conventional
knowledge, logic, and the previously stated part of the explicit argument to
fill in the gaps and arrive at a correct interpretation of the total elliptical
argxnnent. But non-native speakers, who may not even understand the explicit
argument, cannot comprehend an elliptical argument, even though they may
understand every word and sentence in the text. Lackstrom's remedy is to
first teach the non-native speaker the form of the explicit argument; he has
a series of very Ingenious techniques for doing this. Lackstrom reasons that
if the non-native speaker understands that scientific texts do have a specific
rhetorical organization, he will not become confused when he encounters an
elliptical argument. Rather he will (much like a native speaker) accept the
cooperative principle and assume that the author is trying to make a point
that he, the reader, has failed to pick up, and he will go back and attempt
to infer what this is from the previously stated explicit information.
I believe the foregoing discussion accurately describes the interests
and contributions of the American applied linguists who have offered des-
criptions of scientific English for the purpose of developing materials
and methodologies to teach English for Special Purposes. In what follows, I
will try to evaluate these contributions, and to indicate what kind of re-
search into the nature of scientific English needs to be undertaken if one
wishes to make discoveries that may be useful in language pedagogy.
Frequently, the Americans appear to be guilty of gross over-simplifica-
tion in their claims about the nature of scientific English. Lackstrom,
Selinker, and Trimble's statements about the rhetorical organization of scien-
tific prose and its Influence on grammatical choice are easily falslflable.
They often look like unrealistic idealizations drawn from a prescriptive text-
book on rhetoric. To cite only one counter-example, scientific articles
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frequently use the present tense for purposes for which Lackstrotn et al.
claim the past tense is used; witness the short passage in (6), where the
present tense is used to supply supporting statements of fact that can in no
way be construed as generalizations.
(6) Reports of lactose tolerance tests among the world's
adult population show distinct racial and geographic differences
in the extent of lactose malabsorption. About two to eight per-
cent of the Caucasian race of Scandinavian or Western European
extraction respond abnormally to the lactose tolerance test.
Figures for Sweden show less than one percent. These figures
contrast sharply with the sixty to ninety percent of the
Greek Cypriots, Arabs, Jews, American Blacks, African Bantus,
Japanese, Thais, Formosans and Filipinos who show abnormal toler-
ance to oral clinical doses of lactose.
Perhaps the present tense is used throughout this paragraph because
writers of scientific documents follow a general rhetorical principle
common to speaking and writing: Use the present tense for supporting in-
formation when that information has present relevance. I have no idea
whether this is a reasonable explanation. Still, it appears that the most
we can say about the use of tense in scienfic texts is that it may in-
deed be employed to fulfill the rhetorical functions described by Lackstrom
and his colleagues; however, the actual grounds for the choice of a tense
are not well understood. One need only examine the enormous variability in
scientific texts for confirmation of this, and it is hardly surprising that
in a recent article, Selinker, Trimble, and Trimble (1978:314) admit the
existence of paragraphs in scientific literature that do not fit their
archetypical "rhetorical process of development."
Another example of this tendency toward oversimplification is the
formula for scientific definitions cited in (2) e. Notice that it would be
impossible to fit the definition in (7) into this formula.
(7) Let V be a vector space over .a field K. -A scalar product* on
V is a rule to which any pair of elements v, w of V associates
a scalar, denoted by <v, w>, or also v • w, satisfying the
following properties:
SPl. We have <v, •w> = <w, v> for all v, w, e V.
SP2. If u, V, w are elements of V, then,
<y V + w> = <u, v> + <v, w>.
SP3. If X e K, then,
<xu, v> =» X, <u, v>.
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Thls example Is due to Castanos, who offers an extremely appealing ex-
planation of why scientific definitions cannot have a simple form. In two
articles (1977a, b), he argues that the form a definition takes depends on
any of a set of preconditions which the author may wish to emphasize; e. g.,
classifying, considering something for the first time, associating the thing
defined with its distinctive characteristics, revealing those distinctive
characteristics as logical conditions.
In their examination of scientific English, the Americans have often
focused on one narrow topic and have described it superficially, using only
a few (often questionable) examples to support sweeping generalizations. As
a result, we have no way of knowing how far the validity of these generali-
zations can be extended. Obviously, some claims about the interaction of
rhetoric and grammar described earlier are true. But one wonders whether
they are perhaps characteristic of only a very small segment of scientific
literature. It is worth noting that in none of the published reports
do the Americans attempt to legitimize their claims about the nature of
scientific discourse by supplying detailed information regarding the size of
the corpus they have analyzed. And in more than one private conversation,
my colleagues have admitted that the data bases for several of their articles
were embarrassingly sparse.
By attempting to prove that discoursal factors are the most Important
elements for learning to read scientific prose, the Americans have de-
emphasized the roles of lexical and syntactic factors. This seems unwise
in light of psycholinguistic evidence indicating that reading comprehension
is a multi-level process. Obviously, discoursal factors will affect compre-
hension, but the research by Cohen et al. (1978), cited earlier, showed that
non-native speakers with extremely good competence in English ha-?e considerable
difficulty In reading a basic scientific text because they did not know
the meanings of many non-technical vjords. This problem is further exacerbated
by another phenomenon common to the language of science — the assumption
of a technical meaning by a lexical item which normally has a non-technical
status: e. g., "specificity," has the restricted meaning in sciences like
biology and genetics of "the condition of participation in or catalyzing only
one or a few chemical agents." This kind of Information would seem to be as
Important for teaching students to read scientific texts as the rhetorical
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princlples discussed earlier.
Finally, Merlcan applied linguists have repeatedly displayed a
cavalier attitxide with regard to determining whether their "discoveries"
really constitute serious learning problems for non-native speakers. Only
anecdotal reports indicate that students Indeed have trouble with the very
problems that the authors predict, and we often have nothing more to go on
than the author's hunch that what he has described is a source of difficulty.
In a new field like English for Special Purposes, it is not uncommon for
the pedagogy to outrace the knowledge of the learners' actual problems. A
good example of this situation can be seen in one ESP textbook in the Focus
series: English in the Physical Sciences (1974b), co-authored by two of the
leading British experts, J. P. B. Allen and Henry Widdowson. Designed for
advanced ESL students, the book contains numerous "context reference" exer-
cises which "oblige the student to assign the correct referential 'value'
of such 'anaphoric' language items as demonstratives and pronouns" (1974 :xv).
These exercises, which are found in every chapter, are obviously intended
to provide practice in learning to identify the Intersententlal referents
of different pronouns. It seems reasonable to suppose, then, that the authors
have some grounds for assuming that pronoun reference constitutes a sig-
nificant learning problem for advanced ESL students when they read scientific
English typical of the physical sciences.
(8) a. ... A substance in a solid state may be changed into a
liquid substance, and one in a liquid state may be changed
into a gaseous substance
2. In sentence 5 [the sentence above], one refers to:
a) A substance
b) A substance in a solid state
c) A liquid substance
b. ... The volume of irregular bodies cannot be calculated
by the use of formulae of this kind. They may be measured
by means of devices like the displaced vessels.
6. In sentence 15 [the sentence preceding], they refers to
a) Irregular bodies
b) formulae
c) tlie volume of Irregular bodies
Both of the above examples occur in the Allen and Widdowson text
(1974:24, 25). In order to test whether ESL students with various levels
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of English proficiency actually have trouble identifying intersentential
referents, Cowan (1978) conducted a small-scale experiment involving ninety-
five ESL students in the Center for English as a Second Language at Southern
Illinois University. The subjects were given booklets containing examples
of inter- and intra-sententlal anaphora like these shown in (9) and (10).
(9) Examples of the more common anaphoric de-</ices of English. The
examples show these in their function as intersentential connectors,
Its (a) The tower has four sides, each of which is made of
stone. Its base has the shape of a square.
One (b) Medical science possesses many methods for curing
serious diseases. One of these is the use of the
laser to treat skin cancer.
It (c) Matter is the name given to anything which has
weight and occupies space. Tt may usually be de-
tected by the sense of touch, sight, and smell.
(Allen and Widdowson 1974:24).
They (d) Acids which do not contain certain elements like
carbon are called inorganic. They are usually
prepared from non-living matter. (Allen and Widdow-
son 1974:12).
Those (e) Several groups in American society will be affected
by the laws which this government makes. Those
concerning medical care are the most far-reachiqg.
There (f) The water reaches the pan by passing from the ja^
through a long glass pipe. From there it runs out
a hole and through a beaker.
(10) Reference to entire propositions: S pronominallzation
(a) S Forward Pronominallzation (intrasentential)
I showed Armando how to wrap the present we bought
for John's birthday, but he still hasn't done it.
(b) S Backward Pronominallzation (intrasentential)
They warned us that It^ was very unlikely, but we
were sure that we would see an elephant .
(c) S Forward Pronominsillzation (intersentential)
Father asked John to paint the garage . T'Jhen father
returned from work, John still hadn't done it .
(d) Margaret's health will suffer if she tries to do
such heavy work. She never took that into consider-
ation.
(e) Nonsense condition
The grudlicks place the fessywiddles In a framis.
After that they are washed by a gromad.
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There were four examples of each anaphoric device. For cases like
(9) (a) through (9) (f), where the pronoun refers to a specific pronoun in
the sentence, there were two items where the referent appeared early in the
sentence, and two examples where It appeared in the middle or at the end
of the sentence. This was done to control for the possibility that the
subjects might adopt a strategy of selecting the first noun phrase.
Vocabulary control for all sentences was introduced by having 98 per-
cent of all the words fall within the 2,000 moat common words of English
and the remaining 2 percent in the 3,000 most common words, as determined
by the American Heritage Word Frequency Book (Carroll, Davies, and Rich-
man 1971) . In order to determine the effect of vocabulary on the task,
there were two additional sentences for each condition which contained by-
syllabic nonsense words like (10) (e)
.
The subjects fell into three levels of English proficiency. At the
lowest level were fifty-four beginning students who had a mean score of
37.73 on the Comprehensive English Langtiage Test for Speakers of English
as a Second Language (CELT), which had been administered the day before
the experiment was run. Twenty-six Intermediate students had a mean achieve-
ment score on the CELT test of 55, and thirteen advanced students had an
average CELT of 65. Notice that the sample is considerably skewed toward
the beginning level.
Each test sentence was typed on a separate page, and these pages were
then assembled in booklets. The subjects were instructed to read each sen-
tence and then to circle the word or words which had the same meaning as the
underlined word — the anaphoric device. Four practice sentences included
examples of NP and S pronominalization. In order to facilitate comprehension
of the experimental task, the instructions were translated into the languages
of the three main language groups which participated — Farsi, Spanish, and
Arabic.
The results for the conditions listed in (9) and (10) are displayed in
Figure 2, which shows performance in terms of correctness percentages. The
trend for the items which contained nonsense words is very similar to that
shown in Figure 2. All three proficiency levels scored lower on the items
with the nonsense words, but not significantly. These results argue that the
(continued on p. 57)
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(continued from p. 55)
ability to make anaphoric linkages Is not significantly impaired by a lack
of knowledge of vocabulary. One gradually acquires the ability to correctly
identify anaphoric referents in a text just as one's gradual mastery of
other processes in an overall increase in proficiency in the target language.
Inspection of Figure 2 reveals that the intermediate students are able
to deal with coreference in reading with about 65 percent accuracy. Some
anaphoric devices pose greater problems than others, notably the locative
there and backwards S pronominalization. The advanced students make ana-
phoric connections correctly about 80 percent of the time. It would appear,
then, that when ESL students attain this level of proficiency, they can recog-
nize sentential antecedents and noun phrase antecedents equally well. Now
recall that this advanced*level competency consists of only thirteen subjects;
there is every reason to believe that the average correct performance of ad-
vanced students might have been raised another 10 percentage points had the
sample size of the group been as large as that of beginning students. Thus,
the existing evidence strongly suggests that by the time an ESL student has
attained advanced competency in English, making anaphoric connections when
reading texts simply is not a significant problem.
It follows, then, that any textbook like Allen and Widdovjson's,
which attempts to teach advanced students how to make anaphoric connections,
is really wasting the time of both students and teachers. Notice, for ex-
ample, that the exercise in (8) a. is set up to provide practice in recogniz-
ing the antecedent of the anaphoric device one . Figure 2 shows that the
advanced students were able to locate intersentential antecedents of one wit,^
94 percent correctness, and even intermediate students had 74 percent
accuracy. Had the authors conducted some cursory research patterned after
the study described above, they would have discovered that the exercises pro-
posed in (8), although creative and original, are in fact not really nec-
essary for their intended audience. Exercises like (8) may, however, be
relevantly incorporated in reading materials designed for beginning students,
since the data from this experiment shOT^ that students with low proficiency
do not have a high success rate in making anaphoric linkages .
.
Of course my purpose here is not to criticize a single textbook;
rather, I want to underscore the importance of a basic prerequisite for the
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deslgn of worthwhile pedagogical materials in the field of English for Special
Purposes, one which the American applied linguists have, to the best of my
knowledge, seriously neglected. It is all very well to examine scientific
texts and to discover certain features which are then hypothesized to cause
learning problems for the development of processing or production skills.
But, as this last example clearly shows, one must eventually submit the hy-
pothesized learning problems to empirical Investigation, Only by taking this
last step can one avoid prescribing remedies for nonexistent problems.
In the preceding discussion of the American contributions to the teach-
ing of English for Special Purposes, I attempted to present the following
picture: a few applied linguists interested in this field have made a number
of provocative observations about grammatical and lexical characteristics,
rhetorical-grammatical dependencies, and the rhetorical structure of the English
used in scientific and technical documents. Their obseivations are, to a
certain extent, accurate, but because they are based on limited data are
subject to numerous exceptions. A logical fallacy common to the work of
British and American applied linguists is the notion that whenever a new
"feature" of specialized communication is discovered, it merits translation
into pedagogy, since its very existence insures that it will be a source of
g
some learning difficulty. These two shortcomings — lack of an adequate
data base that would justify classifying patterns uncovered as norms for the
register under investigation, and an absence of rigorous tests which would
verify whether or not such patterns are the source of significant learning
problems — have led me to conclude that our present knowledge of the nature
of scientific English is extremely impressionistic and does not provide
many useful insights into what features of this register should be converted
into materials or methods.
It therefore seems appropriate to conclude by suggesting that a valuable
and interesting task for applied linguists would be to harness the tools of
the discipline in truly ccrrcprehensive and systematic analyses of the language
used in many different scientific disciplines. A modified form of the approach
suggest by Chiu (1973) seems appropriate. Detailed textual analysis could be
undertaken with a view toward uncovering recurrent lexical, sjmtactic, prag-
matic, and rhetorical patterns. Certainly linguistics has become eclectic
enough to permit this kind of research without worrying about Issues such as
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whlch theoretical model to use. Furthermore, we have good evidence that
similar projects with non-applied goals, such as the Stanford University
language universals project, have been extremely successful.
Of course, the linguistic analysis of scientific communication could
only constitute the preliminary stage of such a research project. Emerging
regularities would have to be classified as potential learning problems in
terms of specific language skills. Finally, these.dlscoveries would have to
be subjected, in the form of testable hypotheses, to rigorous experiments
which would determine whether they are more global in nature and persist
throughout the learner's career. The challenge of designing revealing ex-
periments is considerable, since such tests would have to be capable of separ-
ating register-related problems from poor performance due to other factors
(e.g., inability to conceptualize scientific material because of some de-
ficiency in the learner's background). Still, it is a challenge worth accept-
ing, since it stands an excellent chance of expanding our knowledge of how
we use language, as well as providing valuable insights into the psychological
processes deployed in second language learning.
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An interesting contradiction not yet resolved In British ESP courses
is the practice of allowing grammatical considerations to determine the
order in which NFC categories are presented. Turton (1979:92) correctly ob-
serves that in the case of occupational in-service ESP programs, where stu-
dents learn English while working in an English-speaking environment, this
practice can result in the students' being denied access to linguistic foinns
that are of immediate need for the successful performance of their duties, be-
cause these forms have been relegated to the later part of the course due to
their complexity. The fact that, as Turton (p. 90) puts it, "the grammatical
tail [often] wags the functional dog," underscores the paradoxical nature of
the claims that materisils organized according to NFC categories are somehow
superior to programs which employ other criteria. It may be impossible to
avoid the use of grammatical criteria in sequencing. And if this is true,
then the choice of NFC categories is surely a matter of personal preference,
rather than an innovation in language teaching which lays claim to producing
improvements in learning not attainable by using alternative criteria.
2
The question of what information about discourse can be converted into
pedagogy is an interesting one. Turton (1978:93) points to one problem endemic
to ESP courses which attempt to teach spoken communication: failure to provide
a number of alternative examples which can be used in certain types of verbal
interaction. If, for example, a student has been taught only one or two
responses that might be employed to fend off verbal assaults, he may be forced
to engage in what, for him, is alien behavior. However, given the enormous
amount of variation inherent in such situations, as well as the fairly com-
plex knowledge of the culture required for interpreting the gravity of
argtoments and possible rude behavior, one wonders whether formulae for
dealing with them can usefully be Incorporated in language instruction.
Some of the more recent articles by British applied linguists about
features of scientific discourse now contain specifications of the sampling
procedures used for their observation, e.g.. Swales' (1979) discussion of
-en participles. Although the samples are quite small, this trend of looking
at data is a very welcome one.
Although the Stanford Achievement Test is designed for native speakers,
a large-scale experiment by Moran (1978) has shown it to be as sensitive an
Instrument, and in some cases more sensitive, than the more widely used tests
of English proficiency designed for non-native speakers.
This observation, to the best of my knowledge, was first made by
Lakeoff (1970).
Wei8sber<" and Buker (1978:323) also report th^t they vere -not always
able to <^o to scientific texts and find the rhetorical-grammatical analyses
presented in Lackstrom et al. (1973).'
Flick and Anderson's (1980) study of native and non-native speakers'
ability to comprehend implicit definition of the type described by Sellnker
et al. (1976) is an excellent example of the type of empirical investigation
which is required.
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It is, of course, irrelevant whether the discoveries have been stimu-
lated by the research of theoretical linguists, e.g., new observations about
pre-supposition, conversational postulates, notions, etc., or whether they
arise from individual insights achieved by the applied linguist looking at
a particular register of English. What is Important is that their signifi-
cance for language pedagogy be tested by empirical research rather than
blindly assumed.
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A PEDAGOGICAL INTESPRETATION OF GENERATIVE PHONOLOGY
III. VOWELS IN THE KEY AND LEFT SYLLABLES
Wayne B. Dickerson
This paper continues the theme Introduced In Part I of this
series, namely, the learner can use the resources of standard
orthography to determine how a word should sound before trying
to pronounce It. Part II focused on spelling as a guide to
word stress. This Installment shows how spelling contributes
to the prediction of vowel sounds. The concept of a vowel
quality pattern Is developed as the central feature In a largely
mechanical process to Identify the sound of vowels In words.
The patterns lllijstrated Interpret the spelling of vowels In
two benchmark syllables, the Key Syllable and the Left Syllable.
The phonological analysis of Chomsky and Halle (1968) Is the
point of reference for comparison and contrast throughout.
INTRODUCTION
In Part I of this series, we argued that pronunciation teaching at
all levels must address the learner's two fundamental needs: to know
what to say before speaking and to know hew to say It when speaking. If
these needs shape classroom goals, then pronunciation instruction will
promote the prediction and the production/disorimnation skills of the
learner (Dickerson 1980b)
.
The most novel part of this claim concerns prediction, determining
what to say before (pre-) speaking (-diet), figuring out, for example,
which syllables of a word must be stressed and unstressed, which long,
short or reduced vowels are required, which consonant sounds are needed.
It is the Intent of this series to focus on the prediction a&,.-ct of
pronunciation teaching goals and to Identify the regularities by which
learners can predict the sound of English words. We do not forget, how-
ever, that the ultimate purpose of prediction work is to facilitate
accurate production and discrimination.
We have launched this series of articles with a discussion of word
stress and vowel quality prediction. In Part II, we presented an outline
of the learner rules which assign major stress to English words (Dickerson
1981). We move next, in this and the following part, to consider the
prediction of vowel quality.
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Slnce this paper, Part III, concerns vowels In the Key and Left
Syllables, we review the notions of Key and Left Syllables, in the first
section below, so that it will be clear which vowels are under consider-
ation. The quality of these vowels is determined with the help of vowel
quality patterns, a concept we elaborate on in the second section. Al-
though it is impractical to present here all of the vowel quality patterns
which apply to vowels in Key and Left Syllables, the third section of this
paper contains a useful sampling.
THE KEY MD LEFT SYLLABLES
The vowels under discussion are those found in the Key Syllable and
in the Left Syllable of a word. In this paper, only a brief discussion
of these syllables is possible. A detailed account is given in Part II
of this series (Dickerson 1981).
Every word has a Key Syllable. Its position is defined primarily In
terms of spelling and in relation to suffix and suffix-like elements.
Examples of the Key Syllable are underlined in the words of (1).
(1) to reinvest conges
t
/ive cel§st/ ial his amnest/y
to harvest a pedest /al Sebdst /ian to d6vast /ate
the ballast reslat /ant end6st /eal a th6rmost /at
These examples illustrate the following definition of the Key, in (2)
.
(2) The Key Syllable is the last spelling pattern .c
of a word or remainder.
A few preliminary notes will prepare us to examine the words in (1)
more closely. First, to simplify matters at this point, we will deal
with one spelling pattern only, VCC, a single vowel letter followed by
two consonant letters. Second, by 'remainder' we mean that portion of a
word remaining when suffixes and suffix-like elements have been taken off.
The learner knows these elements as weak endings, strong sequences and
terminals. We cannot list here all of the various endings, sequences and
terminals. However, an extensive listing of these elements is available
in Dickerson 1981. Third, by implication, 'word' in this definition is
a unit having no endings, sequences or terminals.
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The words of the first set In (1) have no endings, seqijences or
terminals. The Key is the last spelling pattern of the word, as under-
lined. The second, third and fourth sets of words end in, respectively,
weak endings, strong sequences and teroinals. In each case, the final
element is separated from the remainder with a slash (/). The Key is
the last spelling pattern of the remainder, as underlined.
The Left Syllable is defined in terms of spelling and in relation to
the Key Syllable, as stated in (3).
(3) The Left Syllable is the spelling pattern
immediately to the left of the Key Syllable.
A wavy line is used in the examples of (4) to identify the Left Syllable
in relation to the underlined Key.
(4) a piastid m^stic/al to t6stif^/y
combustible p6stul/ant to m49tic/ate
The Key and Left Syllable positions in a word are most significant
for the assignment of word stress. The major stress of a word must fall
on only one of these two syllables. When the major stress is on the Left
Syllable, as illustrated in the words of (4), the Left Vowel carries the
stress and the Key Vowel is ordinarily unstressed. When the major stress
is on the Key, the Key Vowel carries the stress, as shown by some of the
words in (1) . No prediction about the quality of the Left Vowel follows
automatically from a stressed Key Vowel.
This paper presents the patterns by which a learner can predict the
vowels in three circumstances, in stressed and unstressed Key Syllables
and in stressed Left Syllables. In Part IV of this series, we discuss the
patterns for vowels outside the Key and Left Syllable positions.
For the sake of clarity, all example words used in this paper include,
as necessary, straight \inderlining for Key Syllables and wavy underlining
for Left Syllables. Also, all relevant degrees of stress are marked as
needed. It is, therefore, unnecessary for the reader to keep in mind the
four main stress rules given in Dickerson 1981. We turn now to the concept
of a vowel quality pattern and the prediction system of which it is a
central feature.
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VOWEL QUALITY PATTERNS
The fundamental assumption which guided our design of word stress
rules also guides our statement of vowel patterns: The learner' does not
knew the word. This assumption affects our work so profoundly that we
devote this section to an exploration of its implications for our peda-
gogical approach to vowels. VJe begin by looking at the difference the
assumption makes in how we handle vowels in the ESL classroom as compared
with the typical treatment of vowels in generative phonology. We turn
next to a discussion of how vowel patterns link spelling and sound. We
close this section with a statement and illustration of the strategy we
have used to work out vowel quality patterns for the learner.
Vowels in ESL Pedagogy and Generative Phonology
In general, our pedagogical approach to vowel prediction is modeled
2
after that of generative phonology. We envision a bi-level structure
with intermediating rules, as depicted in (5). In our practical work,
standard orthography stands as a surrogate for the phonological deep
structure. It is the task of rules to transform the unpronounceable
representations (vowel letters) at the deep, abstract level into pronounce-
able representations (vowel symbols) at the surface level.
(5) NtoDEL
Surface
Structure
go>jerative
Phonology
Phonetic
Representation
t
Transformational
Rules
Rules
t
1
Deep
Structure
ESL
PRCNUNCIATIC^J
Pedagogical
Vowel Symbols
r
Vowel Quality
Patterns
Underlying
Phonological
Representation
Standard
English
Orthography
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While the technical and pedagogical approaches are quite similar In
model, the two approaches have quite different deep structures, rules and
surface structures. The basic operating assumption for ESL, that the
learner does not know the word, has given the pedagogical approach an
accessibility not seen in its technical counterpart. Let us consider the
three parts of the model.
Deep Struature. In transformational analyses, the phonological deep
structure is replete with valuable information. In particular, all vowels
are marked as to quality, long (tense) or short (lax). Unfortunately, this
ideal source of information is not available to the learner. His next best
source is standard English orthography. But this source is sorely lacking
in the area of vowels; it has no vowel quality markinss. Thus, the learner
has no direct information about the quality of vowels in a spelled word.
Rules. This comparison of deep structures highlights the fact that
the rules in the two systems play quite different roles (Dlckerson 1980a).
Transformational vowel quality riiles accept given vowel qualities as input
and change them as output. They are therefore alternation rules. They can
effect three vowel quality changes: long to short, short to long, and
short to reduced. To illustrate the first and third types of alternation,
we can review the technical rules which apply to the vowel in the id
syllable of the words presiding
^
president, presidium. In the SPE analysis,
the underlying representation shared by each of these words is /pre+sid/.
Transformational vowel rules bring about the following changes.
The /!/ vowel in presiding surfaces unchanged as to quality. It is
still long, although it has undergone Diphthongization (to ;^ •In a /-y/ off-
glide) and Vowel Shift to become /%/) (SPE 243(31, 33)). The long /!/
vowel in president changes to a short vowel by the Auxiliary Reduction Rule
(SPE 160). The imderlying /!/ in presidium changes to a short vowel by
the Trisyllabic Laxing Rule (SPE 241(20) [IV])
.
By comparison, the learner's vowel quality rules take spelled vowels
of unknotJn quality, such as the first i of presiding, president and pre-
sidiurrij and identify the quality each must have. The pedagogical rules
are therefore prediction rules. Without intermediate vowel manipulations,
the prediction rviles tell the learner which vowels to say.
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Suvface Structure. In both systems, the output of the rules at the
surface level can be interpreted as a string of symbols. The technical
derivation renders the vowels of -presiding as [priysaydJQ], while the peda-
gogical rules give us the vowel transcription in -presiding-. The dif-
ferences evident here are greater than mere choice of symbols. As discussed
in the next section, the motivation for selecting the pedagogical symbol
set over the linguistic symbol set concerns the directness with which the
learner can determine the predicted sound.
In summary, the fact that the learner does not know the word in
question affects the content of each part of the bi-level model. The ESL
assumption forces certain requirements on the design of vowel rules for ESL
learners. The rules must apply to standard orthography and predict vowel
sounds. They must not depend unduly on the learner's prior knowledge of the
language. The rules must be simple statements which lead as directly as
possible to a prediction. These requirements inform the entire process of
vowel prediction, discussed next.
.
(
Linking Vowel Letters to Vowel Sounds •
The connection between vowel letters and vowel sounds is not direct
in English. A connection does exist, however, and it is one the learner
can use. We will discuss the letter-to-sound evaluation process in two
parts. First, we consider how it is possible to ascertain the quality of
a spelled vowel. Then, we will demonstrate the mechanism for determining
the sound of a spelled vowel, given its quality.
From Vot^el Letter to Vowel Quality. Vowel letters in English are
unpronounceable; they have no inherent sound at all. How then can a learner
determine which vowel to say when looking at a vowel letter? The answer is.
It is impossible. In the English spelling system, vowel letters are inter-
3pretable only in the context of a word. Therefore, to determine which
vowel to say, the learner must always look at more than a letter; he or
she must also recognize and use certain clues in the word. We begin with
the clues which are significant for predicting vowel quality.
There are numerous important clues in a word. However, for assessing
the quality of vowels in the Key and Left Syllables, only three clues are
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necessary, neighboring letters, position in the word, and presence or
absence of stress. Let us consider each of these factors in turn.
Neighboring letters. A vowel letter is known by the company it
keeps. Its neighbors are the consonant and vowel letters which come
before and after it. Not all of these neighboring letters are equally
relevant for the task of predicting vowel quality. However, the letters
which are relevant suggest by their arrangement whether the vowel in
question is long or short. The words in (6) illustrate the effect of
neighboring letters in different arrangements.
(6) a plain (6)b gabble gable garble
plane
In the words of (6) a, the letter a has no sound in itself. However,
if the a is followed immediately by another vowel letter, as in the word
plain, the ai combination suggests a long vowel sound. The important
neighboring letter is the adjacent i, not the n; the n is an extra letter
of no importance to the pattern. Similarly, when a is followed by only
one consonant letter and a word-final e, as in the word plane, this arrange-
ment also suggests a long vowel sound. Here, the n plays a vital role
together with the e.
The ai and one arrangements are instances of two much more general
spelling patterns. If we use the symbol V to mean vowel letter and C to
mean consonant letter, we can write oi as W and one as VCe. In these
patterns, the V does not have to be a; it can be any vowel letter. In the
VCe pattern, however, the final vowel letter can be none other than e.
Both patterns, however, suggest that the V is long in quality.
The words in (6)b introduce other significant neighbors which help
to interpret the soundless a in each case. The first word, gabble, shows
the general effect of two consonant letters after a vowel letter. Here,
the bb are the relevant clues; the le are extra letters of no consequence
in the pattern. The VCC pattern suggests a short vowel sound. But we
must be careful, as the second and third words show.
The second word, gable, does not illustrate the VCC pattern. When the
second of the two post-vocalic consonant letters Is I followed by a final e.
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the vowel quality suggested Is long, not short. The letter I is not just
any consonant letter. In this position, it has a special effect on the
vowel and is therefore noted in the pattern together with the word-final
e: VCle.
The third word, gariflej is notable in another way. Here the first of
the two consonant letters is r. While the vowel soxjnd suggested by this
arrangement is short, it is not the same short vowel as in gabble. The
letter r is never C. The effect of r on vowels is so great that the r is
always noted in vowel patterns. For words like garble ^ the relevant con-
sonants are always written rC, never CC; le are extra letters, insignificant
4
for vowel interpretation.
This discussion has highlighted one of three essential context clues
in a word which helps to define the quality of a particular vowel letter,
the set of significant neighboring letters. Together, the vowel letter and
its neighbors form spelling patterns which go a long way toward identifying
long and short vowel qualities. However, they do not go far enough. Some-
times a vowel prediction depends crucially on where the spelling pattern is
in a word. We move now to consider the second context clue, the location
of patterns within a word.
Position in the word. Some spelling patterns, such as W and VCC,
suggest the same vowel qualities regardless of their position in a word.
Other patterns, however, consisting of a vowel letter and the very same
neighboring letters, suggest entirely different vowel qualities in different
words. We find three spellings, arif am and z/cZ, in the words of (7). In
each word pair, the spelling has two pronunciations. The reason is that
each spelling is not in the same position in each member of the pair. Let
us identify some of the relevant positions which distinguish one vowel
quality from another.
(7) plan am/ iable
plan/ed amit/y
Since our concern is with Key and Left Syllables, we can define the
location of a spelling pattern in the same way we defined the Key and Left
Syllables. To represent each location graphically, we use a position
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tnarker. If the pattern is in the Key Syllable, it will occur (a) at the
end of a word [#] or (b) before a weak ending [+W], a strong sequence [+S]
or a terminal t+T] . If not in the Key, the pattern will be (c) in the
Left Syllable [•*] . These different landmarks are exemplified in the words
of (7).
The words plan and planed contrast positions (a) and (b) , both in the
Key. The an of plan is at the end of the word; it is a VC# pattern,
suggesting a short vowel quality. The an of planed comes before a weak
ending; it is a VC+W pattern, suggesting a long vowel quality. The words
amidble and amity contrast positions (b) and (c), specifically, +S and *-.
The idble of amidble is a strong sequence; the spelling pattern of the Key
is VC+S which points to a long vowel. The first vowel of amityj however,
is in the Left Syllable. A VC-«- always points to a short vowel. The words
cycle and cyclical contrast positions (a) and (c), namely, word end and
Left Syllable. The long VCle pattern of cycle needs no special marker for
its end-of-word position, because the e is always word final. By con^jar-
ison, the VCl of cyclical Is in the Left Syllable. Like the VC-*- pattern,
the VCl"*- pattern suggests a short vowel.
In short, we have used two context clues, neighboring letters and
position markers, to construct the most informative spelling patterns
possible given only the written word. Still, without the third context
clue, such spelling patterns can do no more than hint at the right inter-
pretation of a vowel letter. We move now to the role that word stress
plays in linking vowel letters to vowel qualities.
Presence or absence of stress. To this point, nine different spelling
patterns have emerged from our discussion of neighboring lett. rs and position
markers. Each of these patterns is categorized in (8) as long or short
according to the vowel qxiality usually heard when the pattern is in the
most prominent syllable of a word.
(8) LONG VtMEU Patterns Short n/owel Patterns
W VCle VC-W VC# VO
VCe VC+S VCC VCl-^
Despite its name, a long vowel pattern does not. Invariably represent
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a long vowel sound, nor a short vowel pattern, a short vowel sound. Vowel
patterns only suggest or point to or hint at vowel qualities; they cannot
predict them. Consider the words in (9), in which the W, VCle, VC+W, VC#
and VCC patterns are illustrated. In the first member of each pair, the
long patterns in fact represent long vowels and the short patterns, short
vowels. But in the second member of each pair, neither long nor short
vowels sounds are evident, only reduced vowel sounds. l-Jhy are there vowel
quality differences in each pair? The reason is that there are differences
in the stress of each pattern, the third context clue necessary to predict
vowel qualities for vowel letters.
(9) W VCle VC-W VC// VCC
complain unstable compet/ing regret to entrance
chaplain constable compet/ent secret an entrance
For vowel prediction, this fact is of paramount importance: Vowel
qualities ultimately depend on the stress of vowel patterns. Given stress,
long and short vowel patterns predict, respectively, long and short vowel
sounds. Unstressed, long and short patterns predict reduced vowels. These
correlations, as they apply to the words of (9) are stated succinctly as
equations in (10)
.
(10) VV = long VCle = long VC+W = longWW wW = reduced VCle = reduced VC+W = reduced
VCif = short VCC = short
VC^* = reduced VCC = reduced
The equations in (10) are more than suggestions; they are predictions
of vowel qualities, long, short and reduced. For this reason, we call them
vowel quality patterns (Dickerson 1975). Each is to be read as a statement.
For example, a stressed W predicts a long vowel quality; an unstressed VCC
predicts a reduced vowel quality.
To this point, we have developed the notion of a vowel quality pattern
from the question. What does it take to predict the quality of a spelled
vowel? The answer is built into a vowel quality pattern: (a) a spelling
pattern, consisting of a vowel letter, its significant neighboring letters
and possibly a position marker, (b) a degree of stress (major or unstressed)
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and (c) a vowel quality, long, short or reduced, associated with the com-
bination of (a) and (b)
.
It is one thing to predict vowel qualities and quite another to pre-
dict actual vowel sounds. Having shown the connection between vowel
spellings and vowel qualities, we turn now to the connection between vowel
qualities and vowel sounds.
From Vowel Quality to Vowel Sound. The learner cannot pronounce a
vowel quality. He or she can only pronounce a specific vowel sound. But
which sound? What guides the learner's production to the right sound?
The guide is a vowel sjmibol representing the sound of the spelled letter.
Standing midway between a vowel quality and a vowel sound, then, is a
vowel symbol. This means that the learner's predictive task is first to
generate the correct vowel symbol with available resources, and second,
to associate the symbol properly with the sound it represents. As we con-
sider the two steps in this process, we will introduce the pedagogical
vowel symbols which serve the learner best in his task.
Generating symbols for sounds. The arrows in the display of (11)
retrace the learner's evaluation process to this point. For a particular
vowel in a word, the learner identifies the configuration of spelling and
stress features which is known to signal a given vowel quality. Having
used his vowel quality pattern to make a vowel quality prediction, the
learner should be able to move directly to the symbol representing the
actual sound to be spoken. But can he?
(^^> SPELLED WORD
VOWEL QUALITY PATTERN
voWEL SYMBOL
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In (11), the vowel sounds are represented by symbols from a phonetic
and phonemic transcription system widely used in American linguistics.
What should be apparent is that there is no simple way to arrive at these
symbols from the information available in the spelled words and /or in the
vowel quality patterns. Without engaging rather complex rules, how could
a learner move from an e spelling, representing a vowel that is long in
quality, to the symbol /iy/, from y to /ay/, from a to /ae/ or from o to
/a/ or loll These examples are intended to point out the obvious. The
symbols above are the wrong ones for the learner's purpose.
The right symbols for the learner are those which allow him to pro-
ceed directly from known information to a vowel prediction. Vowel symbols
which have this characteristic are presented in (12). As you look over
these symbols, you will notice that each long and short vowel symbol, with
one exception, is strikingly similar to the vowel letter in its chart word.
Because there is such a close similarity between vowel symbols and standard
English spelling, we place vowel symbols between dashes (- -) when tran-
scribing.
(12)
LOW-
HIGH
HIGH
MID
LOW
FRONT
LONG SHORT
CENTRAL BACK
SHORT LONG
i
fine
oi
coin
ou
bolind
e
fe'ed
f£n
u
boot
u
bull
a
fade
e
fed
u e
curler
custom
o
bone
a
fan
o
cot
6
boss
In addition to this observation, there are three remarks about the
symbol set which will improve understanding of the chart and vowel symbol
names . First , all long vowels are marked with a macron ( ) . This means
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that all short vowels are marked by the absence of a macron. Symbol names,
then, are Long 01 and Short 0, for example. The reduced vowels use the
Schwa symbol, -a- and -a-. Second, the superscript dot (') over -u- and -a-
represent the distinctive soimd of a mid-central vowel followed by p in the
spelling. Compare bum and bun^ and the last vowel of tuber and tuba.
The symbol names for -u- and -e- are simply Dotted Short U and Dotted Schwa.
Third, the circumflex O means 'back' . It is used for the two short
vowels in the back section of the vowel chart, -u- and -o-, or Short Back U
and Short Back 0.
In many respects, the pedagogical vowel chart is like the conventional
vowel qtiadrangle used in linguistic studies. Vowels are designated by
tongue-position coordinates. The placement of long vowels at the extreme
outside of the chart with short vowels closer to the middle also represents
the relative position of tense and lax vowels in the mouth. Similarly, the
mid-central vowels before r are placed above their non-r counterparts,
because the former are produced higher in the mouth than the latter.
The top tier of vov/els, however, is unconventional. This tier is
called low-high and describes the beginning and end points of the three
long-distance glides. The position of -i- and -ou- as, respectively,
front and back vowels is based on the characteristics of their glides. How-
ever, the placement of -ox- in the central region is strictly a compromise
on the front-back dimension. The -ol- owes its place in the chart to peda-
gogical rather than phonetic motivations. By placing the -ol- in the
central region, we are able to keep all vowels on the same chart with the
three classic diphthongs grouped together in a synmetrical scheme.
Having introduced the pedagogical vowel chart, we turn now to its value
in facilitating vowel prediction. To appreciate its value, we must discuss
the mechanism by which the learner generates vowel symbols.
The process of evaluating the quality of a vowel in a word adds two
vital pieces of information to the learner's store. First, he or she knows
the quality of the vowel, and second, he or she knows the letter used to
spell the vowel. These two pieces of information feed directly into the
symbol-generating mechanism. Here are the conventions by which the mechanism
operates.
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a. The vowel quality pattern contributes the vowel quality
indicator to the vowel symbol. (+ macron for Long pre-
dictions; - macron for Short and Reduced predictions)
b. The spelled letter in the word contributes the shape of
the vowel symbol, except as noted next.
c. The letter y always enters the vowel symbol as i.
d. From W spellings, only the letter of the first V enters
the vowel symbol, except as noted next.
e. Both letters in the oy, oi and ou spellings are used for
the vowel symbol.
f. The Schwa symbol is used whenever the prediction is
Reduced.
g. A superscript dot is used whenever a postvocalic r occurs
in a pattern otherwise predicting -u- or -a-.'
To see these conventions in action, follow the arrows in the words of
(13) as the symbol-generating mechanism accurately provides the vowel
symbols for the words seen first in (11) . The examples in (13) illustrate
conventions a, b and c.
(13)
SPELLED WORD
VOWEL QUAL ITT PATTERN
voWEL SYMBOL CONVENTION
LINK
complet/ion
-e-
-1-
-a-
a, b
a, c
a, b
-o- (-0-) a, b
The words in (13) illustrate another valuable feature of the pre-
diction process. The symbol-generating mechanism not only generates the
shape of the vowel symbol, but it also generates the name of the sjonbol
for long and short vowels. The vowel quality pattern contributes one part
of the symbol name, long or short, while the name of the spelled letter
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contributes the other part of the name. Thus, for (13), we have Long E,
Long I, Short A, Short 0.
The words in (14) demonstrate the application of conventions a, d-g.
Note that the vowel sjnnbol used for a reduced vowel is Schwa no matter
how the vowel is spelled and no matter which phonetic variant of the
reduced vowel occurs in a word.
(14)
Spelled Word
Vowel Quality Pattern
Link Vowel Symbol
Convention
-e-
Ol-
e-
a, d
a, e
a, f
Idlter/ing Vr+W = reduced a, f, g
Associating symbols with sounds. With the help of a few simple con-
ventions, the symbol-generating mechanism described above delivers the
right vowel symbol. One link now remains in the chain of connections
between vowel letter and vowel sound. Does the learner know which sound
is being symbolized? That is, having generated the -a- symbol, for instance,
does the learner know in his inner voice how the -a- vowel sounds? This is
a question about the learner's cognitive (prediction) ability, not about
his articulatory (production) ability. The importance of this ability
cannot be underestimated.
We have tried to encourage easy symbol-sound associations by the way
the vowel chart is constructed. First, it contains a minimum of special
symbols and diacritics. Second, a common example word, a chart word, for
each symbol is built into the chart. Third, as a mnemonic aid to the loca-
tion of vowels in the chart, the chart words for front vowels begin with /;
those containing central vowels begin with c; those paired with back vowels
begin with b.
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Ultimately, it is the responsibility of the teacher to insure that
each learner has made the proper association of sjrmbol with sound. In our
classes, we use written and oral work early in the semester for this
purpose. The written exercises in and out of class help the learner mem-
orize each symbol and chart word as a unit and get familiar with vowel
symbol names. The oral exercises ask the student to say the chart word
for a particular symbol or the symbol name for a particular chart word.
In rapid drill, we cover the entire chart. At this point, however, we are
not concerned about the accuracy of the student's pronunciation. Refining
vowel articulations is the objective of our production work.
In summary, we have depicted the connection between a vowel letter
and a vowel sound as a chain of links, as shown in (15). Beginning with
a vowel letter in a word already stressed, the learner identifies the
salient spelling and stress infotrmation which determines the quality of
the vowel according to a vowel quality pattern. The learner then combines
the vowel letter with the vowel quality prediction to generate the vowel
sjnnbol which he recognizes as standing for a particular vowel sound.
(15) The Links The Learner's Part
VOWEL SOUND
Vowel Symbol
. associates symbols
1
"^ —
— ^-i^]^ sounds
s o x ^
! }
Vowel Quality
t
Vowel Spelling Pattern
+
Stress
t^
uses the symbol-
generating mechanism
uses vowel quality
patterns
recognizes the context of
vowel letters in words
VOWEL LETTER
Our classroom experience with this multistep evaluation process reveals
that learners can use it with surprising ease. The reason for this is that
the process conforms to the requirements which make it suitable for ESL
learners. The process applies to standard orthography to predict vowel
sounds. It relies only on knowledge that the learner acquires while devel-
oping predictive skills, namely, vowel quality patterns and vowel symbols.
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The patterns are stated clearly and the symbol set is designed to be
easily learned and paired with sounds. Finally, although it is not a one-
step procedure, the vowel evaluation process is as streamlined and as
8
mechanical as possible.
Strategy for Developing Vowel Quality Patterns
The learner who sees the letter u or the ea spelling in an unfamiliar
word will bring to bear his best vowel quality information to determine
the right pronunciation. How will he fare? If his best information covers
the full range of interpretations of the vowel letter or spelling, he will
have no problem. But if his information is deficient, his success will be
uncertain. The aim of our research is to eliminate much of the uncertainty
inherent in inadequate information by providing the learner with a thorough
predictive capacity.
How does one go about determining the full range of predictive patterns
for each vowel letter or vowel spelling? Our approach has been to examine
orthographic word olasseSj collections of all current English words contain-
ing a particular letter, such as a or o, or a particular spelling, such as
ou or aCe (Dickerson 1977) . The object of studying such word classes is to
determine the patterns which distinguish each pronunciation in the set from
all others in the set, and to do so in a way which accounts for the entire
9
collection of words. A closer look at orthographic word classes and types
of vowel predictions will clarify the nature of the research.
Orthographic Word Classes. An orthographic word class is a set of
words defined by orthographic criteria, not by sound. When a graphic unit
(letter or spelling) is the focus of the collection, it means that differ-
ent pronunciations of the graphic unit will often be present. There may
even be words in which the graphic unit is not pronounced at all. For
instance, in the ue word class, there will be the word value and also the
word vogue.
Most word classes are clearly divided between vowel letters and con-
sonant letters. But some classes cut across traditional vowel/consonant
lines, such as the y word class. Nevertheless, all y words are included in
the set, because vjhen the learner is faced with any y word, he or she must
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have guidance to decide whether the y Is a vowel or consonant letter and
which vowel or consonant sound it represents.
The orientation of orthographic word class research, then, is to the
learner's question: How should I pronounce this letter or that spelling?
With a word class as input, the research answers this question by produc-
ing as output a set of patterns with which the learner can arrive at a
correct prediction in most cases, vrnat do these patterns look like?
Types of Vowel Pvediations. The assumption underlying the research
into orthographic word classes is that there is a rule-governed order to
the interpretation of spelling. Specifically, there is a set of general-
izations, in complementary distribution, which accounts for all of the
vowel sounds and all of the words in a word class. To provide this kind
of explanation of the vowels in a word class, we use a three-part descrip-
tion, as noted in (16). Each word in the set conforms to a general vowel
quality pattern (VQP), a specific vowel pattern, or is considered an
exception.
^,gx Vowel Prediction
General VQP Specific Exceptions
Vowel
Pattern
A sample analysis will serve to Illustrate not only the three cate-
gories of (16), but also the research procedure. The orthographic word
class under investigation is iCC. In this word class are all words con-
taining the vowel letter i followed by two (or more) consonant letters.
Since r is not considered a C, we exclude from this set all words contain-
ing irC, ICr and Irr, We will restrict our examples to words with the
ICC spelling in the Key and Left Syllables.
A general vowel quality pattern represents the vowel using the general
symbol, V. The V in the pattern means that the vowel quality prediction
holds no matter which vowel letter fills the V slot. The prediction is
always in terms of general vowel qualities, long, short or reduced. In
the ICC word class, two general vowel quality patterns account for the
bulk of the words, I^CC = short and VCC = reduced. The former predicts
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Short I; the latter predicts Schwa. Examples of these patterns are In
(18)a and (18)b.
A specific vowel pattern represents the vowel using an actual vowel
letter. This pattern identifies a different, but reliable, behavior
characteristic of a particular vowel in the spelling. The prediction may
be a general vowel quality, or it may be a specific vowel symbol. Both
types are illustrated in the patterns of the iCC word class.
One specific pattern is igCC, which invariably represents the long
vowel, -i-, as in mighty and in the words of (18) c. A second specific
pattern, igC- , is different from the first pattern in a couple of impor-
tant respects. One difference is that only one consonant letter follows
g. Another difference is that a new position marker (•) makes its appear-
ance. This syinbol is a combination marker. When it follows a pattern,
it means that the pattern occurs either at the end of a word or before a
weak ending. The weak endings which are typically involved in this
marker are the inflectional bound morphs -es, -ed, -en, -ing, -er, -est.
The agentive -ev and the adjectival -dbley -ish and -y are also included.
We use the marker +B to designate this basic subset of weak endings. So,
. means either if or +B. The importance of this marker can be seen in
these contrasts: sign/signed vs signal/signify^ malign/ma ligning vs mal-
ignanay/malignity . The first pair of words in each set contains igC-
which regularly predicts a long vowel, as other examples in (18)d further
illustrate. The second pair of words in each set contains igC but not in
the # or +B position. In these words, the igC is an example of the VCC
pattern. Similarly, the igC in the word designate is described by the
12
general VCC pattern.
The combined position marker (•) also figures in the third specific
pattern of the word class, £cd- . Two consonant clusters are represented
by this pattern. Id and nd. Only three letters may occur before d as a
cluster; they are r, I and n. Since r is not a C, the C symbol may repre-
sent the remaining two letters. This pattern predicts a long vowel, as
we see in the first word of these contrasts: wilder vs beTJilder^ landing
vs windlass and in the words of (18) e. The second word in each pair
w 13
contains simply VCC. In the word cyltnd/eVj the ind fits the ^CC pattern.
-o^-
Finally, two specific vowel patterns Introduce variability into the
prediction. When followed by a velar nasal, -ng-, the stressed i- is
pronounced in two equally acceptable ways by educated speakers, -i- and
-e-. There are four common ways to spell the velar nasal after i: Ing,
Inq, inc, ink. The four are collapsed in this vowel quality pattern:
£n { /,:} = -i/e-. The reason for a specific vowel prediction is that
no combination of vowel quality and the letter i will generate both options.
We hear these variants in words like Itngmst, detinquent , Lincoln, link
and in the words of (18) f. A second pattern with the same prediction
applies only to the unstressed ing#, as in wreQk%ng and the words of (18)g.
The seven patterns in (17) account for all the different pronunci-
ations in the iCC word class. But they do not account for all the words.
In (18) h are listed the few common exceptions to the seven patterns.
(17)
igC* = long
igCC = long
VCC = reduced
VCC = short
iCd" = long
ing# = -i/e-
Exceptions
(18)a lift
Itching
vintage
wilted
b varmint
rollick
sheriff
cylinder
sighted
righteous
tighten
lightning
d thigh
higher
benign
assignment
mild f distinguish g bleeding h Christ
childish relinquish filling pint
blinding tincture rhyming gild
kindest tinkle walking wilderness
-sclnd [ex,
pre, re]
wind (moving
air)
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The analysis sximmarized in (17) has suggested the research strategy
for finding mutually-exclusive, symbol-sound generalizations in an ortho-
graphic word class. We try first to account for as much of the word class
as possible using general patterns. Words not yielding to general patterns
are then analyzed for vowel-specific subpattems. The leftovers, conforming
neither to general nor to specific patterns, are called exceptions. The
overall movement in the investigation is from general to specific, excep-
tions being the most specific of all.
To close this section on research strategy, we should note that the
general-to-specific movement is reversed when the patterns are turned over
to the learner for practical application to a word. To avoid prediction
errors, the learner must not apply general or specific patterns to exceptions.
For example, the VCC = short pattern will mislead the learner who is wonder-
ing about the word pint. Similarly, the iCd- = long pattern will misguide
the learner's guess about the last vowel of rescind. To eliminate these
problems, the learner must memorize the exceptions and their pronunciations.
In this sense, they are dealt with first.
The learner's next step must involve specific patterns, because a
general pattern applied to a specific-pattern word will generate the wrong
16 "
prediction. To illustrate, the VCC = short pattern will misinterpret
the stressed vowel in slighted. So, the learner's order of evaluation is
this: Is the word an exception? If not, then does a specific pattern apply?
If not, then use a general pattern.
The foregoing discussion of spelling patterns, position markers, a
pedagogical vowel chart, vowel quality patterns, a symbol-generating mechan-
ism and orthographic word class research should serve to emphasize two
points. First, there is the disappointing fact that no simple relationship
exists between an English vowel letter and an English vowel sound. Second,
there is the extremely encouraging fact that a relationship not only does
exist but is accessible to the adult ESL student. To gain access to the
prediction system, the learner must commit to memory the vowel patterns
which native readers know and use tacitly to interpret spelled words. Our
survey of these patterns begins in the next section.
VOWEL QUALITY PATTERNS IN KEY AND LEFT SYLLABLES
In this final section, we present some of the patterns which enable
the learner to predict the sound of Key and Left Vowels. To offer a
selection which Is as representative as possible, we include patterns
which are general and specific, stressed and unstressed, affected and
unaffected by r, categorical and variable in prediction. We also draw on
British as well as American spelling preferences for example words.
The great majority of general patterns for Key and Left Syllables
are discussed in this section. There are, of course, words which do not
conform to general patterns. Some of these words are accommodated by
specific patterns, many of which are also given here. Other words are
exceptions; they are not listed below, but can be found in the author's
pronunciation textbooks (Dlckerson and Dlckerson, forthcoming a, b;
Dlckerson, forthcoming, a, b)
.
The nine subsections below are organized by broad pattern types to
show the various vowel predictions which result when these different
vowel letters are slotted into the patterns: a, e, i, o, u and y, when
possible. In each subsection, discussion is provided to explain why
patterns are written as they are. Without going into great detail, we also
identify how the patterns correspond to the main technical generalizations
in SPE. By and large, the development within this section is from long
vowel patterns to short vowel patterns.
The W and Wr Patterns
We begin our survey of vowel patterns with a look at the W sets.
These sets illustrate most of the pattern types found in the other sets
below.
Stressed Patterns. There Is greater variety in the spelling of the
stressed W pattern than in the spelling of any other pattern in English.
The general pattern is given first, in (19). Among the specific spellings
are two which contain the letter y: ay and oy. In our system, y and w
are considered vowel letters when they follow vowel letters. The vowel
quality prediction together with the vowel letters enable the learner to
generate correct vowel symbols according to the conventions discussed above.
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(19) W = long
1 ^ ay ea ee ie oa
1
ue
flail flay flea flee fie float flue
-a- -a- -e-
oi
coin
-oT-
_e-
oy
coy
-oi-
-T-
Otl
count
-ou-
-o- -u-
Only a few specific W patterns are presented in (20) . These have
been chosen, however, to illustrate the three connnon reasons for writing
patterns with actual vowel letters. First, the spelling may represent a
vcwet quality different from what is expected in a general pattern. The
first example in (20) solves this problem; a specific spelling is matched
with the unexpected vowel quality. Second, the symbol-generating mechanism
may lead to a wrong vowel syvbol shape. The second pattern in (20) takes
care of this problem by pairing the specific spelling with a specific vowel
prediction. The third example is specific in order to solve both the vowel
quality and the symbol shape problems. Third, there may be too few context
clues in the general pattern to isolate the spelling from others. This
situation is seen in the last pattern which contrasts with simple ow, ordin-
ariJ.y a clue to -oii- not -o-.
(20) elz'i = short ev •= -u- au = -o/o- •CCow* = long
' steady ' ' steward ' ' staunch ' ' stowed '
-e- -u- -o/o- -"o-
For words vilth an r after W, educated speakers differ in their pronun-
ciations. Wliile the pattern for the low-high vowel is categorical in
prediction, all other patterns predict the expected long vowel and the next
lower vowel or vowels on the vowel chart. The term used in the patterns to
describe this common range of variation is 'variable,' as noted in (21).
The prediction of the categorical pattern is written simply as 'long.' Where
there is variability, the learner is encouraged to use the variant which is
easiest for him or her to articulate.
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(21) Wr = variable our ° long
1 air ear eer oar ' our '
stair sear steer Hbar sour
-a/e/a- -e/i- -e/i- -3/6- -ou-
One final specific pattern is noted in (22) because it contrasts with
those given above (ea, ead, ear) and points again to the motivations for
writing patterns specifically, namely, problems with vowel quality, symbol
shape and inadequate context clues. The superscript dot above the mid-
central vowel marks the" various renderings of the vowel, namely, lip-rounded
and r-colored or lip-rounded and r-less. J
(22) earC = -u-
' learn '
Unstressed Patterns. Unstressed W patterns are of two significantly
different types. One type has a following consonant letter; the other has
no following consonant letter. The unstressed W pattern with a postvocalic
consonant predicts -a- when the consonant is a non-r. When the consonant
is r, the mid-central -a- requires the superscript dot, as noted above. The
words in (23) illustrate these two patterns.
(23) vVc = reduced -a- VVr = reduced -a-
' certain porpoise ' ' hdnoured •
Without a following consonant letter, the unstressed W pattern predicts
long vowels, not reduced vowels, as we see in (24). One of these patterns is
specific because of the symbol-shape problem.
(24) VV » long ie = -e-
ey dw ife ie
valley fallow value co'bkfe
-e- -5- -u- -e-
The W patterns discussed above have no special phonological status
in technical analyses. A vowel-letter pair is simply a spelling device
equivalent in most stressed cases to an underlying vowel with a macron.
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Ao for unstressed Ws, they are all underlyingly lax. Chomsky and Halle
note that final, imstressed, non-low, lax vowels become tense {STE 242(23)
[IV]). This accotmts for the vowel predictions in (24) above. The vowels
in (23) are not tensed, because they are non-final, and therefore are
reduced by the Vowel Reduction Rule {SPE 245(43)).
The V Patterns
Whether in the Key or in the Left Syllable, whether stressed or un-
stressed, the V patterns make predictions remarkably like the W patterns.
In all cases, V patterns have no following consonant or vowel letters,
even as extra letters
.
Stressed Patterns. The display in (25) shows that the vowel quality
prediction for stressed V's is uniformly long. Every vowel letter fits
into the V pattern. Note that the e In (25) can be distinguished clearly
from the silent e found in many patterns. The guideline is simple: Any
unstressed final e is silent and belongs to a larger pattern or is an
extra letter, e.g. throne, trifle, thimble.
(25) V = long
I ^ ^ ^ > -* ^ \
'a e 1 y o u '
trochaic the/ory tr^/al try thr£/es tru/ant
-a- -e- -i- -1- -o- -u-
Unstressed Patterns. To be within the purview of this paper, the
unstressed V must be in the Key Syllable. With the exception of the letter
e, noted above, all vowel letters do occur in unstressed V Keys. Although
our discussion of the unstressed non-final q vowel ia delayed until Part IV,
we can note here that it fits the general V pattern below.
An unstressed V regularly predicts a long vowel quality. This obser-
vation applies to the letters i, y, o and u. However, the symbol-generating
mechanism cannot provide the correct symbol shape for the unstressed i and y.
The letter a presents a different problem; it predicts a reduced vowel. Thus,
for these three vowels, 1, 5? and S, the patterns must be specific, as noted
in (26). The parallel between (24) and (26) is notable.
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(26) V = long i = -?- y " -e- a «= reduced
iriotto^ manu/al mercX/es mercj. mica
-5-
-u- -e- -e- -9-
The above comparison between the W patterns and the SPE analysis
applies as well to the V patterns. Two comments about the words In (26)
expand on that comparison. In the case of unstressed Vs, we noted that
only non-low vowels were affected by the tensing rule. The letter a of
miaa represents a low vowel. It Is therefore Immune from tensing and Is '
reduced by the Vowel Reduction Rule. Another provision of the tensing
rule accounts for the tense vowel in the word manual. An unstressed,
non-low, lax vowel which occurs immediately before another vowel Is tensed,
as the u in actual and the i in radiate (SPE 242(23) [IV]).
The VCe and Vre Patterns
Stressed Patterns. A stressed VCe in the Key is a valuable guide to
a long vowel, no matter how the V is spelled. The full range of vowel
18
spellings and predictions is Illustrated in (27)
.
(27) VCe « long
aCe eCe ICe fCe oCe dCe
'
stale Steve stfle stfle st6le stupe
-a- -e- -I- -I- -o- -u-
We have already seen the effect of r on long vowels in the Wr pattern.
The same effect is apparent in the Vre pattern. Again, there is no vari-
ation for low-high vowels; the predictions are simply 'long,' as in (28).
(28) Vre =» variable ire = long yre =» long
' are ire ore ure ' ' £re I ' yre '
m^re m^re more mure t-fre tyre ..
-a/e/a- -e/i- -o/o- -u/u/u- -x- -x-
Unstressed Patterns. The expected reduced vowels are generated by
the VCe and Vre patterns, as shown in (29)
.
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(29) VCe = reduced -a- Vre = reduced -a-
1 r~terrace examine nurture
The VC+ and Vr+ Patterns
The + after the VC and Vr patterns means simply that a single vowel
letter followed by a single consonant letter occurs before some Identifiable
element, such as a weak ending, a strong sequence or a terminal.
Stressed Patterns. Among the set of more than forty weak endings
(Dickerson 1981, 70, 74), there are -isniy -ist^ -ive^ -ize^ -ory and -ure.
A stressed VC before these and all other weak endings represents a long
vowel, as shown in (30)
.
(30) VC+W = long
naC+W eC+W iC+W yC-W oC+W uC+W
rac/ism deplet/ive advls/ory styl/ize expos/ure flut/ist
rac/ing deplet/able adv£s/ed styl/ish expos/er flut/es
-a- -e- -1- -I- -o- -u-
In a different configuration, these six endings signal a short vowel.
When these weak endings follow the formative at, the whole atW is considered
an ending: -atisnty ~abi,sty -ative, -atize, -atory and -ature. A stressed
VC before -atW marks a short vowel quality. The words in (31) illustrate a
pattern which contrasts sharply with the pattern in (30) . One pattern is
specific, the uC+atW, making the set parallel to the VC-<- set taken up below.
(31) t^C+atW =• short
aC+atW eC+atW iC+atW oC+atW
uC-fatW = long
^i^atW
lav/atory pred/atory ifg/ature loc/ative put/atlve
explan/ative emblem/atlze deriv/ative autom/atlsm accus/atory
-a- -e- -I- -o/o- -u-
Another specific pattern belongs to this set. It accounts for the fact
that nearly all iC spellings before -atory remain long in quality, unlike iC
before other -atW endings. This pattern is given in (32).
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(32) IC+atory = long
' excit/atory '
declln/atory
A postvocalic T in the patterns above brings out alternative pronun-
ciations in educated English speakers. In (33), there are the expected
variants. The low-high vowels are uniformly long. In (34), only the
significant differences are highlighted for the -atW set. While the i
and e spellings mark short vowels, the a and o spellings have two short
variants each. The w spelling Is variable in the customary way. The spe-
cific pattern with -atovy is categorically long before r.
(33) ^r4W = variable Ir+W = long yr+W = long
' Sr+W gr+W 6r+W (irW . ' Ir+W ' • ^r+W '
scar/y aer/es sor/er sur/est sir/ed syr/en
-a/e/a- -e/1- -o/o- -u/u/u- -i- -i-
(34) Vr+atW = short ur+atW = variable ir+atory = long
ar+atW or+atW ' • ur+atW ' ' ir+atory '
prepar/atory pejor/ative cur/ative perspir/atory
-a/e- -o/o- -u/u/u- -i-
For the -atW sets in (31) and (34), Chomsky and Halle account for the
laxlng of underlying tense vowels by their Trisyllabic Laxing Rule {SPE 241
(IV)). This rule laxes a tense vowel which is at least three syllables
from the end of the word. The tense vowel is in the Key, and -atW provides
the necessary following two syllables. The same rule should apply to lax
some of the vowels in (30), such as advisory, because the Key vowel is
followed by two or more syllables. Such words are exceptions in the SPE
system because Chomsky and Halle do not recognize the special behavior of
weak endings to mark tense vowels in a stressed VC Key (SPE 181)
.
Except for the i and y spellings, the ^C+S and ^r+S patterns parallel
the ^C+W and^r4W patterns, as noted in (35) and (36). The non-r patterns
are categorical in prediction, while the r patterns exhibit the now-
familiar range of variation. All of the -£ and y patterns behave alike.
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(35) VC+S = long ic+S "= short J^C+S = short
' aC+S
iSb/lal
-a-
(36)
eC+S 6C+S
l^s/ion lot/Ion
-e- -o-
uC+S '
lut/eal
-u-
£C+S
l£n/ear
-i-
yC+S
Lyd/ian
-i-
^r+S variable ir+S =» short yr+S = short
I ar+S er+S or+S ur+S
scar/lous ser/lous scor/ia spur/ious
-a/e/a- -e/1- -o/a- -Q/u/u
ir+S
s£r/ius
-i-
yr+S
Syr/ian
-1-
In the ^PE" analysis, the Trisyllabic Tensing Rule (SPE 242(23) [IV]) is
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responsible for the tensing of lax, non-high vowels in (35) and (36).
The rule captures the facts correctly. A non-high vowel before one true
consonant will be tensed when followed by two adjacent vowels, the first,
an unstressed high- or mid-front vowel, and the second, another vowel of
any description. In our pedagogical treatment, the second and third vowels
are strong iV-, eV- and yV-sequences, represented in the vowel quality
pattern as S, for strong sequence. Strong sequences are crucial for
stress purposes. When identified, they also serve as position markers for
vowel quality patterns.
The high vowels, unaffected by the Trisyllabic Tensing Rule, are each
treated differently. The high-back vowel (spelled u) is tensed by rules
discussed in note 18 and falls in with the other tense vowels. The high-
front vowel (spelled i and y) remains lax (possibly made lax by the Tri-
syllabic Laxing Rule) and is the source of the specific patterns in (35)
and (36).
The final stressed VC+ and Vr+ patterns to be discussed are a bit
different from those above which occur in the Key Syllable. The next two
patterns are found in the Left Syllable. A VC or Vr in the Left Syllable
generally signals a short vowel as noted in a later section; but not always.
Occasionally, long vowels appear in VC and Vr Left Syllables which can be
identified by the character of the Key Syllable. Such special Keys are
called marked Keys (MK); they are word elements the learner must recognize
like weak endings and strong sequences. Only two patterns with marked Keys
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are given here to illustrate this interesting category. The marked Keys
in question are in two-syllable words and consist of a single vowel
followed by the letter x. The VC+MK and VrfMK patterns make the long or
variable predictions expected of VC-W and Vr-W patterns, as shown in (37)
and (38).
(37) VC+MK = long
1 aC+MK eC+MK IC+MK 8C-WK uC+MK '
apex helix climax prolix culex
-a- -e- -i- -5- -u-
(38) Vr+MK = variable ir+MK = long yr+MK = long
ar+MK gr+MK 6r+MK ur+fK Ir+MK ^r+MK '
varix xerox thorax ffiUTCK mlrex styrax
-a7e/a- -e/i- -o/u- -u/u/u- -I- -1-
Unstreeeed Patterns. Three pairs of unstressed patterns give pre-
cisely the predictions expected. One of each pair is the non-r pattern;
the other is the r pattern. In (39), VC+ and Vr+ occur before weak endings,
-atW and terminals.
(39) VC+W = reduced -a- Vr+W = reduced -§-
' c6nfld/ent ' ' c6nfSr/ence '
VC+atW = reduced
-a- Vr+atW =» reduced -3-
' recrfmln/atory ' ' recuper/atlve '
VC+T =" reduced
-a- Vr+T = reduced -4-
'
,
larcen/y ' ' lacer/ate '
The VC# and Vr/? Patterns
Our study moves now from mainly long patterns to mainly short patterns.
We will find, however, that the effect of postvocallc r is no less pervasive.
Stressed Patterns. The stressed VCif pattern regularly predicts a short
vowel quality. The symbol-generating mechanism produces the correct vowel
symbols, provided that the letter y enters the symbol as r. In one case.
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vhen the spelling is o, two equally acceptable short vowel pronunciations
are heard in educated speech, -o- and -o-. The full range of predictions
is displayed in (40)
.
(40) ^CO =» short
' aCO eC« lc# fc# 6C# uC# '
g^P gSt gfn gyp g6t gun
-a- -e- -i- -i- -o/o- -u-
When an p replaces C, an entirely different set of short vowel pre-
dictions emerges. Except for one spelling, ur#, none of the predictions
can be generated using the symbol-generating mechanism. For this reason,
the patterns must be specific on both sides of the equals mark. Even (ir#
is written as a specific pattern for consistency and learnability. The
patterns in (41) are grouped to show that the first three predict the same
vowel sound.
(41)
€r// = -u- irif = -u- Or// = -u- ir# •= -o- 6rif = -o/o-
1 prefer ' ' f£r ' ' ftir ' ' far ' " for '
The SPE analysis offers little to explain the Vr# set. Chomsky and
Halle devise rules to accommodate the -o- pronunciation of ar// and arC
(SFE 213-214) and the -o- pronunciation of 6rC (SPE 214-217), but the
other patterns are passed over without mention.
Unstressed Patterns, When unstressed, VC# and Vr// predict reduced
vowels, no matter how the vowel is spelled. The examples in (42) give
some of the spellings of these two patterns.
(42) VC# = reduced -o- VrO » reduced -b-
karat caret carrot altar alter
The VC** and Vr«- Patterns
All of the vowel letteri in a vC-e pattern predict short vowels except
one, u. We must identify this letter in a specific pattern because its
output is long, not short. The display in (43) provides examples of the
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general and specific patterns; they are all stressed. The predictions,
while similar to those in (40) above, are exactly like those found in (31)
where the -atW patterns are given.
(43) VC-*- = short uC^ " long
' iG<- eCi- tC*- yC<- 6C*- ' ' uC-^ '
tapestr/y tepid t£mor/ous typic/al tSpic/al tubul/ar
-a- -e- -i- -i- -o/o- -u-
When an r stands in place of C, the predictions are only a little
different from the non-r patterns above. The main difference is in the
presence of variability for the a, o and u spellings. The variants for the
a and o are short vowels. The u spelling, however, crosses the long-short
boundary. We have noted this range of variability before, and again we use
the special label, variable, for the prediction. In the case of u, the
variants also include the Dotted Short U. Examples of all possible vowel
letters in Vr«- pattern are given in (44)
.
(44) Vr-*- = short ur+- = variable
I
: ::
'. ~.
: i
i
: I
' ar-«- er*- ir-«- yr-«- or«- ' ur«-
carol^/er cerebr/ate iCrip/ipe lyric/al cgron/ary curac/y
-ale- -e- -i- -1- -o/o- -u/u/u-
In the words of (43) and (44), the stressed Left Vowel is in the third
syllable from the end of the word, a configuration which conforms to the
requirements of the Trisyllabic Laxlng Rule discussed above. The VC-*-
notation, however, is not a shorthand for the Trisyllabic Laxlng Rule but
for the Blsyllablc Laxlng Rule. Dlckerson 1980 showed that in fact three
syllables are not necessary to predict vowel quality. Only two are
required, a stressed Left Vowel in a VC spelling pattern and an unstressed
Key Syllable. We can write the short vowel quality pattern as VC-^, because
VC-«- implies the presence of the necessary and sufficient unstressed Key.
The words ^sot/ate and (^nam/ism are two instances of a number of
apparent vowel quality exceptions. These words, however, involve a highly
circumscribed set of Greek formatives containing orthographic i and j/,
which tend to preserve their long vowels regardless of the ^C*- position.
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The subpattems describing this special group are presented in Part IV,
since they apply more widely to syllables left of the Left Syllable.
The VCC and VrC Patterns
Stressed Patterns. The predictions for the stressed VCC and VrC
patterns are precisely the same as those for the VC// and Vr# patterns.
Recall that the VCC and VrC patterns may have extra letters after the
second consonant letter. They are of no consequence to the predictions,
as we note in (45) and (46)
.
(45) VCC = short
I acC 6CC ICC ^CC 6CC <jCC '
match mess mist myth moth mull
-a-
-e- -i- -i- -o/o- -u-
(46)
erC = -u- IrC = -u- yrC = -u- firC = -u- arC = -o- orC = -o/o-
1 r
' mercy ' ' mirth ' ' mi^rtle ' ' miirky ' ' mark ' ' morn
Although Chomsky and Halle have no rule to lax vowels in a VC# con-
figuration, they do have a rule, the Preconsonantal Laxing Rule, which
insures that a vowel followed by two true consonants will be laxed iSPE
(20) [III]). The unexpected behavior of arC and 6rC is dealt with by ad-
ditional rules (SPE 213-217)
. They have no comment on grC, IrC or <arC.
Unstressed Patterns. Regardless of spelling, the unstressed VCC
predicts -3- and the unstressed VrC predicts -a-, as illustrated in (47)
.
(47) VCC = reduced -a- 1/rC = reduced -e-
' harness hammock ' ' western westwSrd '
The Vrr Patterns
Two very different Vrr patterns are distinguished by what follows the
geminate r. One pattern is Vrr*, by which is meant # or +B (a subset of
+W consisting mainly of inflectional bound morphs) . The other pattern is
simply Vrr. Both of these patterns are stressed.
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The Vrr- pattern makes the same predictions as the VrO and VrC pat-
terns above. This pattern is therefore written with specific vowel letters
and predictions. The set of patterns is given in (48).
(48)
6rr» = -u- £rr- = -u- ^rr* = -u- urr* = -u-
deferred ' ' chirr ' ' myrrh ' ' purr '
stirrer recurring
arr* = -o- 6rr* = -o/o-
' parr ' 'dorr '
scarred abhorred
There are very few cases of the 1/rr# pattern, and most of these are in
rather uncommon words. Among the Vrr+B patterns, only words with -ed and
-ing after Vrr are regularly seen. For these reasons, we present the pat-
terns to the learner as err+ed/ing, Irr+ed/ing, etc., rather than in their
most general form.
The Vrr pattern is a general pattern, because most of its predictions
can be generated regularly, as shown in (49). There is, however, some
variability when the spelling contains a or o. The same range of variabil-
ity has been observed in connection with the Vr^ and Vr+atW patterns. A
comparison of the words in (48) and (49) is instructive.
(49) Vrr = short
5rr irr Irr 6rr Qrr
marry merry mirror morrow murrey
-a/e- -e- -1- -o/o- •-u-
The VCl and VCr Patterns
We close this study of vowel patterns with a set of spellings which
encompasses long and short vowel predictions, the VCl and VCr patterns.
The interesting fact about I and r in English is that they can be added
after any consonant (except I and r) in any pattern without altering the
prediction of the pattern. This means, in particular, that the VCl and
VCr patterns representing long vowels must be carefully distinguished from
VCC patterns representing short vowels. Since this distinction is so
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Important throughout the prediction system, we encourage the learner to
identify VCl and VCr patterns everywhere they appear.
Stressed Patterns, The long vowel patterns are presented first. They
are VCle, VCre, VC14W, VCr+W, VCl+S and VCr+S. The first pair of patterns
is essentially the VCe pattern with a liquid inserted after the single C.
Examples are given in (50) and (51). The absence of eCl in (50) (and in
(52)) appears to be accidental and is therefore Insignificant,
(50)
(51)
VCle = long
aCle ICle ^Cle oCle uCle
stable stifle cycle noble bfigle
-a- -i- -X-
>
VCre = long
-o- -u-
acre gCre fCre oCre iiCre
Sere metre fibre 8gre lucre
-a- -e- -I- -o- -u-
When a weak ending replaces the word-final e^ the long vowel predic-
tions persist. The VCl+W and VCr+W patterns parallel the VC+W pattern.
The two sets are illustrated in (52) and (53).
(52) VCl+W «= long
aCl+W ICl-W yCl+W oCl+W dCl+W '
cradl/ed rifl/ery cycl/oid ennobl/ed rubl/es
-a- -I- -I- -5- -u-
(53) VCr+W = long
' aCr+W eCr-H7 iCr+W yCr+W oCr+W uCr+W
vagr/ant catbedr/al flbr/oid hydr/ous ogr/es cupr/ous
-a-
-e- -1- -i- -o- -u-
Before strong sequences, t^Cl and VCr behave like VC+S in predicting
long vowels, the i and y spellings excepted. As the words in (54) show,
the VCl+S set is impoverished as compared with the full-represented VCr+S
set in (55).
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(54) 1^C1+S = long Ici+S = short
nGcl/ear ' ' bfbl/iophile
-u- -i-
(55) VCr+S = long
' aCr+S eCr+S 6Cr+S uCr+S '
patr/lot inebr/iate appropr/iate salubr/ious
-a-
-e- -o- -u-
£Cr+S = short yCr+S = short
£Cr+S ^Cr+S
vltr/eous Cypr/iot -^
-1-
-i-
Chomsky and Halle's Preconsonantal Laxing Rule is designed to let
VCl and VCr sequences keep their londerlying tense vowels, thus accommo-
dating the words in (50) - (53) and (55) . All of the vowels in the VCr
set in (55), however, first undergo Trisyllabic Laxing to lax any tense
vowels, then the Trisyllabic Tensing Rule restores tenseness to the non-
high vowels iSPE 242(20) [IV] and (23) [IV]). As the gaps in the VCl+S set
reveal, Chomsky and Halle rightly allow only r after the first consonant
in the Trisyllabic Tensing Rule. There are no non-high vowels in the
VCl+S pattern in English.
Cases of the high-back vowel in (50) - (55) (and in (56) and (57)
below) present a different picture. While all of the uCr patterns are
accommodated in the SPE analysis, none of the uCl patterns are. In Chomsky
and Halle's system, the vowels in bugle^ rubles^ nuclear (and in duplicate
below) are exceptions; they should sound like the stressed vowels in
butler^ pKblish and vepublioj which are exceptions in our pedagogical
20
system.
The short vowel patterns with VCl and VCr are principally In Left
Syllables, as illustrated in (56) and (57). The predictions look like
those made by the VC<- pattern in (A3). The CI and Cr sequences behave
like single consonants in these patterns and all those above.
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(56) ^Cl-^ = short
• aCl-f eCl-«- iCK- yCl-«- ocl-*- '
establish neglle/ent dlplom/at cyclic /al obllg/ate
-1-
-o/o-
-a- -e-
I dupllc/ate '
-li-
es?) VCr-^ = short uCr-«- = long
' SCr^ eCr*- £Cr<- oClr*- ' ' uCr^ '
atroph/y secret /ary reciproc/al hypoeric /y lubrlc/ant
-a- -e- -i- -o /o- -u-
We expect short vowels not only in Left Syllables but also before -atW.
However, for -atW, there are only a few examples available, such as entSbl/
ature^ equilibi>/ative, democr/atize (as well as the long luor/ative) . While
the Left Syllable and +atW positions generally guarantee short vowels, the
effect of position on vowel quality is regularly superceded by derivational
origin in one specific case. When the vowel is spelled i or y and belongs
to a set of Greek formatives (such as hydro't miaro-) , or Latin formatives
(such as mlgra-j'oibra-)^ the formatives tend to preserve their long vowels,
e.g. ayolotv/on, inhv/ative. We will present the vowel patterns for these
formatives in Part IV of this series.
In the technical system, the vmderlying tense vowels of establieh and
cyclioal in (56) are laxed by the Trisyllabic Laxing Rule, since the previous
Preconsonantal Laxing Rule allows the tense vowels to remain tense.
Unstressed Patterns. Except for patterns in the Left Syllable and before
strong sequences, all other VCl and VCr patterns have their unstressed and
reduced counterparts. Each of these is exemplified in (58),
(58) VCle = reduced -e- VCre «= reduced -8-
manacle I I massacre
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VCl+W => reduced -3- VCr+W = reduced -3-
Insdlubl/es • • InmXgr/ant "
VCl+T = reduced
-a- \fCr+T « reduced -3-
dlscipl/lne ' I mlmicr/y
VCl+atW «s reduced -3- ^Cr+atW « reduced -3-
1 leglsl/ative I ' fntegr/atlve '
The majority of general patterns describing Key and Left Vowels In
English have been presented In the foregoing subsections. While the pat-
terns may appear numerous, there are great similarities in prediction among
them. To highlight their likenesses, the general patterns have been reor-
ganized In (59) so that those with identical predictions are on the same
line. Line 1. has also been included because, although specific, the pre-
dictions match perfectly from pattern to pattern. It is now clear that
there are only five sets of identical or near-identical stressed patterns,
a-b, c-d, e-f, g-h and 1, and two sets of unstressed patterns, j-k, 1-m.
(59) a. V, W, VCe, VC+W, VC+MK, VCle, VCre, VCl+W, VCr+W
b. like a. except for i and y: VC+S, VCl+S, VCr+S
c. Wr, Vre, Vr+W, Vr+MK
d. like c. except for i and y: t^r+S
e. VC//, VCC
f. like e. except for u; ^C-«-, VC+atW
g. Vr«-, ^r+atW
h. like g. except for u: Vrr
1. Vr#, VrC, Vrr.
j. W
w
k. like j. except for a: V
1. 15 unstressed patterns with postvocallc C
m. like 1. except C = r.* 7 unstressed patterns
Throughout this paper and especially In this section, the comparisons
made between the pedagogical and technical analyses have served several
purposes. We have provided a general discussion of models and many specific
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cross references between a practical system and the most widely known
technical treatment of English phonology. Gaps in the cross references
show up even in this brief survey because our pedagogical study deals with
more of the phonological system than the technical study does. At points
where the two approaches touch on the same data, similarities and differ-
ences in analysis have been highlighted. Comparisons of these sorts have
consistently drawn attention to the greater simplicity of our patterns for
the learner. That is to say, the phonological facts themselves are not
inherently complex and can be made accessible, without formal trappings,
to linguistically naive learners.
CONCLUSION
The intent of this paper has been to provide substance to the claim
that there is a way adult learners of English can make accurate judgments
about the vowel sounds in novel words, using standard orthography as their
basis. We have taken a major step in support of this assertion by focusing
in this paper on vowels in the Key and Left Syllables.
The Key Syllable and the Left Syllable are crucial points of reference
in a word. Their locations help us to define with precision vowel patterns
inside, as well as outside, of these syllables. The first section above
was therefore devoted to a discussion of these landmark syllables. The
essential components of a vowel quality pattern in the Key and Left Syl-
lables were specified in the second section. We showed how the devices
available for describing vowel sounds—neighboring letters, position markers,
degrees of stress—can be used to distinguish the different pronunciations
found in an orthographic word class. The third section illustrated most of
the general patterns which describe Key and Left Vowels.
We are now prepared to take our next step, namely, to look at the pat-
terns which predict the sound of vowels lying beyond—before and after
—
the Key and Left Syllable positions. This is the subject matter of Part IV
in this series.
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FOOTNOTES . .
For weak endings, see pages 70 and 74; for strong sequences, see page 79;
for terminals, see page 84.
There are other final elements besides weak endings (W), strong
sequences (S) and terminals (T) • These three, however, are crucial for
interpreting vowel quality and also for assigning word stress. Other
final elements, namely, neutral endings, have no effect on either vowel
quality or word stress. They are ignored when evaluating vowel quality
and stress. One characteristic which distinguishes the W, S and T sets
from neutral endings is that W, S and T always begin with a vowel letter,
whereas neutral endings always begin with a consonant letter, for example,
-Sj -Zy, 'lesSj -ment, -ness. A fuller listing of neutral endings is
given in Dickerson 1981, page 8^, note 4.
2
The generative phonological analysis of English we will refer to through-
out this paper is that of N. Chomsky and M. Halle entitled The Sound Pat-
tern of Englieh, abbreviated SPE hereafter.
3
That is to say, there is no such thing as a grapheme-phoneme correspon-
dence. Graphemes, or more accurately, graphic units, do not correspond
directly to the world of sound. Only by considering neighboring letters,
position markers and degrees of stress can we identify a correspondence.
4
At this point, it is possible to provide more refined definitions of the
Key and Left Syllables. The definitions include mention of extra letters.
The Key Syllable is the last spelling pattern and all extra letters at
the end of a word or a remainder. The Left Syllable is the spelling
pattern and all extra letters immediately to the left of the Key Syllable.
5We will have reason, in the next section, to refine the W = reduced
pattern to ^^C = reduced.
There are two reasons for not enclosing the pedagogical symbols In phon-
emic slashes,/ /. First, two of the symbols are not regarded as phonemes
In traditional analysis, -u-and -§-, Second, for those used to the
linguistic symbols, the ped'ap,opical symbols between slashes would be
confusing, because the same symbols have different values in the two
systems: -a- is not /a/, -u- is not /u/, etc.
The circumflexed symbols are never generated directly. They are found
either in specific patterns, e.g. ook = -u-, or in patterns with alternate
predictions where the learner knows that -u- and -o- are among the vari-
ants. For example, when the VCC pattern is spelled with o, the vowel
prediction is -o- as well as -o-.
Q
In most phonics systems, the vowel evaluation process is oversimplified
at these points: 1. While most pattems are presented with specific
vowel and consonant letters, they are rarely specific enough. (a) Posi-
tion markers are never fully utilized. For example, the all pattern is
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taught for the -o- sound, as in call. But ignored here is the important
point that the pattern which generates -o- occurs only word finally and
before inflectional bound morphs. Compare aallouSj tallcWy ballad.
(b) Patterns are taught in their stressed positions only, ignoring the
potential each pattern has to reflect a reduced vowel. 2. Patterns are
for uninflected words. The learner must first take off the -ed of de-
veloped and eloped in order to proceed. But how can the learner know
that one word has a final e and the other does not? The difference is
significant. 3. And worse still, students may be asked to syllabify
a word in order to identify its vowels as long or short. The decisions
guiding syllabification, however, often involve judging whether a vowel
is long or short. This process cannot be used for novel words; if the
learner already knows the word, why syllabify? 4. Patterns rarely predict
a sound but rather a range of sounds. That is, learners are instructed
to try out -a- and -a- for a spellings, -e- and -e- for e spellings, etc.,
until the reader recognizes the word in question. The difficulties phon-
ics poses for native readers are compounded for learners of English who
can only be disillusioned by the approach.
g
The present strategy focuses on one graphic unit (a letter or a spelling)
with the purpose of exhaustively interpreting the unit. Other strategies,
however, are better for other purposes. A focus on a particular Qound
is best when we are trying to show the learner all of the patterns which
predict that sound. This strategy characterizes the vowel and consonant
lessons in Dickerson and Dickerson, forthcoming a, b. A focus on a par-
ticular predictive pattern is best when trying to familiarize the learner
with all of the predictions generated by the different letters fitting
the pattern. This approach is seen in the last section of this paper and
in Dickerson, forthcoming a, b.
Because the pedagogical and technical models are generally the same, the
reader will recognize that the idea of generating different pronunciations
from a single source is similar to the generative phonological use of
transformational rules to derive various surface forms from a single sys-
tematic phoneme. For example, by this process the lax lot in the stem
of harmonious^ harmonic and harmony becomes, respectively, [ow], [a] and
[a].
The raised dot is also used before a pattern as a combination marker
meaning that the pattern occurs at the beginning of a word (#) or after
a prefix (P+)
.
12
Chomsky and Halle recognize that VCC laxes tense vowels (SPE 241(20) [III])
.
Words like right are given the underlying form of /rixt/ with a short
vowel. The /i/ before /x/ (voiceless velar fricative) is tensed by a
special rule, then the velar fricative is deleted by another special rule.
Sign^ and similar words, are underlyingly /sign/. A third special rule
changes /g/ to /y/ (a voiced /x/) before a word final /n/. The rules for
right now take over to tense the /i/ and delete the /y/ (SPE 324)
.
13Chomsky and Halle treat long ind and ild words as exceptions to the VCC
rule {SPE 175).
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lA
A more accurate representation of this pattern includes an unstressed V
after the q/g/c/k, in order to eliminate words like inquest^ ingrate^
income, which may be pronoimced with no -ng-.
The seven patterns and even the exceptions reflect historical facts.
The general patterns have been the norm as far back as we can trace
Anglo-Saxon. These general patterns account for most of the words in
the word class. The igCC, igC* and iCd- patterns were originally pro-
nounced with Short I until sound changes tensed the vowels. An ongoing
change is captured in the variability of the last two specific patterns.
Characteristically, specific patterns such as these account for far
fewer words in the class than general patterns do. Some of the excep-
tions entered the language as borrowings after the sound changes had
been completed; wildemese comes from wildem in which ild is in the
Left Syllable.
Sometimes two specific patterns must be ordered. Always the more specific
or more narrowly defined pattern of the two applies first. This dis-
tinction is required more in consonant correspondence patterns than in
vowel patterns.
Dialectal vowel variations such as those brought oh by postvocalic r are
considered by Chomsky and Halle as mainly low-level phonetic phenomena,
of little consequence for the phonological system (SPE 111) . Phonetically
tense vowels before r are seen throughout their treatment of vowels,
e.g. ocsrpare (178), managerial (185), pure (192).
18 " •*
In the SPE analysis, the Long U in the VCe/Vre patterns and in patterns
discussed below (VC+W/Vi-W, VC+S/Vr+S, uC-<-/ur^, uC+atW/ur+atW) originates
as an underlying lax /u/. The /u/ is tensed and unrounded /u -»• T/ then
roimded again (/+•* u/) to avoid the Vowel Shift Rule. Other rules apply
to give the Long U its pre- and postvocalic glides /yuw/ (SPE 19A-197).
(The word, flue, in (19) Is underlylngly /flue/, the added /e/ providing
the proper enviromaent for the /u * T/ rule.)
19Chomsky and Halle ignore most of the dialectal effects of r on vowels,
giving tense phonetic vowels for funereal {SPE 179) and various (SPE 190)
.
However, they do note that /ae/ is sometimes not tensed by the Trisyllabic
Tensing Rule, namely, when followed by I and r (SPE 182n), e.g. clarion.
20
A redundancy rule (SPE 239(9)) prohibits /u/ before non-coronal conson-
ants (e.g. /p, b, m, f, k, g/) before a boundary. It does not however
prohibit /u/ when these consonants are followed by a liquid. Thus, bugle
and ruble could have an underlying /u/, but it would become [aw] in the
end. An underlying /u/ in these words would result in the [a] pronunci-
ation. Nuclear and duplicatef if originally tense will be laxed by the
Trisyllabic Laxlng Rule. But whether laxed by rule or originally lax,
the /u/ vowel will not be tensed again, because the Tensing Rule does not
apply to /uCl/ sequences (SPE 241(23) [III])
.
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DEVELOPING INTEGRATIVE LANGUAGE TESTING TECHNIQUES:
THE GRADUATED DICTATION AND THE COFYTEST ^
Nien-Hsuan Jennifer Lin
The present research was conducted to investigate two new integ-
rative language testing techniques. The first was a "graduated
dictation" consisting of 13 segments varying from 2 to 19 words in
length. The second was a "copytest," created by presenting the
same text on a projection screen in a manner directly analogous
to that of the dictation test. Both tests were administered to .
67 students at four different levels of English proficiency.
Results indicated that both the graduated dictation and the copy-
test were reliable testing techniques for assessing language pro-
ficiency and both tests demonstrated concurrent and construct valid-
ity, A high correlation between orders of item facility values in-
dicated a similar performance pattern on both tests. Furthermore,
both tests constituted valid Guttman scales, making prediction of
responses to individual items possible using total test scores. De-
tails of these findings are discussed.
Introduction
The concept of language proficiency has undergone dramatic changes in the
past twenty years, as can be seen by comparing the early work on language
testing of Robert Lado (1961) with the recent work of Oiler (1979) and Canale
and Swain (1980). According to Lado, language proficiency meant nothing more
than grammatical competence, which includes knowledge of vocabulary, phonology
and sentence grammar. This theory has been rejected by Oiler and Canale- Swain
as being inadequate. They argue that language proficiency is not the mere
accumulation of bits and pieces of grammar, but should include other important
aspects of natural language use as well. They maintain that one should go be-
yong the narrow confine of single words or sentences, and consider the entire
communicative situation. To summarize their arguments, three crucial concepts
have to be taken into account for natural, appropriate language performance.
First, rules of discourse should be observed. Cohesion and coherence are
two main factors for effective communication; sentences should focus on themes
undertaken and transition from one sentence or topic to another should be
smooth and natural. Only under such circumstances of continuous give-and-take
can language output and input be carried on in a meaningful way.
Secondly, extralingulstic competence is necessary for effective langu.age
use. Knowledge of grammar and rules of discourse only determines the gram.-
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matlcal acceptability of linguistic forms. For these linguistic forms to
function as desired, different extralinguistic aspects of the social context
have to be considered. In a given communicative situation, factors such as the
personal attributes of the participants, their relationship, social setting,
topic, or message to be conveyed all influence communication (Hymes, 1967).
Thirdly, the pragmatic-strategic aspect of language performance must be
considered. Based on the linguistic (including grammatical competence and
rules of discourse) and extralinguistic knowledge the learner alread has, he/she
should be able to manage both kinds of knowledge appropriately to attain his/her
purpose. This is to say that the learner should be aware of whatever factors
are involved in a particular communicative situation and then decide what
forms are appropriate. He/she needs the ability to actively map linguistic
context to the extralinguistic context to determine the appropriate language
to use to achieve the anticipated effect. Should any confusion arise, he/she
should be able to paraphrase his/her statements to get the message across.
In addition to such linguistic production, he/she should be able to employ
whatever strategies are needed, such as gestures or facial expressions, to
carry on the communication.
i
It is obvious that the above described components encompass the major
aspects of natural language use, and the inclusion of such components provides
a more adequate description of language proficiency.
The change in the view of language proficiency has had its due effects
on the types of procedures ctirrently used to assess language proficiency.
Traditional discrete-point language tests only assess learners' grammatical
competence. Without providing sufficient context, such tests tend to measure
discrete bits and pieces of grammar. A good example of a discrete-point test
can be seen in multiple-choice tests in which only an artificial linguistic
stimulus is given and learners are supposed to answer on the basis of this
single stimulus. This kind of test by no means reflects normal language use,
since in natural situations learners can draw clues from both the linguistic
and the nonlinguistlc contexts to promote communication.
The Integrative theory of language proficiency has resulted in the use
of integrative or pragmatic testing devices. According to Oiler's definition.
Integrative or pragmatic tests have to meet two naturalness criteria:
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flrst, they must cause the learner to process temporal
sequences of elements in the language that conform to
normal contextual constraints (linguistic and extra-
linguistic) ; second, they must require the learner to
understand the pragmatic interrelationship of linguistic
contexts and extralinguistic contencts (Oiler, 1979, p.
33).
In other words, pragmatic tests require learners to build up an expectancy
grammar by incorporating the above described components, and based on the
internalized expectancy system and the redundancy of discourse to draw con-
textual clues from the entire context to perform the test tasks. Dictation
has been regarded as a useful integrative testing technique, and because it is
the framework for the present research, it will be discussed in detail.
Dictation was considered for many years an ineffective method for language
testing. Some major objections to the use of dictation come from Robert Lado.
In his pioneering book. Language Testing (1961), Lado claims that dictation
appears to measure very little of language. According to him.
Since the order of words is given by the examiner. .
.
it does not test vocabulary. It hardly tests aural
perception; of the examiner's pronunciation, because
the words can in many cases be identified by context
if the student does not hear the sounds correctly.
The student is less likely to hear the sounds incor-
rectly in the slow reading of the words which is
necessairy for dictation (p. 34).
He also raises another objection that in taking dictation, "the student has
to write the entire word or utterance as his answer, and in so doing he
wastes time with those parts of the words that are not crucial to the test"
(p. 50) . Lado would rather think of dictation as an informal testing technique
for testing spelling and a few matters of inflection and p\mction (p. 34).
Similarly, Valette (1967) believes that dictation may not be effective for
testing more advanced students. She argues that the art of taking dictation
emphasizes phonemic descrimlnation and that dictation reveals students'
knowledge of puncuatiori (p.l3^) . Ingram (1977) also suggests that the ability
to spell may be best tested by the traditional dictation method (p. 20).
Heaton (1975) comments that dictation measures individual sounds rather than
the meaning of the passage as a whole. Thus, in a language like English,
where there is a fairly close relationship between the sound and spelling
-m-
systems, it Is possible to write down sequences of material without compre-
hending the language (p. 185). He further concludes that "as a testing de-
vice, dictation measures too many language gestures to be effective in provid-
ing a means of assessing any one skill. Harris (1969) also regards dictation
as generally both uneconomical and imprecise (p. 5).
These are the objections that discrete-point researchers have presented.
However, in spite of all these objections, dictation has recently been re-
discovered as a useful integrative test of language proficiency. To begin
with, it has been shown that the words of a dictation are not "given" from the
learner's point of view (Oiler, 1979, p. 41). If the learner does not first
know the language being tested, it will be very difficult, if not impossible,
for him/her to figure out where one word begins or ends, not to mention
writing down the words exactly as being dictated. In other words, the learner
has to have some basic knowledge of morphology and phonology to use as a basis
for answering on a dictation test. Once it is shown that words of a dic-
tation are not automatically given, Lado's objection that "the word order is
given" falls apart. How can the learner detect the "given word order" if
he/she does not know in the first place how to break down the stream of
sounds into distinct vocabulary items? Moreover, even if the learner does
know those words, he/she may still be unable to keep the exact word order.
Unless the linguistic rules are well internalized, the learner under temporal
constraints is likely to put words in an undesired ungrammatlcal order, such
as placing an auxiliary befere the eorrgspondln,! subject in indirect speaeh.
Thus, knowledge of sentence structure is also needed in rendering correct
answers on dictation.
Syntactic competence, however, is not enough to perform well on a dic-
tation test. Comprehension of the central idea of the dictated text is also
required. If the learner manages to figure out some possible words and more
or less grammatical sentences, without grasping the meaning of the text,
his/her answer may still make little sense. An example is offered by Oiler
(1979), in which a student writes "to find particle man living better and
mean help man and boy tellable damage," instead of the correct answer, "to
find practical means of feeding people better and means of helping them avoid
the terrible damage of windstorm" (p. 41).
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It now becomes apparent that dictation, as a testing technique, can be
much more than a spelling or punctuation test. A carefully constructed and
adniiniatered dictation requires active and creative mental processes (Oiler,
1979, p. A2), demanding the integration of linguistic, extrallnguistic, and
pragmatic competence. This mental process is what Oiler calls an expectancy
grammar, and he claims that dictation and other integrative testing techniques
require the use of this expectancy grammar.
Oiler is a very important advocate of the dictation technique. He re-
gards dictation as a pragmatic testing device on the grounds that
(1) it must require the processing of temporal
sequences of elements in the language constrained by
the normal meaningful relationships of such elements
in discourse, and (2) it must require the learner to
relate such sequences of elements to extrallnguistic
context via.. .pragmatic mapping (p. 263).
That is to say that to perform well on a dictation test, the learner needs
both linguistic knowledge and world knowledge, with the former enabling him/her
to master the grammatical components of the test, and the latter equipping
him/her with essential tools to reach for the intended central idea. Oiler
also points out that we do not "remember things in all their detail; rather,
we remember a kind of skeleton or possibly a whole hierarchy of skeletons,
to which we attach the flesh of detail by a creative and reconstructive
process" (1979, p. 23). In other words, we xise our knowledge of the real
world for preserving a skeleton of facts or concepts presented in the dictation
text, and then apply our knowledge of the language for recreating the desired
linguistic forms. This is essentially what is involved in taking a dictation.
A good dictation test should reflect natural language use with new or
relatively unfamiliar content (Heaton, 1975, p. 123; Oiler, 1979, p. 275) to
avoid unfair, thus undesirable, transfer due to the fact that subjects may
have expertise in different fields. The test passage should be presented in
sequences quickly enough to simulate the temporal nature of speech sequences
and long enough to "challenge the limit of the learner's short term memory"
so that a deeper level of processing than mere phonetic echoing is demanded
(Oiler, 1979, p. 273). It is assumed that the amount of material which can be
held in short term memory varies from learner to learner depending on the
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corresponding proficiency level and that language redundancy, on which dicta-
tion bases its rationale, is only helpful to the extent that the receiver of
the message is capable of taking advantage of it (Aitken, 1977, pp. 64-65;
Oiler, 1979, p. 273). Thus, more proficient learners are expected to score
higher on dictation than less proficient ones due to the fact that better
language proficiency may enable them to make more use of language redundancy
and consequently result in greater memory capacity and higher scores.
To sum up, as the integration of linguistic, extralingxiistic, and prag-
matic competence is involved in dictation, it is claimed to be useful in
assessing the learner's language proficiency effectively. This claim has
been supported by several experimental studies (Oiler, 1971; Oiler and Streiff
,
1975; Cziko, 1981a), in which dictation has been shown to be highly correlated
with other tests.
One problem in using dictation is controlling the difficulty level of the
test. In standard dictation, the lengths of segments are relatively uniform
throughout the passage. One way to adjust the difficulty level is to speed
up or slow down the presentation of the segments. Cziko (1981a) has shown that
by systematically increasing the length of segments throughout the passage,
it is possible to develop a dictation passage which approximates a Guttman
scale. Based on the criteria of a Guttman scale that.
If a set of statements with a common content is to consti-
tute a Guttman scale, than an individual with a higher
rank (or score) than another individual on the same set of '
statements in the set as the other individual (Guttman,
1950, p. 62),
if a test constitutes a valid Guttman scale, the examiner can accurately pre-
dict learners' performances on the set of test items by simply looking at their
total scores. Thus, it appears that a graduated dictation which controls the
length of the segments is effective for adjusting the difficulty level of the
dictation test and for interpreting test scores.
Another limitation on the use of dictation in language testing is that
traditionally it has depended on a single input modality, that is, the test text
is presented aurally. As suggested by Cziko (1981b), other alternatives may
be employed. Accordingly, he has introduced a copytest technique (1981a),
which is analogous to the dictation technique but presents the test passage
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vlsually rather than auditorily. His preliminary research (1981a) Indicates
that this copytest technique promises to be a useful test of general second
language proficiency.
To determine the usefulness of both the graduated dictation and the
copytest techniques, several types of analyses may be used. First, since
tests have to be reliable to be useful, both techniques have to demonstrate
high reliability. Second, both must discriminate different levels of language
proficiency on the grounds that valid tests need to measure inter-individual
differences (Oiler, 1979, p. 273). In addition to this psychometric quality,
these tests should be validated against an appropriate criterion group con-
sisting of native speakers, who are expected to get perfect or near-perfect
scores. Only when the tests are criterion-referenced can test scores be in-
terpretable in themselves (Czlko, 1981b) . Furthermore, to examine the con-
struct validity of both techniques, a multitrait-multimethod matrix may be
employed to determine Its convergent-discriminant validity (Campbell and Fiske,
1959; Clifford, 1978; Corrigan and Upshur, 1978, Bachman and Palmer, 1980).
It was expected that correlations between scores on tests of the same trait
which employ different methods will be positive and significant, and such
correlations, called validity indices, will be higher than (1) correlations
between tests of different traits which employ the same method and (2) cor-
relations between tests having neither trait nor method in common. A final
set of analyses may be used to investigate whether such carefully constructed
testing techniques constitute valid Guttman scales.
If both the graduated dictation and the copytest can meet the above
described criteria, two new, useful techniques will be available to assess
language proficiency.
Method
Texts
The text for both the graduated dictation and the copytest was an adapted
version of the introductor paragraph to the article entitled "Our Disappearing
Wildlife," from American Topics , a reader for intermediate and advanced ESL
students (Lugton, 1978, p. 221). Dealing with a neutral topic, it would not
favor any portions of the test population. After pretesting with a small
group of ESL students, words which appeared to be too difficult were either
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omltted or changed. The final version of the test text consisted of 105 words
(Appendix 1), divided into 13 segments. To ensure that the tests would
challenge the learners' integrative language proficiency and to create seg-
ments with a wide range of difficulty indices, segments were presented in
increasing lengths, ranging from 2 to 19 words, with the shorter segments near
the beginning of the text and the longer ones toward the end (Table 1).
Table 1
Item Length (in Words)
Item Length
1. Wild animals 2
2, used to wander "' 3
3. over our country 3
4. in uncounted numbers. 3
5. Today these animal populations 4
6. have decreased to a great extent. 6
7. Some animals have disappeared altogether. 5
8. destroyed by the advance of human civilization. 7
9. The same story can be told in the African continent. 10
10. once covered with big game such as elephant,
buffalo, and antelope. 11
11. In Central and South America, where animals once were
thought safe, they are now threatened. 15
12. In the last three centuries, over two hundred species
of mammals, birds, and reptiles have become extinct. 17
13. Our wild animals are being swept from the land, the
birds from the air, the fish from the sea. 19
Subjects
A total of 67 subjects representing four proficiency levels took part
in this research: Groups lEIA (13) and lEIB (12) were non-University English
learners at the Intensive English Institute of the University of Illinois at
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Urbana-Champaign, with lEIA scoring at the lowest level and lEIB at the inter-
mediate level on the Illinois English Placement Test (lEPT); Group ESL (25)
were foreign graduate students currently enrolled in ESL classes at the Uni-
versity of Illinois; Group RHET (17) were native English speakers enrolled
in Freshman rhetoric classes. These four groups were selected to represent
a wide range of English proficiency, ranging from very limited (lEIA) to
near-perfect or perfect (RHET) competence, so that the effectiveness of these
tests with learners at various levels of English proficiency could be examined.
Each subject was required to take two tests, a graduated dictation and
a copytest. The dictation passage was pre-recorded by a native English speaker,
and the subjects were instructed to write down on paper what they heard on the
tape. As for the copytest, the same passage was projected from an overhead
projector, and the subjects were instructed to copy on paper what they read
on the screen. Before the actual tests, subjects were given the instructions
regarding what they were expected to do on the tests, shown in Appendices 2 and
3. Since the copytest is a new technique, the example shown in Appendix 4 was
provided to acquaint the subjects xd.th the test mechanism. Subjects were en-
couraged to try their best on both tests.
To determine the length of pauses to be allowed for writing during the
second and third presentations, a formtila, suggested by Czlko, was used.
For the second presentation, the length of the pause in seconds after each
segment was determined by dividing the number of letters in each segment by
2. Thus, the second segment, for example, which contained 18 letters, was
followed by a pause of 9 seconds. For the third presentation, the length of
the pause after each sentence was eqvial to the number of letters in each
sentence divided by 5. Thus, the second sentence, for example, which consisted
of 54 letters was followed by a pause of 10.8 seconds during the third presen-
tation.
Since the same passage was used for both the graduated dictation and
the copytest, precautions were taken to minimize any practice effect. A
counter-balanced design was used with each proficiency group divided into
two subgroups, each taking the two tests in different orders. In addition,
there was a three-day interval between the two tests. The dictation and the
copytest lasted approximately 15 minutes each and were given during regular
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dass periods.
Scoring Criterion
Even though some researchers recommend an appropriate-spelling scoring
criterion, which gives credit to answers retaining basic meaning of the test
text, regardless of the grammaticallty of the linguistic forms (Aitken,
1977, p, 61; Savignon, 1981), this scoring procedure is relatively time-
consuming and likely to be less reliable. Since this research was also aimed
at developing reliable testing procedures that could be practically used with
large numbers of examinees, the exact-spelling scoring criterion was pre-
ferred for the purpose of this research. In addition, each segment, not word,
is considered as an item. Thus, a perfect score on either test was 13.
Results
Before examining the primary hypotheses of the study, the data were
analyzed to determine possible test order effects. Looking at the mean scores
of all subgroups on both the dictation and the copytest shown in Table 2, we
see that all the subgroups did better on the copytest than on the dictation test,
regardless of which test they took first.
Table 2
Mean Scores by Subgroups
n
A
(Dictation first)
B
(Copytest first)
Dictation :Copytest Copytest Dictation
lEIA 13 .40 2.80 2.38 1.38
lEIB 12 2.83 5.33 4.67 4.00
ESL 25 5.23 7.46 7.50 6.58
RHET 17 12.55 12.36 11.67 12.67
Grand
Mean 67 6.99 6.99 6.55 6.16
Furthenm>re, none of the differences between first and second test scores
were significant. Thus, the possibility of any ordering effect can be ruled out.
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and in the analyses which follow, subgroups at the same proficiency level are
aggregated, with the results discussed on the basis of four proficiency groups.
Since tests can be useful for future application only if they are re-
liable, the first analysis was to determine the reliability of these tests.
When the Kuder-Richardson fonaula 20 was applied, both the dictation and the
copyteat were found to be highly reliable, with reliability coefficients of
,93 for the dictation and .90 for the copytest.
The next step was to examine the concurrent validity of the graduated dic-
tation and the copytest. One way of examining concurrent validity is to de-
termine the extent to which the tests under consideration discriminate among
different levels of proficiency. The subjects in this study comprised four
groups at different proficiency levels, and the extent to which the dictation
and the copytest discriminate correctly among these groups can therefore be
taken as an indication of the concurrent validity of the tests. A ^ance
at the group mean scores and standard deviations shows the discriminatory
effect (Tables 3 and 4). If we calculate possible score ranges at the .95
confidence Interval, we find that no two groups have overlapping scotes, thus
confirming the h3^othesis that both the dictation and the copytest under
study differentiate among various levels of English proficiency and that
learners with better proficiency In fact do better on both tests than those
with limited proficiency.
Table 3
Summary of the Dictation Test Results
Proficiency
Level n Mean
Standard
Deviation
Standard Error
of the Mean ^^95
lEIA 13 1.00 1.53 0.42 0.08— 1.92
lEIB 12 3.42 1.38 0.40 2.54— 4.30
ESL 25 5.88 2.54 0.51 4.83— 6.93
RHET 17 12.59 0.87 0.21 12.14—13.04
(See Table 4 next page)
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Table 4 .
Summary of the Copytest Test Results
Proficiency
Level n Mean
Standard
Deviation
Standard Error
of the Mean =^^95
lEIA 13 2.54 1.66 0.46 1.54— 3.54
lEIB 12 5.00 1.95 0.56 3.77— 6.23
ESL 25 7.48 2.58 0.52 6.41— 8.55
KHET 17 12.12 1.11 0.27 11.55—12.69
Furthermore, if we consider contingency tables (See Tables 5 and 6, pp. 119 -
120) we can easily see that scores tend to be distributed from the upper^left
comer to the lower-right comer of these tables, indicating that scores tend
to correspond to subjects' proficiency levels. All but one of the native
speakers scored 10 or above on each test, whereas the majority of the lEI sub-
jects scored 5 or below on both tests. In addition, the chi squares for both
tests were significant at p<.0001, which also indicates that both tests dis-
criminated among the four proficiency groups.
If we calculate correlation coefficients between the two tests, we get
values of .38 for the lEI group (combining lEIA and lEIB), .79 for the ESL
group, and .20 for the EHET group, the lower values for the lEI and RHET groups
likely due to a relatively small amount of within-group variance.
However, Campbell and Fiske (1959) have described the limitations in-
volved in interpreting convergent validity while neglecting divergent validity.
These limitations with regard to language tests have been well docummented in
many studies (Clifford, 1978; Corrigan and Upshur, 1978; Bachman and Palmer,
1980), which have demonstrated the effect of test method on test correlations
and the need to examine the discriminant validities as well. To investigate
both the convergent and discriminant validity of the tests, a multitrait-
multimethod (MTMM) correlation matrix was employed with listening and reading
as two traits, and the Illinois English Placement Test (lEPT), TOEFL, and the
present dictation/copytest as three methods. Since the TOEFL scores for the
ESL and RHET groups were not available, this analysis could be done only with
the lEI subjects (lEIA and lEIB) . The MEMH correlation matrix is given in
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(continued from p. 119)
Table 7, Reliabilities of the tests Included are given along the diagonal.
It can be seen that correlations between tests of the same trait which employ
different methods, referred to as validity indices, are positive and signifi-
cant, thus indicating convergent validity for both the listening and the read-
ing tests.
Table 7
Multitrait-Multimethod Correlation Matrix
Listening Reading
lEPT TOEFL Dictation lEPT TOEFL . Copy
L
I lEPT .95
S ..
T ^"S^
E TOEFL .69 ^^.90
N
I
N Dictation .50 .92 \ .93
G
R lEPT .59 .85 .85 .78
E
A ^\„^^
D TOEFL .62 .83 .61 .93^\^ .91
I ^*'^«v^^^
N ^^^.^^
G Copytest .49 .50 .38 .73 •^5^\^ .90
lHote: All aovrelations are significant (2.<.01j df = 24) except for the value
of .S8j which is significant at 2!^, OS.
To examine discriminant validity, the validity indices in the upper-
left and lower-right triangles are first compared with correlations between
tests which differ in the traits measured but which use the same method. It
was found that in 9 out of 12 comparisons, the validity indices were higher.
Next, validity indices were compared with correlations between tests which
had neither trait nor method in common. It was found that in 18 out of 24
comparisons, the validity coefficients were higher. Considering both sets
of comparisons, the validity coefficients were higher in 27 out of 36, or
75%, of the cases. These comparisons thus provide evidence for the discrimi-
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nant validity of the graduated dictation and the copytest, indicating that
they do measure, to a considerable extent, different language skills.
One way of examining the extent to which the tests are parallel is to
look at the correlation between orders of item facilities across tests. To
determine this, the item facility values (p) for both the dictation and the
copytest were computed. These p values were found to range from .25 to .84
on the dictation and .21 to .94 on the copytest (Table 8). From the viewpoint
of differentiation, these p values are desirable, as items with p values
between .5 and .85 promise to be able to discriminate among different pro-
ficiency levels (Oiler, 1979, p. 247). The rank order correlation of p values
between the two tests is .89 (£<.01), which indicates that an item which
appears difficult on the dictation test will probably be difficult on the
copytest.
Table 8
Item Facility values
Item No. Dictation Copytest
1 .78 .94
2 .51 .88
3 .84 .91
4 .63 .64
5 .54 .58
6 .46 .57
7 .36 .55
8 .49 .55
9 .49 .46
10 .25 .31
11 .28 .27
12 .30 .21
13 .27 .37
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A scale analysis was performed to determine whether the graduated dic-
tation and the copytest constitute valid Guttman scales. It was foimd that
the reproducibility was .89 for the graduated dictation and .90 for the copy-
test, which meets a necessary condition of a valid Guttman scale (Guttman,
1947). The scalability indices are .70 for the graduated dictation and
.67 for the copytest (Table 9).
Table 9
Guttman Scale Analysis
Test Reproducibility
Minimum Marginal
Reproducibility Scalability
Dictation .89 .64 .70
Copytest .90
. .
.
.69 .67
Based on the condition that "the scalability should be well above .6 if the
scale is truly unidimensional and cimiulatlve" (Nie et al., 1975, p. 533), we
can conclude that both the dictation and the copytest constitute valid Gutt-
man scales, and that we may make fairly accurate predictions concerning sub-
jects' performance on each individual item by simply looking at their total
test scores. For example, if a subject scores 5, he/she probably passed the
first 5 items and failed the remaining ones.
Conclusion
The graduated dictation and the copytest investigated in this research
were found to be highly reliable testing techniques. The dictation and the
copytest demonstrated both concurrent and construct validity. The high correla-
tion between orders of item facility values indicated a similar performance
pattern on both tests; and both the dictation and the copytest constituted
valid Guttman scales, making prediction of responses to individual items pos-
sible using total test scores.
It can therefore be concluded that both the graduated dictation and copy-
test procedures have great potential as reliable and valid devices for assessing
language proficiency. For future application of the copytest technique, other
presentation modes such as flashcards, slides, or computer-controlled displays
might be employed, depending on the facilities available in the testing situa-
tions.
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Appendix 1
Test Text
Wild animals used to wander over our country In uncounted numbers. Today
these animal populations have decreased to a great extent. Some animals have
disappeared altogether, destroyed by the advance of human civilization. The
same story can be told in the African continent, once covered with big game
such as elephant, buffalo, and antelope. In Central and South America, where
animals were once thought safe, they are now threatened. In the last three
centuries, over two hundred species of mammals, birds, and reptiles have be-
come extinct. Our wild animals are being swept from the land, the birds from
the air, the fish from the sea.
Appendix 2
Instructions for the Graduated Dictation Test
Here are the instructions for the dictation test.
You will hear the test passage three times.
First, the passage will be read at normal speed. You will not write any-
thing on your paper. You will just listen carefully, and try to understand as
much as you can.
The second time, the passage will be dictated at a slower speed, and you
must write down what you hear. For this, the passage will be divided into small
segments. Each segment will be read only once, so you must listen very care-
fully. You will be given enough time to write down each segment before the next
one is read. There are seven sentences in the passage.
The third time, the test passage will be read again at normal speed. There
will be a short pause at the end of each sentence to enable you to check your
v7ork.
(continued)
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Appendlx 2 (continued)
After the third reading, you will have exactly one minute to make any
final corrections to your dictation before handing It In. You should make sure
that what you have xnrltten is grammatically correct.
This is the end of the instructions for the dictation test.
Appendix 3
Instrtictions for the Copytest
Here are the instructions for the copytest.
You will read the test passage three times.
First, the whole test passage will be shown on the screen, and you will
have one minute to read it. You will just read, and try to understand as much
as you can.
The second time, the passage will be shown in segments, and you must write
down what you see. For this, the passage will be divided into se;?nents. At
first, segments will be short. As you continue, segments will become longer
and more difficult. Each segment will be shovjn only for a limited amount of
time. Read the complete segment before writing it on your paper. T'Jhen you
hear the signal, stop writing and read the next segment.
The third time, the test passage will be presented by sentences. There
will be a short pause at the end of each sentence to enable you to check your
work.
After the third presentation, you will have exactly one minute to make
any final corrections to your writing before handing It in. You should make
sure that what you have written is grammatically correct.
This is the end of the instructions for the copytest.
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Appendlx A
Copytest Example
Now you will do an exercise so that you may become familiar with the
copytest technique.
Example passage: *
Mother's Day is the day that honors mothers. In the United
States, the day is observed each year on the second Sunday in May,
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NON-NATIVE VARIETIES OF ENGLISH:
IMPLICATIONS FOR AMERICAN TEACHERS OF ESL
Peter H. Lowenberg
The spread of English as a world language has resulted in its use
in much of Asia and Africa as an institutionalized second language
for education, govemn»nt, business, and interethnic contmunica-
tion. In many countries, "non-native" varieties of English have
developed which differ phonologically, syntactically, and seman-
tically from American, British, and Australian English due to the
contact of English with other languages and the new social and
cultural contexts in which English is used.
These non-native varieties of English have important implications
for TESL both overseas and in the United States. In countries
where non-native varieties of English are used, American English will
be a suitable model for ESL teaching materials and proficiency tests
only in certain contexts of language use. In the United States, •;
foreign students from countries using non-native varieties of English
may encounter interference problems from those local varieties of
English which they have been using for much of their lives.
Illustrations of features of non-native varieties of English and
their implications for TESL are drawn from the variety of English used
in Singapore and Malaysia.
The 19th and 20th centuries have witnessed a remarkable spread in the
use of English around the world. This spread has been caused by the coloni-
alization of the British Empire; the more recent political and economic influ-
ence of the United States; the spread of Christianity by English-speaking
missionaries; and the increased use of English as an international language
for science and technology, trade, diplomacy, and literature. Recent
statistics cited by Peter Strevens of Cambridge University (Strevens, 1980:
2) reveal that English is currently used in one way or another by 674 million
people around the world. Strevens notes that of this total, only about
300 million people speak English as their native language or "mother tongue."
In contrast, 374 million people — well over half of the English speakers in
the world — are non-native speakers of English who do not speak English as
their first language but who have formally studied or otherwise acquired it
sufficiently to use it for a variety of purposes.
Most of these non-native speakers of English live in countries like
Japan and Indonesia, where English is used mainly as a "foreign language" in
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a highly restricted functional range and in specific, largely international
contexts, such as tourism, banking, and trade. However, an Increasing
number of non-native English speakers live in countries like India or Ni-
geria, where in addition to these international uses, English also fimctlons
intranationally as an institutionalized second language for education,
government, business, and interethnic communication. Kachru (1976:225) notes
that in such countries, "English is used to teach and maintain the in-
digenous patterns of life and culture, to provide a link in culturally and
linguistically pluralistic societies, and to maintain a continuity and uni-
formity in educational, administrative, and legal systems." Joshua Fish-
man has noted that English is so used and has official status as a second
language in the following countries: . > •
Botswana India Malta Sierra Leone Tonga
Burma Israel Mauritius Singapore Uganda
Cameroon Kenya Nambla South Africa Western Samoa
Ethiopia Lesotho Nauru Sri Lanka Zambia
Fiji Liberia Nigeria Sudan Zimbabwe
Gambia Malawi Pakistan Swaziland
Ghana Malaysia Philippines Tanzania
(Fishman, 1977:10, 12)
Although in certain of these countries, the total population, much
less the number of English speakers. Is relatively small, other nations
have extremely large populations of non-native English speakers. For
example. Quirk (1981:152) has observed that the 25 million Indians who
regularly use English give India the third largest population of English
speakers in the world after the United States and Britain.
An important consequence of this intranational use of English by
non-native speakers has been that In these countries where English is used
daily in new social and cultural contexts and in contact with other languages,
it often develops new linguistic features and functions that are so wide-
spread and systematic that we can say that new "non-native" varieties of
English have evolved. These non-native varieties can differ phonologically,
syntactically, and semantically from what can be called the "established"
native-speaker varieties, such as American, Canadian, British, Australian,
and New Zealand English. In some countries, these new linguistic forms are
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Increaslngly being adopted as the norms for English proficiency and the
model that Is used In teaching English, a development which can affect the
objectives and methods of American ESL teachers In these countries.
These non-native varieties of English can also have Important Implica-
tions for ESL teachers In the United States. A large percentage of the
foreign students In the United States, especially at the college and university
level, come from countries where non-native varieties of English are used
as a second language. The latest annual report on foreign students by the
Institute for International Education (Open Doors; 1980/1981) shows that in
2
the academic year 1980/81 there were just under 312,000 foreign students
enrolled in American junior colleges, colleges, and universities. Of this
total, approximately 60,000 — or almost 20% — came from countries listed
by Fishman as using English as a second language with some official status
and from the British colony of Hong Kong, where English as an official language
performs auxiliary fimctlons in the community (Richards and Luke, 1981:16).
The countries and territories where English is used as a second language, and
from which there were over 1,000 students in the United States, included
Nigeria (17,350 students). Hong Kong (9,660), India (9,250), ftolaysla (6,010)
the Philippines (3,390), Pakistan (2,990), Israel (2,710), Kenya (1,930),
Ghana (1,790), Ethiopia (1,570), Singapore (1,320), Liberia (1,140), and
South Africa (1,100). Moreover, almost all of these speakers of English as
a second language came from Asia and Africa. Looked at regionally, we find
that of the foreign students studying in the United States In 1980-81,
approximately 34% of the students from Asia, 53% of the students from South-
east Asia, and 60% of the students from Africa came from countries where
English is used as a second language and where non-native varieties of English
have developed or may be developing ( Open Doors ; 3-14)
.
Hence, many of the foreign students in the United States arrive here
having used other varieties of English daily for much of their lives. In
order to function effectively in the United States, these students often find
that they must learn syntactic constructions, vocabulary, discourse styles,
and pronunciation features that are different from the forms of English which
are acceptable in their homelands.
In the remainder of this paper, I will describe in more detail what is
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meant by the term non-native variety of English by dlscvtsslng some of the
functions and forms of the variety of English that has developed In Singa-
pore and Malaysia. I will then examine positive attitudes toward and Identi-
fication with such non-native varieties which are found among speakers of
these varieties around the world and which can cause these varieties to become
the norms and models for English teaching In many countries. Finally, I
will discuss the implications of these attitudes (1) for the contribution
to English teaching that Americans can make in countries where non-native
varieties have developed, and (2) for the ways in which American ESL teachers
i
can evaluate and respond to deviations from Standard American English made
by foreign students in the United States who speak non-native varieties of
English.
Singapore-Malaysian English
Singapore-Malaysian English (SME) — a variety of English shared by
the nations of Singapore and Malaysia — provides a good example of how
a non-native variety evolves and is used. The forms and functions of English
in this region are closely related to the multi-ethnic and multi-lingual
characteristics of these countries. In terms of ethnic distribution, in
1975, Singapore's 2,250,000 Inhabitants were 76% Chinese, 15% Malay, 7%
Indians, and 2% from other backgrounds. Malaysia's 12,250,000 population in
1975 included 10,385,000 Malaysians living on the Malay Peninsula, of whom
53% were Malay, 35% were Chinese, 11% were Indians, and 1% were from other
backgrounds. No accurate statistics were available concerning the ethnic
distribution of the 1,865,000 people living in Sarawak and Sabah, the Malay-
sian portions of the island of Borneo. The predominant first languages in
both these countries are Malay (called Bahasa Malaysia in Malaysia) among
the Malay people; Tamil among the Indians; and several Chinese languages, in-
cluding Hokkien, Cantonese, and Hakka among the Chinese (Piatt and Weber,
1980:4, 138).
As in all regions where non-native varieties are found, English origi-
nally entered the Malay Peninsula as a foreign language. The British intro-
duced it to the region when they established the colony of Malaysia in the
18th and 19th centuries, but the use of English by non-Europeans was re-
stricted to a few elites who were Involved in the international transactions
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of the colony. However, as the colony grew and a large bureaucracy was re-
quired for its administration, the British provided, first, training in
English, and later, comprehensive education, with English as the medium of
instruction to increasing numbers of non-Europeans. Gradually, English be-
came the link language of power and prestige among the educated members of
the non-European ethnic groups. As English was used by these non-native
speakers for an ever wider variety of local functions and in conjunction
with the indigenous languages, its linguistic forms began to deviate more
and more from those of Standard British English and its Received Pronunci-
ation. Hence, when Malaysia and Singapore became independent nations (Malay-
sia in 1957, and Singapore in 1965), SME had evolved as a distinct variety
of English with a wide range of functions and forms (Piatt and Weber, 1980:
17-43).
Functions of Singapore-Malaysian English
The functions of SME can be analyzed into several broad categories
developed by Kachru (1981:19-22) for the description of institutionalized non-
native varieties of English. The first of these comprises the instrumental
functions, which occur primarily in the use of English as a meditnn of in-
struction in the educational system. In Singapore, where there are four
official languages — Malay, Tamil, Mandarin, and English — parents can
choose the medium of instruction in which their children will be educated.
Although English is spoken as a dominant language in relatively few Singa-
pore families, because of the importance of English in business, commerce,
and higher education, a rapidly increasing percentage of parents from all
ethnic backgrounds have been enrolling their children in English-medium
primary and secondary schools. In 1976, 71.3% of all Singaporean primary
and secondary school students were enrolled in English-medium schools,
while only 26.9%, 1.7%, and 0.1% were enrolled in Chinese-, Malay-, and
Tamil-medium schools, respectively (Piatt and Weber, 1980:129). In addi-
tion, under Singapore's "bilingual education policy," all students in non-
English-medium schools must study English as a subject and as a medium of
instruction for at least some of their courses (Tay, 1979:92-93). In Malay-
sia, due to a government policy since 1969 of establishing Bahasa Malaysia
as the official national language in order to foster feelings of nationalism.
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the primary medium of instruction at all levels of education is nov Bahasa
Malaysia. Hoever, English is still a mandatory subject for all students
and remains the primary language for scientific and technical studies (Piatt,
1980:101-102).
English also functions instrumentally in the realm of business and
employment. In Singapore, English is used not only in international com-
merce but also domestically in the larger department stores and in banking
and insurance offices. English is the only language for Job interviews in
the civil service and most employment in the private sector (Tay, 1979:93).
In Malaysia, although the use of English is diminishing, proficiency in
English is still important in securing higher status employment and in ob-
taining promotions (Piatt and Weber, 1980:160).
Another instrumental fianction of English in Singapore and Malaysia is
in the mass media; both countries have English language newspapers with
wide circulations and use English for programming and advertising on radio
and television (Piatt, 1980:104, 106).
The second major category of functions of SHE as a non-native variety
of English can be termed regulative . In Singapore, English is the domi-
nant language of administration and the legal system, being used on most
official documents, on all legal contracts, and in the courtroom (Tay, 1979:
93) . As Bahasa Malaysia attains dominance in Malaysia, these functions of
English are diminishing; however, the National Language Act of Malaysia
still states that legal proceedings in any court shall be in Bahasa Malaysia,
English, or a combination of the two (Piatt and Weber: 165).
The third function of SME as a non-native variety of English can be
called the interperaonal . In Singapore, English is used extensively as an
interethnic link language between speakers of different languages and dia-
lects, increasingly so as a larger percentage of the population are edu-
cated in English (Tay, 1979:93). In Malaysia, although the change in the
educational policy is making Bahasa Malaysia the primary interethnic language,
among the Malaysians who have been educated in English-medium schools, espec-
ially in the larger cities and towns, English is often used interethnlcally
as a language of prestige. Intraethnically, in both Singapore and Malaysia,
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Engllsh is frequently used in code-mixing as educated Singaporeans and
Malaysians speaking in their native languages will inject phrases or sentences
of English for prestige or when necessary for register, as in technical
3
language (Piatt and Weber: 122, 156)
.
i ,
Formal Features of Standard SME
In performing these varied functions in Singapore and Malaysia, English
is used daily In contact with the Indigenous languages -of the region and in
social and cultural contexts much different from those found in countries
where the established varieties of English are used. As a result, English
in Singapore and Malaysia has gradually become "nativized" (Kachru, 1981:18).
That is, systematic changes have occurred in the phonology, syntax, and
lexicon of English that are appropriate to its new setting but which would
be considered deviant if transplanted to a cotmtry such as the United States,
where an established variety of English is commonly used. Some of this nativi-
zation has resulted from direct transfer from one or more of the abovementioned
non-European languages of the region. In other cases, it is caused by other
influences in the society and history of Singapore and Malaysia. For ex-
ample, during the colonial period of Malaya, as the increasing demand for
education of the local elites outstripped the number of British teachers
available in the colony, more and more teachers were imported from India,
leading to the incorporation into SME of several features, particularly phono-
logical, of Indian non-native varieties of English (Piatt and Weber, 1980:21).
Soclolinguistic research has revealed that, like the established
varieties of English, SME and other non-native varieties have a broad
range of stylistic norms, from a formal, standard style used in education,
business, and government, to a highly colloquial style used in casual con-
versation. In SME, these styles are marked linguistically by the degree to
which they have been nativized. The colloquial style shows considerable
divergence from colloquial styles In the established varieties almost to the
point of being unintelligible outside of Singapore or Malaysia. On the other
hand, the standard style of SME deviates much less from standard styles in
both the established and other non-native varieties of English. The full
range of stylistic norms in SME and other non-native varieties has been
described in detail in several studies (see, for example, Kachru, 1969, for
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Indlan English; Piatt and Weber, 1980, for SHE; Bamgbose, 1982, for Nigerian
English)
.
Since it is generally the stsmdard forms of English that are taught
in ESL classrooms both in the United States and overseas it is an
analysis of the standard style of SME that will be most useful in ascertain-
ing differences between SME and American English that will be relevant to
American ESL teachers. The standard model for a variety of English can
be defined as the linguistic forms of that variety that are normally used in
formal speaking and writing by speakers who have been educated xn that variety
of English; it is the accepted model for government, business, and academic
writing and for public speaking before an audience or on radio or tele-
vision (Trudgill, 1974:17; Tay. 1981:1-3; Wong, 1981:96). It should be
noted that in Malaysia, with the increasing adoption of Bahasa Malaysia as
the sole medium of instruction, the percentage of Malaysians who have been
educated in English is rapidly declining. In the future, Malaysia's new
langtiage policy may lead to the development of Malaysian English as a sepa-
rate variety from that used in Singapore. However, at present there are still
sufficient Malaysians who have been educated in English for the features of
Standard SME examined below to be valid for both countries (Piatt, 1980:168" .
The following description and examples of features in which Standard
SME deviates from the norms of Standard American English are based on
analyses by Tongue (1974), Tay (1981), and Wong (1981) of English spoken
and written in the above contexts for Standard English by English-medium
educated Malaysians and Singaporeans. Phonological features have been
taken from speech samples; all other examples have been extracted from uni-
versity student compositions or published materials.
Phonology
At the segmental level, SME tends to simplify word-final clusters of
three or four consonants to two consonants, as in [lasps] for lapsed
,
[lonS]
for launched
,
[test] for tests, and [massk] for masks . When these words
appear in sentences like
,
*
(1) We [lono] the boat yesterday
(2) I had many [test] last week
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non-SME-speaklng listeners may conclude that Standard SME does not require
past tense and plural inflections. However, other data demonstrate these
Inflections to be regular features of Standard SME which in these words have
been obscured by a phonological rule.
More noticeable differences between Standard SME and Standard American
English arise from their wotd-and sentence-stress patterns. At the word
level, SME gives practically equal stress to many words that would have a
definite primary stress in American English, as in celebration , smaller , and
qual^tj^es . In other cases, SME assigns stress differently than does American
English, as in faculty , colleague , and economic . Finally, where stress place-
ment can be used to distinguish otherwise homophonic nouns and verbs in
American English, such as Increase /incr€as
e
and sfibject /subject , SME assigns
the same stress placement to both words (increase/subject) .
A major difference in stress at the sentence level is that SME
doesn't make use of contrastive stress in ways that American English does.
For example, a speaker of Standard American English would respond to the
question,
(3) Is Thailand to the south of Malaysia?
with one; of the following answers, with their respective placements of pri-
mary stress, depending on which element of the sentence he wished to
emphasize,
(4a) No, Thailand is to the south of L^os .
(4b) No, Thailand is to- the n6rth of Malaysia.
(4c) No, Singapore is to the south of Malaysia.
In the stress pattern of Standard SME sentences, however, several lightly
stressed syllables tend to be followed by a more heavily stressed one,
which often occurs in phrase- or sentence-final position. Hence, in respond-
ing to question (3) above, the speaker of SME might answer, as would an
American, with sentence (4a),
(3) Is Thailand to the south of Malaysia?
(4a) No, Thailand is to the south of L|os.
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But two other SME responses with sentence-final stress might be (4d) and
(Ae), -, - •
(3) Is Thailand to the south of Malaysia?
(4d) No, Thailand is to the north of Malaysia .
(3) Is Thailand to the south of Malaysia?
(4e) No, Singapore is to the south of Malaysia .
Answers (4d) and (4e) could be quite confusing to an American who had
asked question (3) and expected the stressed word to signal new information.
Syntax
Several differences between Standard SME and Standard American English
occur in verb phrase constructions. Certain patterns that are fixed in Ameri-
can English are more flexible in SME, as in,
(5) I have great pleasure to report...
(6) This . . . did not prevent them to make an attempt ...
Similarly, constraints on consistency of verb tense in American English
are relaxed in Standard SME, especially in the use of the perfect tenses,
such as,
(7) If you had not been to our house, make sure you come via the high
road.
(8) Anyone who had lost any items during holdups is asked to contact
the police.
Another deviation occurs in the uses of will and would, as in,
(9) What would become of him if he continues . .
.
(10) I hope the government would take action to stop this practice.
With regard to nouns, the greatest difference between Standard SME
and American English arises in the countability in SHE of what are non- .
count nouns in American English, as in,
(11) The sceneries along the east coast of West Malaysia are unfor-
gettable.
(12) All the lady prizewinners were presented with a luggage .
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A corollary of this tendency is for much and less to be used with count nouns,
as In less problems and much books .
SME also exhibits some differences from American English in preposition
and particle usage in terms of omission,
(13) He took a long time to reply your letter;
choice of preposition, or particle,
(14) It is difficult to the reader to understand;
and new constructions with particles,
(15) An average person is able to cope up with the training x/ithout
undue stress.
At the sentence level. Standard SME frequently makes use of topicallza-
tions with for and a resumptive pronoun, as in.
(16) For some of us, we were attracted by the topics.
(17) For the existing subscribers, their rotary telephones will be
replaced with a standard push-button telephone.
In addition, contrast markers can be redundantly attached to both
subordinate and main clauses, as in
(18) Though they still attempt to use "correct" English, yet Inadequate
knowledge of what this "correct" English consists of and inadequate
exposure to this type of English result in many basic deviations.
Lexicon
The lexicon of Standard SME, of course, contains many borrowings from
the indigenous languages of Singapore and Malaysia to express local con-
cepts for which the established varieties have no words. Examples are the
word kampong , the Malay word for a type of rural village or urban neighbor-
hood unique to Southeast Asia, and towkay , a Chinese word for the pro-
prietor of a small store.
However, in addition. Standard SME often attributes slightly different
meanings to words also found in American English. For example, the nouns
talent and handicap can signify a person who has these characteristics, as
in
(19) The world's best or potential talents ..
.
(20) Handicaps incur ialand republic get stares wherever they go.
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The novtn schooling becomes a verb in the SME sentence
(21) Most of the members are still schooling . -
The noun alphabet has come to signify individual graphemes, so a speaker
of SME might complain that .
.,
,
(22) I can't make out any of these alphabets
Differences between Standard SME and American English also occur in
orthography. In addition to well-knovm spelling differences between British
and American English, SME conjoins certain compound expressions which in
American English are spelled as separate words, such as afterall, infact ,
eversince
,
goodwork and hardwork .
Discourse Styles in Non-Native Varieties
The types of features noted above by which Standard SME differs from
Standard American English are characteristic of most non-native varieties
of English that have been described heretofore. Another type of deviation
frequent in non-native varieties, though found more extensively in Indian
and African varieties than in SME, occurs in the stylistlcs norms for
written discourse. Kachru (1982a: 337) has noted that the norms for formal
writing in the established varieties include several rhetorical prerequisites,
including "directness in presenting the point, very little stylistic orna-
mentation, and emphasis on the information content." Hov;ever, the norms
for written discourse in the indigenous languages of much of India and
Africa dictate a deferential, indirect, and highly ornamental style, • especi-
ally In prose written for a social superior, such as one's teacher.
With regard to India, Subrahmanian (1977:25) observes that "allitera-
tions, similes, and metaphors abound in the ordinary descriptive passages
in our languages... we are fascinated by embellished expressions: we
equate objectivity and matter-of-factness with dullness." Hence, when
Indians write in English, "most write and like 'poetic' prose because of such
a tradition in our literature." In such lilting, Kachru observes that we
find the "deculturation" of English from societies using its established
varieties and its "acculturation" into new socio-linguistic contexts. As
an example of this acculturation, Kachru (1982a: 337) cites this excerpt
from a wedding invitation:
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You are requested to make it convenient to reach
here with family well in time to participate in all the
connected ceremonies. In case you would like to invite
anyone else from your side, kindly intimate the name and
address.
In Africa, native literary and cultural traditions similarly lead to
a new style of formal prose. Sey (1973:7) notes that Ghanians greatly ad-
mire a writer who controls a "flamboyant" prose style and who can on appro-
priate occasions produce English expressions of "grandeur, depth, and sweet-
ness." Chishimba (in Kachru, 1982a: 338) quotes from a letter written to a
school magazine by an African school headmaster:
I have exhorted you then to exorcise the spectre which has
been hovering over us like the sword of Damocles.
Bokamba (1982:81) provides the following example from an official document
published by the Nigerian Ministry of Information:
Education in Nigeria is no more a private enterprise, but
a huge Government venture that has witnessed a progressive
evolution of Government's complete and dynamic intervention...
Non-Native Models of Standard English
The development of such formal and stylistic features in non-native
varieties of English has had a profound impact on the norms of English
that speakers of these varieties consider to be correct. Traditionally, the
goal for excellence in language teaching and learning has been the attain-
ment of native-speaker proficiency in the language being studied. Hence,
until relatively recently, the unquestioned objective in the teaching of
English as a second language around the world has been performance in English
that approximates as closely as possible the speech and writing of a native
speaker of one of the established varieties. However, in many regions of
the world, non-native varieties of English with functions and forms such as
those described above have been spoken and written daily in the absence of
native speakers of the established varieties for entire generations of
English users. As a result, in some of these countries, such as India,
Nigeria, and the Philippines, the norms for Standard English in local non-
native varieties are beginning to replace those of the established varieties
as the models of proficiency to be used in English teaching (see, for ex-
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ample, Llamzon, 1969; Tay, 1979; Wong, 1981).
This consideration of non-native norms as appropriate models for
English teaching has generated considerable controversy among TESL educators
from the established varieties. The British linguists Halliday, Mcintosh,
and Strevens ' claim that such local norms of Standard English can be accept-
able (1) if they are "actually used by a reasonably large body Of the popula-
tion, in particular by a proportion of those whose level of education makes
them in other respects desirable models," and (2) if these local norms are
"mutually intelligible with other varieties of English used by similar pro-
fessional and educated groups in other countries" (Halliday, Mcintosh, and
Strevens, 1964:203-204). On the other hand, Prator argues against the use of
non-native models out of concern that the above condition of mutual intelli-
gibility with other varieties of English cannot be met (Prator, 1968: 464, 469)
He warns that
Inherently a second- lariguag^e variety, of English is a
tongue caught up in a process that tends to transform it swiftly
and quite predictably into an utterly dissimilar tongue... if many
diverse models are chosen, and one concession to regionalism leads
to even further concessions, the overall effect is bound to be di-
vergent. Widespread intercomprehensibility will be lost...
Studies that have been conducted to date regarding the intelligibility
of Standard English in non-native varieties for speakers of other varieties
fail to support Prator 's claims (see Bansal, 1969, for Indian English; Llam-
zon, 1969, for Filipino English; and Smith and Rafiqzad, 1979, for several
non-native varieties). In particular, Prator predicts major loss of intelli-
gibility to occur in the areas of pronunciation (1969:466). These studies
have focused largely on phonetic features of accent and have generally found
the speakers of non-native varieties to be quite intelligible for speakers
of established varieties, other ncn-native varieties, and English as a
foreign language.
However, in addition to the consideration of mutual intelligibility
with other varieties of English, the selection of appropriate models for
teaching English where non-native varieties have developed cannot ignore
the fact that most speakers of non-native varieties seldom, if ever, have
contact with speakers of other varieties (Kachru, 1976:233). Rather, these
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non-native varieties are used almost exclusively among speakers who share
the same local norms. Hence, relevant judgments concerning the models of
English that are appropriate and acceptable for langxiage teaching in these
non-native contexts will come not from speakers of established varieties,
who don't interact in these contexts, but rather from the speakers themselves
of these non-native varieties (Strevens, 1981:88).
In a recent survey of such judgments of appropriateness and accepta-
bility, Shaw (1981) investigated attitudes toward English of educated speakers
on non-native varieties of English in India, and Singapore and of English as
a foreign language in Thailand. Included in his study were 825 final-year
bachelor degree university students majoring in English literature and teach-
ing, engineering, and business /commerce in Hyderabad (342 students), Singapore
(170 students), and Bangkok (313 students). When asked which variety of
English they felt is presently spoken by educated speakers of English in their
country, 50.6% of the Indians, 42.3% of the Singaporeans, and 40.3% of the
Thais responded that educated speakers in their country spoke a variety that
was "unique to my coimtry."
A crucial distinction between the speakers of non-native varieties of
English in India and Singapore and of English as a foreign language in Thai-
land arose when Shaw asked his respondents which variety of English they
felt they should learn to speak for use in their home countries. 47.4% of
the Indians and 38.9% of the Singaporeans — almost the same percentages
who Identified local varieties as being used in their countries — responded
that Indians and Singaporeans should learn to speak English "in our own way"
(distinct from varieties spoken in the United States, Britain, Australia or
elsewhere). In contrast, only 3.5% of the Thais felt this way. These percen-
tages of educated Sfngdporean . and Indian speakers who considered their
varieties of English an appropriate model for English teaching were still
minorities in both countries. Nevertheless, Shaw concludes from his' findings
that there is a trend among educated speakers of English toward the acceptance
of local models of English. For hundreds of years, he argues, the native
speaker standard has been the only conceivable goal for a foreign language
learner. Support for native-speaker models Is still strong in countries like
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Thailand, but it has been sharply eroding in nations like India and Singa-
pore, where English is used dally for intranational purposes (Shaw, 1981:
121-122)
Attitudes of Speakers of Non-Native Varieties
In seeking to explain these positive attitudes toward non-native vari-
eties, several observers have analyzed local norms for English usage as
"manifestations of local cultural identity" (Strevens, 1981:63). Richards,
writing about English in Singapore, notices a need for younger Singaporeans
to identify as Singaporeans rather than as "overseas Chinese" or "overseas
Indians;" "the way English is spoken becomes part of the process by which
personal and national identity is expressed" (Richards, 1982:157). Goh
Yee Teck (1981:14), a language research officer with the Singapore Ministry
of Education, similarly concludes that the linguistic features of English
unique to Singaporeans serve as effective cues to their national identity.
That speakers of non-native varieties can be ctmsciously -aware of
this function of local norms as the expression of national identity is demon-
strated by the following statement by Mr. T. T. B. Koh, who in 1974 was
Singapore's representative to the United Nations (Tongue, 1974:7-8):
. .
.when one is abroad, in a bus or train or aeroplane and
when one overhears someone speaking, one can immediately
say this is someone from Malaysia or Singapore. And I should
hope that when I'm speaking abroad my countrymen will have no
problem recognizing that I am a Singaporean.
In other regions where non-native varieties of English are used, a
function of regional or cultural identity likewise appears to underlie posi-
tive attitudes toward new varieties. The renowned African writer, Chinua
Achebe, feels that "the English language will be able to carry the weight
of my African experience. But it will have to be a new English, still in
full communion with its- ancestral home but altered to suit its nex-r African
surroundings" (Ikara, 1981:3). In discussing Indian English, Subrahmanian
(1977:24) concurs with Achebe: "The language we use is English; the way
we use it should be our own, though it may not be to the liking of the English."
The result of such positive identification with non-native varieties
can often be considerable resistance from speakers of these varieties when
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asked in their homelands to learn features of established varieties that
differ from the English they are familiar with. Charles Taylor, Professor
of Applied Linguistics at the University of Sydney, notes, "It has been
my experience with non-native students of English that as soon as I sug-
gested they should speak and write in a variety other than the one they
first learned, their motivation decreased rapidly" (Taylor, 1981:2). Tay
(1981:4) observes that "the average educated Singaporean, including the
language teacher, rejects the native speaker variety at least in spoken
English because he wants to sound like a Singaporean." With regard to ex-
pository writing, Subrahmanian (1977:22) warns that "if you ask Indian
students to write modem English prose when they write in a flowery style
in their own language, it creates psychological problems... VJhen you ask
them to write simple, straightforward English, most of them say, 'Why
should we write in a dehydrated style?'"
Apparently, in their home countries there can be strong social pressures
against speakers of non-native varieties using features of the established
varieties, especially in pronunciation. Tay (1981:4-6) reports that in a
recent course in British R. P. phonetics for undergraduates at the University
of Singapore, "while consonant clusters were conscientiously practiced, cer-
tain features of stress, rhythm, and intonation were felt to be definitely
foreign and therefore never to be used outside the classroom." In particular,
students objected that the stress-timed rhythm of British English sounded
"affected" to them. Similarly, Sey (1973:1) notes that among English speakers
in Ghana, students who strive too obviously to approximate British R. P.
are "frowned upon as distasteful and pedantic." Bamgbose (in Kachru, 1981:
30) concurs that "many Nigerians will consider as affected or even snobbish
any Nigerian who speaks like a native speaker of English."
Implications for Americans Teaching ESL Overseas
These attitudes, stemming from identity and social pressure, can have
important implications for Americans involved with English teaching in coun-
tries where non-native varieties of English have developed, since their
students and the local teachers will often consider non-native norms to be
the most appropriate and acceptable model of Standard English to be learned.
Moreover, especially in the areas of pronunciation and expository writing.
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confllcting norms from the established varieties of English will sometimes
be regarded as particularly unacceptable and inappropriate . An American ESL
teacher trying to impose American norms of Standard English in such a con-
text will quite likely encounter less than wholehearted enthusiasm and possibly
considerable resistance from his or her students and fellow teachers. Posey
(1977:28) reports observing an African student who, when mildly criticized by
a native-English-speaking teacher for using a non-native English construc-
tion, responded, "It is our language now and we can do what we like with it."
In such cases where English is being taught for intranational uses,
Strevens (1978:75-76) proposes that
it may not be so much as direct teachers of English
that native speakers can in the future make their
biggest contribution, but at a more sophisticated
level — for example, as higher-level specialists in
applied linguistics, and generally in helping these
countries to handle for themselves the subtle and com-
plex problems which these new attitudes will engender
such as ensuring that local teaching models retain international intelligi-
bility.
For the minority of students in these countries who must learn forms
of English appropriate for international communication, native speakers of the
established varieties can still perform a direct teaching role, focusing on
those norms of the established varieties which are different from the local
variety. For example, Americsm instructors might teach classes to prepare
students for university study in the United States or employment with Ameri-
can companies. Students in such situations can be made aware of features of
their non-native varieties, especially phonological and stylistic, which may
be considered unacceptable by speakers of Standard American English. However,
in this situation, too, teachers must be sensitive to positive attitudes that
their students may have concerning their local variety of English. New
forms can probably be taught more successfully as alternates rather than re-
placements for local forms, with each set of norms, local and American, being
appropriate in a specific context. Insinuations that the teacher's model
is somehow better than the non-native variety will most likely diminish the
effectiveness of such instruction. In addition, the immediate objective of
such instruction need not be accurate production of the teacher's model.
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Even if the students don't adopt all of the new forms presented to them, the
teacher can help to foster a familiarity with forms of American English which
will help students to interpret and feel comfortable with the American English
that they will read and hear.
Implications for TESL in the United States
With regard to TESL in the United States, recent studies indicate that
most of the 20% of the foreign students in the United States who come from
countries using non-native varieties of English are quite proficient in the
norms of Standard American English when they arrive in the United States.
These students almost always achieve high enough scores on TOEFL or other
standardized tests of English to begin their academic coursework without prior
intensive instruction in English (Profiles ; 43-80)
.
Nevertheless, despite their proficiency in English, these students
occasionally are required to enroll in ESL support courses at their colleges
and universities in order to acquire specific forms of Standard American Eng-
lish not measured by the TOEFL but necessary for success in their studies
in the United States. For example, a graduate teaching assistant in Statistics
may be speaking perfect Singapore or Ghanian English in the classroom but
find that his American undergraduate students are complaining about his pro-
nunciation. Similarly, a Nigerian student may be trying to please her pro-
fessor by writing compositions in the elaborate and flowery style described
above that is correct in Nigeria, only to find that the professor considers
this style totally imacceptable and grades her accordingly.
In such cases, the relevant norms for appropriate and acceptable forms
of English are determined not by the speakers of non-native varieties but
by the native speakers of American English with whom they interact. The
task of the ESL instructor clearly is to help these students by teaching them
the forms of Standard English that are used on an American college campus
regardless of different forms that may be appropriate in the students' home
countries.
Generally these students accept the need to learn and use new forms of
English while they are in the United States. However, the ESL teacher can
facilitate the learning process by again being sensitive to feelings of identity
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that these students may have toward their non-native varieties and also
by sharing the students' recognition that foirms of American English that
the students acquire in the United States may conflict with the non-native
norms they must use again after returning home.
Therefore, it might be useful for the ESL teacher to evaluate devia-
tions in these students' English from the norms of American English as differ-
ences in varieties of English rather than deficiencies in the students'
abilities to use English (Kachru, 1982a: 45-46) . From such a perspective,
as in the overseas context, the teacher would not try to replace a student's
non-native variety with American English but would rather be teaching an
additional variety to use while the student is in the United States, much as
Standard American English as a Second Dialect is taught to many Americans.
The ESL teacher would not be saying that American English is correct ' and
SME or Nigerian English is wrong or sub-standard , but simply that Standard
American English is appropriate in the context of the American college or
university. The adoption of such an attitude in working with students who
speak non-native varieties and the demonstration of this attitude to the
students should help these students in adjusting with a minimum of disloca-
tion to the new context of English use in which they find themselves.
Conclusion
Non-native varieties of English still comprise a relatively new area of
linguistics and pedagogy in which research has only recently begun. Ascertain-
ment of the full implications of these varieties for the TESL profession
awaits answers to several crucial questions. One such question remains the
mutual intelligibility of these varieties with the established varieties
and with other non-native varieties. Although studies heretofore suggest a
relatively high degree of overall intercomprehenslbility, 'little is known
about particular areas of language usage in which problems of intelligibility
are likely to arise. Answers to this question will help to identify specific
aspects of Standard American English which should be taught overseas for use
in international contexts and which are crucial for successful performance in
American colleges and xjniversities . Another important area of Investigation
will focus on how foreign students in the United States who speak non-native
varieties of English feel about having to learn American English and what
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strategles they employ in making this adjustment to a new variety.
Meanwhile, pending the completion of such research, American ESL
teachers working with speakers of non-native varieties both overseas and in
the United States can benefit from a familiarity with the types of differ-
ences generally found between non-native and established varieties and from
the utilization of available descriptions of specific non-native varieties
in developing curricula and teaching materials for speakers of these varieties.
In addition, teachers can try to avoid subjective condemnations of di-
vergent features in non-native varieties as deficient approximations of estab-
lished native-speaker varieties. Such attitudes can be replaced by an objec-
tive recognition that these features result from the use of English in new
social, cultural, and linguistic contexts where novel language forms are
acceptable and appropriate and where corresponding forms from American Eng-
lish can be quite inappropriate.
As the spread of English continues worldwide and the percentage of
English speakers who use English non-natively increases, the appropriate
linguistic forms to execute the functions of English in new environments
will tontinue to diversify. Only a realistic acceptance of the inevitability
of this process will enable ESL educators to respond effectively to the new
tasks and problems which this diversification will bring.
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FoanioTES
Actually, non-native varieties can also be said to exist in many countries '
where English is used largely for international purposes with very limited
functions, such as in Japan and Iran, since English in these countries, too,
exhibits phonological, syntactic, and semantic deviations from the estab-
lished varieties. To distinguish between the non-native varieties used
mainly for international functions and those used mainly for intranational
f^aictlons, Kachru has termed the former performance and the latter institution-
alized non-native varieties (Kachru, 1982b: 39). However, as the issues to be
discussed in this paper primarily concern characteristics of the institution-
alized varieties and their speakers, for ease of explication, I will use
the cover term "non-native variety" to refer only to the institutionalized
type and will use "EFL" to refer to the performance type.
2
The term "foreign student" in this study included "anyone who is enrolled
in courses in the United States who is not a citizen or an immigrant (perma-
nent resident)." Refugees are included (Open Doors tix). f
3
A fourth function of SME as a non-native variety Kachru (1981:20) terms the
imaginative or innovative function, in which local styles of creative litera-
ture have developed in Singapore and Malaysia. These new forms of poetry,
prose, and drama comprise an important component of SME and have been des-
cribed in detail in Crewe (1977), Piatt (1980), and Piatt and Weber (1980).
However, since the remainder of this paper will focus on Standard forms of SME,
which in the written mode will include only expository prose, these creative
uses of SME id.ll not be discussed further. |i
As noted earlier, the abbreviation SME in this paper refers to Singapore- '
Malaysian English . Piatt and Weber (1980:43) use SME in reference to a non-
native variety which they call Singapore-Malayan English , a variety used prior
to the independence of Singapore as a separate nation in 1965. They contend
^
that since 1965, the different educational policies and relative status of j
English in Singapore and Malaysia have already resulted in distinct varieties
j
of English in the two nations: a single variety of Singapore English and i
two major varieties of Malaysian English . One of these Malaysian varieties is '
spoken by Malaysians who completed their secondary education in schools where
English was the medium of instruction. The other Malaysian variety is used
by Malaysians who received their secondary education in schools where the
medium of instruction was not English.
However, Piatt and Weber (1980:168) observe that the variety of English used
by English-medium educated Malaysians is still virtually the same as the var-
iety spoken by English-medium educated Singaporeans. Since this paper focuses
on the variety of Standard English used by English-medium educated speakers in
present-day Singapore and Malaysia, the term SME is appropriate in this con-
text.
By "educated" Singaporeans, Tay explicitly refers to university students and
graduates. Tongue and Wong do not specifically mention the level of education
attained by their "educated" speakers.
It should be noted that these complaints can arise not only from unintelligi-
bility for Americans of these speakers of non-native varieties but also from
American undergraduates' lack of prior exposure to foreign accents, which they
consider unacceptable. This is an area in which further research is needed be-
fore any claim of unintelligibility can be confirmed or rejected.
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TOWARD A MODEL FOR THE EVALUATION OF PROGRAMS
IN ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
Daniel L. Robertson
This paper describes the more important variables in ESL programs
which must be taken into consideration in the evaluation of such in-
structional programs. The more widely recognized models of evalua-
tion are sketched and evaluated with regard to their value for
ESL programs. It is shown that none of these models is sufficiently
comprehensive and complete enough for the many types of ESL programs
that exist today. A standards based model for ESL program evalua-
tion is proposed.
Introduction
Although there has been a great deal of research in the area of testing,
there is very little published work in the area of ESL program evaluation.
There is nevertheless a tremendous need for work in this area because of the
increasing number of foreign students coming to this country for study. The
purpose of this paper is to describe the more Important variables in ESL
programs and show how they enter into the evaluation of such programs. In
the course of my discussion I will examine some of the more widely recognized
models for educational evaluation and subsequently suggest a model for the
evaluation of ESL programs.
Variables in ESL Programs
Subject Matter
The first variable which needs to be considered in the evaluation of ESL
programs is that of subject matter. The majority of ESL programs teach what
has become known as "basic English." They focus on a level of structure
and vocabulary roughly comparable to that of a fifth-grade student in an Eng-
lish-speaking school. Programs for refugees or recent Immigrants to the United
States often use such an approach.
Programs which attempt to prepare students for further academic work in
English-language settings often teach English for Academic Purposes (EAP)
.
This type of program often incorporates the kinds of structures and vocabu-
lary and the kinds of reading and writing assignments which the students will
encounter when they enter an academic program after learning English. The
levels of content, of course, vary according to age and academic level of the
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students.
A third type of subject matter is found in English for Special Purposes
programs, i.e., programs which focus on specific knowledge areas or occupation^
The curricula of ESP programs take into account the specific needs, usages
and vocabularies of the area or occupation with which they are concerned (Mac-
Kay and Mountford, 1978) . Such programs presume a knowledge of basic English,
and focus on specialized vocabulary and structures which will be necessary
for the successful completion of a technical training program or apprentice-
ship in a given field.
The Learners I
A second variable found in ESL programs is related to the qualities or
characteristics of the learners. The first characteristic, and one of the mosi
important, is age. It is well known that children have the ability to learn
language more quickly and more perfectly than adults. It has been noted that!
after the age of 15 or so, it is unlikely that a new foreign language learner:
will ever completely eliminate a foreign accent or acquire great fluency in Wi
new language. (Brown, 1980). The adult, however, brings to the foreign
language classroom a wider experience and understanding of the nature of
language and its systems, particularly those of his native language. In
many cases, depending on the similarity of his language systems to those of
English, the adult is able to apply that knowledge and experience to his leariii
ing of English. The teacher of adult learners can explain structures and
vocabulary items by drawing on the experiences of his class in a way that is
not possible with children.
Learners also vary in their previous experience with English. It is
often the case that learners have had a great deal of exposure to spoken and/oi
written English through formal training in English in their home country or
in another English-speaking country, or through more informal contacts, such
as television, radio, newspapers, magazines, and advertising. T^ile the
learners may not have paid much attention to this exposure, and may dismiss
it as unimportant, they often have a great advantage in learning the sounds of
the language or the alphabet or other aspects because of their prior experi-
ences .
Those who study English as a second language also bring with them a
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knowledge of their native languages. In many cases, this knowledge is of
great help to them, especially for speakers of Germanic or Romance languages,
whose vocabularies and structures are similar to those of English. The
native language of the learner can cause problems, of course. The areas of
pronunciation and structure often present severe difficulties. Because lang-
uage colors the way one views the world, it has been argued that learning a
second language involves looking at the world in a different way. (Whorf,
1956).
The country of origin of the learner is also an important factor in
his learning. The climate, geography, and standard of living of the learner's
home country sometimes have a great effect on his attitudes and adjust-
ment to a new educational setting. For example, a student from southern
Mexico who was studying English in Illinois was so shocked by the first winter
blizzard that he left for home immediately, even though he was making excellent
progress and had only three weeks remaining in his course of study. Other
potential problems are related to the urban or rural setting of the learner's
home country environment, which may contrast with his new school setting.
One final area related to the learner is his cultural background. This
is a factor which cannot be overlooked in the consideration of ESL programs.
An ESL program may have members of 10 or 15 different cultures. At times,
the cultural differences can be exploited in productive ways. For example,
students from different cultures can be asked to explain some aspect of
their culture to the rest of the class, and thereby gain experience and con-
fidence in speaking. More often, however, cultural differences are seen
as limitations by the teacher and by the other students. It is Important to
realize how critical cultural awareness and sensitivity among ESL teachers can
be to the success of language instruction.
Academic Setting
Among programs in English as a second language, there are great differ-
ences related to the academic setting of the programs. While some of these
are related strictly to the academic level and age of the learners, others are
related to the purposes and goals of the programs themselves. ESL programs
at the elementary and secondary levels in this country are most often associ-
ated with bilingual education programs. These programs typically are state
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or federally funded, and aim at building the English proficiency of limited-
English-proficient studenta so that they can successfully complete their
education through the medium of English. Bilingual education programs at
the elementary and secondary levels often have special goals or methods,
however, which will be discussed in the next section. ..•
At the post-secondary level, most ESL programs aim at preparing learners
for further academic training in colleges or universities. While many of
them are prepared to introduce the students to basic English, their focus is
generally on the English structures and vocabulary which will be useful to
students in further academic programs. Both intensive and semi-intensive pro-
grams are popular for this type of English language instruction. Their partic-
ular characteristics will be discussed in the next section.
There are other types of programs for adult learners of ESL. The most
common of these is the commercial language school. This t3^e of school often
concentrates on enabling the foreign student to achieve an acceptable score on
the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL), or other standardized
tests which are used to determine eligibility for admission to colleges and
universities. To some extent, these schools concentrate on the content and
characteristics of these tests, and not on the needs of foreign students after
they are admitted to programs in higher education.
A second kind of ESL program for adults is very often directed toward
refugees, immigrants, and spouses of visiting students and scholars. This
kind of program focuses on "survival English," the words, phrases, situations
and transactions which will enable the foreigners to deal with living in this
country. This type of program typically uses meaningful contexts and situations
to attempt to simulate actual situations such as shopping, banking, and deal-
ing with people in offices.
A third kind of ESL program for adults is the vocational ESL program.
Vocational programs, in addition to teaching basic English, generally provide
an introduction to entry-level Jobs in business or industry, and are often
associated with refugee projects or programs for migrant workers or other
disadvantaged groups who have limited English proficiency.
A fourth kind of ESL program for adults is directed toward employees of
multinational corporations. They are geared toward managers who will be work-
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Ing in an English-speaking work environment. The learners often receive
management training in addition to the kinds of English which will help them
in their professions. These programs are most often conducted on company
premises rather than in a school setting.
Length and Intensity of Training
Another variable which is of considerable importance in ESL programs is
the length and intensity of the language courses offered. Among the most popu-
lar types is the Intensive English program. This type of program typically in-
volves about 20 hours of classroom instruction per week, which is supplemented
with language laboratory work, field trips, and organized social functions.
These programs attempt to increase the learners ' proficiency within a short
period of time, usually about nine months. They \isually are divided into
different skill areas, such as Listening Comprehension, Oral Production, Conpo-
sitiou, and Reading. Intensive programs are most often found in higher educa-
tion or commercial language school settings.
r\ second type is the §emi^intensive program. The s2ni-intensivG'"pfogram Is
quite often similar to other foreign language programs in secondary schools and
in higher education institutions. The semi-intensive program usually includes
less than 10 classroom hours per week, and is often associated with a limited
amount of language laboratory work. The semi-intensive program is often divided
Into different courses addressing different needs of foreign students. Semi-
intensive programs are often found in colleges and universities, and are used
to help foreign students who have been admitted to the school, but who have
weaknesses in specific areas. These courses may be required or only recommended,
and the students enrolled in them may be permitted only a portion of a normal
course load while they are enrolled In the courses.
Bilingual education programs often have an ESL component. Depending on the
goals and purposes of the bilingual program, the ESL component may have several
different characteristics (Escobar, 1975) . For example, maintenance bilingual
education programs provide for the introduction of English as a second language,
but continue to teach some academic subjects in the learners' native language.
Because of the requirement for teachers who are fluent in the learners' native
language, maintenance bilingual education programs are difficult to staff and
expensive to maintain.
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A second type of bilingual program Is the transition or mainstream bi-
lingual program. This type of program aims at moving the learner as quickly as
possible to a regular English-medium classroom. This type of program is popular
with legislators and bureaucrats, because it is less expensive and Is congruent
with the traditional "melting-pot" conception of how non-English speakers should
become Integrated into society through the educational systems. The transition
or mainstream bilingual education program has come under increasing criticism,
however, from language theorists. They contend that moving a child away from
instruction in his native language simply because he becomes fluent in English
Ignores underlying language compendes which may not be fully developed, even
in the child's native language. The neglect of the underlying language com-
petencies may result in poor language performance and poor academic achieve-
ment as the child continues in school (Cummins, 1980).
The evaluation of ESL programs must take into account all of the factors
mentioned above, as well as the factors common to educational programs in gen-
eral. In what follows, I will describe the most commonly used models for
educational evaluation, and attempt to relate features of these models to the
problems presented by the field of ESL. I shall not describe the major models
in great depth. There are several books and articles which examine the models
and their features in great detail (see House, 1980, for a summary and critique
of the major models and further references) . I wish only to provide a brief
description of the models and to suggest how and when they might be useful in
the evaluation of ESL programs. For this purpose, I will use the taxonomies
of e'valaation approaches prepared by Stake (1974), and House (1980), as a guide.
Educational Evaluation Models
Systems Analysis
The systems analysis model is based on the idea that the way to find the
truth is through scientific methodology. The output measures are limited in
number and correlated with variables in program design. The model is designed
for efficiency, and takes the perspective of the policy maker. Its weaknesses
are that it assumes that one can assess the worth of a program with a few test
scores from subjects in an educational experiment, that it fails to include
the attitudes and feelings of the participants, and that it often relies on
opaque statistics to enlighten the audiences.
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This model would be useful in ESL for a limj.ted number of programs. It
would appeal to tightly-designed, limited-objective courses, where a satis-
factory gain in scores on one or two measures would satisfy the requirements
of the course. Since few ESL courses are so limited in scope, and since an
ESL program represents such a variety of cultural backgrounds and involves so
many interactions among diverse peoples, this model cannot alone satisfy the
requirements of a fair evaluation of ESL programs. It is a very credible model,
however, and the use of valid and reliable test scores lends obvious support to
less objective instruments and measures in representing the outcomes of a pro-
gram.
Behavioral Objectives /Student Gain by Testing .-.
The behavioral objectives model depends upon the precise specification of
measurable goals and domain-referenced testing to demonstrate goal achievement.
Like the systems analysis approach, this goal-based approach assumes that
the methods of science can be applied to educational programs. These approaches
fail to consider the interactions among people in the course of a program,
as well as other effects which are not included in the specified goals.
This model would be particularly useful if it were incorporated into the
ESL program design at the inception of the program. By carefully specifying
all the goals of the program and designing tests and other measurement Instru-
ments to measure progress toward these goals, the evaluator could monitor the
intended effects of the program more closely. The problem, of course, lies in
the specification of the goals of the ESL program and the construction of valid
tests of achievement. This type of evaluation component would be difficult
to apply from the outside to an ongoivig program, because it would require the
analysis of curricular goals and activities and the writing of numerous tests
for goals and subgoals. This model also has a great deal of credibility, and
it can provide a great deal of evaluative information regarding a program. Like
the systems analysis model, the behavioral objectives model requires supple-
mental qualitative information on other program aspects for support in a fair
evaluation of ESL programs.
Decision-Making/Management Arialysis
The decision-making model requires the definition of the decisions to be
made and the analysis of the situations In which the declfsions are to be made.
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The decisions guide the evaluator in determining questions to be asked that
will provide information that is relevant to the decisions. This model focuses
the evaluation on useful information. If the decision alternatives are clearly
stated, if the criteria for the decision are specified, and if the questions
asked are relevant, the evaluation is likely to be used. This model depends
on the use of survey information from participants, and thus appears to be more
pluralistic than the systems analysis and behavioral objectives models.
The decision-making model would be very useful for persons faced with
clear alternatives on specific aspects of ESL programs. For example, this
model might be used in making admissions decisions. Heavy dependence on this
model, however, makes the evaluation less credible, since the decision-maker is
given so much preference .in guiding the evaluation.
Goal-Free
The goal-free model of educational evaluation provides data on the effects of a
program. It attempts to reduce bias through the evaluator 's ignorance of
the goals or intentions of the program. The evaluator takes the role of the
consumer in deciding what criteria are appropriate. This model has no pre-
conceived notion of presumed effects, and thus observes what actually happens
without previous knowledge of what was supposed to happen. Its stress on
needs as the basis for evaluation seems very appropriate when the needs are
properly identified, justified, and prioritized by the evaluator. The method
for identifying and analyzing needs is not specified in this model. Its use
would be most acceptable in situations where trust exists between administrator
and evaluator, or where contractual negotiations could assure the absolute in-
dependence of the evaluator.
The use of needs as the basis for evaluation makes this model very
attractive to the ESL evaluator. By supplementing this model with the appro-
priate data-gathering Instruments, and assessing the input from appropriate
groups, the evaluator will have a sound basis for his judgment. Unfortunately,
even without knowing the specific goals of the program at hand, knowledge of
the field would provide the ESL program evaluator with a very good idea of
what type of program it was, what its presumed goals were, and what specific
methodology and technology would be expected. The social process and the in-
tentions of the participants are not recognized in this model, and they are
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among the most important parts of crosscultural programs. The goal-free
model has limited application anjrwhere, but its dependence on needs assessment
suggests a methodology to provide a basis for the evaluation of ESL programs.
Art Criticism
The art criticism model attempts to use the approaches of literary and
art criticism for the evaluation of educational programs. It depends on the
experience of the evaluator and on his sensitivity to important charac eristics
of an ideal. If the evaluator can justify the qualities of the ideal and also
observe the effects of the program, he can claim some authority to judge the
program. However, the art criticism model does not address the changing nature
of educational programs. Unlike a physical piece of work, an educational pro-
gram is not available for reference as a check on the evaluator' s work. The
evaluator using this model must be coherent and persuasive, or his authority
will be questioned, but he must be fair and Just, or the usefulness and validity
of his evaluation will be questioned. The audience for this type of evaluation
must be considered, especially if it is large. A bad review of an educational
program could be ccneidered an indictment of the people in the program and could
cause serious repercussions for all concerned.
This model could complement the more quantitative models with input from
experts in the field of ESL. It suggests the need for experts in ESL to con-
sider evaluation more seriously in order to illuminate some of the most im-
portant aspects of an Ideal program for a given setting. The subjective
nature of this model, however, would prevent its being used for the evaluation
of most ESL programs, because the values of the participants would be likely
to differ widely from those of the evaluator.
Professional Review/Blue Ribbon Panel
The professional review model for educational evaluation depends upon pro-
fessionals for the criteria and standards to be applied. It provides a holistic
assessment of programs, usually by first having the program staff complete a
self-evaluation checklist, and then following up with a short visit by a
team of professionals. This type of evaluation can be useful in resolving
crisis situations or preserving institutions, and also results in self-aware-
ness among program staff as a result of self-evaluation. There are also prob-
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lems, however. It may be that professionals are less objective than they
should be when evaluating other professionals. Also, great differences often
exist in the criteria used and their weightings, the visits of accreditation
teams vary considerably, and maintaining confidentiality is difficult. This
model can be quite effective if the procedures and processes of the evaluation
effort are clearly specified at the outset.
This t3rpe of evaluation model could be effectively used in ESL programs
because of the common characteristics which many programs share. In practice,
however, it seems unlikely that the representatives of any of the special in-
terest groups within the two major ESL-related organizations, TESOL (Teachers
of English to Speakers of Other Languages) and NAFSA-ATESL (National Associa-
tion for Foreign Student Affairs - Association of Teachers of English as a
Second Language) will submit to review by ESL professionals outside their area,
whether the area be elementary-level bilingual education or adult vocational
ESL. Each group seems to fear control or condemnation by another. Currently,
the TESOL organization is working to gather information on quality ESL programs
in several areas so that some consensus may be reached concerning standards
for programs in each of the areas (Kreidler et al., 1981), The Consortium of
Intensive English Programs of NAFSA-ATESL has compiled guidelines for in-
tensive and semi-intensive programs in ESL, but as yet neither organization
has been able to form any kind of professional review board for evaluating pro-
grams.
Quasi-legal/Adversial
The quasi-legal model attempts to use the procedures, rules and setting
of trials or legal hearings to bring out relevant facts from many sources,
have two sides of relevant issues presented in the strongest possible light,
and have a hearing panel decide what to do about educational issues. This
model is appealing in several ways. It seems to provide balance by presenting
both sides of an issue. It values human testimony as important and credible.
It encourages broad participation and wide publicity for educational Issues.
There are drawbacks to the model, however. Unlike case law, education has no
foundation of precedents on which to base rules of evidence or procedure. Nor
does it have a system of appeals. The makeup of the hearing panel and the
capabilities of the two advocates are important variables, and this model may
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be Ineffective at arriving at the truth because of these variables. Social
issues are unlike legal questions in that often there is no precise definition
of "guilt or innocence." Finally, this type of evaluation is often costly and
time-consuming.
While this model is interesting and has a certain amount of charm related
to the staging and production of a dramatic event to decide a real question,
there is little likelihood that it will be used to evaluate ESL programs to any
great extent. Indeed, as has been the case in the past. It is more likely that
ESL and bilingual education programs will have their days In real courts.
Case Study/Transaction-Observation
This model concentrates on the processes and interactions of the program.
Its aim is to improve understanding, to provide a reader with a vicarious ex-
perience of what it is like to be in the program. It depends on the views of
the participants as expressed through interviews, surveys, observations, and
other tj^es of qualitative information-gathering techniques. Tjrpically, the
evaluation report which results from a case study is an informal narrative
which makes use of quotations and illustrative situations taken from real life.
This model, more than any other, represents the most diverse points of view
regarding a program. It includes information which Is not available from other
sources. It has several drawbacks, however. First of all, it is difficult to
establish credibility for such an evaluation. The evaluator must be careful
to avoid misplacing emphasis and must pay close attention to impartiality,
confidentiality, and jtistlce. Also, it is difficult for an evaluator using this
model to maintain methodological consistency throughout an evaluation, and to
draw appropriate recommendations from the often long and involved narrative he
has produced. Although the model recognizes many viewpoints regarding a pro-
gram, it seldom addresses the causes for these viewpoints or the situations
where they are found.
Because this model provides the most versatile approach to widely diver-
gent programs, it can be of great use in evaluating ESL programs. In order to
accurately judge a program, one must understand it, and this msdel provides an
effective way to reach that understanding. Despite the qualitative and subjec-
tive nature of this model and the drawbacks I have mentioned, it has much to
offer the ESL evaluator. When used in conjunction with other, more quantita-
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tive approaches, it can provide a meaningful backdrop against which numbers
may be made more understandable.
It may be seen from this discussion that all of the models have something
to offer the ESL evaluator, yet each Is Inadequate by itself for the evalua-
tion of ESL programs. Every program is unique, and a fair evaluation of that
program will require an evaluation model which is responsive to its character-
istics. The next part of this paper will suggest a model for evaluation of ESL
programs which is based on standards for evaluations, rather than different
kinds of evaluation approaches. This shift of emphasis will permit the use
of the methods from several different models, as long as they meet the require-
ments of the standards.
A Standards-Based Model for ESL Program Evaluation
This model is based on standards which have been developed for the evalu-
ation
.of educational programs, projects, and materials. (Joint Committee on
Standards for Educational Evaluation, 1981). The standards fall into four
general categories: utility, feasibility, propriety, and accuracy. The spe-
cific standards which I have incorporated into this model are those which are
most relevant to defining the evaluation problem and designing the evaluation.
In the process of evaluating, of course, many of the other standards will be-
come applicable to any evaluation effort. My purpose here Is to show how the
standards may be used as a model for the evaluation of an ESL program. I have
put the standards into behavioral terms in order to emphasize their order and
organization, as well as their relation to actions. This ordering and action-
orientation may provide the ESL evaluator with a rough guide to evaluating an
ESL program.
The evaluation procedure may be thought of as comprising nine basic steps:
(1) identifying the audience for the program, the program Itself, and the con-
text of the program; (2) formulating questions to focus the evaluation; (3) spec-
ifying bases for value judgments, purposes and procedures to be used and the
practicality of the procedures; (4) Identifying and defending the sources of
information in which the evaluation is to be based; (5) formalizing the evalua*'
tion contract; (6) asaujrtng the validity and reliability of the information
on which the evaluation is to be based; (7) analyzing the quantitative and quali-
tative information; (8) Justifying the conclusions reached; and (9) presenting
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an objective report.
Audience identification is the essential first step In ESL program evalu-
ation. The audiences for any given evaluation may differ, of course. The
audiences may include the learners themselves, the ESL program staff, the school
staff, language educators, minority groups, and the public at large. The iden-
tification of these groups is absolutely essential in determining the scope and
focus of the evaluation.
The program to be evaluated must be described in detail. The description
of the program should include all of those areas which have been mecLtioned
above as variables in ESL programs: (1) the area of ESL and the subject matter
of the program should be clearly described; (2) the characteristics of the
learners, including age, experience with English, home country, native language,
and cultural background should be investigated; (3) the academic setting of
the program, whether elementary, secondary, post-secondary, or adult academic,
technical, or vocational, should be clearly and completely described; (4) the
length and intensity of the program should be determined and described in de-
tail; and (5) other characteristics of the program, such as staff qualifications,
physical setting, and curricular goals.
The context in which the program exists needs to be clearly set forth.
This would include a description of the social, political, economic, and ling-
uistic aspects of the envircmment, as well as a determination of how well the
program fits with its environment.
Once the audiences, the program, and the context have been clearly identi-
fied and described, questions must be formulated to focus the evaluation. It
is essential that these questions be responsive to the needs of the audiences.
Once a set of questions has been formulated which consider all of the important
variables in the program, the questions must be limited in number and priori-
tized through discussion and negotiation with representatives of the audiences.
This process will allow the evaluator to address questions which are responsive
to the needs of the audiences and which have their support.
At this point, it is important to specify the various perspectives which
may be taken regarding the judgments to be made in the evaluation, as well as
the procedures which viill be followed in reaching these value judgments. The
rationale and authority for making evaluative judgments should be clearly
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speclfled and alternative perspectives and rationale should be considered.
The purposes and procedures for the evaluation effort must be clearly
specified. The objectives and intended uses for the evaluation should be de-
termined. The appropriateness of the collection, organization, and analysis of
the data as well as the appropriateness of the report must be established.
Once the procedures for the evaluation are specified, their practicality
must be determined. The procedures must be examined with a view toward the
effort which they require, time constraints which exist in the program as well
as those which the data collection scheduling and techniques will entail, the
sampling proposed, and the personnel required for the proposed evaluation
effort.
The sources of the information on which the evaluation is to be based must
be clearly identified and documented. The sources must be both valid and
adequate to supply the information required. In addition, the process of data
collection, the san5>llng procedure, and attrition among sources oust be con-
sidered and documented. When possible, existing archival information should
be used for support. Copies of all instruments used to collect information
should be appended to the final report.
It is important in most. cases to specify in writing the contract which ex-
ists between client and evaluator, not only for the protection of those in-
volved, but also for the understanding of all parties of the plan for the
evaluation. In the formal contract, a number of different but related areas
need to be examined and described. The objectives of the evaluation and the
questions to be investigated need to be clearly stated. The procedures for
data collection and analysis also should be specified. The reporting plan and
bias control measures need to be clearly described. Contributions of the
client, in both supplies and personnel support, should be mentioned. Guide-
lines for the plan of work, as well as for the amendment or termination of the
contract, should be clearly stated. The contract should include a budget for
the evaluation. It should also be examined for accordance to local, state, and
federal laws. Finally, after negotiation and agreement on its contents, it
should be signed and copies retained by the parties involved.
The validity of the information on which the evaluation is to be based
must be clearly established. The instruments and procedures should be checked
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against the objectives and content of the program. Judgments regarding their
^
validity should be obtained from both participants in the program and outside
subject-matter experts. The reasons for selection of specific instruments and
procedures should be detailed, and the validity of all the instruments and
procedures should be established vis-a-vis the questions addressed in the evalu-
ation. Special attention should be given to new measurement instruments, and
possible misinterpretations of measures or scores should be pointed out.
The instruments chosen for data collection should have acceptable relia-
bility for the uses to which they are put. Methods of estimating reliability
should be appropriate and defensible. The effects of the setting and the sample
on the reliability of the information should be recognized, and the measure-
ment techniques should be clearly described so that the audiences may make
their own Judgments regarding reliability.
The quantitative information which is collected must be analyzed in order
to support the interpretations to be made. The analyses must be systematic,
and should proceed in this order: organize, summarize, interpret, report.
Independent sets of data should be collected and analyzed, and potential
weaknesses in the collection or analysis of the data should be reported.
The qualitative information also must be analyzed in order to support the
interpretations to be made. Both the analysis procedure and the method of
summarization are important in this regard. Confirmatory evidence must be
sought. Not only should different types of information be gathered, but the
categories of information should be meaningful, internally consistent, and
mutually exclusive. Collection of qxialitative information should be limited
when sources are exhausted or when extensive regularity or redundancy of in-
formation is encountered. Potential weaknesses in the collection or analysis
of the data should be checked with the audiences of the evaluation.
The conclusions reached in an evaluation should be both defensible and
defended in the final evaluation report. The conclusions should be based on
sound logic and appropriate information. The conclusions should be defended
by an accounting of the procedures. Information, and assumptions of the evalu-
ator. Possible alternative explanations should be discussed, as well as the
reasons for their rejection. Information which existed prior to the evalu-
ation should be used for support. The conclusions should be related to the
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questions of the audiences, and the audiences should be advised on the in-
terpretation of equivocal findings. .
Because of the specification of the bases for value judgments, the speci-
fication of purposes and procedures, and the formalization of the evaluation
contract, the findings and reports should have adequate safeguards against
bias. It is important, howev&r, to seek out and report possible sources of
bias, as well as conflicting points of view regarding the conclusions and
recommendations. It is also important for the evaluator to establish and main-
tain his independence throughout the evaluation effort.
Each of these steps provides an essential ingredient for the fair evalua-
tion of programs In ESL. Because of the nature of such programs, the first
three steps are particularly important. The other steps are as necessary for
ESL program evaluations as they are for any other educational evaluations. By
following these guidelines, it may be possible for the evaluator to evaluate
ESL programs effectively and fairly.
Conclusion
I have attempted to provide a brief discussion of the field of English as
a second language and the major models of educational evaluation. I have
suggested that while most of these models have some applicability to ESL evalua-
tion, none of them is comprehensive and complete enough to provide an adeqtiate
representation of a given program for its evaluation. For this reason, I
have proposed that the evaluation of ESL programs be based on educational
evaluation standards, rather than on any of the accepted models for evaluation.
Using some of the standards suggested for the evaluation of programs, I have
formulated a standards-based model for ESL program evaluation. This model
Includes considerations which should help the ESL evaluator to provide his
client with an evaluation which is appropriate, complete, and just.
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Volume 5, 1982
REVIEWS
READINGS IN THE PHILOSOPEY OF SCIENCE. Shlgeo Imamura and James W. Ney.
Waltham, Masa.: Blalsdell Publishing Company, 1969. Pp. xll-115.
Readings in the Philosophy of Science is the third of the graded reading
texts in The Audio-Lingual Literary Series written for advanced ESL courses.
Along with the book there is an Instructor's Manual^ which gives a thorough
description of the aims of the series and the construction of the material
as well as suggestions on how to teach.
In its sixteen lessons, the text contains two reading selections, which
are presented respectively first in a more or less simplified form to provide
a basis for four types of drills, namely, pronunciation drills, vocabulary
drills, structure drills and question-and-answer drills, and then in their origi-
nal form with supplementary exercises focused on language style and cultural
problems.
The pronunciation drill in each lesson deals with a pair of particular
sounds, vowels or consonants, which are put in minimal pairs and then in
words, phrases and sentences quoted from the reading passages for the lesson.
The vocabulary drills, or what the authors call "vocabulary exercises" in the
text, are designed on the basis of "concept of paired response." "Any vocabu-
lary item or sentence to be drilled," the authors note in the Manual,"t3 paired
with another vocabulary item or sentence that is its approximate semantic
equivalent. Thus, in some cases, the cue sentence is synonymous with the re-
sponse sentence — but not in every case." (p. xi) . On the whole, the book
is grammar-based, with the structure drill and composition exercises in each
lesson being focused on a particular grammatical item, for example ,wh-clause
embedding. In the Manual the authors emphasize that they do not attempt to pro-
vi4§"aa opportunity to develop systematically the student's command of gram-
matical structures in general. What they do Is give structure drills, which
are sentences taken from the readings, and composition exercises to reinforce
what he has already learned, (pp. xii-xiii) . In the composition exercises, the
student is asked to rewrite the reading passages concerned by combining, de-
leting or inserting certain elements, and the passages to be rewritten are
similar to the reading passages in vocabulary and in content. And the fourth
type of drill, the question-and-answer drill, is designed to test the learner's
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comprehension of the reading passages. All the questions are comparatively
easy ones, either yes/no questions, or questions answerable with information
quoted directly from the reading selection or with Information acquired from
the reading selection, but not a direct quotation from a single sentence; in
other words, Norrle's (1970) level 1-3 comprehension questions.
According to the authors, this book and the other volumes take a modified
audio-lingual approach. In addition to the use of drills and graded material,
speaking activities are emphasized in the Instructor's Manual. It seems that
all the classroom activities, whether the practice of drills, or the reading
of the assigned selections, or doing question-and-answers, or the review of
what has been learned previously, are intended to follow reading aloud
activities. Instructors are told that they should read the materleil to the
class and then ask the students to repeat, or Just repeat the part they are
supposed to repeat. After that comes memorization practice and then written
assignments. The instructors are expected to help their students by success-
fully providing models to imitate and by correcting any mistakes the students
may make (p. v. Preface).
The reading selections for this book are "Science and Human Life," by
Bertrand Russell, and "The Pretensions of Science," by Hugh Stevenson Tigner,
which are literary texts of cultural value as well as of language value. The
book is organized so well that every lesson is closely related to the reading
selections and to the previous and following lessons in pronunciation, practice
vocabulary, and in syntax.
Without a doubt, the book is intended for advanced ESL learners, because
the basic reading material, selections from Russell and Tigner about the
philosophy of science, is clearly beyond the reading ability of intermediate-
level leatmers. Obviously, the authors wrote the book in an attempt to remedy
one of the deficiencies of the audio-lingual tradtion of language teaching —
its deemphasis of the communicative function of language, and they tried to make
improvements by adding context to drills and situational meanings important
for the interpretation and disambiguation of sentences. But unfortunately,
the attempted improvement is flawed in several ways.
First, it is harmful for the learners, especially advanced learners, to
start reading aloud in a reading course or in a comprehensive course designed to
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develop mainly reading skills. Reading aloud is receding rather than decod-
ing (Goodman, 1970, and Smith, 1971) . The emphasis of a reading course
should be on decoding the message instead of recoding the visual message into
the oral message. It is quite possible for a second language learner to
read a passage aloud but not understand its exact meaning. Constant practice
of reading aloud in a reading course will not only be a waste of time but will
make the learner fall into the poor habit of constant lip movement, which
greatly reduces his reading speed and the degree of concentration on the meaning
of the reading passage. We do have our advanced students read reports or
poems aloud, but that is done for a different purpose, usually to focus on some
aspect of pronunciation.
Second, reading is for comprehension of the reading material. What an
ESL teacher is expected to do in a reading course is provide guidance for
students in developing their skill in reading and in achieving a better compre-
hension of what they are reading, rather than merely providing an opportunity
for learning how to memorize a particular sentence or a particular word. Al-
though it is necessary to teach grammar in a reading course and to ask the
students to memorize grammatical structures, it does not mean that everything
should be learned by memorization. It seems unreasonable to teach vocabulary
only by reading, repeating and memorizing pairs of sentences isolated visually
from the previous and following sentences in the reading selection. Moreover,
it seems unreasonable that the authors should stick to low-level questions in
the question-and-answer drill, rather than questions whose answers are not
stated explicitly in the selection, and questions whose answers require evalu-
ation or judgment relating the reading selection to additional information or
experience of the readers. Students should learn to extract from the printed
patterns not only lexical meaning, structural and grammatical meaning, but
also social-cultural meaning. This is particularly important for students at the
advanced level, and they must learn to make inferences and generalizations
about what they read.
Third, although it is true that the reading selections are interesting
philosophical essays by famous writers and proper for advanced ESL readers, the
techniques suggested by the authors can become tedious and boring, causing
fatigue and distaste on the part of the students. For example, the simplified
form of the first section is divided into nine passages, with each containing
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about 400 words, and each lesson just dealing with one passage — one-ninth
of that highly organized article. Moreover, the sentences chosen from the
passage for the drills are to be taught separately and mechanically. Thus the
selection is disembodied, and the learners have to be confronted mainly with
drills with no content, and to learn them in a way they formerly dealt with
much simpler and more concrete material. Difficult in terms of structure,
and abstract in meaning, the selection as well as the drills make the learners
feel bored. Beyond that, moreover, since the learners have already acquired
the ability to read longer passages, they will not be satisfied with reading
aloud after the instructor, answering mechanical questions and doing drills
frequently. The teaching method quite simply bores the students.
In short. Readings in the Philoeophy of Science is not suitable for teach-
ing advanced reading in the way the authors suggest, if the students are to
acquire the meaningful functions of language — the goal of a reading course,
or a course designed mainly for the development of reading skills. It seems
that the audio-lingual method cannot be applied to a course of that sort, at
least not to one for advanced learners.
— Lansheng Gao
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INSIGHTS: A CONTEMPORARY READER. A. Flint. Rowley, Mass.: Newbury Hotise
Publishers, 1981.
Austin Flint describes the target group of readers for this ESL read as
"people with a foreign-langioage backgrotond who are at or near college or pro-
fessional level English." Flint's rationale for the design of the book is that
advanced level students still need practice in reading, writing, and discuss-
ing, and too often these students' needs are neglected in advanced level read-
ing books. He suggests that this text will meet the needs of these students.
Insights is a collection of five short stories and nine essays, with
introductory and follow-up questions for each selection. There is no central
theme to the collection. The criteria by which the selections were chosen
were high interest level (the selections were pilot-tested at Columbia Uni-
versity's American Language Program), post- World War II authorship, and
quality of writing. Indeed, the variety of subjects is great, ranging from
such subjects as music for the lay person in Leonard Bernstein's "The Happy
Medium," to Michael Harrington's view of poverty in "The Invisible Land," to
Bertrand Russell's philosophy of education in "Education for a Difficult
World." The short stories were selected on the basis of their relation to the
essays, their possibilities for discussion, and their potential as a spring-
board for composition. The works of Flannery O'Connor, Shirley Jackson,
George P. Elliot, and Joyce Carol Dates are included in the short story selec-
tions.
Neither the short stories or the essays are edited; no vocabulary is pre-
taught or any concessions made for the second language reader. There are foot-
notes at the bottom of the pages for "words or expressions not likely to be
found in a dictionary." The vast majority of these words are either proper
nouns (e.g.. New Left, John Donne, Rousseau, Blue Cross, James Thurber), or
colloquial expressions and idioms ("to fall in with," "not to care a hoot
for," "get one's goat"), which are found primarily in the short stories.
The format of the book is uniform from reading to reading. Before each
reading is a group of introductory questions or comments designed to set the
scene and stimulate discussion. For example, an Introductory question pre-
ceding "The Happy Medium" is: "What particular musical compositions do you
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react to emotionally? Why? Are you able to analyze your reactions to them
logically?" Following the discussion questions is the passage with the foot-
notes described above. After the reading is an extensive series of follow-
up questions. These thirty or so questions are presented In an outline which
Is an outline of the progression of the story or essay. The main heading of
each group of questions makes a statement resembling a thesis statement over
a selection of the passage which is followed by questions over that particxilar
section. For example (from "The Happy Medium"),
VII. The author names non-musicians and musicians who have been
able to give the layman some insight Into music.
A. Why does he feel, however, that most writers "put their
feet in their mouths" when they use musical terms?
B. Why do many writers like to use musical terms even when
they are not writing about music?
C. What are some of the musical terms Bernstein says writers
tend to use incorrectly?
D. What is the distinction between crescendo and climax ?
These questions lean heavily toward information-seeking type questions (Flint
1981:142), and include very few interpretive or generalization type quest-
tlons to the literary interpretation style questions which can be found follow-
ing many of the fiction slections. Following the questionSf there are usually
two to three suggested theme topics for composition. One of the them topics
from "The Happy Medium" is: "Describe and, if possible, analyze a work of
art — a painting, musical composition, dance, poem, etc. — that you feel has
made a lasting impression on you. Attempt to blend accurate description with
your emotional reaction" (p. 142).
The design of this textbook suffers from two main problems — what is in
it, and what isn't in it. Because of the almost random selection of the
essays, these seem to include a lot of jargon of a particular register (soci-
ology, music, political science), which I believe would unnecessarily bog down
the reading process. The goals of the majority of second language learners do
not warrant their concentrating on this type of reading. The inclusion of
the short story selections also seems to be a poor decision. Very few second
language learners will need the specialized skill of interpreting and analyz-
ing fictional literature of a second language and culture. The fact that this
difficult skill is successfully mastered by few native speakers of the
literature further testifies to the inappropriateness of including such liter-
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ature In an ESL text. .
The format of the outline of the follow-up questions encourages students to
rely on their texts to answer superficial, low-level questions over the read-
ing and discourages either a global understanding of the passage or an xmder-
standing of the text which would be denonstrated by interpretative and gener-
alization type comprehension questions. The type of questions in this book is
reminiscent of the American basal readers of the 1950*8 and early '60' s, when
students only had to understand how to change the word order of the text to
answer the question correctly. Also, this approach may encourage teachers
to adopt rather unproductive teaching procedures such as asking the questions
relating to a particular section of the text immediately after that section
has been read, rather than reading the entire selection without interrupting.
The most serious fault with this text lies with what is not in the book.
In his introduction, the author states his desire to give advanced level stu-
dents practice in the areas he feels are not given enough attention in current
ESL reading texts. It is puzzling to see that the author offers only intro-
ductory and follow-up questions as guidance in this practice. The author
apparently believes that this level student needs only practice to dlmprove
his reading skills. This book is very similar to a text for an introductory
class in short stories and essays at an American university. There are no
exercises to improve reading skills, no reading strategy exercises, no pre-
teaching or practice of the many difficult vocabulary items found in the se-
lections, and very few interpretative or generalization type comprehension
questions. When the author writes thirty or so questions to check literal
level comprehension of a twelve-page passage intended for advanced level readers,
I can only conclude that he has chosen inappropriate materials for his audience.
In the introduction, the author states his unhapplness with the current
trend of leaving advanced level students to "sink or swim," but unfortunately
this text does little to reverse the trend.
— Connie Greenleaf

MATTERS OF MOMENT: MATERIALS FOR READING CaiPREHENSION AND DISCUSSION IN
ENGLISH. Ian Dimlop and Helnrich Schrand. Oxford: Pergamon Press, 1980.
pp. V. -X. +84.
Matters of Moment is designed as a reading and discussion book for adult
ESL or EFL learners at the intermediate level, and is an adaptation of the
authors' earlier text, Konversationskurs Englisch (1977). Dunlop and Schrand
suggest its use as supplementary aural- and oral-practice material, or as a
main text in shorter 'ourses. The authors state that "it offers a practical
and systematic learning progression from the comprehension of contemporary pas-
sages on specific everyday themes to the discussion of related topics, the ex-
pression of personal viewpoints and the communicative use of English. . ."(vii).
Each of the 18 units is comprised of "study texts," including authentic
and simulated press articles and reports, photographs, cartoons, advertisements,
letters and notices; selected vocabulary items with explanation or definitions
following the texts; reading comprehension questions; "talking points," which
are qiiestlons related to the subject of the text and designed to encourage
expression of personal opinion; and in some units, conversation practice exer-
cises for pair or group work, and/or project assignments to be done out of
class. Additional exercises at the back of the book are designed for remedial
oral classwork or assessment of students' progress.
The sequence of each unit is standardized, beginning with the principal
text, which ranges in length from 200 to 400 words, accompanied by photographs
or clever illustrations. Following the text is a short list of vocabulary
items including some British-English pronunciation glosses. Anywhere from
four to eleven comprehension questions follow the vocabulary section. Several
"talking points" are given next and are followed by a conversation practice
and/or a project suggestion. Some elements of this sequence are again pre-
sented with shorter texts (or advertisements, maps, etc.) related ther atically
to the principal text.
The themes of the 18 units are chosen to reflect typical British and
American viewpoints on questions of general current interest, and include titles
as, "Does HfiW Math Add Up?" "Ask Adrienne" (The Queen 's 'Dear Abbey'),
"Beauty Is Only Skin Deep," "The Christian in Modem Society," and "The Birth-
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rate." The text is accompanied by a cassette tape which contains spoken ver-
sions of some of the principal passages from the text.
The authors explain that Matters of Moment is organized on the basis of
"thematic and lexical study rather than structural considerations," and that
the material is therefore "not explicitly graded in difficulty." (x.). In the
foreword, the teacher is given suggestions for the teaching sequence of each
section of the 18 units. Variety in visual display is accomplished through
the use of contrasting styles of print, the interspersion of cartoons and
Illustrations in each irnit, and the occasional use of shaded backgrounds to
offset the black-on-white print. "
While the title of this slim British publication suggests that reading
and discussion are the focal points, it might more accurately have been en-
titled "Materials for Pronunciation Practice and Discussion." As a reading
tesLt, Matters of Moment is a gross disappointment. It appears to have been
created to satisfy the cries of EFL and ESL teachers for "catchy" topics to
appease student boredom, but in the process it has lost sight of that necessary
entity called pedagogical soundness. The text does not teach anything, per se;
it simply provides an attractive array of prose and non-prose "entertainment"
to stimulate discussion and improve pronunciation. Its greatest strength,
therefore, lies in its collection of conversation-provoking ideas presented
in a visually appealing style for the learner. However, as an instructional
reading text. Matters of Moment misses the boat entirely.
Fundamental to the book's weakness as a reading text is the lack of under-
standing displayed by the authors of the reading process and the problems which
learners have in reading a second language. Any text which claims to address
the reading issue must at least attempt to exhibit a grasp of what the
current understanding of reading and reading problems are. At best. Matters
of Moment seems to abide by the "philosophy" that says "exposure to printed
matter = instruction^' or perhaps "exposure to printed matter = reading com-
petence." If the authors actually view reading in some more intelligent way,
it is not evident from this textbook.
If one of the purposes of a good reading text or reading component is to
provide reading experience which replicates the types of reading situations
the target audience is likely to find itself in, we can assume that readers of
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Matters of Moment have a need to be able to read newspaper human interest
stories and short popularized news magazine clips, as well as advertisements,
schedules and tables. This need is not explicitly stated. Furthermore, we
can deduce from the manner in which the text is designed that the way the
students are supposed to understand the texts is by learning a few vocabulary
items, perhaps. Otherwise, they are left to their own devices to extract mean-
ing from the printed page. With only this minimal "instruction" one wonders
whether the students can successfully interpret sentences such as the following
ones taken from the text in which the sentence structure rather than vocabu-
lary may be problematic: the use of a£ in "I hope you will publish this
letter in full, as by expressing my own feelings I know that I speak for many
qualified and frustrated Sussex policement" (p. 6); the use of the reduced
relative clauses in "The Community Health Council, formed under reorganization
of the health service, is the consumer body set up to keep an eye on its oper-
ation at the local level, and empowered to draw attention to aspects of health
care where they consider it is appropriate" (p. 17); the while clause in
"While It is not every day that someone will be hawking automobiles on the
street comer for one-fourth the price, $60 pots, pans and knife sets are
being sold from parked cars for $20..." (p. 28); the as if usage in "As if
that little episode was not enough, I disembarked at the. . .stop. . .only to dis-
cover..." (p. 58). Not only could the structures be difficult but the
sheer length of some of these sentences would certainly confuse the uninformed
intermediate reader.
It is evident that the authors assume a rather sophisticated vocabulary
knowledge on the part of the students, for the number of items selected for ex-
plication are very few. It is doubtful that the designation of "intermediate"
for the intended audience was based on an accepted word list or objective
testing of vocabulary knotjledge. The terms selected for definition include
proper nouns and some idiomatic expressions such as bullheaded , to lay off ,
in the r^d , to turn the tables , bags of energy , to plunk down . On the other
hand, the following terms appear without gloss in the text, assumed to be in
the students' repertoires. (Again, without empirical evidence, relative
difficulty of words is only intuitive). Terms include: to get into hot water
,
to run into double figures , to come to one's senses , back at square one ,
what's eating you , to have all one's buttons . Other non-idiomatic terms are
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also given this seemingly arbitrary inclusion versus exclusion treatment. It
seems likely that students' frustration level will be high in terms of vocabu-
lary. One could argue that by providing only a few definitions, the text
encourages students not to turn to a dictionary crutch. Granted, they cannot
depend on the dictionary with this set-up, but there is no other way provided
for them to understand the meaning of unfamiliar words.
Meaning in this text, then, is not approached from th' standpoint of con-
text. The only pedagogical suggestions offered concerning vocabulary are,
1) have the teacher give a definition orally and ask students to l''cate the
term in a specified paragraph, and 2) let the students read and mark the words
they don't know to ask the teacher. This last technique further discourages
a student from realizing the importance of context as a possible source of
meaning. It does not encourage the student to read on to see if he or she
can guess the meaning from context; rather, it prompts them to stop as soon
as an unfamiliar word appears. Obviously, these techniques are of limited
value, and do not aim at context \ise. In fact, the word "context" is never
mentioned in the text.
The design of each unit puts the vocabulary items at the end of a passage.
The terms are not specially marked in the text; a line appears with the terras
in the vocabulary section. In fact, space must be at such a premium that the
vocabulary items are not even listed individually; they are run together in
one block chronologically as they appear in the text. Bold-face type sets
apart the terms from their definitions. Generally, the definitions consist
of one word or a short phrase and a pronunciation gloss for a few problematic
polysyllabic terms (only British pronunciation is given) . Definitions are
given only as they apply to the text; no multiple meanings are given, fortu-
nately. The only mention of pre-teaching of vocabulary occurs in the fore-
word, when this "option" is given to teachers: "During the initial stage
the teacher may explain new vocabulary and cultural references" (viii)
.
Because the authors have ignored context in vocabulary teaching, they
have also overlooked another important way in which students can be taught
to find meanings in the text — the use of typographical devices. These de-
vices are easily taught and can provide the student with that much more inde-
pendence in understanding the meaning of words. There are a number of places
in Matters of Moment where such devices could be illustrated. For example.
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parentheses are used in Unit 9 to explain a term more specifically: "Why do
you let June (my 17 year-old daughter) wear so much make-up?" Or, in Unit 13:
"...including work with NS.M. (new smoking material) ," and the use of the dash
in Unit 12: "Over one-third of those polled said that this drinker is 'close
to me' — either a relative or a friend — and that the problem has existed
for the last ten years."
Given the paucity of attention to syntactic and lexical clues, one
can correctly guess that no attention is given in this textbook to the dis-
course level of prose. Valuable words or phrases which serve to link stretches
of discourse together are not pointed out. These connectors, including
likewise , therefore , and furthermore , as well as the more obvious ones such as,
as a result , appear frequently in the text and warrant some explanation.
Again, it is all in the interest of the students' independence as L_ readers.
Most of the comprehension questions follovrlng the reading passages can
be answered in a word or short phrase taken frequently from the text. They
are typically what and why questions. Occasionally students are asked to evalu-
ate, as in Unit 11, where a "murderer-wanted" poster is the theme. Students
are asked, "Do you think the picture of the man looks like the written des-
cription?" Another unique approach to comprehension asks students to choose
appropriate adjectives that describe the man in the poster. The adjectives
themselves do not appear in the poster description, but are paraphrases or
synonyms of those in the poster text. Also, the teacher's suggestions include
an activity which asks students to give oral summaries of what they have read.
All in all, however, the students are asked to do very little real thinking
in order to answer the comprehension questions.
What there is plenty of, however, is speaking activity. At first, the
teacher may be confused by the foreword section entitled "Comprehension,"
which proceeds to describe how to play the tapes of the passages, work on
pronunciation and stress, and then, almost incidentally, mentions the use of
the actual reading comprehension questions. The authors advocate letting
students listen to a passage aurally, with or without books open, several
times. This may be followed by silent reading and vocabulary questions from
students. Then the authors say "One student is asked to read aloud and the
others keep their books closed." The rationale for this follows; "This
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practice makes students aware of the difficulties other people may have in
understanding their pronunciation and stress..." (viil) . As prontmciation
practice, perhaps, this is somewhat justifiable, but it Is of very questionable
value if reading and comprehension are the goals. The only suggestion for
silent reading (and even that does not include reading the entire text) Is
as follows: "Students read part [emphasis added] of the text silently, mark-
ing words they wish to ask about." (viii) . Then this rather cryptic suggestion:
"A longer text is divided up among pairs of students (e.g., one or two para-
graphs from the beginning, middle and end of the text)... Each pair reads its
piece silently, while the teacher goes around helping..." (ix) . What the
teacher is supposed to help them with is a bit obscure. Students are thus
never asked to read a passage as they might In real life — silently and un-
interruptedly.
The talking points and conversation practices, on the other hand, seem
to fit the skills they claim to promote. The talking points engage students
in pair or group discussion on themes related to the reading passages, first
on a rather concrete level, then on a more abstract level. The first few
questions may elicit factual information, while later questions ask for
opinions. The conversation practices appear to be provided as opportxinities
for the teacher to intervene and correct grammatical and pronunciation mistakes.
"During these sessions the teacher may find it useful to visit each pair or
group to monitor the progress of students, to correct mistakes, and pro-
nounce..." (ix)
.
Matters of Moment has potential as a springborad for a conversation
class, but it clearly fails to tackle the issue of reading in a knowledge-
able manner. As a text, it does not really teach anything; it assumes
learning will happen from repeated exposure. It is doubtful that students
will be any more aware of how to read efficiently and independently after
they have used this text. This will be the unfortunate plight of any student
whose teacher provides Matters of Moment as a reading text.
— Kathy Larson
SKILLFUL HEADING: A TEXT AND WORKBOOK FOR STUDENTS OF ENGLISH AS A SECOND
LANGUAGE. Amy L. Sonka. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc.
1981. Pp. xix, 278.
According to the author. Skillful Reading is an integrative text in that it
combines individual reading activities with speaking, writing and listening
activities. The text is designed to help students with a basic knowledge of
English prepare for academic study in English. In line with that goal, the
organization, content, structure and vocabulary are similar to those found in
high school or college textbooks.
The book contains nine units which teach the identification of specific
and general information, as well as commonly used rhetorical patterns such as
contrast, chronology and process. The final unit is based on a chapter from a
high school textbook. It provides both an integrative review of the previous
units and practice in taking examinations in English. With the exception of
this final unit, the lessons are not sequenced. (The author recommends that
the course begin with the first two units, however, because the various exer-
cises appearing throughout the text are explained in these units) . This more
flexible organization, along with the variety of exercise types, is designed
to allow the teacher to adapt the text according to student needs.
Each unit is divided into four main sections: pre-reading activities, the
main reading select, post-reading activities, and a supplementary reading
practice. Besides the main reading practice, "reading-related" skills are
taught in the pre-reading and post-reading sections, skills such as rapid
reading, scanning, and note-taking.
The pre-reading activities begin with a list of words which signal the
rhetorical pattern taught in each unit. For example. Unit 5 teaches para-
graphs of contrast with such signals as but , however , and whereas . Con-
trast is then explained briefly through definition and example. A short oral
exercise introduces the main topic of the unit and is intended to motivate
student interest. The exercise consists of general questions on the main
topic which draw upon the reader's own experiences, thereby encouraging him
to participate actively in the initial stage of each lesson. This exercise
is followed by a vocabulary exercls© of five or six essential- words — words
which are commonly encountered in academic writing and often used in conversa-
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tlon. These pre-taught Items are defined and then followed by exercises to
test comprehension. The rapid reading exercises are both eye movement exercises
and rapid conprehension exercises. , .Phrases and sentences from this <?ep,ment
are taken from the main readings and are designed to aid the student in pro-
cessing the main selection.
Before reading the main selection, the student Is taught the rhetorical
pattern for the lesson at the paragraph level; he then studies the overall or-
ganization of the main reading selection, transferring the skills he has
learned at the paragraph level to the discourse level through a reading antici-
pation exercise. At this point, a short list of vocabulary items (2-7) which
are defined in the context of the passage is presented. The main reading se-
lection follows.
The post-reading activities include exercises which test the reading
anticipation work as well as comprehension of the main passage. Then, a
series of production exercises which reinforce the unit's target items is pre-
sented, involving note-taking and the use of those tiotes In writing or oral
discussion. A grammar point Is Introduced and drilled in this section, and
the student is also given some practice in writing short exam questions. The
additional reading skills such as scanning and skimming are taught here, along
with vocabulary exercises in single and multiple contexts. The final segment
of this section Is designed to allow the student to apply the rhetorical process
of the unit to other topics and to utilize
' resoutces " other than this text to
learn more about the unit's topic, e.g., library work. Interviews, etc. The
fourth section of each unit is a supplementary reading practice which Involves
either reading or aural practice, along v/ith note-taking or diagramming. These
eaCTclses can be adapted for use in varying-slzed groups.
Additionally, the book contains a skills chart which lists the different
skills taught by unit, a reading questionnaire to stimulate reader Interest at
the outset of the course, a set of questions for each unit which serves as
a comprehension follow-up, and answer key to some of the exercises in each
unit, and an alphabetical list of vocabulary items Introduced in the text.
As the author states in the preface, this text is designed to prepare the
student for academic courses in English. With that purpose in mind, the author
has focused on what she considers to be important organizational principles.
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subject matter, structure and vocabulary in English, as well as certain kinds
of skills she feels are necessary for good reading. There is no indication,
however, of what specific skill level this text is written for, nor of the
method behind the selection of format and content, except to note that the
format and content approximate high school and college texts.
The overall organization of the text appears to be a good one in that it
can be rearranged according to the teacher's oxm course design. However, the
reading selections and some of the exercises do become more difficult as the
lessons progress, so the teacher must take care to sequence the materials
according to student ability (cf. Ex. 13, p. 41 to Ex. 10, p. 188-9). It is
also sometimes difficult to determine the reasoning behind the ordering of
some of the skills; for example, why the identification of specific information
is taught before that of general (Units 1 and 2), or why Unit 4 defines vocabu-
lary by using the copula structure, and then explains the uses of the verb
to be as a grammar point in Unit 5 (cf. pp. 100, 101 to p. 114). One might
also question if the material consistently aims at the same level of compet-
ency. For example, is it necessary at this stage of academic preparation to
teach the differei ce between the verbs to be and to have (Unit 5, pp. 114-115),
or to teach pronoun reference, especially so late in the course (Unit 8, p. 186),
It would seem advantageous to pretest the student in some way to find out if
he really needs work in such areas.
The subject matter chosen for the text covers a variety of general topics
(e.g., color, nutrition, architecture, language), topics which should be in-
teresting as well as somewhat familiar to a non-native reader and which should
enable him to draw upon his own knowledge while reading in English. This
choice of subject matter may help him stretch his abilities when he encounters
difficult structures or vocabulary items. In general, the book's content is
not limited to American culture. Exercises A and B, on p. 67, however, are
clever exercises only if the reader knows something about Western culture,
especially the culture of the United States. This criticism also applies to
Exercise A, items 1 and 4, and Exercise 6, item 3 on the same page. In chis
regard, then, the text could be appropriate for EFL reading courses as well as
ESL courses.
Vocabulary items are selected from the main reading passage, but no indl-
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catlon of the method behind their selection is given. A limited number of
items are presented for pre-teaching and taught by definition. The reader is
then tested for comprehension with a variety of exercises ranging from substi-
tutions to cloze passages and short sentence answers. In line with the in-
tegrative aspect of the text, the exercises are both receptive and productive,
drawing in part on the reader's ability to handle pragmatic information and
at the same time making the exercises more meaningful to the reader. Some of
the exercises, however, require very little thought and can be answered by a
process of syntactic or semantic e'lmlnation, of. Unit 4, p. 85 to Unit 1,
pp. 2-3. The definitions themselves are brief, but are sometimes a little
misleading (e.g., consumer in Unit 8 is defined simply as a buyer) . Vocabu-
lary is also taught in context in several ways. A limited nximber of items (2-7)
are singled out and listed ahead of the main reading passage. The reader must
remember those items and look for them in the text, arriving at definitions
by context. Additional vocabulary practice involves some excellent exercises
in context, where the student draws an arrow from an italicized word to a work
or phrase with the same meaning (Exercise 8, p. 187), and some rather weak exer-
cises as vocabulary exercises, where the student identifies a word according
to its part of speech and then must define it without sufficient context (Exer-
cise 10, p. 73).
The text is weak in another vocabulary-related area, in its teaching of
context clues. Only one exercise (an effective multiple choice exercise
drilling a set of these clues: for example , for instance , like , and such as )
is included in the book, and appears in Unit 2 (pp. 37-39). Since context
clues occur often in academic English, one or two of them could be a part of
each xmit.
The main readings in the units focus on discourse, but there is no spe-
cific mention of the connectors or transitional phrases found so frequently in
academic English at the discourse level. Some of the common discourse connec-
tors should be included for recognition and drill. In fact, some of the signal
words used to identify the organizational principles of each unit function as
connectors (Unit 8, Cause and Effect), but word lists of these are often dis-
couraglngly long, and there are no exercises dealing specifically with the
words as connectors.
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The Inclusion of rapid reading exercises on such an extensive basis may
also be questioned. The validity of eye movement exercises in general is
under question, and although teaching students to read groups of words in a
foreign language is helpful, drills such as those where a student records
phrases he has observed quickly may be a waste of time. The rapid comprehen-
sion exercises which drill a skill to be encouraged in academic reading, may
be more useful. Their placement before the main passage with material from
that passage, however, may defeat the purpose of rapid comprehension. In fact,
these exercises may be more useful in aiding the student to read the main
passage more rapidly; the unfamiliar Information contained in them as rapid
reading exercises may slow comprehension rate.
The student is also taught to skim and scan, skills necessary in academic
study, and these ski Is are recycled throughout the text. The exercises are
effective in that they begin with familiar material and move to material the
student has not encountered. There are a number of timed exercises in the
book (e.g.. Exercise 7, p. 66), and the main reading selections are also timed.
The book relies heavily on the use of visual materials which should be taken
into consideration when a teacl er is timing a passage.
Explanations of certain types of clauses (when , who , which , if), as well
as some additional grammatical structures, are introduced in the post-reading
activities of some of the units. These explanations are generally brieS and
some of them are very well written. For example, the material on appositives
in Unit 6 Is very concise and clear and is followed by an excellent recognition
exercise on p. 155. (Note the use of a context clue in //5). The explanation
and exercise for identifying fact from conjecture is also very fine. Some
of the explanations, however, are confusing. For Instance, the definition of
a which-clause is as follows: "A vMch-clause gives information about an
object. It is as close as possible to the noun to which it refers" (p. 65).
There are no explanations for the usages of when or ±f_ clauses (p. 13, p. 97).
It is also difficult to determine the placement of these grammar explanations
within each unit. Although the structures appear in the main reading texts,
the explanations (when they occur) and the exercises follow the passage.
Some of the most interesting and creative exercises are those at the end
of each unit in the supplementary reading practice. These exercises recycle the
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information from each unit and are fun as well, e.g., p. 75. The fact that
there are so many exercises in each unit is both a strength and a weakness
of the text. It might be difficult to maintain student interest for the length
of time it would take to complete the unit. The teacher ^ however, can select
those exercises he feels most beneficial for particular student needs, and
some of them can be done outside class.
Overall, this is an interesting text filled with many opportunities to
read English and many exercises which utilize a broad range of both receptive
and productive skills. By requiring the student to restate, paraphrase and
draw Inferences, many of the exercises become more meaningful to the student
and thereby stimulate his interest in the reading tasks which he is asked to
perform. The extensive use of visucil materials in the book, one of the text's
strongest points, should aid the student in dealing with many different t3T)es
of visuals he will encounter in academic reading. The varied selection of
reading materials should appeal to students wantinp to prepare for acadenic
coursework in English, and the fact that the book is not just content-
oriented but actually teaches techniques for reading in general makes this
text a worthwhile addition to existing ESL reading materials.
— Sharon Tiebout
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EDITORS ' NOTE
This issue of TESL STUDIES contains a new section entitled Research
Reports . Our intention is to include in the future reports of unfinished
research which display unusual promise under this title. The article by Susan
English that has been selected for this issue describes a study which was un-""
successful due to circumstances beyond the experimenter's control. Neverthe-
less the subject of the study is of sufficient interest to language teachers
to warrent its inclusion.
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VO!^L EFENITIESIS IN SPANISH/MGLISH
INTERLMGUAGE PHONOLOGY
Bob Carlisle
Anyone teaching English knows that Spanish speakers insert a
vowel before word initial sC sequences, rendering words such as
stO£ and speak as [estap] and [©spik]. A traditional explana-
tion for this epenthesis is that Spanish speakers transfer an
LI rule into the L2, This explanation, though true, fails to
capture the linguistic motivation of the rule. A theoretical
framework for analyzing the syllable developed by Clements and
Keyser (1981) provides a principled explanation for epenthesis.
The syllable structure conditions of Spanish prohibit onsets
of the form strident + stop. Therefore, in underlying repre-
sentation the strident is extrasyllabic. Since extrasyllabic
consonants cannot appear on the surface, languages must have
son^ means of syllabifying them: deletion, epenthesis, or
metathesis. Spanish has chosen epenthesis.
An analysis of data gathered from five Colombians supports the
following conclusions about epenthesis. 1) Spanish speakers
transfer the Spanish syllable structure conditions and the
rule of epenthesis into English. 2) Vowel epenthesis is variable;
the variable (e), has two variants [e] and [0]. The occurrence
of these veriaats is conditioned by environment, the frequency
of [e] being inversely proportional to the degree of sonorancy
of the preceding environment. 3) Syllable structure is also
variable since a syllable by definition is minimally composed
of a nucleus, and a nucleus in turn must consist of a vowel
or a syllabic consonant.
Interlanguage phonology, the evolving system of phonological rules
restructured at successive stages during the process of L2 acquisition,
has been described by variable rules at the segmental level
(L. Dickerson, 1974 and 1975). For a segment to be variable, it must
have two or more surface variants, and the frequency of occurrence of
these variants must be conditioned by linguistic environment. For
exan^le, a segment A, may have two variants al and a2= In one environ-
ment, al may occur 86% of the time, and a2, 14%. In another environment,
al may occur 30% of the time, and a2, 70%. Since A has at least two
surface variants, and since distinct environments have different condi-
tioning effects on the frequency with which these variants occur, A is
a variable. Dickerson discovered that at least five segmental variables
exist in Japanese/English interlanguage : (0), (2), (s), (1) and (r)
.
Segmental variability also occurs in primary languages. In many
non-standard varieties of English, the phoneme, /9/ is a variable. In
the Black English spoken in New York City, (9) has at least four variants:
[9]. [t], [fj and [0]. The two most Important environments condition-
ing the occurrence of these variants are morpheme initial and morpheme
final position. In morpheme initial position, only two of the four
variants occur: [t] about 22% of the time, and [9], 78% of the time. In
morpheme final position, all four variants occur [t], 4% of the time;
[03 6%; [g], 16%; and [f], 74% (Wolfram, 1974).
In primary languages, syllables as well as segments may be variables
(Hooper, 1976). Currently, researchers do not know if the syllable can be
a variable in interlanguac^e, but some evidence exists for supposing that
it is. Tarone (1980 and 19ul) has shown that vowel epenthesis is a
feature of interlanguage phonology. Since a syllable must minimally con-
sist of a nucleus, and a nucleus in turn must consist of a vowel, or a
syllabic consonant, vowel epenthesis creates new nuclei and consequently
2
new syllables.
Since the syllable is a variable in primary languages, and since
variability and vowel epenthesis occur in interlanguage, the syllable
may also be a variable in interlanguage. The current study examines
this possibility. Specifically, the study investigates the possible
variability of vowel epenthesis before the onsets .^, .s_g^ and .sk in
3Spanish/English interlanguage.
The following study has two sections. The first describes a recent
theory of the syllable. This description is necessary for two reasons:
to introduce terminology that will appear throughout the rest of the
paper, and to delineate the theory used to describe, analyze, and
interpret the data of the study. The description, brief and non-
technical, concentrates on those aspects of the theory essential for
understanding the current work. A short contrast of English and Spanish
syllable structures also occurs in this first section. The second
section, the actual exposition of the study, presents the hypotheses,
the methodology, the results, and a discussion of those results.
THE SYLLABLE
The Representation of the Syllable
Clements and Keyset in "A Three-Tiered Theory of the Syllable" (1981),
present the syllable as a hierarchical unit composed of tViree independent
levels of representation. The lowest level of representation, the
segmental tier, consists of a linear sequence of single column phonetic
matrices, standard in generative phonology. The second, or intermediate,
level of representation, the CV-tier, mediates between the segmental
tier and the syllable tier discussed below. The CV-tier differentiates
between syllable peaks and non-peaks, syllable peaks being dominated by
V-elements and non-peaks by C-elenents. The CV-tier unambiguously
characterizes the potential nuclei, onsets and codas of a syllable.
Since each syllable can have only one syllable peak, any segment dominated
by a V-element must be a nucleus. In contrast, any segments dominated by
C-elements must be members of either an onset or a coda. The highest
level of representation, the syllable tier, consists of sequences of
syllable nodes represented as a. These a nodes serve to group segments
into permissible syllables.
The hierarchy of syllable tier, CV-tier and segmental tier forms
syllable trees which actually define syllables, a syllable being any
string of segments dominated by the same a node. Some typical syllable
trees are seen below for the words oh, see , street and golf .
(1) a. a b. a
I /I
V . C V
c. O d.
C V c cMM
g a 1 f
In a later work, Clements and Keyser (1983) present a means of defin-
ing the traditional terns onset and coda. Essentially, an onset con-
sists of all segments dominated by C-elements to the left of a V-element
if and only if those C-elements and the V-element are dominated by the
same a. The above examples show several types of onsets. In (la) the
onset position is void; (lb) and (Id) contain examples of siraple onsets
(consisting of only one consonantal segment) , and (Ic) contains an example
of a complex onset (consisting of two or more consonantal segments). A
coda can be defined as all segments dominated by C-elements to the right
of a V-element if and only if those C-elenents and the V-element are
dominated by the same a. In (la) and (lb) the coda is void; in (IC) it
is simple, and in (Id) it is complex.
Syllable Structure Conditions '
4All languages have an inventory of core syllables. Some languages
are simple in this regard and merely have CV syllables. Other languages
are complex and have a large inventory of core syllables. For example,
English has at least the following core syllables: CV, V, CVC and VC
as displayed in the words ^, oh, cat , and at .
Languages also have a set of language-specific syllable structure
conditions which generate well-formed syllable-initial and syllable-
final consonant clusters—or-ets and codas. The syllable structure condi-
tions for English generate such syllables as CCVC , CCCVC , CCCVCC, CCVCCC
and VCC as in plan
, street , streets , sparks and art . As these examples
show, the syllable structure conditions generate two and three member
onsets and codas. But for the purposes of this study only those condi-
tions for two-nember onsets specific to English and Spanish will be
discussed. The two-member onsets of English are shown in (2).
(2) The Canonical Two-Member Onsets of English (From Clements and
Keyser: 21)
ywir ptkmnfQ
a. P + -++ --__-__
b + - + + _______
f + _ + + _______
t- + -+ _______d- + _+ _______9- + -+ _______
k + + + + _______
g + +,+ + _-___--
b. S- + + - + + + + + ??
The following consonants do not occur as the first
member of a cluster: /w,l,r,y,h,6iz,z,c,3 ,n,m,v/.
-D-
+ = occurring onset
- " non-occurring onset
? = infrequently occurring onset
Segments in the far left column are the first
members of two-member onsets. Segments in
the upper row are the second members of two-
member onsets.
Seven syllable structure conditions
—
two positive and five negative
—
define the two-member onsets in English. Displayed in (3), the positive
syllable structure conditions for onsets define all potentially well-
formed onsets in English.
(3) Positive Syllable Structure Conditions for English Onsets
(from Clements and Keyser: 21 and 24).
C "^ C C -"^ ^"^ CII 11
-son +son +strid -cont
-nasal +cor
+ant
These two conditions define a restricted number of potentially well-
formed onsets. Condition ("^) permits all the onsets under /w/, /y/,
/I/ and /r/ in (2a) and (2b) . Condition (3b) permits the onsets under
/p/, ft/, /k/, /m/ and /n/ in (2b). Clusters not defined by the positive
syllable structure conditions are impossible onsets; native speakers of
the language cannot pronounce them as tautosyllabic sequences (sequences
of segments dominated by the same a node) , and they cannot occur in under-
lying representation. For example, the sequences — *2d, *gh and *rt —
are impossible onsets in English as determined by the two positive syllable
structure conditions for onsets. Denoted by minus signs, all such
impossible onsets appear to the right of /r/ in (2a)
.
The five negative syllable structure conditions for onsets restrict
the output of the positive syllable structure conditions by defining
those two-member sequences that, while potentially well formed, are not
actually realized in the language. Therefore, they disallow such
sequences ad *dl, *tl> *9y and *91 which were originally defined as
potentially well formed by the positive conditions. All such disallowed
onsets, those marked with a minus sign, appear to the left of /p/ in (2a)
and (2b).
Taken together, positive and negative syllable structure conditions
for onsets define only those onsets actually realized in English.
English and Spanish have dissinilar inventories of onsets as a com-
parison of (2) and (4) reveals. . '
(4) The Canonical Two-Member Onsets of Spanish
1 r
p + +
t ? ., +
k + +
b + +
d - - +
g + . +
f + +
s -
.
-
X - ?
c - -
The following consonants do not occur as the first
member of a cluster: /s,c,w,y,r,r,n,m,n,l/.
+ = occurring onset
- = non-occurring onset
? = infrequently occurring onset
Segments in the far left column are the first
members of two-member onsets.
Segments in the upper row are the second
members of two-member onsets. Onsets
excluded by the positive syllable structure
conditions are not shown.
The dissimilarity in the inventories of English and Spanish is primarily
due to the dissimilarity of their positive syllable structure conditions
for onsets ; Spanish has only one such condition.
(5) The Positive Syllable Structure Condition for Spanish Onsets.
C
! I
+cons +cons
-son -vocalic
+son
-nasal
As shown in (5), Spanish explicitly allows only those two member onsets
having a liquid as a second member. In contrast, English specifically
allows some onsets having an obstruent as a second member. Consequently,
when Spanish speakers learn English, they must learn to pronounce tauto-
syllabic sequences defined as impossible by the positive syllable
structure condition of their primary language. As evidence from within
primary languages shows, speakers respond to impossible tautosyllabic
sequences by treating one of the members as an extrasyllabic consonant.
Extrasyllabic Consonants
Extrasyllabic consonants are those which are not dominated by any
a as seen below:
(6) C
I
where S = any consonantal segment
S -
Put another way, extrasyllabic consonants cannot appear tautosyllabically
with other consonants without violating the syllable structure conditions
of a language. In English some extrasyllabic consonants appear in foreign
names such as Dmitri , Gdansk , and Zgusta . These words can be represented
lii underlying representation as in (7):
(7) a, a a b. a a c. a
CCVCCV CCVCCV CCVCCC
•'^v f
I I M I i i M I I I I I! M Izgusta dmitri gdansk
Speakers can only pronounce a word with an extrasyllabic consonant by
altering the syllable structure of the word—by deleting the extrasyllabic
consonant, or by inserting a vowel and then syllabifying the extrasyllabic
consonant with the epenthetic vowel. (Examples of this last alternative
will be given shortly). Such responses are predicted by the syllable
structure conditions of the language; sequences not defined by these
conditions are not pronounced tautosyllabically, a claim explicitly
expressed in underlying representation by not associating the extra-
syllabic consonant with a a node. If the consonant were associated with
a a node, just the opposite prediction would be made: The resulting
consonant cluster would form a pronounceable tautosyllabic sequence.
For the three foreign names mentioned above, this latter prediction is
clearly false. The clusters *zg, *dm and *gd are not pronounced as
tautosyllabic clusters, and the first consonant of the three clusters
above cannot be under the same o node as the second. English speakers
pronounce the above words by inserting a reduced vowel. This epenthesis
is rule governed:
(8)
• ^-'^ 7
C C where S = any consonant
-* [a]/ S S
This rule states that vowel epenthesis takes place between an extrasyllabic
consonant and a following onset. If (tJ) is applied to the underlying
representations in (7), the following intermediate forms are derived:
(9) a a a o a
A ^\ A ^A /1>;>>^ .cvcvccvcvcvccv cvcvcc^c
I I I M M I I I I i ! I i I I I I Mzagusta dsmitri gsdansk
A Resyllabification Convention then applies causing syllabification to
g
take place as in (10).
(10) a a G . Q a a a a
A /\ ^\ . A A ^\ A /T'^^^s^^cvcvccv cvcvccv cvcvccc
I I I I I I I I I i I I M I I M I I Izegusta damitri gadansk
Another example—an important one for the purposes of the present
study—comes from Spanish. Spanish has a large number of words that begin
with the sequence /esC^/ such as escuela , estampa and espia . For each
word, the /e/ is predictable, and consequently inserted by phonological
rule:
, C
I
(11) -^ [e] / [S]
Since the epenthesis of /e/ takes place in the derivation of the words,
the underlying representations begin with the sequences /sk/, /st/, and
/sp/ which are impossible onsets according to the positive syllable
structure condition of Spanish. In the underlying representations,
therefore, /s/ is an extrasyllabic consonant. Spanish speakers respond I
to this consonant by inserting a vowel before it. The Resyllabification
Convention then applies forming a syllable of the extrasyllabic con-
sonant and the epenthetic vowel. The derivations for escuela and estampa
are shown below:
(i2) a o
,^\ A
C C C V C V
I I I I I I
s k W e 1 a
a a
^^ A
V C C C V C V
I I I I I I I
e s k w e 1 a
N ^^ /\
.
V C C C V C V
I I I I I I I
e s k w e 1 a
CT- a
. /N /I
C C V C C V
.111111
s t a Q p a
a a
V C C V C C VM I I I I I
e s t a m p a
(5
N /K. XI
V C C V C C V
underlying
representation
epenthesis
resyllabifica-
tion
e s a m p a
Although rule (11) is obligatory in formal speech, it is not obligatory
in fast and casual speech after words that end in an unstressed front mid
vowel. For example, in a phrase that is uttered casually such as un
hombre estupido
, rule (11) would not apply at all. Instead, the /s/ of
estupido would syllabify with the last vowel of hombre . Such a syllabifi-
cation rule might be writter as in (13)
.
(13)
I
V
- I _
-back
-high
-low
-Stress
it //
+cor
+ant
+strid
-voice
12 3 4
If rule (13) applies to casually uttered hombre estupido , the following
derivation is attained:
(14) a o a
V C C C V
I I I I Iombre
ombre
AAA
C C V C V C V
I I II M I
s t u p i d o
' a a
A A A
C C V C V C V
I I I I I I I
s t u p i d o
underlying
representation
syllabifi-
cation
10-
As following sections will show, rules siiailar to (11) and (13) occur
in Spanish/English interlanguage phonology.
.
THE STUDY
Hypotheses
The research by Dickerson (1974 and 1975), Hooper (1976), and Tarone
(1980 and 1981) provides an ample number of reasons for supposing that the
syllable is a variable in interlanguages. That vowel epenthesis is a
feature of Interlanguage suggests that the epenthetic vowel may be a
syllabic variable. But the mere presence of an epenthetic vowel is not
enough to display its variability; for any element to* be a variable, it
must have a number of variants, and the frequency of those variants must
depend upon environmental conditioning. VThat is needed for an initial
study of syllabic variability in interlanguage is a reasonably clear
case of epenthesis where some of the possible conditioning factors are
already kno^ra. In Spanish/English interlanguage such a case occurs as
Spanish speakers generally insert a vowel before English words that
begin with an .£C onset, often pronouncing English words such as stop
,
spread
,
and school as [estap], [espred] and [eskul]. Not surprisingly,
Spanish speakers do this in interlanguage since they have a rule such as
(11) in their primary language.
This study has three hypotheses. The first hypothesis: is that
Spanish speakers will transfer rule (11) into English. That is, epen-
thesis before word initial sC sequences will be a feature of the
Spanish/English interlanguage syllable structure. In this study, epen-
thesis will be examined before only three word initial sC sequences;
St
, sp and £k. These three onsets are similar—a voiceless alveolar
strident followed by. a voiceless stop
—
permitting the possibility of
investigating whether the three environments can be collapsed into one
—
sC
^
(where C^ represents a voiceless stop) . V
The second hypothesis is that epenthesis will be variable. For
this to be true, the variable must have more than one variant, and the
frequency with which the variants occur must be due to some condition-
ing factor. The variable in this study is the. epenthetic vowel, and it
is expected to have only two variants—itself and silence. That is.
either the subjects will insert or they will not. The conditioning
factors (target environments) are twenty-seven word final segments and
silence. Since the £C sequences are all word initial, the environments
have to be word final or silence. The purpose of these target environ-
ments appearing before the sC sequences is to determine if they differen-
tially affect the frequency of epenthesis. To determine the effect of
the preceding target environments, all of the permissible word final
segments should be examined. This type of exhaustiveness has been
attempted in this study, the only permissible word final segment excluded
being [5] since it occurs so infrequently in word final position in
English.
.
The third hypothesis is that some of the preceding target environ-
ments in word final position will have more than one surface form. That
is, a target environment may be pronounced as itself some of the time,
and at other tines another surface form may occur. For example, a target
environment may be [z]; at times the subjects may pronounce [z] as it-
self or they may pronounce it as [s].
The pilot study has s /eral limitations. First, it looks at only
phonological conditioning, not at syntactic or stylistic conditioning.
Only one style—reading style—is examined. Second, since the subjects
were measured only once, the study does not look at variation through
time.
Methods
Subjects . Five native Spanish speakers from Colombia—CD, MS, PG,
MD, and DR—were chosen on the following criteria: (1) all the subjects
had to have some degree of oral reading ability and fluency in English;
(2) they had to come from the same country; (3) they had to be enrolled
in the Intensive English Institute at the University of Illinois in either
beginning or intermediate level classes; (4) they had to come from homes
V7here only Spanish was spoken; and (5) they could not have studied any
language other than English nor have lived in any country where the
medium of public discourse was other than Spanish or English.
At the time of recording, the subjects had been living in the U.S.
between one and seven months. Four of the five subjects had been study-
Ing in the Intensive Institute for at least one semester; the other had
been in the I.E.I, only two weeks. Three of the five subjects had
studied English in Colombian high schools. The ages of the subjects
ranged between 18 and 34. Four of the five subjects were female.
Instrumentation
. The reading Instrument consisted of a list of 253
topically unrelated sentences, each sentence containing at least one
occurrence of £t, sk and s£, and no sentence containing more than three.
In total, the reading instrument contained 277 instances of the onsets:
144 for £t, 66 for sk and 67 for £t^. All twenty-eight environments
appeared before st: /b,d,g,p,t,k,f ,v,s,z,s,l,r,aw,ay,oy,j ,c,m,n,o>0,
9, i, a, e,o,u/; fourteen environments appeared before sk; /g,t,k,v,s,s,
l»oy.ayjC,n,0,e,u/; and the other fourteen environments not occurring
before sk appeared before s£: /b,d,p,f ,z,0,r,e,n,aw,J,m,i,o/.
All but two of the environments occurred a minimum of five times
each; there were only two occurrences of /oy/ and three of /ay/. I made
the assumption that since both of these diphthongs end in front off-
glides that they would behave similarly*
Data gathering procedure . All subjects read on either 1/21/82 or
1/25/82 in a quiet office and were recorded on a Sony-Matic 1C)6A recorder
with an RCA BK-GB microphone. Each subject completed the reading in
around twenty minutes.
Transcribing and scoring . Since the object of study was so specific,
no attempt was made to transcribe entire sentences. Instead, only three
points were noted: 1) the absence or presence of the epenthetic vowel,
2) the phonetic realization of all of the preceding segmental environ-
ments, and 3) the phonetic realization of the segments in the onsets. As
the absence or presence of the epenthetic vQt;el was of primary importance,
no attempt was made to transcribe its exact quality. However, some sono-
grams were run on a number of sentences, and the epenthetic vowel closely
resembles that of English /e/. .,,;•;
To quantify the frequency of epenthesis, the researcher calculated
index scores (Labov, 1966). A short description of this procedure
follows. The variable, (e) has two variants (e-1) and (e-2) ; (e-1) is
an epenthetic vowel and (e-2) is non-insertion. Each occurrence of
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(e-1) has a value of two, and each occurrence of (e-2) has a value of
one. These values are then multiplied by the number of times each variant
occurs; the products are added and then divided by the total number of
times both variants occur. This procedure yields a score which is the
average value of the variable. Since the variants only have two values
—
one and two, the index scores can only range between 1.00 and 2. GO. For
example, after a hypothetical environment /x/, insertion (e-1) may occur
5 times; this number is multiplied by two which yields a value of 10.
(e-2) may occur 4 times, this number is multiplied by one which yields
a value of 4. These two products are then added (yielding 14) and
divided by the sum of the number of times (e-1) and (e-2) occur—9. The
index score is then /9 or 1.56. This index score indicates that (e-1)
occurs slightly more frequently than (e-2) specifically in environment
/x/.
Reliability . Both inter-reliability and intra-reliability coefficients
were performed on the data. Two coefficients were taken for each subject:
one for agreement on the surface forms of the preceding 27 target environ-
ments and another on the ar eement of the presence or absence of the
epenthetic vowel. No reliability coefficient was taken for the transcrip-
tion of the onsets since only four surface forms out of 1385 differed from
what would be expected: st, s£ or sk. An inter-reliability coefficient
was attained for one subject, MS, and intra-reliability coefficients ,
were attained for the other subjects, .
The inter-reliability coefficients v;ere attained in the following
manner. Two evaluators—the researcher and a staff member at the
University of Illinois with training in phonetics and experience in
phonetic transcription—independently transcribed the relevant sections
of all 253 sentences. Tlie researcher then compared the transcriptions.
Disagreement between the transcriptions meant that the evaluators disagreed
on 1) the surface form of a target environment, or 2) the absence or
presence of the epenthetic vowel. The coefficients for both epenthesis
and environment were calculated by subtracting the number of disagree-
ments from the number of occurrences (277 for each subject) and then
dividing that difference by the number of occurrences.
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The intra-reliabllity coefficients were attained in a similar manner.
One we6k apart, the researcher made two independent transcriptions of each
subject's tape, and then compared the transcriptions. Disagreements
occurred if target environments were transcribed differently or if one
transcription had cases of epenthesis before onsets that the other did.
not. The intra-reliability coefficients were calculated in the same
manner as the inter-reliability coefficients were. The coefficients are
given below: ' ' '
(15) Reliability Coefficients for All Subjects for Environment
and Insertion. '
Environment Insertion
CD.
.
.95 .94.
DR .94 .99
MD .97 .96
MS .99 .95
PG .98 .87
Average
. .97
, .94 .
IJhere disagreement occurred over an item, (by an. item I mean the
unit of analysis consisting of preceding environment and the following
absence or presence of epenthesis) the item was removed. For example,
in a sentence such as "The tug steamed up the canal," the unit of analysis
is the target environment [g] and the absence or presence of epenthesis
before st . If one transcription had the following notation for this
unit of analysis [k, e, st] and another had [g, £, st], the entire item
had to be removed despite the agreement on epenthesis. This was done
since there was no way of knowing which surface from, [g] or [k], triggered
the insertion. Conversely, if one transcription had [g, 0, st] and the
other had [g, e, st], the entire item was removed since there was no way
of knowing if epenthesis had occurred or not. In total. 111 items out
of 1385 were removed for the reasons given above.
Results * .-• . ;
Surface forms of target environments . As mentioned previously, the
onsets were relatively stable in this study; only four onsets out of a
total of 1385 had surface forms differing from what would be expected.
Hox7ever, nine of the twenty-seven original target environments had two
surface forms, one the same as the original target environment, and
another with at least one phonetic feature differing from those comprising
-15-
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the original target segment. For example, five target environments
—
[b,d,g,Vs,z]—besides having surface forms identical to those of the
targets, also had voiceless surface forms, [p,t,k.,f ,s]. The two target
affricates
—
[c,j]—had spirantized surface forms
—
[s,z] in addition to
their target forms. And [9,o] had strengthened forms [t,r)gj in addition
to their target forms. One target segment never appeared at all—schwa.
Instead, an unstressed reduced vowel with the same quality as the epen-
thetic vowel— [e]—occurred.
(16) Percentage of Time Non-Target Surface Forms Occur.
Target Environment
(Target Surface Form)
z
5
c
V
g
e
b
d
In this study, the forms actually pronounced counted as the environments
whether they were identical to the original target environments or not.
For example, if a subject pronounced [kj when [g] was actually the target
environment, [k], not [g] counted as the environment. This procedure is
justified as the goal is to determine as accurately as possible if
different segments differentially affect the frequency of epenthesis.
This can only be known by counting forms actually occurring on the sur-
face, not hypothetical target environments.
Other surface forms occurred in the study, but they were infrequent
and irregular. Also, some words containing the conditioning segment
were completely misread. All of these items were removed from the study,
forty in all.
Insertion before st . As seen in (17) , the composite index scores
for all five subjects reveal a rather clear pattern.
Non-Target
Surface Form
Frequency of the
Non-Target
Surface Form
s 95
z 91
s 91
f 90
k 80
t 65
08 64
P 47
t > 32
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(17) Environments Ranked by Index Scores for st.
ng 2.00
2 1.93
d 1.90
1 1.84
s 1.84
f 1.80
s 1.78
t 1.74
k 1.71
aw 1.68
n 1.67
P 1.66
m 1.65
r 1.63
o 1.54
1.50
e 1.41
u 1.39
i 1.33
ay 1.29
e 1.00
Generally speaking, the consonants are ranked in the top fourteen positions
and the vowels and silence in the last seven. One notable exception is
the diphthong, [aw]. Also, occurring in what appears an anomalous posi-
tion in the ranking is silence, [0], This seems inconsistent with observa-
tions by English instructors that Spanish speakers consistently insert a
14
vowel before sC clusters in phrase initial position.
Some other patterns are evident in the above ranking. First, the
voiced consonants are uniformly ranked higher than their voiceless counter-
parts. Second, the nasals and /r/ (consonantal sonorants) are ranked
quite low. Third, the unstressed and reduced vowel, /e/, is the only
vowel, stressed or unstressed, which does not condition epenthesis.
Each subject adheres to the major pattern in the ranking—the higher
frequency of insertion after consonants than after vowels. That is, all
five subjects consistently insert a vowel more often after consonants than
after vowels (see 13)
.
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(18) Composite Index Scores of Consonants and Vowels Before st .
CD DR ^D3 MS PG
2.00 T
1.90
1.80 ••
1.70 C
1.60 •
1.50 ••
1.40
1.30-
^
1.20
1.10 ••
1.00 •
Insertion before sk . Several of the overall results found for £t^
are also found for £k. To begin with, the average frequency of insertion
before £t is 64%, before sk it is 62%. Also, the consonants generally
rank higher than the vowels (see 19)
.
(19) Environments Ranked by Index Scores for sk.
s 1.85
Og 1.83
1 1.79
f 1.77
e 1.75
s 1.73
ay 1.56
k 1.52
u 1.50
1.46
t 1.42
Two environments diverge sharply from the general pattern of con-
sonant-vowel separation above: /e/ is much too high and /t/ is much
too low. Nevertheless of the top six environments, five are consonants,
and of the bottom five environments, three are vowels or silence (which
again groups itself with the vowels at the bottom of the ranking)
.
Even though the rank order of environments is different from £t^
to sk as demonstrated by comparing (17) and (19) , a Spearman rank order
correlation coefficient of .59 results when comparing the eleven environ-
ments shared by st and sk, a correlation significant at .05.
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Again, as for £t^, each subject adheres to the major pattern of
inserting more frequently after consonants than after vowels (see 20).
(20) Composite Index Scores of Consonants and Vowels Before sk .
CD DR MD MS ?Q
2.00 T
1.90 •
1.80 •
1.70 ••
1.60 •
1.50 •
1.40 •
1.30
1.20 •
1.10 -
1.00 •
Insertion before sp . The subjects insert a vowel before sp about
62% of the time. This figure agrees well with those for s_t and sk.
Also, the index scores show the major pattern of higher index scores
after a consonant than after a vowel (see 21)
.
(21) Environments Ranked by Index Scores for sp .
s 1.94
t 1.80
d 1.76
z 1.73
P 1.71
f 1.70
n 1.63
i 1.59
m 1.58
o 1.55
r 1.50
aw 1.50
e 1.05
The above ranking of the environments before s£ displays a clearer
pattern than that of ^ does. Consonants exclusively occupy the top
seven places in the ranking, and vowels occupy four of the six bottom
places; only the consonants [r] and [m] rank with the vowels. Of the
consonants, the sonorants are the three lowest ranked members. This same
pattern was seen for the ranking of environments before st^ in which three
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of the four lowest ranked consonants were sonorants. And as was true of
the ranking for ^, [e] Is the lowest member. A correlation coefficient
between the thirteen shared environraents of st and s£ is .73, a correla-
tion significant at .005.
As was true with epenthesls before ^ and ^s each subject Inserted
more frequently after a consonant than after a vowel before s£ (see 22)
.
Thus, before all three syllabic environments, the higher frequency of in-
sertion after consonants than after vov/els is consistent.
(22) Composite Index Scores of Consonants and Vowels Before sp .
CD DR I^ID MS PG
2.00 T
1.90 •
1.80
1.70
1.60
-f
1.50
1.40
1.30 -
1.20 •
1.10
1.00 +
Also consistent is the average percentage of insertion before all three
onsets: 64% before ^, 62% before sk, and 62% before s£. Too similar
to be accidental, these percentages of insertion provide strong evidence
that the three onsets condition insertion uniformly and that consequently
they can collapse into one syllabic environment—sC^ . This collapsing
is an important step in eventually constructing a variable rule of
epenthesls.
Discussion
The results above are very regular: (1) all subjects insert more
frequently after consonants than after vowels; (2) the rankings of the
index scores correlate sijjnificantly; and (3) the average percentage of
insertion is nearly identical before all three onsets. This regularity
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±s captureable by rule—a variable rule; but before such a male can be
constructed, the variable constraints constituting the environment of
the rule must be identified.
Identifying the variable constraints . A variable constraint is a
class of segments functioning as a unit to promote the application of a
variable rule; each variable constraint should be a natural class and the
segments within that class should cluster together or have similar index
scores. Also, the amount of epenthesis each variable constraint promotes
must be distinct from that of the other variable constraints. The com-
posite index scores of all environments before sC^ displayed in (23)
reveals that the rule of epenthesis will have three variable constraints.
(23) Composite Index Scores of All Segmental Environments
Before sC,. w o v^ - •
08 1.92
z 1.83
s 1.82
1 1.82
d 1.81
3 1.78
f 1.77
P 1.68
t 1.67
k 1.65
n ' 1.65
m 1.62
aw ' 1.60
e 1.59
r 1.57
o 1.55
,
1.48
i ': 1.46
"
'
1.43
ay. 1.38
e ' 1.01
The first variable constraint (Constraint I) consisting of non-consonantals
(vowels and silence) has an average composite index score of 1.50. Since
all five subjects consistently inserted less frequently after vowels and
silence than after consonants, evidence exists for undoubtedly regarding
the non-consonantals as a distinct variable constraint from the con-
sonantals.
One vowel, [e] must be excluded from Constraint I since [e] has
only one variant, [0], after it. Obviously, [e] does not function in
the variability of epenthesis, and if it is not excluded it will distort
1 ft
the variable rule.
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The consonants form two further variable constraints. The first of
these (Constraint II) consisting of the three lowest ranked consonants
—
[n], [m] and [r] with the similar index scores of 1.65. 1.62 and 1.57
respectively—is a natural class consisting of all non-lateral consonantal
sonorants. A simpler class would consist of all consonantal sonorants,
but [l] clearly functions differently since its index score is not similar
to those of the other sonorants. If [l] were to be collapsed with the
other sonorants, the fact that it does function differently would be
obscured.
The remaining consonants also form a variable constraint (Constraint
III), a natural class, consisting of all non-nasal and non-retroflex
consonants. :
Constraints II and III have distinct average composite index scores,
1.61 for Constraint II and 1.78 for Constraint III, evidence that the two
natural classes are distinct variable constraints, but more convincing
evidence is provided by the index scores for each individual subject as
in (2A) . ,
(24) Composite Index Scores of Constraints II and III Before sC-
.
CD DR MD PG
2.00
J
1.90
1.80 ••
1.70
1.60 •
1.50 •
1.40 •
1.30 •
1.20
1.10 •
1.00 •
III
II
With the exception of DR, four of the five subjects have an index score
for Constraint II that is lower than that for Constraint III. But even
with the exception of DR, the segments of Constraint II still rank in a
remarkably consistent lower position.
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To verify the distinctness of the three variable constraints, an
analysis of variance comparing their means was performed. This analysis
resiilted in a significant F ratio—F(3, 17) = 23.97, p < .01. Pairwise
comparisons of group means using the Tukey "honestly significant dif-
ference" procedure led to the conclusion that the mean for Constraint
III (.7775) was significantly greater than those of Constraint II
(.6133) and Constraint I (.4986). The difference between the means of
these last two constraints (.1147) just missed being significant at the
.05 level by (.0149). As the consonantal sonorants group together, and
have similar index scores, and as their mean is significantly different
from that of the non-sonorant consonants, and nearly significantly dif-
ferent from that of the vowels, the consonantal sonorants will continue
to be regarded as comprising a distinct variable constraint.
The three final variable constraints and their average index scores
appear in (25). The three variable constraints are ordered from the
least sonorant environment to the most sonorant environment, the least
sonorant environment triggering epenthesls most frequently, and the
most sonorant environment triggering epenthesis least frequently. There-
fore, the frequency of epenthesis appears to be inversely proportional
to the degree of sonorancy of the preceding environmental class.
(25) The Average Index Scores of the Three Variable Constraints.
2.00 -
1.90 -
1.80 -
1.70 -
1.60 -
1.50 -
1.40 -
1.30 -
1.20 -
1.10 -
1.00 -
+cons -vocal -(:ons
-nasal +son • •
-1ret]ro -]Latj;ral
A variable rule of epenthesis . The rule of vowel epenthesls has
the following form:
(26)
[
__
V_
4vocal
-high
-low
-back.
-tense
+cons
-nasal
^tetro ^
-vocal
+son
j
(-lateral
[-cons
+ant
+cor
+strid
-voice
The output of the rule asserts that a vowel is inserted; however,
note that the vowel is associated with a a node, a representation explicitly
identifying the output not just as a vowel, but also as a nucleus. Since
a syllable is minimally composed of a nucleus, and a nucleus a vowel, the
epenthetic vowel introduces a new syllable into an utterance, a fact
captured only if the vowel is associated with a a node. Also, note that
the epenthetic vowel (nucleus) is in parentheses to show that it applies
variably. Thus, the repres itation of the epenthetic vowel explicitly
shows that the output of the rule is a syllabic variable, not a segmental
variable.
The environment of the rule has two parts: the variable constraints
(which influence the frequency which the epenthetic vowel occurs), and
the determinant (which triggers the phonological process). The
determinant of the rule is the segment [s] associated with a C unassociated
with a a node, a representation identifying the determinant as an extra-
syllabic consonant.
The last element in the rule (the second part of the environment)
consists of the three variable constraints. These variable constraints
are in parentheses showing that the constraints trigger epenthesis
variably, not obligatorily. The hierarchical nature of the variable
constraints (the fact that some constraints promote epenthesis more
frequently than others) is expressed by the letters to the right of the
feature specifications. Thus, a^ promotes epenthesis more than b^, and
b mora than c.
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In sum, the rule asserts that a nucleus is variably inserted before
an extrasyllabic consonant. Tlie frequency of insertion is regulated by
the variable constraints preceding the epenthetic nucleus, the nucleus
occurring most frequently after obstruents, less frequently after con-
sonantal sonorants, and least frequently after vowels and silence.
Although (26) inserts a nucleus before an extrasyllabic consonant,
it does not associate the extrasyllabic consonant with a a node. Such
an association, which must occur before the derivation arrives at surface
representation, is accomplished by the Resyllabification Convention
presented in (27) (from Clements and Keyser, 1981:33):
(27) Resyllabification Convention.
The output of every rule is resyllabified accord-
ing to the syllable structure rules examined up to
that point in the derivation.
The derivation in (28) shows how (26) and (27) interact together. The
derivation is of the second and third words in "The fog stopped traffic."
(28) a a
A
CVC CCVCC underlying
1
fag
1
stapt
representation
a
A
CVC
ill
a a
VCCVCC epenthesis
1 1
1
fag estapt
a
A
CVC
a
VCCVCC resyllabificat:
fag estapt
(28a) is the input to the variable rule; (28b) shows the forms
derived after the application of the variable rule. Epenthesis has
taken place, but at this point the extrasyllabic consonant is still not
associated with a o node. (28c) shows the results of the application
of resyllabification. The extrasyllabic consonant has to be associated
with a O node before reaching surface representation, but it cannot be
associated to the node to the right; if it is, the impermissible onset
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*,st would be derived. This is in direct violation of the Resyllabifica-
tion Convention. This leaves the a node to the left, and the extra-
syllabic consonant associates with it without violating any of the syllable
structure conditions of Spanish/English interlanguage.
Before leaving this section, one last point needs to be covered.
That (26) is a variable rule has been stressed throughout this section.
A relevant question to ask now is whether its variability has a phonological
explanation. As mentioned previously, the frequency of epenthesis is
inversely proportional to the sonorancy of the preceding variable con-
straints meaning that insertion is. most frequent after obstruents and
least frequent after vowels. This patterns may be explained by more
closely examining Spanish syllable structure. In Spanish almost all word
final codas are simple, consisting of only one segment. In fact, only a
few proper names (Guitart , Tiant , Saenz ) and common nouns (vals, biceps ,
torax [ks]) have complex codas in word final position (Harris, 1983).
This means that in Spanish/English interlanguage an extrasyllabic word
initial [s] is unlikely to resyllabify with a preceding word final
consonant as such a resyll ^ification violates the syllable structure /
conditions for codas in Spanish. In addition, the extrasyllabic [s]
cannot resyllabify with the following consonant without violating the-
syliable structure conditions for onsets in Spanish. This inability of
the extrasyllabic consonant to resyllabify with either adjacent conso-'
nantal segment explains why epenthesis occurs most frequently after least
sonorant environments : The extra syllabic consonant needs a nucleus to
resyllabify to. In constrast, vowel epenthesis occurs least frequently
when a vowel already precedes the extrasyllabic consonant as the extra-
syllabic consonant is able to resyllabify with the already existing nucleus.
That epenthesis occurs at all after a vowel seems to indicate the
strength of the tendency that beginning second language learners have
to transfer rules from their primary language.
Rule (26) captures the behavior of the subjects precisely and
succinctly. All the subjects have some fluency in English and the
knowledge (the competence) that (26) should not apply as shown by the
fact that they do not apply it at least 36% of the time. But they do not
yet have the ability (performance) to completely suppress its applica-
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tlon. The environments in which the subjects have more success in suppress-
ing the rule are just those environments in which its suppression is more
phonologically plausible according to the syllable structure conditions of
Spanish, after sonorants. Therefore, rule (26) not only characterizes
variability, but also the phonological naturalness of the hierarchy of
the variable constraints.
CONCLUSION
Three hypotheses were tested in this study: none of them were
falsified. The first hypothesis—Spanish speakers will transfer rule
(11) into English—was not falsified since speakers of Spanish/English
interlanguage respond to an extrasyllabic consonant in English in the same
manner that they do in Spanish: They insert a vowel. The Resyllabiflca-
tion Convention then applies which syllabifies the epenthetic vowel, or
an already existing vowel, to the extrasyllabic consonant.
The second hypothesis—epenthesis will be variable—was also not
falsified as the epenthetic vowel has two variants, [0] and [e], and
the frequency of the occurrence of these variants is determined by
environment. The environment consists of two parts. The first—the
determinant—is the extrasyllabic consonant which is a minimally required
environment without which epenthesis will not occur. The second part of
the environment consists of three variable constraints which, while not
triggering epenthesis, condition the frequency with which epenthesis
occurs, the frequency of epenthesis being inversely proportional to the
sonorancy of the preceding environment.
Also, since the epenthetic vowel is a nucleus—the minimal constituent
of a syllable—and since the occurrence of the nucleus is conditioned by
environment, the variable in this study Is a syllable.
The third hypothesis—some of the original target environments will
have more than one form—was also not falsified since nine of the preced-
ing twenty-seven target environments had two surface forms. Five pairs
of surface forms had differences in voicing; two had differences in
strength; and two in spirantization.
The findings of this study may offer a partial explanation for why
variability is a feature of interlanguages. The rules of Interlanguage
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are produced by the interaction of at least four Influences; the primary
language, the target language, seccnd language learning strategies, and
phonological naturalness. Speakers of Spanish/English interlanguage must
learn to suppress rules from the primary language and apply rules from
the target language. Both suppression of the rules from the primary
language and application of rules from the target language are Initially
easier in environments that are phonologically favorable. As the speakers'
level of performance increases, they will be able both to suppress and
apply rules in less favorable environments. Viewed this way, variability
is a natural consequence of the dynamic interaction of a number of
phonological and non-phonological influences.
•• FOOTJOTES
This is just the barest outline of variability. Linguistic variables
also correlate with extralinguistic variables such as age, sex, ethnicity,
and ':.eogTapL\±cal area, correlations not considered in this paper.
2
Syllabic consonants are not discussed since they are not relevant to the
current study. . -,
3
In this paper, syllables and their constituent parts will be underlined
when tney appear in a prose passage. They will not be underlined when
they appear in fomal rules. A period will be used to denarcate syllable
boundaries. A period before a structure such as .CV neans that the C is
aii onset. A period after a structure such as VC. means that the C is a
coda. A C with a subscript one— C^—refers to the collapsed category of
voiceless stops.
4
Core syllables are the set of syllable types encountered at the earliest
level of phonological derivations, perhaps in the lexicon itself''
(Clements and Keyser, 19j1:13). There are four primary core syllables
—
^Y- 1: CVC , and VC. The C elements in these core syllables can be
increased by lan-^uage-particular constraints
—
positive and negative syllable
structure conditions. The positive conditions determine 'the general
canonic fore (16) of initial and final consonant sequences, and negative
conditions determine which of those clusters are eventually excluded.
Since only the function of the negative syllable structure conditions is
important to uauerstand and not their form, the formal rules are not
presented in this paper.
This list of canonical two-member onsets in Spanish has been adapted
from the work of Harris (1933).
In tais paper, I have adapted the convention—not used by Clements and
Keyser—of alxi/ays placing the a node above the V-elemeut that it dominates.
As a consequence 3 an onset must always be denoted by a diagonal association
line extending down frooi the left of the a node to a C-element as seen
below:
a
C representation of onset
A coda on the other hand would be denoted by an association line brancing
to the riglit. This convention was adapted to simplify the formalization
and interpretation of rules.
I also use the convention of only having one-to-one associations between
the CV-tier and the segmental- tier, unless a segnent is ambisyllabic.
Clements and Keyser allow for one-to-many representations. Disregarding
such one-to-many representations simplifies the presentation without
altering the findings of this study.
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I will discuss the Resyllabification Convention in a later section. Here
I will merely say that the Convention applies during: the derivation of a
x7ord to assure that the v;ord in surface representation consists of permis-
sible syllable structures and that all segments are attached to at least
one o node. A word in surface representation may not contain an extra-
syllabic consonant.
Some phonologists claim that 'all words in Spanish with initial /esC/
are entered in the lexicon with the /e/ present'' (Hooper, 1976:234). "ut
even these pnonolotasts adnit Spanish speakers' pronunciation of words
beginning with .sC in foreign languages such as Italian displays that
a rule of epentaesis 'is obviously part of a native speaker's competence'*
(Hooper, 1976:234). Further evidence that epenthesis is by rule comes
fron loflu words in Spanish such as estop. , esEokinai and esnob froci the
English stop (a stop sign), smoking (a smoking jacket), and snob . Even
itooper aJraits taat when these v;ords first come into Spanish, an
epenthetic vowel is inserted by syllable structure conditions, and that
after the foreign vjord has been adjusted to fit native syllable structure,
the nativized fonn with the epenthetic V is listed in the lexicon '
(Hooper, 1976:2j5).
10
As it tarned out this was a poor assur.ption on ray part, subjects appeared
to respond differently to /oy/ than to /ay/, iiowever, since subjects had
so few opportunities to respond to /oy/, it was not clear if the differ-
ence i.i responses to t^e fjo was due to their actually tri3:"^erlnn differ-
ent responses to the subjects, or nereiy due to the low frequency of /oy/.
To avoid, a possible bias n the results, I dropped /oy/.
Spectograns of three exanples of epenthesis reveal that t.ie midpoints of
the first and second foniants are approxinately 373 1^2. and 1550 :.s.
respectively. If the midpoint of the first foruant is subtracted fron •
that of the second forniant, the difference is 1215 Hz. These two
figures- -375 112. for the first fondant and 1215 for the difference
betvjeen the first and tne second fornanto—correspond very closely to
the specifications for standard Ai erican English 1^1
.
Target environnent is not to be confused with underlying, segment. I nake
no clai^iis in this paper as to whica surface form (if either) of a target
environrieut is underlyiuj7.
13
For an environment to appear lu (17), (19), or (21), it had to occur at
least nine ti.ies.
Actually, this nay not be as unusual as it seems. R. Troike (personal
comaunication) has pointed out that perception tends to be categorical.
IIo correlation is available between so^ and sic since the 20 original
targets appearing before s_t were then diviued equally between sp and
sk .
There is a good reason why epenthesis does not occur after lEj- Iri
Spanish, rale (13) syllabifies the extrasyllabic consonant with a
preceding unstressed vowel that has the sane vowel quality as the
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epentnetic voT:el. Apparently, native Spanish speaV;ers transfer this
rule (in a slightly altered fort.\) into tne interlanp.uape. l.'hen they
atteiipt to pronounce schwa, they substitute an unstressed vottbI that
has tiia same quality as the epenthetic vowel. Rule (13) can then
apply ^7nich readers epenthesis superfluous. For example, in a noun
phrase like 'the school, ' the axtrasyllabic consonant is syllabified
to the imaediately preceding unstressed vowel ttiat has the sane vowel
quality as the epenthetic vowel, (.iy thanks to Hario Saltarelli for
pointing: oat this interpretation.)
a
A
cv
^
ccvc
de skul
skul
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PREDICTING THE SOUND OF s IN WORD-FINAL -se SPELLINGS
Wayne B. Dickerson
To read aloud, one's pronunciation of /s/ and /z/ is only as useful
as one's knowledge of whether to use one sound or the other in a
given word. This paper presents the symbol-to-sound patterns a
reader must know in order to pronounce properly the s in word-final
-se words. The rules are valuable to ESL learners for judging and
improving the accuracy of their attempted pronunciations. Sugges-
tions for presenting the patterns to ESL students are provided.
Over the years as a pronunciation teacher, I have been asked one question
more than any other by students and colleagues alike: How can you tell
whether a written s should be pronounced as /s/ or as /z/? For example, is
there any way to know that the s of hase is like the s of goose but not like
the 8 of guise? The question has been asked not so much as an aid to spel-
ling (moving from sound to symbol) but as a guide to pronunciation (moving
from symbol to sound). 0\'er the years, the answers I have given have not
been entirely satisfactory. They have consisted partly of references to some
obvious patterns, for example, initial s is regularly voiceless, and partly
of suggestions to check the dictionary when in doubt.
The fact is, the problem of predicting the sound of s has no simple
solution. Contributing to the difficulty are several factors. The s repre-
sents an unusual phenomenon in English. The symbol is one of only four spel-
lings that regularly cross the voicing boundary. Besides s, the th^ x and
the d of -ed also represent voiced and voiceless sounds. Complicating matters,
the s symbol commonly stands for not only I si and /z/ but also /sh/ and /zh/.
Making the analysis more difficult still are sheer numbers; s is one of the
most frequently used letters in the alphabet (Delattre 1965:95).
In view of its size, we have approached the e problem in a piecemeal
fashion. In Dickerson 1984, we examined the patterns for predicting the
pronunciation of -s and -'s suffixes. In the following study, we look at s
in word-final -se spellings, the position in which most questions about s
2
arise. About 1000 different words are involved in this set.
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A survey of -se words shows that the words fall naturally into two
groups. One group has a consonant letter (C) before -se, while the other
group has one or more vowel letters (V) before -se. We will look at these
two groups in turn. The generalizations we find will be formalized as
acmsonant aorrespondenae pattexns, rules which relate spelling to pronunci-
ation.
Cse words. The voicing pattern of s in words like else^, expanse^ lapse
is clear; s represents a voiceless consonant. The consonant correspondence
3
pattern is given in (1), where the two dots identify the letter in question.
There is only one exception to pattern (1); it is alecmse.
(1) Cse = /s/ tense, course, impasse
Vse and Wse words. The voicing of s after vowels involves several
variables. Superseding all others is the variable of stress. Unstressed
vowels before s identify a voiceless /s/ without exception, as in purokase^
tveattse. The pattern is given in (2). The parentheses around the V mean
that the V is optionally present. When the V is present, the pattern is
Wse; when it is not present, the pattern is Vse.
(2) (V)Vse = /s/ premise, torto'lse, purpose
After stressed vowels, -se generally signals /z/. The general conson-
ant correspondence pattern is presented in (3) . To represent a degree of
stress that may be either primary or secondary, we use the symbol,
,
over
the V. Included in the (V)V part of the pattern are almost all possible
vowel spellings: -ese^ -euse^ -aise, -issj -use^ -ose^ -oise^ -ause^ -ouse,
-owse
.
(3) (V)Vse = /z/ nol-se, catase, Chinese
Most of the words that do not fit pattern (3) fit subregularities
identified by specific environmental information. There are four specific
subpatterns to note. Each one predicts a voiceless consonant.
First, all -oose words, except choose , end in /s/. The consonant
correspondence pattern is given in (4)
.
(4) ooge = /s/ loose, papoose, caboose
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Second, all -ase words have a voiceless /s/ at the end, except phase
and phtvise. The pattern is shown in (5).
(5) ase = /s/ base, chase, erase
The next two subpatterns take into consideration not only the spelling
of the stressed vowel but also the character of the preceding syllable and
even part-of-speech. The third pattern concerns -ose words. Those which
have a nonprefix syllable preceding ~&se end in a voiceless consonant. The
consonant correspondence pattern is in (6). The symbol E stands for 'syl-
lable,' while the symbol p designates 'prefix.' Only one /s/ word does not
conform to this pattern; it is dose.
(6) Z +ose = /s/ cellulose, sucrose, lacrymose
The last pattern is for nouns and adjectives which have a prefix before
a -use stem. Many of these words have a verbal counterpart. The verbs end
in /z/, while the nouns and adjectives end in /s/. The pattern is presented
in (7). Only two nouns do not fit this category. They are hypotenuse and
use.
' ^ ^ ^
(7) E H-use = /s/ excuse, obtuse, abuse
Words that do not conform either to the specific patterns or to the
general pattern are few. They are listed in (8) . They have word-final
voiceless consonants where we expect voiced consonants. A few words are
variably voiced or voiceless at the end, e.g. blouse, grease,
(8) obese
crease (in-, de-) , ce^se (sur-, de-) , lease (re-)
precise, concxse, paradise, val£se
house (n) , louse, mouse » spouse, grouse, so'iise
The seven consonant correspondence patterns given above form three sets:
Cse, (V)Vse and patterns having a stressed vowel. The patterns in this last
set raise the question of which pattern applies before another. As a rule,
specific patterns apply before general patterns. By beginning with patterns
having the most restrictions, we filter out words not conforming to the
general pattern, and we avoid the error of using a general pattern for a
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specific-pattern word. For the last set of patterns, the order of appli-
cation is given in (9) . The seven patterns make correct predictions for
98% of final -se words in English.
(9) ase ^ /s/
t
oose = /s/
I
»
p+ose = /s/
^.,-Hi§e = /s/
before (V)Vse = /z/
Native speakers tend to make good guesses about the pronunciation of s
in novel -se words. From their exposure to English sounds and spellings,
they have learned the information contained in the consonant correspondence
patterns and are able to apply them automatically as needed. Nonnative
speakers of English need the same skill. However, they usually have little
knowledge of English symbol-sound patterns. To make good guesses about
the sound of written words, they must learn the consonant correspondence
patterns explicitly.
Hovf can we help ESL learners become familiar with the prediction pat-
terns for s spellings? The following suggestions come out of our experience
developing and using pronunciation materials for university-level ESL
students.
First, we want learners to build up an association between spellings
and sounds. Therefore, we introduce the prediction patterns for s spellings
when we introduce the sounds of /s/ and /z/.
Second, we assign students written homework exercises to help them get
familiar with the patterns. Written drills of the sort given in (10) are
especially appropriate for learning to make predictions from standard
orthography. Furthermore, by putting written work outside of class, we
preserve in-class time for oral work.
(10) a. Write out the consonant correspon-
denae pattern for eaah -se word,
b. Read each word aloud.
E.g. CHEESE VVse = /z/
1. SENSE
2. TKDSE
3. LCX)SE
h. FALSE
5. BROWSE
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Third, we present patterns according to the learners' ability levels.
For beginners, we use monosyllabic words. Since they are always stressed,
they help us avoid the problem of deciding whether the V is stressed or
unstressed. We start with the Cse, ase, o'ose and (V)Vse patterns. For inter-
mediate students, we introduce the E„+use and (V)Vse patterns. We reserve
for advanced learners the S +ose pattern, because it involves mainly tech-
nical vocabulary.
Fourth, oral work accompanies each set of patterns learned. A part of
our oral work in class is devoted to oral reading of sentences containing
final -se words. This gives learners practice using the rules to correct
themselves when they make wrong guesses. Such self-monitoring and self-
correcting is the principal use of formal pronunciation rules (Dickerson 1983)
.
Finally, we encourage learners to carry their learning into their own
personal work. As a follow-up exercise, we ask learners to bring to class
ten examples of final -se words that are characteristic of their field of
study. This activity not only adds interest to their prediction work, but
it also adds relevance as they see the value of the rules in their own area
of involvement in English. In class we collect these words and use them for
review purposes.
In summary, the sound of s in -se words is highly predictable. Further-
more, the patterns are simple enough that learners can use them for evaluating
and improving their pronunciation of novel words. The information in these
patterns can be presented to ESL students according to their needs and
readiness. The patterns can be learned by written work outside of class
and practiced orally inside of class. In the end, formal rules of the kind
illustrated in this paper can become a partial substitute for native intuition
until such intuition develops in the learner.
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FOOTNOTES
We have dealt with the prediction patterns for th in Dickerson 1981.
The patterns for the d of -ed are covered in Dickerson 1984.
To study -se words in a comprehensive way, we have used Lehnert's (1971)
reverse dictionary of English. It is based on unabridged forward dictionaries.
In our pedagogical materials, a word-final e is called a weak ending.
With respect to what it says about the preceding vowel, e behaves exactly
like -ed and -ing, also weak endings. Instead of writing patterns with a
final e^ we group e with other weak endings and use the s37mbol +W as a position
marker to mean 'before a weak ending,' e.g. Cs+W = /s/.
It is interesting to note that the patterns for /zh/ also require (V)V
before s^ e.g. oooasion^ asian^ aaszuxl^ measure. These patterns are discussed
in Dickerson, forthcoming a.
Only among -use words is there a regular correlation between voicing
and part of speech when the words are otherwise spelled alike. Elsewhere,
the phenomenon is only rarely observed, e.g. house (n) - house (v) . The
correlation appears more frequently among words spelled almost the same, e.g.
loss (n) - lose (v) , teeth (n) - teethe iy) , safe (a) - save (v)
.
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A PEDAGOGICAL INTERPRETATION OF GENERATIVE PHONOLOGY
IV. VOWELS OUTSIDE THE KEY AND LEFT SYLLABLES
Wayne B. Dickerson
To complete our survey of rules predicting the sound of vowels In
words, we present patterns for vowels to the left of the major
stress and to the right of the Key Syllable. Easing the learner's
prediction task are the facts that (1) the quality of most of
these vowels can be determined without first assigning stress to
them, and (2) the vowel patterns are those already encountered in
Key and Left Syllables.
INTRODUCTION
In this series of papers, we have defined the focus of ESL pronunci-
ation teaching and learning as the phonological system of English, because
only with a good control of this system can learners communicate well by
oral-aural means. The phonological system consists of elements and rules.
The elements are the vowel and consonant sounds, the stress and intonation
phenomena. To communicate well, learners must be able to say and hear
these elements much as native speakers say and hear them. Therefore, one
of the learners' tasks is to gain skill in the produation and disorimination
of elements in the phonological system. The rules of the phonological
system show how the elements are organized in the language—which vowels in
words are long, short or reduced, which syllables in phrases are stressed
and unstressed, which intonation contours go with which sentences, and so on.
To communicate well, learners should have a strong sense of how the elements
are used in words, phrases and sentences. Otherwise, they can only guess at
proper usage. Therefore, another of the learners' tasks is to gain skill in
the prediction of pronunciation usage. Any growth in the learners' skills
of production/ discrimination and prediction is growth in their control of
the phonological system of elements and rules
.
Of the two skill areas, production/discrimination and prediction, this
series of papers is concerned primarily with prediction. Within the area
of prediction, our interest is mainly word-level rules—rules for identify-
ing where in words a primary stress falls, what the stressed and unstressed
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vowels sound like, and which consonants are appropriate. In Part II of
this series, we dealt with the four main word-stress rules of English. In
Part III, we began an examination of rules for vowels in the Key and Left
Syllables of a word. This paper. Part IV, concentrates on vowels in all
remaining syllables of a word. In Part V, we will treat the topic of con-
sonant rules.
THE LEARNER'S IMPACT ON THE PREDICTION MODEL
To develop word-level rules for learners, we have used the model of
generative phonology. This model represents the ideal hearer-speaker of
English who knows all that is necessary and only what is sufficient to
generate phonologically well-forraed utterances in the language. In this
model, the hearer-speaker applies transformational rules to a fully speci-
fied abstract form of a word in order to convert its segments into a
phonetic representation.
Our application of this model in an ESL context has been profoundly
affected by those who must use the model—linguistically naive students.
The reason is that learners of English are not ideal hearer-speakers of
English. Because this fact informs every aspect of our work, we have for-
malized it in what we refer to as the no prior knowledge assumption, namely,
learners do not already know the language they are being taught (Dickerson
1983).
The no prior knowledge assumption has forced radical adaptations in
every part of the generative model—the abstract form of words, the trans-
formational rules and the nature of the output. Our pedagogical approach
to prediction has evolved from our efforts to accommodate learners within
the general framework of the generative model.
The technical abstraat form of a word specifies an abundance of infor-
mation about the word— its part of speech, its formative boundaries, the
tenseness of its vowels, etc. Unfortunately, our nonnative students have
no X\?ay of knowing the abstract form of words short of learning the language.
Therefore, we have had to provide them with a substitute form of words
which they do have access to. That form is the word written in standard
English orthography. This is the starting point for learners.
-.lO-
The technical rules in generative phonology are mainly alternation
rules, many of which apply cyclically. A vowel alternation rule takes a
vowel of a given tenseness at the abstract level and changes it to a
different tenseness at the surface (phonetic) level. Since nonnative
learners of English find no information about vowel tenseness in the
written form of words, the vowel rules we give them cannot be alterna-
tion rules. Instead, they must be prediction rules, that is, rules de-
signed to operate on vowels of unknown tenseness in the written form in
order to predict the tenseness that vowels must have in spoken form.
A cyclical rule operates first on a small portion of a multipart
word (e.g., re+splr of respiration). The output of this first cycle is
the input to the second cycle in which the rules operate again, but on a
larger portion of the word (e.g., re+splr+at of respiration). Similarly,
the output of the second cycle is the input to the third cycle in which
the rules again apply to a still larger portion of a word (e.g.,
re+spir+at+ion, as a whole). Nonnative learners, however, cannot handle
cyclical rules such as these because of the complexity of multiple stages
required to derive a pronunciation. Nor can they dissect words without
prior knowledge of the language. Therefore, learners must be taught rules
that apply to the whole word to predict its sounds noncyclically.
Finally, the technical output of the technical rules are bundles of
distinctive features, each bundle representing a phonetic segment. For
example, the vowel of the word tree is phonetically [+syllabic, -consonantal,
+high, -low, -back, -round, +tense]. Nonnative learners are unable to
manage such a representation of sounds easily. Instead, we use vowel
transcription symbols which are close to the spelled shape of vowels,
since spelling is the input to the rules. In this set are long vowels
(i, e, a, oi, ou, u, o) , short vowels (i, e, a, u, u, u, o, 6) and
reduced vowels (a, a). (See the vowel chart and discussion in Dickerson
1982:76-77).
To assure that nonnative learners can use the model for their
prediction task, we have tried to be sensitive to the learners* needs
and capabilities at every point. The result is an adapted model which,
when applied to predict vowel sounds, accepts as input a vowel letter
and yields as output a vowel symbol that can be pronounced. The inter-
vening steps in the prediction process are depicted in (1). They involve
a vowel rule—the vowel quality pattern—and a set of conventions for arriv-
ing at a vowel symbol—the symbol-generating mechanism (Dickerson 1982:80).
(1)
.
VOI-JEL SYMBOL
+
Sjnnbol-Generating
Mechanism
+
VOWEL QUALITY
Vowel Quality
Pattern
f
VOVJEL LETTER
The vowel quality pattern is information about the stress, neighbor-
ing letters and position of the vowel letter in a word. These three
factors lead to a conclusion about the quality or tenseness of the vowel
being represented: long, short or reduced. By the symbol-generating
mechanism, learners can use the tenseness information together with the
spelling of the vowel to predict a pronounceable vowel sjmibol (Dickerson
1982:77-78).
In the end, we have preserved for learners the general shape of the
generative model. In its adapted form, the model enables learners to
generate a great deal of valuable information—stress and sounds—by
providing only a small amount of prerequisite information, none of which
assumes that learners already knov7 the language.
We have already shoxm how this model can be used to predict the vowels
in stressed and unstressed Key Syllables and in stressed Left Syllables
(Dickerson 1982) . We turn now to use the model for voi/els outside these
environments, namely, vowels left of the major stress and vowels in
endings, strong sequences and terminals. For vowels in these two positions,
the following sections describe a practical prediction system on which
ESL materials can be based. We do not describe here exactly what is
presented to learners, how the information is sequenced or what form teach-
ing materials should take. An example of how the prediction system has
been incorporated into instructional materials can be found in Dickerson,
forthcoming.
VOI^LS LEFT OF TILE IIAJOR STRESS
We have identified a vowel quality pattern as consisting of three
components, a spelling pattern (vowel letter, relevant neighboring letters,
position in a word) , a stress mark (stressed or unstressed) and a vowel
quality prediction (long, short or reduced). For vowels in the Key and
Left Syllables, the stress information is an indispensable feature. By
it alone we determine whether the vowel sound is full (long or short)
or reduced. For this reason, the task of stress assignment is prerequisite
to the prediction of Key and Left vowels.
I-Jhen we look at vowels outside the Key and Left Syllables, we find a
different situation. Given a stressed Key or Left Syllable, no further
stress assignment is necessary before judging the quality of vowels to the
left of the major stress or to the right of the Key. Replacing stress in
importance is position in a word, signaled in most patterns by a position
marker. The position of the spelling determines the quality of a vowel
as full (long or short) or reduced. It also tells us whether the vowel is
stressed or unstressed. The stress information (minor *" or reduced ^) is
recorded in each pattern. Although incidental In most cases, a minor stress
is sometimes the only clue in the pattern that the spelling lies out-
side of the Key and Left Syllables.
In short, although vowel quality patterns representing vovels inside
and outside the Key and Left Syllables look similar, they differ signifi-
cantly in the relative importance of their components. The two prediction
situations are contrasted in (2) . To predict the quality of Key and Left
vowels, learners must first assign major stress. The spelling informa-
tion together with the stress information is sufficient to determine vov/el
quality. To predict the quality of all other vowels, learners need only
a positionally-deflned spelling pattern. Such a pattern in fact makes
two predictions, vowel quality and stress. Since learners make no further
use of stress rules, vowel prediction in this second situation is a
simpler task than in the first situation.
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(2) Factors leading to a vowel quality prediction for (A) Key •
and Left vowels and for (B) other vowels
A. Spelling Pattern
(i'^cludmg
^ stress = Vowel Quality
° position)
,-,j „ ^ (including / Vowel Quality
B. Spelling Pattern ^- t = \ o^^ * position) !_ Stress
Learners must approach vowels left of the major stress with a strategy
in mind. An appropriate strategy recognizes that the prevailing pattern of
vowels is an alternation of short and reduced vowel qualities anchored at
the major stress and moving toward the beginning of the word, as depicted
in (3).
(3)
Short Reduced Short Reduced Full
The strategy in general is to identify first those situations in which
the prevailing pattern of alternation does not hold, either because the
unstressed vowel does not occur in every other syllable or because the
stressed vowel in the alternation is not short, but long. More specifically,
learners must begin by looking for prefixes left of the major stress because
prefix vowels regularly diverge from strict vowel alternation. Next, they
identify long vowels left of the major stress. Finally, they impose the
general alternation pattern on the remaining syllables. The following
sections present this strategy as outlined.
Prefix Vowels Left of the Major Stress
Most prefixes left of the major stress participate in the expected
pattern of alternation. Those that do not are polysyllabic prefixes,
emphatic monosyllabic prefixes, negative monosyllabic prefixes, and word-
initial monosyllabic prefixes that immediately precede a stressed vowel
(pretonic) . These four categories are discussed in turn.
Polysyllabic prefixes. IVhen a polysyllabic prefix is entirely left
of the major stress, two observations about vowel prediction hold. First,
the prefix is pronounced as an independent word. Second, the stem is pro-
nounced as if it did not have a prefix. Therefore, in order to pronounce
the prefix and the stem properly, it is important for learners to identify
polysyllabic prefixes such as those in (A)
.
(4) counter- ambi- equi- multi-
cyber- antl- extra- para-
hyper- auto- extro- poly-
inter- cata- hetero- supra-
over- circum- intra- tele-
super- contra- meta- thermo-
under- epi- mono- uni-
Some of the polysyllabic prefixes of Greek and Latin origin have long
stressed vowels. Their most prominent characteristic is the i or y spell-
ing of the stressed vov;el. Some of the i/y prefixes have an o transition
vowel; others have an a': still others have o in some words and a in other
words. We call these transition vowels linking vowels and sjmibolize them
as L in vowel quality patterns. Examples of i/y prefixes are p,iven in (5).
Learners must become familiar v/ith these prefixes in order to recognize
them in words. This is not difficult, since there are only a few i/y
prefixes that have short vowels: philo-:, sohizo-, tvigo-, syna/o-. The
stressed vowel of kilo- is variably Long E or Short I.
(5) chiror-. vita- dyno/a- pyro-
dino-
micro- glyco- psycho-
iso"
migra- gyno/a- thymo-
kilo-
nitro- gyro- thyro-
primo-
vibra- hypo- typo-
rhizo-
hydro/a- kymo- xylo-
sino- phylo- zygo-
spiro- cyclo- phyto-
A few Greek prefixes have a stressed Long 0: chrom/o/a-, chlov/o-
phono-j photo-3 proto/a-^ voto/a~. These are exceptions that must be
memorized.
The i/y prefixes display a Long I vowel not only when they are entirely
left of a major stress (e.g., miorosaopio) , but also when the transition
vowel carries major stress (e.g., microscopy). The long vowel is present
:-j-^
even when the major stress is on the i/y (e.g. rrn-ovoQcape) . In this latter
environment, the long vowel is in the Left Syllable where short vowels are
normally found (Dlckerson 1982:96, 97, 101). The exceptional behavior of
i/y prefix vowels in Left Syllables shows how important it is that learners
be able to recognize these prefixes when they see them.
To state the vowel quality patterns for i/y prefixes, we use a minor
stress and the symbol +L as position markers. The patterns are specific
to i/y spellings but are otherwise like \/C+W, ir+W, yr+W, f'Cr+W, VCl+W, all
of which predict long vowels (Dickerson 1982:91, 92, 99). The i/y patterns
are given in (6) with examples. The only Long I prefix that does not con-
form to these patterns Is psycho-, in which the CC of oh suggests a short
vowel instead of a long vowel.
(6) isothermal iC+L = long -i-
typographical ^C+L = long -i-
chiropractic ir+L = long -i-
g^roscopic ^r+L = long -i-
microscopic iCr->L = long -i-
hj'droelectric ^Cr+L = long -i-
cjclotronlc ^Cl+L = long -1-
Emphatic monosyllabic prefixes. Word-initial, monosyllabic prefixes
that impose a literal meaning on an independent stem are pronounced with
stressed vowels. Among these prefixes are those that indicate ntmiber (ti-,
di-, tri~) and those that make special use of existing prefixes (oo- 'joint',
de- 'reverse of, remove from', down- 'down', ex- 'former', fore- 'before',
out- 'in a way that surpasses', post- 'after the time of, pre- 'before the
time of, pro- 'in favor of, re- 'again', sub- 'secondary', trans- 'across',
up- 'up'. The prefixes and the stems behave entirely as independent words.
Examples are given in (7). Only when emphatic prefixes are followed by a
hyphen are they easy for learners to identify. Their pronunciation depends
on meaning. Therefbre, these guidelines are useful after the learner knows
the meaning of a word,
(7) trilobation dehumanizing pro-VIestem
co-piloting prenatal redesigned
forewarned outmaneuver postgraduate
Negative monosyllabic prefixes. Left of the major stress, all mono-
syllabic prefixes with a negative implication carry minor stress and a full
vowel. Furthermore, the stems to which they are attached behave semantically
and phonologically as independent words. The negative prefixes in this
. set are die-'t mat^^ mis-j non-, un- and all forms of the negative prefix
in- iig-i il-^ im-j in-, ir-) . The negative prefix in- can be distinguished
from the 'into' prefix in- only by meaning. Like the rule for emphatic
prefixes, the rule for negative prefixes can be applied only after the
learner understands the sense of the utterance. Examples of trords with
negative prefixes are given in (8).
(8) disunity
malformation
misdirected
illiterate
insensitive
irrational
Monosyllabic prefixes.
nonemphatic
unco-operative
ignoble
Except in one case, all other word-initial,
monosyllabic prefixes immediately before a stressed syllable have reduced
vowels, regardless of their vowel and consonant composition. The one
exception is trans-, which carries a full vowel whether or not its stem
is independent. The prefixes in question are of Latin and Anglo-Saxon
origin. Examples are given in (9).
All other initial, prestress prefixes of one syllable have
reduced vowels: a-, db-t be-, con-, de-, dis-, en-^ ex-,
fov-, in-, mat-, ob-, per-, pre-, pro-, re-, se-, sub-, with-,
etc. and all alternate forms.
(9)
absurdity
according
advisor
before
condone
deceptive
diffusion
direction
distinguish
effective
extensive
obcessive
provider
regrettable
seductive
SUEDXCiOUS
(All vov7el-final prefixes, except a-, have full vowel alter-
nates in overcareful speech (e: -i/e-; i: -i-; o: -o-).)
The patterns noted above apply not only immediately before the major
stress but also before a minor stress, e.g., trhnsfiguration, aommemordtion
.
The emphatic and negative prefixes above are stressed and behave as
independent v/ords. Except for post-, these prefixes conform exactly to
the vowel quality patterns that apply to independent words. The remain-
ing, unstressed prefixes fit patterns for reduced vowels, with the varia-
tions noted above. Patterns for vowels in initial, prestress syllables
are discussed below.
Except for Greek i/y prefixes, we do not burden the learner with
vowel quality patterns for prefix vowels. We do, however, expect learners
to be able to predict the prefix vowel on the basis of the guidelines in
(9).
Long Vowels Left of the Major Stress
Long vov;el patterns left of the major stress are similar to long vowel
patterns in Key and Left Syllables. They differ mainly in that patterns
with minor stress carry a greater number of position markers than patterns
with major stress. The reason for this difference has been discussed
above. A sampling of these minor-stressed patterns (and a few unstressed
patterns) is presented here. To avoid a lengthy repetition of Dickerson
1982, we must assume a familiarity with the vowel patterns in Key and Left
Syllables. However, as an aid, references to Dickerson 1982 are provided
throughout the following discussion.
Internal strong sequences. I^en the major stress of a word is either
to the right of a strong iV- or eV-sequence or on the V of the iV- or
eV-sequence, the strong sequence will predict the same vowel in the next
left syllable as it predicts in a Key Syllable. Often the vowel is long,
as in the following examples of (10) . The relevant vowel quality patterns
are VC+S = long and ^r+S = variable (Dickerson 1982:92-93).
(10)a mediocrity association (10)b oceanic
bacteriology amelioration Napoleonic
Medial V-V sequences. Related to these strong sequences are patterns
which predict the sound of the i of iV-sequences , the y of yV-sequences
and the e of eV-sequences when they occur left of the major stress. All
of these vowels are unstressed, yet all of them are long. To specify the
medial (noninitial) position of these letters, we use a preceding hyphen.
The pattern for the first i in the words of (10) a is -I+V = -e-.
Similarly, for the y of ewbry6logist, the pattern is -y+V = -e-. Both
of these patterns are specific because, instead of predicting Long I, as
--•,o-'
the vowel letters suggest, they predict Long E. The pattexm for the e
in the words of (10)b is -V+V = long, a general pattern (Dickerson 1982:
39-90)
.
In final strong iV- and eV-sequences , the sound of the i and e ordin-
arily disappears with the assimilation of the preceding nonsonorant. How-
ever, the same iV- and eV-sequences in medial position will not lose the
i or e. Compare religious with veligipsity ; p&ftial with partiality;
and doean with ooeanic.
Other medial V-V sequences are found in words like those of (11)
where the general pattern, -V+V = long, accounts for the sound of u as well,
(11) actuality virtuosity
Initial V-V sequences. Patterns for vowel pairs at the beginning of
words contrast with patterns for vowel pairs buried in the middle of words.
l"fhen the first vowel letter of a word (V) is left of the major stress and
immediately precedes another vovjel letter, V predicts a long vowel. The
examples in (12) a illustrate this phenomenon. Only one restriction
applies to the rule. For words stressed by the Prefix Weak Stress Rule,
the V must be part of a prefix, as shown in (12)b. This restriction helps
learners decide that, for example, the oi of aoinsured is an initial V-V
sequence, but that the oi of cloistered is not. In all of the words of
(12), the vowel quality pattern is V+V = long (Dickerson 1982:89).
(12)a biology ruination (12)b reissued
theological Croatians coincided
W patterns. There are three W spellings that represent single vowel
sounds when they occur as the first vowel letters in a vrord: aUj eu and
ou. In this position, the spellings carry minor stress and represent
full vowel qualities. The spellings are illustrated in (13). The
corresponding vowel quality patterns carry a minor stress to mark their
position left of the major stress.
(13) Caucasian au = -o/o-
neutralization eu = -u-
European eur = -u/u/u-
foundation oun = long -ou-'' i
_/,c..
uCV patterns. Two patterns with a U spelling predict a long vowel in
exactly the same environments where a different vowel letter would predict
a reduced or short vowel. When the w of a uC spelling is the first vowel
letter in a word ( uC) and is followed by a stressed syllable, the u
represents a long vowel sound. To indicate that the stress of the stressed
vowel can be major or minor, we use the symbol ' over the vowel. The
patterns, ^iiC+V = long, ^uCr+'V = long, uCl+V = long and (ir+V = variable,
apply to the words in (14)a. Furthermore, when the uC is not next to a
stressed vowel (<=), the u also represents a long vowel. The patterns
for the words in (14)b are uC«= => long, uCr«= = long, uCl<-= long and
ur^ = variable. The double-left marker (<^) has its roots in the left
marker (*-) discussed in Dickerson 1982:95-96, 101). In uC-*- patterns, the
leftward pointing arrow refers not only to the Left Syllable position of
the pattern but also to the following unstressed Key. Similarly, the
uC*= pattern designates a uC that occurs before an unstressed syllable
and that lies left of the Left Syllable (hence, the term, double left).
(14)a mutation (14)b illumination
lubricity putrefaction
.
duplicity
. . duplication
uremia puritanical
VC+W patterns. In Key Syllables, a stressed VC predicts a long
vowel before a weak ending. The same prediction holds if the V of the VC
is the first vowel letter in a word and the weak-ending shape is- stressed,
as illustrated in (15)a. A listing of weak endings can be found in
Dickerson 1981:70, 74. The patterns for words like those in (15)a are
jVC+W » long, \^Cr+W = long, VCl+U = long, Vr+W = variable and
ir+W = long (Dickerson 1982:91-92, 99). In some situations, these
patterns may be extended to include an unstressed weak-ending shape left
of a major stress, as in (15)b.
(15)a romantic licentious (15)b odoriferous satanology
librarian morality Iconography motivation
For words like plutonium, the uC+V pattern and the VC+lV pattern
will account for the Long U. Despite the redundancy of patterns, we
are not concerned about which pattern learners apply, as long as they
can predict a Long U in such situations.
.;o-
VC+at patterns. Finally, the first vowel letter in a word repre-
sents a long vowel if it is followed by a stressed at. The patterns are
VC+At a long, VCr+At = long, Vr+At = variable and yr+At = long, as
illustrated in (16)a (Dickerson 1982: 91-92, 99). These patterns apply
to all vowel spellings except e, e.g. negation, sedation. Again, in
certain cases, it nay be possible to apply this pattern more broadly to
include unstressed at words, as shown in (16)b.
(16)a ovation socratic (16)b climatology
thematic oration somatology
Before at, learners have the option of using one of the uCV patterns
or a +4t pattern for u spellings, e.g. lunation^ duration. For i/y spell-
ings, either a +L pattern or a +at pattern will apply to an i/y prefix,
e.g. gyration^ migration.
In most of the patterns above, the vowel spelling has been represented
in a general way as V, rather than as a specific vowel letter. Patterns
with V are general vowel quality patterns; patterns with actual vowel
spellings are specific vowel quality patterns. While there are usually
a few exceptions to each pattern, such as majdrity, dramatic ^ both types
of patterns are highly reliable vowel predictors.
Alternating Vowel Qualities Left of the Major Stress
After learners have identified the vowels that do not participate in
the general pattern of alternating reduced and short vowels, they are
ready to examine the vowels that do participate. These vowels fall into
three major categories—medial vowels preceding stress, vowels not preced-
ing stress, and initial vowels preceding stress.
To represent these vowels in clear and simple terms, we must design
vowel quality patterns that provide an unambiguous signal to tell the
user which category a pattern belongs to. Let us review the position-
marker conventions we have adopted for vowel quality patterns left of the
major stress. . . .
The first vowel in a vjord is marked with a subscript numeral (^V),
To show that a V is not the first vowel letter in a word, we use a hyphen
before the V (-V)
. A spelling in pretonic position, that is, inmediately
before a stressed syllable (major or minor); is indicated by the symbol
+v. A nonpretonic position is taarked v/ith the double-left arrow (^- )
.
One additional convention will serVe us well in the following dis-
cussion. A VCC spelled with two identical consonant letters, e.g. Vll,
Vmm, Vtt, patterns differently from a VCC spelled with two different con-
sonant letters, a true VCC. We distinguish these two types of patterns
by using the number 2 for geminate-consonant patterns. Thus, VC2 is
different from VCC and Vr2 is different from VrC.
We are now prepared to examine vowels in the three major positions
left of the major stress. The spellings we find in each position are
precisely those which occur in Left Syllables, as shovm in, (17). It must
be understood, however, that when VrC patterns are stressed, they are
written as specific patterns, e.g., arC'^ = -o-, irC'^ -u-.
(17)a Pretonic
Medial
Vowels
-VC +^
-VCr+V
-VCl+V
-VC2+V
-VCC+V
-Vr +V
-Vr2+V
-VrC+V
(17)b Kon-
Pretonic
Vowels -
VC <=
VCr<=
VCl-^
VC2<^
VCC<^
Vr <^
Vr2<=
VrC«^
(17)c Pretonic
First
Vowels
VC -i-^
VCr+V
.VC1+^
VC2+V
VCC+V
Vr +V
Vr2+V
VrC+V
The vowel prediction that each pattern makes in its particular position
left of the major stress is the subject of the next three sections.
Medial vowels preceding stress. A general observation about vowel
quality holds in almost all cases where a noninitial vowel pattern immedi-
ately precedes the stressed syllable: The vowel is reduced. Look at the
marked syllables in the examples of (18)
.
(18)a registration (18)b opportunity
consecration
.
.
consideration
crystallinity aberration
O/:
Vowel reduction occurs in all of these words, but the exact shape of
the reduced vowel, whether -a- or -a-, depends on several factors. If no
r follows the vowel, as in the words of (18) a, the reduced vowel is -a-.
If r follov7s the vowel, as in the words of (18)b, the vowel is -a-, which
varies from negligibly to significantly r-colored.
All of the patterns in (17)a predict the reduced vowel -a-, except the
last three, which predict -a-. For the words in (18) a, the patterns are
those in (19)a. For the words in (18)b, the patterns are those in (19)b.
(19)a -VCC+V = reduced -a- (19)b -VrC+V = reduced -a-
-VCr+V = reduced -a- -Vr +V = reduced -a-
-VC2+V = reduced -a- -Vr2+V = reduced -a-
One group of words not accounted for by these vowel quality patterns
are words that have full medial vowels in pretonic position, as in (20)a.
These words contrast with those in (20)b where the expected reduction
s
occurs.
(20)a electricity (20)b designation
subjectivity confirmation
implantation reformation
Vowels not preceding stress. The syllable immediately left of an
unstressed syllable will have a short stressed vowel, no matter how it is
spelled. Even monosyllabic prefixes participate in this pattern. Examples
are given in (21).
(21) necessitation opportunity
articulation definition
virtuosity interrogation
To represent the short, minor-stressed vowels in double-left syllables,
we have the patterns of (17)b. Excluding the u spellings discussed earlier
(uC<= , uCr<=-- , uCl'^ and ur'«= ) any vowel spelling in the general patterns of
(17)b will give the predicted results. Some examples of the patterns are
presented in (22) (Dickerson 1982; 95-98, 101).
(22) denomination VC <= = short -o/o-
abrogation VCr<= = short -a.-
conversation VCC-^ = short -0/6-
meritorious Vr "^ = short -e-
correspondence Vr2«= = short -0/0-
reverberStion erC<= =
-u- '(X-
Together, the medial, pretonic patterns and the double-left patterns
allow learners to generate the dominant alternating pattern in English.
The patterns apply recursively to the left, as illustrated in the words
°^ (23).
.
(23) individuality artificiality
prestidigitation reconciliation
There are still a few words that cannot be aCGommodated by the medial,
pretonic and double-left, patterns because two (or more) syllables in a row
are unstressed, as in the words of (2U).®
(24) contemporaneity spirituality
veterinarian ecumenicity
Initial vowels preceding stress. VJhen emphatic and negatiye mono-
syllabic prefixes have been accommodated, all remaining vowels in initial
prestress syllables fit into a single overall pattern, with only slight
modification. The pattern is simple: Vowels in true VCC and VrC syllables
carry minor stress; all other vowels are reduced. Examples of stressed
initial prestress vowels are provided in (25) a; unstressed vowels in this
position are illustrated in (25)b.^
(25)a hlst$ri6grapher (25)b negotiation
artlculatory ablution
pers8nify matriculation
curvaceous parishioner
morbidity terrific
The first vowels in these words fit the spellings listed in (17) c.
These spellings are divided between patterns predicting stressed vowels
and patterns predicting unstressed vowels. The vowel quality patterns
in (26) describe the pretonic, first vowels in the words of (25) in the
order given.
(26)a \?CC+V = short -i-
arC+'if = -o-
erC+V = -u-
urCH-"{r « -u-
6rC+V =
-o/o-
(26)b VC + = reduced -a-
VCl+'& = reduced -s-
«* t
VCr+V = reduced -s-
Vr +V = reduced -9-
Vr2+V == reduced -e-
I
Again, reduced vowels before rV and vl range from potentially very
r-colored in words like veracity^ hovrendous, currtoulum, to generally non-
r-colored in prefixed words like ardimdi derive^ arrest. Such variation
is captured in the meaning of the symbol -9-.
The single modification to this general picture of initial prestress
vowels concerns prefixed words. Sometimes, prefixes in this position form
true VCC and VrC spellings. However, unlike other VCC and VrC spellings,
those consisting of prefix vowels have unstressed, reduced vowels, not
full vowels. Note the contrasts in (27).
(27) longevity mercurial
congressional perceptive
wisteria curvaceous
distinguished surpassing
To describe this regiolarity, we designate the VCC and VrC spellings
with a prefix vowel as the marked case. The patterns for the unstressed
vowels in (27) are given in (28), first the non-r pattern, then the z»-
pattern. \-Jhen these two patterns are added to the list in (26), the set of
vowel patterns for initial prestress vowels is now complete.
(28) VCCp+V = reduced -a- VrCp+V = reduced -a-
-V.
1 I
In summary, the general pattern of predictions for vowels in the
,
V««'^^ and V" syllables just discussed is basically simple despite
the number of spellings involved. All medial o pretonic vowels are reduced.
All double-left vowels are short. All initial, pretonic vowels are reduced,
except VCC and VrC which are short.
Now that we have completed our survey of vowels left of the major
stress, it is possible to demonstrate the power of the system to make
correct predictions. Ue illustrate first why prefix vowels must be treated
differently from nonprefix vowels, in (29).
(29) a By recognizing that polysyllabic prefixes like retro-
are pronounced as independent words and leave inde- •'
pendent stems 5 we can generate the long vowel of
retrogradation ( VC+dt = long) and avoid the mis-
pronunciation *-retrogr§dashan-.
.
b By distinguishing negative and emphatic prefixes • '
from other prefixes and by recognizing that negative .'
and enphatic prefixes carry stress and attach to
independent stems, we are able to distinguish
between different prefix pronunciations. Ue can
predict the full-vowel prefix of malnourished . •
.
,,
and the reduced-vowel prefix of malignant. We-
can predict the long-vowel prefix of recreation
'creation anew', and the short-vowel prefix of
recreation 'amusement'.
c By recognizing a monosyllabic prefix vowel in the
initial 1 pretonic VCC syllables of control , restraint
and perspective^ we are able to predict a reduced
vowel in these cases but a full vowel elsewhere, as
in Idngivity^ pestiferous^ fertility,
d By noting that full-vowel, monosyllabic prefixes
attach to independent stems, we can predict the ' '
contrast between transmigration ( VCr+dt = long or
ICr+L = long) and immigration (-VCr+V = reduced)
.
The following conparisons in (30) illustrate" further the patterns of
this section by shov;ing how they distinguish the different sounds repre-
sented in apparently similar spelling configurations.
(30) therapeutic Vr<= = short -e- '
'
th^roglobulin yr+L = long -1-
^ word-initial, pretonic
oppose 1 1 . J c- ~°~
—^-^ monosyllabic prefix
opposition VCC-^ = short -0/0-
biographical V+V = long
., -i-
bibliographical -1+V = -e- -e-
civilian jVC+V = reduced -a- .
Siberian VC+W = long -i-
miraculous Vr+^ = reduced
1
-Q-
^ronic ir+tV = long -l-
privation \?C+At = long -l-
deprivation -VC+V = reduced -3-
parameter Vr+V = reduced
Vr^ 3 short
•
-3-
parametric -a/e-
syllabic ^VC2+V = reduced , , -3-
syllogistic VC2<= = short -ri-.
terrestrial Vr2+^ = reduced -a-
territorial Vr2<^ = short -e-
symmetrical VC2+'^ = reduced -0-
symbolic VCC+V = short -i-
VOWELS IN ENDINGS, STRONG SEQUENCES AND TERMINALS
To the right of the Key Syllable are weak and neutral endings, strong
sequences and terminals. Each has at least one vowel sound (except for
-s and -'s). The quality of this vowel is predictable in the great
majority of cases without recourse to special patterns. In the next three
sections we will sample the patterns needed to describe the vowels to the
right of the Key.
Vowels in Weak and Neutral Endings
Nearly all weak endings are unstressed. They have reduced vowels
which conform to the patterns discussed in Dickerson 1982. A few examples
are siven in (31).
-37-
(31) remarkable VCl+W reduced -a-
arrlval VC// = reduced - : ;. • -a-
w
president VCC = reduced
-a-
treiaendqus VVC = reduced -e-
calendar Vr# = reduced -a-
fumiture Vr+W = reduced ' -a-
A second vowel in an ending is ordinarily an unstressed 2/, as In .
-ary, -ory, -anay, -enoy. The word-final y follows the pattern, y = -e-.
VJhen the y changes to i before a vowel-initial suffix, the i conforms to
the pattern, 1 = -e- (Dickerson 1982:90).
There are only a few full-vowel weak endings, for example, -oid^ -ize,
-ism and, in certain environments, also -aryy -erj/., -orty. The first three
endings are accommodated by the patterns, W = long -oT-, VC+W = long -i-
and VCC = short -i-.
The second trio of endings is affected by the placement of the major
stress and the dialect involved, Ivhen the major stress inmediately precedes
the ending, as in (32), -aryj -ery^ -ory have reduced vowels in all dialects.
We treat the final y as a weak ending and write the pattern as shown.
(32) plenary
refinery )• Vr+W => reduced -e-
contradictory
VJhen the major stress is not on the Key but on the Left Syllable,
the tendency in American English is to add a minor stress to the first
vowel of
-arys -erz/j -oznj. British English speakers generally preserve
the reduced vowel in these endings. For -^rj/ and -ery, the stressed
vowels match those found in Left Syllables, suggesting that, for purposes
of the vowel quality patterns, the y be treated like a Key, not like a
weak ending. The patterns for -Sry and -erj/ are given in (33). The
minor-stressed o of -dry, however, represents the vowels characteristic
of the Vr+W pattern (-o/o-) , not those characteristic of the Vr-^- pattern
(-0/6-). Therefore, we represent the stressed vowel of -dry with the
pattern, Vr+W = variable, as illustrated in (33).
(33) secretary Vr^ = short -a/e-
monastery
,
Vr«- =» short -e-
doirmltory
,
VrW = variable -0/6-
Neutral endings have only one vowel or none at all. A list of neutral
endings can be found in Dickerson 1981:63, 89 note 4. The neutral-ending
vowel is generally unstressed. For example,
-ful, -lesSj -ly, -ment (noun),
-nesSi -someJ -ward carry no minor stress. Hovever, the endings, -like,
-ment (verb), -ship^ -wise^ are generally stressed. Depending on the
dialect or the word, -man is either stressed or unstressed. The vovrel
quality patterns for neutral endings are those expected; no special pro-
visions are necessary.
Vowels in Strong Sequences
Strong sequences have at least two vowel letters, eV, iV and yV.
Since there is only one common word with a final yV-sequence, emhvyo,
our discussion will focus on eV- and iV-sequences , beginning with the
first vowel.
The e of strong eV-sequences is pronounced as -e- in all except a
few environments. The vowel is silent (0) after the letters c and g,
and in certain words like righteous. The vocalized e fits the pattern
V = long, as illustrated in (34)a. The i of strong iV-sequences is silent
after the letters c, g^ t, s, x, where palatal assimilation occurs. (After
X, the i is silent only before o, e.g. in complexion but not in coaxial.)
After I and n, the i is pronounced as -y- before Vn and Vr. Elsewhere,
the i fits the pattern, i = -e-, as illustrated in (34)b.
(34)a sebaceous e is (34)b potentl,al t is
pigeon e is familiar i is -y-
cdurt^ous V = long -e- convenjLent i is -y-
miscellaneous V = long -e- trivial i = -e-
The second vowel, the V in final eV- and iV-sequences, Is generally
unstressed. The V in -iary has been discussed above under endings. The
V in -eate and -iate is discussed below under terminals. I^en the V
carries a minor stress, the i does not disappear after c, g, t, s, x.
Compare Qudta-uil with judtoi^ry. (Note that the i is silent when -ary
is unstressed In judiciary .) The effect of stress on the V of eV- and IV-
sequences is not restricted to minor stress or to final sequences. On
page we observed that the e and i of medial eV- and iV-sequences do not
represent silence when the major stress is on the V.
Vowels in Terminals ' 1 ' .<:
Terminals are characterized by their diversity not by their uniformity.
While there are a few recurring shapes, such as
-y (of long nouns >
~fy
verbs) and -ate (of long words) , most terminals have extremely low fre-
quencies in the lexicon. Still, there are some generalizations that can
help learners predict the vowel sounds in most terminals.
The terminal -y of long nouns is unstressed and fits the pattern,
y = -e-. I'ftien y changes to -t, the i fits the pattern, i = -e-. Since
the tertainal
-y of
-fy verbs carries minor stress, the y and i (before
certain suffixes) fit the pattern, V = long, -i-. Examples of these
categories are: comparajy c6rnpZrn-eSj r^cttf^, recttfied.
The terminal -ate follows the rule in (35) , where terminal shape and
part of speech cooperate to distinguish the full-vowel terminal from the
reduced-vowel terminal. There are two categories of -ate words that are
exceptions to the rule in (35). Chemical names ending in -ate are gener-
ally pronounced with a Long A, e.g. do^thte, gtiitamhte. Certain statuses
or positions are also pronounced as Long A or variably either as Long A
or as Schwa, e.g. cSmd^ddte^ irKLgK'strate
.
(35) The vowel in the -ate and -ates of nouns and in the
-ate of adjectives and adverbs is reduced.
some chocolate very intimate
the graduates moderately
In all other words, at+W is pronounced v/ith minor
stress and a long vowel.
to tabulate so facinating
a moderator it oscillates
Beyond the terminals discussed above, most other terminals participate
in the pattern of alternating stress and vowel quality and therefore have
full, minor-stressed vowels. The great majority of these terminals fit
the general vowel quality patterns given in Dickerson 1982, as illustrated
co-
in (36). The few specific vowel patterns required are those common to
monosyllabic English words. These patterns ar^
and Dickerson, forthcoming.
(36) ph6tpst&t VC# = short
r§trosp§ct ' ^CC = short
c6rdur5y W = long
pantomime ^C+W = long
•
_,
Stmosphere
V
Vr+W = variable
-a-
-e-
-oi-
-i-
A few terminals are predictably unstressed and have reduced vowels:
'iaet -id, -in, -it and -ess. There are also three terminals that have
unpredictable vowels and must be learned with each vjord. These are given
in (37). Only an occasional terminal demands special treatment, such
as the -e- pronunciation of -ine.
(37) ~el may be -el- or -sl-
-et may be -et- or -et-
-ine may be -in-, -en- or -on-
CONCLUSION
As V7e close our study of prediction rules for vowels inside and out-
side the Key and Left Syllables, one observation seems timely. The vowel
patterns given in Parts III and IV provide strong evidence to support the
claim that the English spelling system offers the reader a good reflection
of word structure and segmental composition. In the area of vowels,
where so little seems to be transparent in standard orthography, there
are in fact many reliable clues to vowel quality. TJhen we turn to our
study of consonants, in Part V, we will have reason to note again the
goodness of fit between English spelling and English phonology. Because
of this good fit, pronunciation teachers are able to provide a way for
learners to match their skill at producing and discriminating phonological
elements with an equal skill at predicting phonological usage.
-r. 1
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FOOTNOTES
In the following discussion, we will refer to the treatment of Chomsky
and Halle (1968) where it is especially helpful to understand a pattern.
We will not detail the correspondences between our description and theirs.
To do so would take us further into the technical analysis than can be
justified here. It should be assumed that Chomsky and Halle provide a
means within their framework to account for the patterns discussed below,
except as noted.
The stress of two-syllable prefixes is nearly always on the first syllable.
The stress of three-syllable prefixes can be determined by applying the
V/VC Weak Stress Rule to the Key Syllable (Dickerson 1981:72-74). The
Key is Immediately left of the o transition vowel. These prefixes are
stressed on the Key: kal^ido-j aplerufido- ^ lar^ngo-j osatllo-^ electro.
These prefixes are stressed on the Left Syllable: vmmuno-j ^nthropo-j
methodo-j c^phalo-^ tex-ioo-.
ViJhile the i/y prefixes retain their Long I pronunciation regardless of
the position of stress, the o prefixes have a Long pronunciation only
when major-stressed or when entirely left of the major stress. Compare
ohl6Tofdrm and ohlorohydrin with ohloroeis; phonograph and phonot&ctiae
with phonology; photograph and photographic with photographer.
The patterns for ou are specific, whether they are in the Key or Left
Syllables or left of the major stress, e.g. oun ™ long, ouC(C) • = long,
ou =
-U-. These patterns appear left of the. major stress for the prefixes,
counter-^ out-, and for words like routine.
Chomsky and Halle account for the full vowels in (20)a by claiming that
stress has been assigned to electric^ subject and implant in a prior cycle.
The stress in a VCC syllable protects the vowels from vowel reduction
(1968:112, 116, 122). Such derivational information is unavailable to
learners. Besides, the system fails to account for a large number of VrC
stems which receive stress but lose it in -ation derivations, e.g.
transp6rt/tT^nspSrtation and in (20)b.
A study of all -ity and -ation words in Lehnert (1971) shows that
better predictions of full vowel quality in medial, pretonic syllables
are possible by studying the character of these syllables. Two observa-
tions make accurate predictions for 94% of the words with a medial, pre-
tonic vowel followed by two consonant letters. (1) Medial, pretonic
VCC syllables in ~ity words are minor stressed, except ment. (2) Medial,
pretonic VCC syllables in -ation words are minor stressed if the VCC is
spelled with the letters a^ o or x. In (1) and (2) , ment is variably
unstressed or minor-stressed.
When this information is introduced to learners, it is important
to distinguish between true VCC syllables and VC2 syllables, a
distinction we have prepared for.
Most cases of two or more consecutive unstressed syllables have been dealt
with by recognizing the independent behavior of polysyllabic prefixes.
Other cases are easily handled when we understand that some readily identi-
fiable syllables must be ignored when using the medial, pretonic and double-
left patterns. We must disregard the ent of ment^ if of ification and
the V (and following Cs) of all iV-, yV- and eV-sequences left of the major
stress. For example: s^dtmLentl&tion, otassLiflioationy permeZablility
.
The [if] and [v] syllables are always reduced; the [ent] of merit is variably
reduced or short.
The sequences -ability and -ization are special cases. They signal
the learner to treat all syllables to the left as an independent word and
to use the stress and vowel quality patterns usually reserved for Key and
Left Syllables. For -ability words, the Key is Immediately to the left
and the Prefix Weak Stress Rule (PWSR) applies. For -ization words, the
stress rules assign minor stress according to the endings and strong
sequences present. If none is present, the Left Strong Stress Rule (LSSR)
applies to the syllable immediately left of the -ization. For example:
phpularizdtion (PUSR) , Americanization (WSR) , linionization (KSSR) , Western-
iz6.tion (LSSR) (Dickerson 1981). Tlie db syllable of -ability is always
reduced. The iz syllable of -ization is pronounced with a reduced vowel
in American English but with a long vowel in British English (where it is
spelled -ieation)
.
The spellings Vch and Vth in initial, pretonic position behave like VC+V
in predicting reduced vowels, e.g. meoh&nic_^ maehtney lethargioy metnodical.
°I want to thank Lonna Dickerson for her generous editorial help during the
preparation of this paper.
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RIGHT HEMISPHERE PAHTIGIPAXION IH THE SECOND L/iNGUAGE
A CASE STUDY OF JAPANESE LEARNERS OF English
Takuo Hayashi
Though it is generally known that language is primarily processed
by the left hemisphere, recent clinical studies in apliasics suggest
possible right hemispheric participation not only in the first
language, but also In the second language. Such studies on the
laterality of language are reviewed here in connection with Obler's
"stage hypothesis" (1981). An experiment was conducted to test
Obler's hypothesis using Japanese learners of English. The
results of the dlchotic listening test showed evidence in support
of the hypothesis. Implications of the findings with regard to
the "cognitive hypothesis" and the nature of ejcperlmental task
are discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
A growing number of neurolinguistic studies with respect to lateraliza-
tion of the second language have been onducted recently, though the findings
are inconsistent and contradictory in many cases. A coroparison of these studie
is sometimes difficult, due to the variability in procedure, measurement,
test tasks, etc, and access to the original data is sometimes difficult sines
many of the studies have been presented in the form of unpublished manuscripts.
In this paper 1 will discuss the nature of hemispheric dominance on the basis
of past studies in this area and an experiment 1 conducted using the dlchotic
listening test which focuses on the investigation of possible active right
hemispheric participation in the second language and the "stage hypothesis"
proposed by Obler (1981), The experimeat is a case study of Japanese
learners of English, perhaps the first one that Investigates the issue using
native speakers of non-western languages.
It is generally believed that the left hemj.sphere is dominant for
language processing for most adults. Evidence of this primarily derives
from the fact that, while left-hemisphere damage in adults most often
results in language deficits, lesion to the right hemisphere seldom causes
serious language deficits (Weisenberg & McBride, 1935; Hebb, 19A2; Goodglass
& Quadfasel, 1954j Zangwill, 1960; Eisenson, 1962; Luria, 1970, cited in
Moscovltch, 1977). The other type of evidence comes from the results of
Wada tests, i.e., sodium amytal injections to the left hemisphere (Branch,
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et al. 5 cited in Obler, 1981). Lenneberg (1967) claimed that language
processing ability is equipotential at birth, and left-lateralization
develops in the early stages of language acquisition. Recent dichotic
listening tests indicate that lateralization may be present even at age.
four or five (Iloscovitch, 1977),
A number of clinical studies in aphasic children have reported that with
children under five; the right hemisphere appears to be able to take over
language functions after left hemisphere damage (Whitej 1961; Krashen,
1973; Rennls, 1980, cited in Schneiderman and Wesch, 1932). It has also been
claimed that damage in the right hemisphere in children tends to lead to more
language deficits than it does in adults (Russel and Eipir, 1961; Krashen,
1973, cited in Schneiderman and Wesh, 1982). Functions of the right
hemisphere are often characterized as a holistic and Gestalt type which can
be associated with environmental and spacial relations. This xifas demonstrated
in Zaidel's study (1973, cited in Moscovitch, 1977) in which split-brain
patients processed language in global and holistic ways and relied more on
contextual and semantic cues. Such right hemispheric functions were also
shown in the studies of left-hemispherectomised adults where the patients
could produce automatic or routine speech (Smith, 1966; Gott, 1973, cited
in Schneiderman and Wesch, 1982). Gazaniga and Hillyard (1971) found that
their brain-bisected patients demonstrated the comprehension of nouns,
though they were not able to comprehend verbal commands or syntactic
information.
Such aspects of right hemisphere capability as these led Obler (1981)
and Schneiderman and Wesch (1982) to speculate a possible link between
second language learning and right hemisphere participation. They argued
that cognitive strategies v:Mch are commonly found among early stages of
L2 learners are similar to those of children learning LI and aphasic patients.
Such strategies include segments cion of speech into meaningful units, com-
prehension by key words, guessing of meaning from context, reliance on
2intonation, practice of formulatic utterances. Based on such similarity,
Obler (1981) originally hypothesized that the right hemisphere may play an
active role in the initial stage of second language learning.
This claim, referred to as the "stage hypothesis", was based on a
tachistoscoplc study of Israeli students learning English (Gazel, Obler,
Bertin & Albert, 1977, cited in Schneiderman and Wesch, 1982) in which the
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subjects showed consistent left hemisphere dominance in Hebrew, but for
English, there was a shift from right to left hemisphere dominance as pro-
ficiency increased. As indirect evidence, Obier cites (1981) a report from
Rudel, who informed him that some of the right-brain damaged children
suffered severe L2 acquisition in spite of their high IQ.
Previous studies concerning right hemisphere participation in the second
language are contradictory and inconsistent ^ and extensive review of this
nature has been done by Schneiderraan and Wesch (1982) and Galloway (1981),
Gallovjay (1981) is critical about Obler's hypothesis claiming that the
findings reported by Gazel et al. (1977) might have resulted from orthographic
difference between English and Hebrew. Galloway herself proposed a revised
"stage hypothesis" which claims that L2 is more left-lateralized than LI
3
among adults who are consciously monitoring their performance.
II. EXPERIMENT
The specific points investigated in this experiment were (1) whether
more active participation of right hemisphere in L2 exists among Japanese
learners of English, and (2) whether right hemisphere participation of higher
English proficiency groups is smaller compared to that of lower English
flroficiency group, as predicted by the stage hypothesis. The second
question presupposes the first assumption.
Subjects
The subjects were native speakers of Japanese who have studied English
as a foreign language. Twelve students of Kohnan University who were in
the English language program at the University of Illinois during the
summer of 1982 served as the subjects of the lower proficiency group (LPG),
and twelve graduate students of the University of Illinois, who have been
in the U.S. at least for a year and a half were considered to be the
higher proficiency group (HPG). All of the subjects began the study of
English from the 7th grade in Japan.
Materials
A dichotic listening test was made for English and Japanese in the
phonetic laboratory of the University of Illinois. The procedure for record-
ing and transcripting of the test material was primarily the same as the
one proposed by Rubino (1972), and the test design was adopted from the
study by Schneiderman and Wesch (1982). The stimuli were six common nouns
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with a syllable structure cf a voiceless consonant followed, by a vowel and
another voiceless consonant. For each language, 30 dichotic pairs were made
in 15 sets of two pairs and each set was separated by 9 second interval.
The items were arranged so that all possible contrasts would be included, and
no words appeared twice in a set of four. Each pair was reversed so that
both ears receive the same stimuli an equal number of times. The test was
composed of 30 sets, and the test was given twice. The subjects' task was
to repeat as many of the words in each set as they could remember and the order
of report was free. A tape recording was made of all the responses, which
were later noted on an answer sheet. —
Discussion
,
The most common method by which laterality
.
is measured uses the
difference in correct scores or percentages between the two side^ of the ears.
This is called the R-L method. If the difference is positive, the left
hemisphere is judged to be dominant. Harsbman and Krashen (1972) proposed
a method which they claim is less biased. This is referred to as the "percent
of errors" (POE), which involves dividing the left-ear errors by the total
number of errors. Harshman and Krashen claim that the R-L method becomes
less reliable as accuracy of response rises. In the POE method » left
hemisphere dominance is sho\m when the figures exceed 50%. (For more
rigorous methods, see Marshall et a]^. , 1975 and Kuhng, 1973) In this
experiment, both the R-L method and the POE method were used. (Van Der Vlught
(1981) claims that the basic difference is the same whichever method is
used.
)
. ,
/
Table 1 shows the number of errors from various perspectives. The first
and second columns show the errors for the first test and second test,
respectively. The third column indicates the total of the two tests. The
fourth column is the number of errors the subjects made for the same item
or word for the first time and second time. The fifth and sixth columns
indicate which of the two pairs of a set (the first pair or the second
pair) was more often predominantly marked with errors, e«g., a score of one
was given to the left side when the left side showed two errors and the right
side showed only one error. The last column indicates the number of subjects
and the percentage in each group vrho had more errors in the left ear than
in the right ear. This somewhat redundant analysis was made in order to
evaluate the reliability of the data.
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The first and second columns show that, on the average the subjects
responded to the stimuli a little better the second time than they did the
first time, particularly for English . However, the first two columns
show that the performance was fairly consistent in both tests as far as the
Table 1. Means of Errors
1st; ..ec5t 2nd cost total came E E of Ip E of ?.p N of Df.
N of s
L>R
L R L R L R L R L R L R L R
LPG 10.3 12.7 9,5 11.0 20.2 23.7 6.6 7.4 9.7 12.5 10,3 11.1 5.4 6.9 4
]nglish
HPG 8.3 6.5 6,7 4.3 15,0 10.8 4.3 2.2 6.2 4.7 8,8 5.7 6.7 3.8 8
LPG 10,5 8.2 9.8 8.1 20.4 16.3 5.1 3,5 9,2 7,6 11.2 9.0 6,2 4.4 8
Japanese
HPG 10.7 6.7 11.6 6.3 22.3 13.0 5..
2
2.2 8,8 5.2 13.2 7.7 7.9 3.9 8
L=left ear, R=right ear, LrG=lower proficiency group, HPG=higher proficiency
group, Sane E=No. of errors made in both the first and second tests, E of lp=
errors of the first pair, E of 2p=errors of the second pair, N of DS=No. of
dominance in a set, N of s, L>R=No. of subjects in which left errors exceed
right errors.
laterality relationship is concerned. The fourth column indicates that the
errors vjhich the subjects made rarely occur on the same iTOrds in the two tests;
only one-fourth or one-fifth of the errors were identical. This is an
indication that the performance was not affected very much by the idiosyncratic
acoustic nature of the stimuli. The fifth and sixth columns show that there
was no significant difference in the number of errors between the first pair
and the second pair of the sets, though the second pairs were more difficult
than the first pairs. The data in the last two columns are also consistent
with the rest of the data with regard to the laterality dominance, indica-
tion that each factor did not show interactional problems. The fact that
the subjects made more errors in reporting the second pairs may indicate a
possible effect of short-term memory and a need to revise the test design,
though this is the method employed in most of the dichotic listening tests.
Some studies use words which are reported first as a laterality index.
However, over-all consistency seems to indicate the validity of using the
total scores as a parameter of laterality.
Table 2 shows that FOE in L2 is always less than 50% for LPG, which is an
indication of greater right hemisphere participation, while that of HPG in L2
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is more than 50%. As far as LI is concerned, both LPG and HPG revealed left
hemisphere dominance, though LPG showed less right hemisphere dominance,
with the difference in POE being 8,6. (One of the HPG subjects showed
extremely high left hemisphere laterality for English. If that subject's
score is excluded, the average will be 57%, as shown in the parenthesis.)
Standard deviations are approximately the same as those reported by
Schneiderman and Wesch (1982), though the figures for LI are slightly higher.
The S.D. 5.5 value was obtained after excluding the exceptional subject
mentioned above. The data represented by the R-L method basically show the
smae picture as revealed by POE. The negative figures in L2 among LPG
Table 2. Laterality Index by the POE and R-L Methods
... ... - .-
,
POE (left ear) R-L (correct responses)
1st 2nd total SD 1st 2nd total
LPG ^3.5 47.1 46.
G
8.1 -2.4 -1.1 -3.5
English
HPG 56.0 60.9 60.0 (57%) 9.7 (5.5) 1.8 2.4 4,2
LPG 56.1 54.7 55.1 8.5 2.3 1.7 4.0
Japanese
HPG 61.5 64.8 63.7 7.6 4.0 5.3 9.3
indicate that the left ear perceived the stimuli correctly more often than
did the right ear, which means that the right brain was more dominant in
processing the information. The smallest difference in total between the
right and left ears can be seen in the English stimuli perceived by LPG,
the highest is in the Japanese stimuli perceived by HPG.
.
Table 3. Dependant Two Sanple T test on
Left-Hemispheric Dominance
English Japanese
LPG t=-2.48*
HPG t=3.65**
t=2.38*
t=3,92**
df=ll *p <,05
**p <.005
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Table 3 shows the results of dependent two-sample T tests with regard
to the laterality scores. Though it was shovm earlier that LPG had right
hemisphere dominance in processing L2, the difference is significant only
at a level of .05. The difference was also significant at the same level
with LI among LPG. On the other hand, the left hemisphere dominance for
advanced students shows significant difference at a higher level of .005 for
both LI and L2. The question of whether the laterality difference between the
two languages within a group is statistically significant or not was examined
using a dependent two-sample T test. It showed that the tendency of greater
left-hemisphere dominance is significant for LPGj t (11) = 3.53, p < ^01
(two tfiilecl tsst), but the difference was non-significant for HPG, which
suggests that the two languages are processed differently only when L2 pro-
ficiency is lower. To investigate the second question of whether the degree
of lateralization is significantly different between the tv/o proficiency
groups, a t^-test for both Japanese and English was conducted. The test
revealed that HPG had significantly greater left hemisphere participation
not only for English, t (22) = 4.74, p <.C01 (two tailed test), but also for
Japanese, t (22) = 4.31, p< .001. The correlation coefficient between English
laterality and Japanese laterality was also computed to see if there is any
relation between laterality and cognitive style though this vjas not the
original concern of the study. The correlation was fairly significant r = .51,
p<.02 suggesting that the laterality might be a reflection of individual's
cognitive style.
As the above results show, the LPG data suggested a considerably higher
participation of right hemisphere in the second language than in the first
language, though the difference could be interpreted as directional in a
statistical sense. The laterality difference or active participation of the
right hemisphere in the second language compared to the first language was
shown to be significantly high among LPG, VJith regard to the second question,
the data also shovjed the evidence in support of the stage hypothesis: the
laterality differences betvjeen the two languages were not significant among
the HPG, and there was a significant level of laterality difference between
the two groups. The results of the experiment, hence, seems to be consistent
with the claim by Obler (1981) that, at the initial stage of L2 learning,
active right hemisphere participation may exist, but will gradually decrease
as L2 proficiency increases. The fatt that HPG showed greater left-
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hemisphere laterality not only in L2 but also in LI and a significant
laterality correlation was found between the two languages suggests a need
of further investigation on the relationship between laterality and cogni-
tive style. Starck, et^ al. (1977) claimed that multilingual experience
facilitates left hemisphere laterality with an assumption that such ex-
perience involves more analytical tasks. It may be that the students in
the HPG were analytical in their cognitive style or have developed more
analytical ability in the course of L2 learning.
Finally, we may want to ask what the results could have been if a
different type of test, such as a tachistoscopic test had been used. Those
subjects in the LPG who may have had less experience in processing L2
aurally may, on the contrary, show more left hemisphere dominance in a ..
tachistoscopic test. This then suggests a need of further study in which,,
different types of experimental tasks are used to compare data, Yorio
(1981, p. 52) has pointed to the complexities surrounding the investigation
of these issues?
The picture of localization of language in the brain is
further complicated by the fact that in actual language use
we utilize many other areas of the brain: the motor cortex
(to speak, gesticulate and ^jrite), the visual cortex (to
read) and the auditory cortex (to hear>. Also, each one
of these general areas contains sub-areas, specialized in
and controlling smaller and more specialized behaviors.
Only in a general and theoretical sense, can we say that
,
"language is located in the left hemisphere."
Thus, the laterality findings reported here may only have relevance to the
task which involves auditory perception, specifically, of vocabulary.
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FOOTNOTES
I would like to express my appreciation to the students who participated
in this study for their cooperation, I am grateful to Professor J Ronayne
Cowan v7ho read the earlier drafts of this paper and gave me extensive
comments and suggestions. My special thanks to Professor Chin Chuan Cheng
for supervising the use of the equipment and providing useful suggestions
on the construction of the test material. I also thank Professor H. Douglas
Brown for his support and guidance in pursuing this study in his seminar.
I am indebted to Professor Rebecca G. Dixon for helping me in contacting
the students of Kohnan University.
2
Schneiderman and Wesch quote a case study by Peters in which a child
showed evidence of using Gestalt type strategies in language processing.
3
It is to be noted J however, that she cites many studies where signifi-
cant difference was not found among advance learners, which appears to give
partical support to the stage hypothesis.
4
A slight difference in performance between the first test and second
test may suggest that subjects needed more practice sets. They were given two
practice sets prior to the actual test.
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CULTURE AND INTERPRETATION:
DISCOURSE IN NON-NATIVE ENGLISHES
Yamuna Kachru
This paper investigates the role of sociocultural knowledse in
the interpretation of expository prose texts in the context of
cross-cultural communication. It is shown that there seems to
be no direct relation between "cultural thought patterns"
Kaplan 1966) and discourse organization across cultures. Instead
^
it is pointed out that two types of sociocultural factors play an
important role in discourse production and interpretations con-
ventions of discourse organization and social and cultural in-
stitutions. The data for the study are taken from texts written
in English as an International Language (EIL),
INTRODUCTION
Most recent research in contrastive discourse analysis has been
concerned with the interrelationship of language, text, and culture.
Several aspects of discourse interpretation^ both linguistic and
non-linguistic, have bean investigated in some detail. One of the specific
questions that has been dealt with to some extent is what role conventional
sociocultural knowledge plays in interpreting texts. In this paper, I
BE interested in isolating this variable of discourse interpretation,
especially in the context of ESL and BIL, If^ as Beaugrande states, "the
question of hox^ people know what is going on in a text is a special case
of the question of how people know what is going on in the world at all"
(1980:30), then it is obvious that general background knowledge about
the world is crucial for interpreting texts, I wi.ll focus on what kinds
of questions need to be asked in investigating the interrelationship of
culture and discourse. For the purposes of this paper ^ the discussion
will ba limited to the context of expository prose only.
'THOUGHT PATTESl^S' IN DISCOURSE
A number of recent studies have attempted to show the relevance of
the notion 'cultural thought patterns' to the structure of discourse in
specific languages and cultures (Kaplan 1980, Kachru 1982, Pandharipande
1982, among others). For example, it has been claimed that in English
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expository writing, there is a linear progression of thought which is
reflected in the structure of the paragraph and that this thought pattern
is based upon Aristotelian logic (Kaplan 1980). My own examination of
a large number of expository texts in English, including texts used for
teaching composition to ESL students, suggests that this area of research
is of doubtful value to contrastive discourse analysis. The data I have
examined make it clear that the claim about English expository paragraphs
is exaggerated. Consider example 1.
1. The Indian university and college system has suffered from
and incapacity to generate a compelling tradition of in-
tellectual work of its own. In a certain sense, every
university system is to some extent alien to the culture
in T-jhich it operates - it is more differentiated
,
more ; '
critical, more innovative than its environing culture. ".,
It succeeds as an institution of higher education to the
extent that it differentiates itself from the environing
cultural traditions and generates its own traditions -
institutional, professional and disciplinary - which
sustain its efforts in teaching and research. It is to
this failure that some of the present weakness of Indian
higher education can be attributed.
Edvjard Shils; HLI, 205
[Underscoring mine: Y.K.
j
This paragraph is from a paper by a native speaker of English and
shows the circular paraigraph structure that, for example, Pandharipande
(1982) claims for Marathi, an Indo-Aryan language. Notice that the first
sentence of the paragraph is about a certain weakness of the system of
higher education in India. The next two sentences are general statements
about the strengths shared by successful systems of higher education.
The last sentence goes back to the weakness of the Indian system again.
Wliat lends coherence to the paragraph is the reader's inference about
the nature of the relationship between the specific and the general state-
ments: It is a lack of the strengths mentioned in the general statement
that has resulted in the weakness of the Indian system of higher education.
This is not very different from the case of Indian writing in English
discussed in Kachru (1933).
In contrast, the paragraph in 2, written by a non-native speaker
of English, has the perfect "linear progression of thought" said to be
characteristic of native English vjriting.
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2. Schultz's Delhi visit v;as important not because of the con-
creue results it achieved, which were small and somewhat
futuristic, but because of its tone and style. The US
secretary of state felt comfortable on the territory of a
Third World democracy that has close and extensive friendly
linkages with the Soviet Union and that sewed up, even as
he vjas talking to its leaders in Delhi, a big new arms pur-
chase agreement in Moscow,, Nevertheless t he and the Indian
leaders worked together to lend some flesh and blood to the
fledgling Indo-US friendship. It is one of the few rela-
tionships that are moving ahead in a world of multiple dead-
locks. For that alone it should deserve our cheer.
Bhabani Sen Gupta: IT 7-31-83, 45
The paragraph begins with Shultz's Delhi visit and ends with a refer-
ence to it, and in between, the positive results of the visit are enumer-
ated. Except for the 'deviant' use of the linker nevertheless in line
8, the paragraph meets the standards of expository vnriting in English
remarkably well.
The two examples quoted here make it clear that "straight linear
progression of thought" is not an exclusive trait of native English ex-
pository writing; it is shared by expository prose in other languages
(Kachru 1982) and in non-native varieties of English as well.
CULTURE IN DISCOURSE
It seems to me that a more relevant area of research for contrastive
discourse analysis is that related to sociocultural knowledge and roles
in discourse interpretation (Scribner 1979, Tannen 1980, Kachru 1983,
among others). I would like to include the following in this domain:
knowledge of the conventions of language use, textual competence in the
sense of Beaugrande (1980) and knowledge of the social and cultural context
in which the text originates.
Conventions of Language Use and Usage
The instances of expository writing that I have examined suggest
that conventions of language use play a significant role in the structure
of discourse and hence are important for interpreting texts. Compare the
passages in 3a and 3b.
3a, The history of knowledge is punctuated by revolts against
the practices of earlier scholars and by attempts to trans-
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form established 'opinions' into. 'knowledge' = We have seen
a whole cycle of revolutions from Panini and Plato to Bloom-
field and Halliday. Each revolutionary puts forward a
thesis; he gains some first supporters; the group develops
and multiplies arguments; there is no single argument that
can or should persuade all; cliera Is a shtfft and regreraptng
of professional allegiances and more and more scholars get
converted; experiments, instruments, articles and books
multiply; a few hold-outs always remain and they cease to
be scholars. This goes on and on.
Such a thing happened in the fifties of this century.
Noam Chomsky,, a young rebel with a brain like a burning
blue flame
, appeared on the linguistic scene with a book
called Syntactic Structures ( 1957) which promised a new
direction in linguistics. At a time v/hen the influence
of behavioural sciences was quite powerful, not only in
linguistics, but also in psychology, philosophy, medicine,
literary criticism, and, of course, in language teaching,
Chomsky tried to resurrect some old philosophical ideas
in linguistics. He declared; "After a long interruption,
linguistics and cognitive psychology are now returning
their attention to approaches to the study of language
structure and mental processes which in part originated
and in part revitalized in the 'century of genius'. The
creative aspect of language use is once again a central
concern of linguistics and the theories of universal
grammar that were outlined in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries have been revived and elaborated
in the theory of transformational generative grammar."
N. Krishna swamy; AILLT , 135
[Underscoring mine: Y.K.
]
3b. Chomsky's position is not only unique within linguistics at
the present time, but is probably unprecedented in the
whole history of the subject. His first book, published in
1957, short and relatively nontechnical though it was, re-
volutionized the scientific study of language; and now, at
the age of forty-two, he speaks with unrivaled authority on
all aspects of grammatical theory. This is not to say, of
course, that all linguists, or even the majority of them,
have accepted the theory of transformational grammar that
Chomsky put forward some thirteen years ago in Syntactic
Structures . They have not. There are at least as many
different recognized "schools" of linguistics throughout
the XTOrld as there were before the "Chomskyan revolution."
But the "transformationalist", or "Chomskyan" , school is
not just one among many. Right or wrong, Chomsky's theory
of grammar is undoubtedly the most dynamic and influential;
and no linguist who wishes to keep abreast of current devel-
opments in his subject can afford to ignore Chomsky's theo-
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retical pronouncements. Every other "school" of lin-
guistics at the present time tends to define its position
-. in relation to Chomsky's views on particular issues.
John Lyons; Chomsky , 1-2
Both the examples are from texts written to inform non-linguists
about a recent event in the history of linguistics. The text in 3a is
written in a non-native, i.e., Indian, variety, of English whereas the
text in 3b is written in a native, i.e., British, variety of English.
As far as linguistic competence is concerned, the text in 3a is comparable
2
to the text in 3b: 3a is perfectly grammatical. As regards the con-
ventions of language use, however, there are obvious differences between
the two excerpts. The last sentence of the first paragraph is unexpected
in the context of the text: it is felt to be too colloquial by most native
speakers of English. The non-restrictive modifier of the proper name,
Noam Chomsky, a young rebel with a brain like a burning blue flame , is
too ornamental to be appropriate for the objective, impersonal style gener-
ally associated with expository prose in English. This mixing of styles
that is tolerated in Indie language expository texts and consequently
in Indian English writing as well has been illustrated in Kachru (1983).
A further example of such mixing of affective and objective styles is
given in 4.
4. Like a gossamer-thin web brushed aside by a careless hand,
the fragile balance of relations in South Asia has dis-
solved with frightening suddenness. In the short span of
a few weeks, the needle of the tension barometer in the
region has jumped into the red area. It is as if some
invisible conductor has, with a vjave of his baton, galva-
nized the orchestra into a crashing crescendo. Tensions
in the region are nothing new. But this time, the sullen
air that habitually cloaks the area wears a more hostile
and dangerous cutting edge.
Dilip Bobb: IT, 10-15-83, 30
The paragraph cited here is the opening paragraph of a political
report on the situation in South Asia in an Indian biweekly, India Today
,
which is comparable to Time magazine or Newsweek
.
Another convention of English usage in India appears in the use of
such a thing to open the second paragraph in 3a. The use of this phrase
as a transition marker in expository prose would probably strike most
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native speakers of English as rather inappropriate. However, this use of
correlatives to achieve textual cohesion is not unusual in Indian English;
notice the use of such in 5a and 5b and as in 5c.
5a. ... The position has traditionally belonged to such actresses
who come to personify, at any given moment, the popular
ideal of physical beauty. .
.
'
''>'
.
.
- Sunil Sethi; IT, 9-30-83, 39
[Underscoring mine: Y.K.
]
5b. ... Very few girls admit that they are actually waiting to
be married. First, because in most cases in the Indian
social context it is not a matter of their choice or con-
venience. Secondly, because they are brought up.in such an
.
.
;
atmosphere where they are not encouraged to express them-
selves upon such subjects in front of others. So even when
waiting to be married, they are reluctant to admit it.
•
Karuna Ahmad: HLI, 194-195
[Underscoring mine; Y.K.
5c. ... Part of the problem in taking a decision is that, like ;
many others who come from as happy well-adjusted homes,
,
marriage becomes an out-of-reach ideal because the "idea
is to emulate the spectacular standards of your parents' . .•
relationship." .
_
Sunil Sethi: IT, 9-30-83, A4
[Underscoring mine: Y.K.
Indie languages have grammatical devices of correlative expressions
that fulfill the functions of such and as above, as is shown by the Hindi
equivalents of 5a-c given in 6a-c.
6a. yah sthaan paramparaa se aisii abhinetriyo ko miltaa hai jo
kisii viSesh samay me shaaririk saundarya ke kisii lokpriya
aadarsh ko muurta kartii hai
[ aisii='such'
,
jo='who'
]
6b. ... duusre, ve ek alse parivesh me paltii hai jahSS unhS
duusro ke saamne aisii baatO par apne vicaar vyakt karne
ko protsaahit nahii kiyaa jaataa.
[ aise -' such' , jahaa = 'where'
]
6c. ... koii nirNay lene me ek saraasyaa yah bhii hai ki duusre
kaii logo kii tarah jo aise sukhii parivaar se ho, apne
liye bhii shaadii ek baRaa durlabh aadarsh ban jaatii hai,
kyoki lagtaa hai ki "apne maataa-pitaa ke paarasparik
aadarsh sambhandho ko apne jiivan m'5 utaarnaa zaruurii
hai." {.::
[aise='such' ]
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Obviouslyj an Indian English writer feels a need for such devices and
an Indian English reader has no difficulty in interpreting them. Further
examples of such non-native use of cohesive devices appear in 7a-c.
7a. The dimensions of power and solidarity have been chosen as
the framework of this study. To quote Brown and Oilman:
Power is a relationship between at least two
persons, and it is non-reciprocal in the sense
that both cannot have power in the same area
of behavior.
(Brovm and Gilman 1960: 255)
Therefore the power semantic is non-reciprocal, between
persons of unequal powers resulting in "unique power ranks
for every individual."...
.
,
.
'
.
N.R. WL, A '
•
• [Underscoring mine: Y.K,
]
7b. In the entire oeuvre of Wordsworth, perhaps few poems can
rival a group of five tiny poems in their simple charm and
their unquestioned popularity. On the other hand , these
poems have been one of the greatest victims (or lures, if
you like) of biographical curiosity, attracting a host of
mystery lovers (Japanese among them) around a riddle which
seems only less enticing than the question, "Who is the
Dark Lady?" What has been curiously lacking amid this
tumult of futile passion is a serious discussion of the
poems as independent literary works of art...
Y. Takahashi: ECJ, 170
[Underscoring mine: Y.K.
7c. Christianity assisted in redirecting human thought by
.
malcing man the center of the universe. Bringing man to the
front stage of world history , Christianity can be said to
be anthropocentric. From this view, it might be questioned
whether Paradise Lost is a human, or in my sense. Christian
epic, for in it only tvjo persons, Adam and Eve, appear,
while all the other characters are superhuman beings. In
order to answer this question I shall have to take a some-
what roundabout route,
H. Doke: ECJ, 115
[Underscoring mine: Y.K.]
The use of therefore in 7a, on the other hand in 7b and the parti-
cipial phrase in 7c is puzzling to the native speaker of English. The
'deviant' use of cohesive devices, in 7b and 7c at least, seems to be the
result of different conventions of thematizacion in native and non-native
varieties of English. Readers with textual competence in non-native
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Englishes will have no difficulty with the texts cited so far. Native
speakers of English, however, may have difficulty in interpreting these
texts which may result in certain evaluative judgments about the \reiters
and their linguistic competence in English,
Socio-Cultural Context
The slogan that text creates its ovm context has been used in litera-
ture dealing vrLth discourse analysis very often (see, e.g., Brown and
Yule 1983:50). There are, however, instances where it is the extra-lin-
guistic sociocultural facts that lead to difficulties in interpreting
texts. Consider the excerpts in Ba and 8b.
8a, In reaction to the spreading fear, Americans are arming
themselves with guns as though they still lived in frontier
days . "It is the Matt Dillon syndrome ", says Jack Wright,
Jr., a criminologist at Loyola University in New Orleans.
• "People believe the police can't protect them." They are
buying guard dogs and supplies of Mace c .
.
Ed Magnuson: Time , 3-23-81, 16
[Underscoring mine: Y.K.]
8b, ... A generation of politicians has come to power pledging
to restore law and order, only to lose all credibility in
the Mekong Delta called crime control. ...
Aric Press et. al., Newsweek
,
3-23-81, 48
[Underscoring mine: Y.K. ]
The expressions "frontier days", "Matt Dillon syndrome", and "Mace"
in 8a and "Mekong Delta" in 8b have special meanings for an American reader.
What is interesting is that some of these have different meanings for
different generations of American readers. Readers in their thirties
and above associate Matt Dillon with the character of the Sheriff in the
television series Gunsmoke, whereas those in their teens asociate the
name with a contemporary performer who portrays a different type of "hero".
Note that readers not familiar with the chemical in aerosol cans may asso-
ciate Mace with either the club-like weapon or the spice, especially in
those areas of the English-speaking world where readers have heard of
the advice to carry red or black pepper to ward off potential attackers!
Similarly, Mekong Delta in 8b has a special meaning for the generation
that grew up or was already in adulthood during the Vietnam era of US
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history. Readers outside the USA, unless very well-informed about the Viet-
nam era, will have only a vague interpretation of the text.
The same phenomenon can be illustrated with texts from a setting alien
to the native speakers of English. The text in 9 creates special problems
for readers unfamiliar with Indian sociocultural facts.
9. Large wedding expenses, at all social levels s are intended
to assure the social welfare of the family's children and
to enhance the family's reputation. Family elders, espe-
cially the women, commonly believe that their economic re-
sources can be expended in no better way than for these
purposes. They argue that economic capital is not worth
much unless it can be translated into social capital .
Economists and planners have deplored these expenditures,
vast in their totality, that do not help to increase eco-
nomic productivity. Members of a family, however, typically
feel that no investment deserves higher priority than in-
vestment in the social security of their children.
... D.G. Mandelbaum: SI, 652
[Underscoring mine: Y.K.
]
The text introduces several new culture-bound concepts and extends
the semantic range of several English collocations. Social welfare and
social security have restricted meanings and are used in specific domains
in native varieties of English. The identification of large wedding ex-
penses with social welfare or social security of the family's children
is puzzling to a native speaker of English. l\rhat is needed for the in-
terpretation of this piece of text is knowledge of the entire context of
social traditions, cultural values, and religious practices and their re-
lationship to the status of the family in the Indian society. An extended
co-text may help, but it is not certain that such a co-text will necessari-
ly insure an understanding of the sociocultural values behind the custom
of large wedding expenses .
Similarly, the text in 10 will appear very unusual to native speakers
of English unfamiliar with the context of Francophone Africa.
10. Acknowledgements
On the threshhold of this essay, we sincerely express our
vivid gratitude to Professor..., promoter of the subject
matter of our study who, inspite of his numerous occupa-
tions, has devoted himself to guide this attempt and pro-
vide us \vith his valuable advice.
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We are thankful to the professbrs of the English Depart- •
ment for their educational actions on us and to the au-
thorities of the ...5 for having allowed us to complete
our university formation in . . • Campus » We are also
indebted to Citizens .•=, lecturers at ..., ... Campus,
for their advice at the very beginning of our attempt.
Our gratitude goes particularly to our brother . . , and
our nephew . .
.
, who have never refused to be with us in
happiness as well as in hard situations. The same mention
is addressed to our beloved friends . . . and many others
whose names have gone
,
for the time being out of our mind .
May our in-laws, ..., and our brothers and sisters ...
and our wife . . . find through this memoir , the result of
all the sacrifices they have made for us.
The pioneer
,
.
" N. M. K., DTRCE
[Underscoring mine: Y.K.
]
The text in 10 evokes different reactions in different native English
speakers. The items underscored in the text are 'deviant'; they represent
interference from the language of higher education in several parts of
Africa, i.e., French. The list of all the relatives and friends in the
acknowledgements is vrorth noting; this shows extended family and kin soli-
darity and its importance in the African sociocultural context. The col-
location our wife , of course, does not refer to any institution of poly-
andry. In many parts of the world where English is used as a second or
foreign language, the use of we as the impersonal pronoun in academic
writing is extremely common. .
CONCLUSION
The texts cited above are enough to demonstrate that even in ex-
pository \^iting, there is enough sociocultural content to create problems
for a reader not familiar v/ith the pragmatic presuppositions of the \jriter
(Grice 1981, Stalnaker 1978). Note that the sources utilized for data for
this study are not int«>nded for special groups of readers; they are for
any readers xjho may be interested in the topics under discussion and have
the necessary competence in English. It is clear from this discussion,
however, that it is not enough, for example, to be fluent in English to
interpret the texts in 7-10. In addition, one has to be knowledgeable
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about the sociocultural context (including the linguistic context) in
which English is used in each text; one has to be an "area specialist"
as well,
A question may arise as to whether the background knowledge needed
for interpreting texts is open-ended. A direct answer to this question
is extremely difficult at this atage of our investigations of the role
of culture in discourse. There are several variables to be considered,
one of which is "levels of interpretation". Obviously the level of in-
terpretation of an "expert" in, say, cultural anthropologyj reading the
text in SI^ is going to be different from that of a casual reader of a
Time or Newsweek report. What is clear, however, is that no piece of
expository writing is transparent; judgments about non-native writing
in English have just as much to do with the reader's ability to inter-
pret the text as with the writer's ability to manipulate the resources
of the language and the conventions of language useo A great deal more
research needs to be done before one can talk about culture-specific
thought patterns determining the structure of expository texts, l^at we
may find is that different languages and cultures have different pre-
ferred xjays of structuring discourse, and this preferred way is selected
out of a small number of possible ways of structuring discourse in human
languages. From the point of view of cross-cultural communication, this
area of research may be the most relevant for applied linguistics and
discourse analysis as related to ethnography of communication. As a
result of more extensive and deeper research, it might become possible
to redefine the current notions of communicative competence (Hyiiies 1972).
In the case of English, it might make sense to talk about "communicative
competences" since native and non-native notions of competence in English
vary. The texts in non-native Englishes discussed above provide strong
support for this conclusion.
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FOOTMOTES
*An earlier version of this paper was presented at the Eighteenth Annual
TESOL Convention (Colloquium on Discourse Strategies in Non-Native
Englishes) at Houston, Texas, on March 6, 1984.
The use of the "emphatic adversative" nevertheless (Halliday and Hasan
1976:255) in this text is deviant in that it is in relation to the re-
lative clause in the preceding sentence ("that has close and extensive
ties with the Soviet Union...") rather than the main clause ("The US
Secretary of State felt comfortable on the territory of a Third World
democracy. . . ")
.
2
IJhen the two texts were presented in ray graduate classes (Introduction
to Linguistics and Pedagogical Grammar of English), there were three
native speakers of English (out of a total of eighteen) who judged 3a
to be written by a native speaker of English.
3
"Note that the use of such and as for "comparative reference" (Halliday
and Hasan 1976:84-86) is perfectly grammatical in English. There is,
however, a difference between native and Indian varieties of English
in the use of these items. Such is used both anaphorically and cata-
phorically in native varieties, but not as a correlative in a relative
clause construction. As does not occur anaphorically in English
(Halliday and Hasan. 1976 :85) . In the examples above, such is used
cataphorically as a correlative of the relative who in 5a and where
in 5b. The quote in 5c is from an article about a film star whose
parents' ideal married life is discussed in the preceding text. As
is used anaphorically to refer to the parents' ideal in the text
in 5c.
4 '
The use of therefore in 7a is based on the assumption that quoting an
authority (in this case, Brown and Oilman 1960) constitutes eviderice
on the basis of which conclusions can be drawn. In 7b, there is a
shift of subjects between the first two sentences which makes it hard
to interpret the use of on the other hand : it is not clear whether the
conjunction is meant to indicate the "simple additive" meaning or the
"contrastive meaning" (Halliday and Hasan 1976:247 and 252, respective-
ly). If the former, the expectation of a correlative on the one hand
is not satisfied; if the latter, the expectation of "five tiny poems"
as the subject of the first sentence is not satisfied. In either case,
interpreting on the other hand poses a problem. In 7c, the participi-
al phrase violates the well-formedness condition on unattached parti-
ciples, and hence is judged grammatically marginal if not totally ill-
formed in native-speaker varieties of English (see Quirk et. al. 1972:
757f for the conditions under ivhich unattached participles in English
are judged grammatical).
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NATIVIEATION MD FIWCTION IN ESL: A CASE STUDY
Peter H. Lowenberg
In recent years, considerable attention has been focused on the
institutionalized non-native varieties of English that have
developed in former British and American colonies where English
is today used as a second language in a broad range of intra-
national as well as international domains. These varieties are
linguistically marked by nativi^ation; systematic changes that
have occurred in the phonological, lexical, syntactic, dls-
coursal, and stylistic features of English that deviate from
established "native-speaker" varieties. Tliis nativization has
generally been attributed to "transfer" from speakers' other
languages and to "siaplification'' or "overgeneralization" of
rules from the native-speaker varieties. This paper examines
this phenomenon with particular focus on Jlalaysia and Singapore;,
demonstrating that much nativization in these varieties is
directly related to social, cultural^ politicals and stylistic
functions of English in this region. Tlie paper thus provides
a sociolinf»uistlc explanation for understanding the processes
of nativization and raises theoretical and pedagogical issues
concerning approaches to Second Language Acquisition, Error
Analysis, InterianguagSj and the understanding of linguistic
variation.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, considerable attention has been focused by liuB^iste
1
and educators on the institutionalized "non-aative" varieties of English
that have developed in many aultilingual countries formerly colonized
or otherwise administered by Great Britain and the United States, such
as Nigeria} India, and the Philippines. In these countries, English
has long been used not only as an international language, but also as an
intranational language for education, government » business, and inter-
ethnic corsnunication. As English has b&eii spoken and written daily in
these non-Western locales, in the abseace of native speakers of English,
in constant contact with local languages, and in social and cultural
contexts much different from those in the countries where English is
caEmjonly used as a first language, English has gradually become
"nativized." That is, systenatic changes have occurred in the phono-
logical, leKical, syntactic J and discoursal features of English which
are acceptable and appropriate in their new settings but which would be
considered deviant if transplanted to countries where what can be termed
"established" or "native-speaker" varieties of English predominate, such
as the United States, Great Britain, or Australia.
These nativized features have been described in considerable detail
in a number of recent studies (see, for example, papers in Richards
(ed.) 1979; Smith (ed.) 1981; Bailey and Gbrlach (eds.) 1982; Kachru
(ed.) 1982: Pride (ed.) 1932; and IIoss (ed.) 1983). In most of these dis-
cussions, the development and institutionalization of these features
have generally been attributed to "transfer" from speakers' other lan-
guages and to "simplification" and "overgeneralization" of the rules of
native-speaker varieties of English—the same causes frequently posited
as underlying the "interlanguages" or "approximative systems" of second
and foreign language learners around the world. In contrast, there has
been very little discussion of the sociolinguistic functions served by
specific nativized features in speech communities using non-native
varieties.
In this paper, these sociolinguistic functions of nativization
v;ill be examined in one institutionalized non-native variety
—
Singapore-
Malaysian English (SHE)—a variety used by English-educated Singaporeans
and Malaysians. Continuing a discussion in Lowenberg (1982a; 1982b),
the paper will briefly review the sociolinguistic context in v/hich SME
developed and is used and will describe selected nativized features mark-
ing different stages along a continuum from Standard to colloquial SME.
It will be seen that much nativization does result from transfer, simpli-
fication, and generalization. However, among educated speakers of SME
(defined below), these strategies are not employed to approximate native-
speaker norms of English usage, the goal frequently assumed to motivate
second language learning universally. Rather, they are used to create
a range of subvarieties which signal different levels of identity,
formality, and familiarity. Examples will be given of how specific
nativized features serve as "sociolinguistic markers" (Labov 1972:237),
indicating nuances of identity and style that are essential for effective
communication in English in Singapore and Malaysia. Implications of
these findings will then be discussed for both linguistic theory and
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description and for current approaches to second language acquisition
and teaching.
THE SETTIilG AND DEVELOPMENT OF SME
Singapore-Malaysian English developed during the British coloniza-
tion of the Malay Peninsula and of present-day Sabah and Sarawak on the
island of Borneo, which today constitute the independent nations of
Malaysia and Singapore. In 1983, the populations of Singapore and Malaysia
were 2,502,000 and 14,995,000, respectively. The predominant ethnic
groups in both couutries are Malays (14.7% in Singapore and 47,1% in
Malaysia), Chinese (76.7% in Singapore and 32.7% in Malaysia), and Indians
(6.4% in Singapore and 9.6% in Malaysia) (Encyclopedia Britannica
1964). In terms of first languages, in both countries the Malays tend to
speak Malay (called Bahasa Malaysia in Malaysia), the precolonial lingua
franca of the region; the predominant first language among the Indians
is Tamil; and the Chinese speak several Chinese languages, including
Hokkien, Cantonese, and Hakka (Piatt and Ueber 1980).
During the latter colonial period, the elites of these ethnic groups
were educated in English and caae to use it increasingly in their daily
affairs, first as a language of power and prestige, and second as a link
language for inter-ethnic communication. Since the independence of
Malaysia in 1957 and of Singapore in 1965, English has continued to be
widely used in both countries in the legislative, administrative, and
judicial realms of government; in education; in the mass media; in
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religion; in business,- and in both inter- and intra-ethnic communication
(See Piatt and Ueber 1980; Lowenberg 1982a; 1982b for a more extensive
discussion of the development and contexts of use of SME in Singapore and
Malaysia.)
.
NATIVIZED FEATURES IN Slffi: THE SOCIOLECTS
In these diverse contexts of use in Singapore and Malaysia, English
exhibits considerable variation in the degree to which it is nativized
as SME in terms of phonological, syntactic, semantic, and discoursal
features. Most analyses of SME to date report this variation in nativiza-
tion with different degrees of sociolinguistlc sophistication. Tongue
(1979) divides this non-native variety into two "dialects"—a formal,
"Standard" dialect with relatively little nativization, and an informal,
highly nativized "substandard" dialect. Uong (1981), though not as judg-
mental as Tongue, likewise dichotomizes English in Malaysia into "a wider
speech form' and 'local varieties"; Richards (1982) similarly views English
in Singapore as consisting of "rhetorical" and "communicative" styles.
Perhaps the most detailed description of this variation to date is
that of Piatt and Weber (1980), who perceive the nativization of SME as
occurring along a speech continuum, which "for convenience's sake," can
be divided into three "sociolects"—an acrolect , a mesolect , and a
basilec t-—according to types of nativized features and the frequency
with which these features appear, v/hen used by "educated" speakers of SI-IE.
''Educated'' SI-IE speakers are here defined as Singaporeans and Malaysians
who have completed an English-medium education through the pre-university
(two years of instruction beyond graduation from secondary school) or
university level. These speakers use the acrolect, mesolect, and basilect
for talking and writing in formal, semiformal, and casual situations,
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respectively. Each of these sociolects is marked linguistically by the
degree to which its features have been nativized, as shown in the follow-
ing examples:
The Acrolect
The acrolect is the Standard sub-variety of SME; it is generally
used by educated SliE speakers in formal speaking or writing situations,
such as university lectures or published manuscripts. It contains few
deviations from the established varieties of English and is generally
intelligible to educated speakers of other varieties of English. An
extensive description of nativized features in Standard SME is given in
Lowenberg (1982a; 1982b); a few of these features will be briefly repeated
here.
Acrolect phonology . The major phonological features distinguishing
the acrolect of SME from the Standard styles of the established varieties
of English occur in the stress and intonation patterns. Many English
words are pronounced in SME with practically even stress on every
syllable (as in celebratibn) ; with primary stress placed on a different
syllable than in established varieties (as in economic) ; or with no con-
trastive stress to di-stinguish p-arts of speech (as in increase -[noun] and
increase [verb]) (Piatt and Heber 1980; Tay 1982). At the sentence level,
the stress patterns of SME sentences generally consists of several lightly
stressed syllables followed by a more heavily stressed one, which often
occurs in phrase- or sentence-final position. This results in the-
reduction of contrastive sfcress to signal meaning (Piatt and Ueber 1980;
additional examples in Lowenberg 1982a; 1982b; Tay 1982)..
Acrolect syntax . At the level of syntax, relatively little nativiza-
tion occurs, most of it due to the generalization of rules that are already
quite flexible and productive in the established varieties. These
Include the extension of verb prefix rules, as in (1),
(1) Britain derecognized the DK in 1979 and withdrew its
support for that government in the UN. (The Straits
Times [Singapore], 2/10/82:1)
the countability of non-count nouns, as in (2),
(2) Pick up your chalks . (Tongue 1979:49)
and the creation of new two-word verbs, such as those in (3).
(3) He asked me to read up this article and then list
out the main points. (Tongue 1979:60)
Acrolect lexicon . The lexicon of the acrolect provides excellent
examples of how nativization acculturates (Kachru 1982b: 329) English to
its new contexts of use in non-native settings. One tendency is for SME
to borrow words from the other languages of Singapore and Malaysia to
express local concepts for which no precise equivalents exist in the
established varieties of English, as demonstrated in (4)
.
(4) You can get a genuine nonya set lunch for $6,50 at
a little-known cafe on Uaterloo Street. The Monte
Cristo Cafe on the seventh floor of the Catholic
VJelfare Centre is run by two babas . ... I espe-
cially enjoyed the rojak istimewa. This cost $2.50
for a medium serving that would have cost $1.50 at
a hawker centre . (The Sunday Times [Singapore],
"Sunday Plus," 7/17/83 :Ior*
The last underlined item in (4) , hawker centre , illustrates another
tendency in the lexicon of SME: certain lexical items from the establish-
ed varieties can convey new meanings and occur in novel collocations in
their transplanted environments of Singapore and Malaysia. A hawker
in the native-speaker varieties has traditionally been an itinerant
peddler. In Singapore and Malaysia, however, a hawker sells food or small
merchandise from a stall, which is often located in semipermanent hawker
centres (Piatt and Weber 1980:88). Similarly, a bungalow
,
generally a
small single-level dwelling in the established varieties, refers to a
taller building in SME, as in (5). • ' .
(5) A housewife who saw a youth jumping from the top
floor of her two-storey" bungalow In Section 16.... • '
(New Straits Times [Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia],
6/26/80:10)
Another innovation in the lexicon of the acrolect is the shophouse
,
usually a two-story building with a shop for a small traditional business,
such as a tailor, on the ground floor and living accommodations on the
second floor (Piatt and Weber 1980) . That even SME innovations can be
subsequently expanded in meaning is demonstrated in the newspaper ad-
vertisement in (6)
.
(6) 4-Storey Luxurious Shophouses Now Available for
Sale. (Hew Straits Times , 6/2.6/80:10)
The Mesolect '
The mludle range of the SI4E speech continuum, the mesolect , is
considerably more nativized than the acrolect. It is used by educated
Slffi speakers in seniiformal situations, such as shopping in English-
language department stores or informal conversations with strangers who
also speak SME. All of the types of nativization in the acrolect also
appear in the mesolect and with greater frequency. The mesolect also
contains several additional nativized features.
Mesolect phonology . Word-final consonant clusters are often reduced,
as in wen (t) , as (k) ^ and behin(d). Even when not in consonant clusters,
final stops are often omitted or replaced by glottal stops, as in cho (p)
,
cu(t)
, cra(b) , ma (d) , and bi(g). Word-internally, consonant clusters
are also reduced, especially if they contain a /d/ or an /I/, in which
case the /d/ or /I/ is deleted, as in hun(d)red and a(l)so. In addition,
/9/ and /3/ are usually realized as [t] and [d] respectively, as in [tri]
for three and [dis] for this (Piatt and Weber 1980:49--53: Tay 1982:62-63).
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Mesolect syntax . At least partially due to the above deletions of
word-final, consonants, the sjmtax of the mesolect is characterized by
considerable reduction of the inflectional system of English. Frequently
deleted are the noun plural suffix, as in (7),
(7) Very few student can come on Friday. (Tay 19C2:64)
and the third person singular present tense marker, as in (8).
(8) This radio sound good. (Piatt and Weber 1980:62)
In addition, the copula is often omitted before the present continuous,
as in (9),
(9) My brother working. (Piatt and Weber 1980:63)
and, with or without the copula, the present continuous is frequently
substituted for the habitual present, as in (10).
(10) I'm having a business on High Street. (Tay 1982:64)
Mesolect lexicon . The lexicon of the mesolect often incorporates
words from local languages for which there are suitable terras in the
established varieties of English. Examples include the Malay words chop
("to stamp") and jaga ("watchman"), as used in (11) and (12).
(11) They chop your ticket when you go in.
(12) Tl\e jaga slept on a bench in the car park. (Piatt
and Ueber 1980:83)
The Basilect
The range of the SME continuum exhibiting the most nativization is
the basilect, v;hich contains so many deviations from the established
varieties that it is often unintelligible outside of Singapore and
Malaysia. The basilect is the colloquial style used for casual conversa-
tion with friends and family by educated speakers of SME. It includes
with greater frequency all of the deviations from the established
varieties described above for the acrolect and mesolect and also the
following features not appearing in the other lects.
Basilect phonology . Certain contrastive distinctions in consonants
that are realized in the higher lects of SME disappear in the basilect,
depending to a large degree on a speaker's primary ethnic language.
Frequently, Malay speakers lose the li/~l'pl distinction, Tamil speakers
the /v/-/w/ distinction, and Chinese speakers the /l/-/r/ distinction
(T^y 1982:63).
Basilect syntax . The syntax of the basilect is characterized by
several deletions, including more generalized deletion of the copula
than occurs in the mesolect, as in (13),
(13) This coffeehouse very good. (Piatt 1982:112)
and deletion of auxiliary do in questions, as in (14).
(14) Then how we manage to cope? (Tay 1932:64)
Also frequently deleted are subject and object pronouns, as in (15) and
(16).
(15) (I)Speak Cantonese also.
._^
(16) We don't have (it). (Piatt and Ileber 1980:71,73).
Perhaps the most noticeable innovations in the basilect are sentence-
or phrase-final particles, particularly la (h) , but also including several
others, as in (17) through (20).
(17) Evening swim is better la. (Piatt and Weber 1980:
76)
(18) What for you want to disturb man ? (Wong 1981:102)
(19) I can do it what. (Wong 1981:102)
(20) Wait ah. (Tay 1982:65)
These particles modify the entire phrase or sentence preceding them.
They function not to emphasize any aspect of the information being com-
municated, but rather to mark feelings of rapport and solidarity in
speech acts between participants who are familiar with one another, are
of equal social status, and are speaking informally (Tongue 1979; Piatt
and Weber 1980).
Basilect lexicon . The lexicon of the basilect continues the
tendency in the higher sociolects of assigning new meanings to words
which are also used in the established varieties of English, such as, in
(21) and (22), last time for "formerly" and deep for the educated or formal
sub-variety of a language.
(21) Last tine is not so difficult. (Piatt and VJeber
1980:89)
(22) The deep Hokkien I cannot speak. (Piatt 1982:
396)
The basilect also coins new terms not found in other varieties of English,
as in frus for "frustrated" or "exasperated" in (23) and freshies for
university freshmen in (24)
.
(23) I really frus . (Tongue 1979:93-94)
(24) The freshies have a meeting this afternoon.
(Piatt and Weber 1980:88).
FUNCTIONS OF NATIVIZATIOIJ IN Slffi
The above description of selected features of Sl-lE reveals the dif-
ferent degree of nativization in each sociolect. However, it offers no
explanation for why specific types of nativization occur in these socio-
lects. It also provides no justification for treating SME as a distinct
variety of English as opposed to simply an approximation vf Standard
British English which has become "fossilized" among a population of second
language users.
In contrast, when these nativized features of SME are viewed in
conjunction with the sociolinguistic functions performed by the dif-
ferent sociolects, reasons for the nature and extent of nativization in
each sociolect become apparent. Kachru (1982a: 25-30) has observed that
the different codes in a speech continuum such as SME are arranged in
a "code hierarchy'' that is "essentially determined on the basis of func-
tion." Ti-io of the functions that Kachru says can be associated with the
formal features in the different codes comprising a code hierarchy are
"identity' and "style." In any code of a linguistic repertoire,
formal features can be realized in such a way as to "foreground" (draw
attention to) a particular identity or style, \7hen this concept of
foregrounding is applied to the above description of the formal features
of SME, we can see that much of the nativization that occurs at the
different levels of the code hierarchy is due to these functions that
Kachru links to a code hierarchy.
Identity
National identity ; the acrolect . At the level of the acrolect,
nativization tends to foreground the national identities of SME speakers.
Wong (1982:270) comments that "Malaysians are now proud of their own
individual brand of English and view it as one of the characteristics
that mark one as being a Malaysian." Goh Yee Tech (1983:276) likewise
reports that "speakers of English in Singapore share certain linguistic
features, which serve as effective cues to their national identity."
A good deal of this national identity is expressed through phonologi-
cal nativization. For example, lay and Gupta (1983:178) observe that
"the average educated Singaporean, including the language teacher,
rejects an exonormative (i.e., non-SME) variety at least in spoken
English because he wants to sound like a Singaporean."
In addition to phonological nativization, the borrowing of certain
lexical items from Malay, the national language of bothMalaysia and
Singapore, also foregrounds national Identity, as is particularly evident
in the mass media. Although, as noted earlier, many borrowings in the
acrolect result from the absence of precise equivalents in the established
varieties of English, other borrowings express concepts for which there
are English words. One frequent symbol of nationalism in the English-
language press is the use of Malay. titles of address for persons of high
rank or status. For example, although the Malaysian head of state is
often referred to by the English word king , he is more commonly mentioned
in the English-language newspapers by his Malaysian title Yang di Pertuan
Agong , used in (25)
.
(25) The Singgahsana or throne structure for the Yang di
Pertuan Agong to sit on during his installation at
the Istana Negara on July 10, would combine the
typical design motifs of all the States of Malaysia.
.
. (New Straits Times , 6/25/80:15)
Often such titles, especially Encik (slightly above Mister in status),
are extended to non-Jfelaysians or non-Singaporeans for whom, to an, out-
sider, they might be considered odd or inappropriate, as in (26).
(26) Secretary of State Encik Edmund Muskie said the action
threatened the peace, security, and stability of the
region. (Sabah Times [Kota Kinabalu, Sabah, Malaysia],
6/27/80:1).
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Ethnic identity : the lower lects . In contrast to the acrolect,
the mesolect and especially the basilect tend to foregound ethnic identity
for English-educated SHE speakers. In the nativization of phonological
features in the informal basilectal range reserved for conversations with
one's family and close friends, ethnic identity becomes increasingly
foregrounded, as evidenced by the language-specific segmental features
noted above among SflE speakers whose ethnic languages are Malay, Tamil,
and Chinese (Richards and Tay 1981). In these lects, ethnic identity is
also expressed in syntactic and lexical features, particularly in code-
mixing with speakers' vernaculars. Kachru (19S2a:35) notes that such
code-mixing requires that "the codes used and the attitudinal reactions
to the codes are shared by the speaker and the hearer." A striking example
of this mixing occurs in (27), a passage from K. S. Maniam's "Ratnamuni"
(in Fernando 1981:34-63). This short story, narrated in a first-person
basilect, conveys much of its meaning through the variety of Malay used
by Indian Malaysians.
(27) Cheenan , Halai , white tuan, I don't know, ayah
Kling like me look for children like gold. She
all holiness praying for more holiness. Govindan,
the crooked-tongue, said: "Your wife is another
avayar building steps to heaven." (p. 36)
Style
Formal style : the acrolect . With regard to style, the acrolect
can function to foreground extreme formality. One example is the use of
would and could where will and can are more acceptable in the established
varieties of English, as in (25) above and (28).
(28) Hanoi is sorely mistaken if it thinks that it
could exploit the differences of opinion among
the ASEAl^ partners in their approach to the
Kampuchean problem. (The Straits Times , 6/26/80:3)
Tongue (1979) reports that Malaysian and Singaporean English speakers
whom he interviewed consider would and could to be more polite and formal
than will and can .
Another tendency in the acrolect is to use formal words and expres-
sions from the established varieties of English in contexts which would
generally seem inappropriate to speakers of these varieties, as in (29)
through (31), from tape recorded conversations.
(29) I terminated six months ago.
(30) Why don't you attend the (X) restaurant?
(31) Please furnish me with your phone number. (Piatt <
and v;eber 1900:98-100)
and (32), from a Singaporean newspaper article.
(32) Details of the quantum of the awards have not been
finalised. (The Straits Times
, 6/15/83:1)
Piatt and Weber (1980:98) suggest that this practice may be encouraged
in the schools of Singapore and Malaysia in an effort to teach "good
English," the model for which has traditionally been Victorian literature.
Informal style ; the lower lects . In contrast, the mesolect and
basilect can foreground a much less formal style. An example occurs in
the mesolectal code-mixing of English with Malay in (33)
.
(33) A night to remember. "Mengalai begltu dong i".
says the expert to one of the makchiks . The
sporting neneks sang and ' mengalaid ' through
the night. (Sabah Times , 6/20/80:13).
This is the caption to a photo accompanying a feature article in the
women's section of a Malaysian newspaper; it concerns an in-service
training course for elderly midwives from remote villages in Sabah.
The regional word mengalai is glossed in the article as meaning "to
disco" in this context. The Malay nouns nenek and makchik are affecr
tionate terms for "grandmother" and "older woman," respectively. Notice
that the verb carries an English past tense marker and the nouns are both
marked as plurals although the morphology of Malayo-Polynesian languages
generally does not include such inflections.
Code-Switching
Further dramatic evidence of the relationship between nativlzation
and function arises in code-switching betv/een the different sociolects,
exemplified in the following passages from "Everything's Arranged" by
the Malaysian author Slew Yue Killingley (in Fernando 1968:185-205).
This short story, set in Kuala Lumpur, concerns two Ceylonese (Tamil-
speaking) Malaysian university students who, in (34), are planning to
exchange secret love letters during the school vacation. In this in-
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formal conversation, both Rukumani and her boyfriend, Devanayagam, speak
in the basilect, as marked by the particles.
(34) Sitting in the lounge watching the distracting and
excited girls rushing by with packed cases, long-
ing to go home to decent food, P.ukumani asked
Devanayagam, "This time you think you can write or
not? Can send to Amy's house, what. My mother
likes her mother. I can easily go there to get
your letters. Can just put 'Miss Amy Wong.'
She knows your writing and won't open."
"I think so can," replied Devanayagam, "but
helluva difficult man. See ah, my sisters
brothers all, running all over the house and if
I write they all ask if I'm learning and want to
look. Also ah, if I go to post office that clerk
at the post office can see me. He's a joker, so
sure to tell my father I send love letters. But
still try lahl"- (p. 136)
Upon returning to her home, Rukumani in (35) shows respect to her
father by speaking to hin in the formal acrolect. Her father, however,
addresses Rukumani with more mesolectal features, either because he has
less education than she does or because his role as her father makes this
8
lect more appropriate for him to use in this situation.
(35) 'IJho that young chap?" Mr. Sambanthan asked,
trying to keep the note of suspicion out of his
voice.
"I told you at the station. Pa. He's Johnny
Chew and he's in my class. He often helps me
with my work. He is very brilliant."
"You know where his father vjorking?"
"Income tax." (p. 190)
Still later in the story, after Rukumani and Devanayagam have been
apart for some time, she writes him the letter in (36). Though she has
addressed him in a friendly basilect in their earlier conversation,
Rukumani now writes in the acrolect, a choice that may result from the
change in mode of communication from speaking to writing. However,
Rukumani 's use of the formal acrolect at this point in the story also
emphasizes the distance that has now developed between her and
Devanayagam.
-iOi
(36) Dearest Deva,
I think of you very often but maybe you have for-
gotten me. I received your letter about your
proposed marriage. If you agree to that I cannot
do anything to prevent it and I hope you will be
very happy. But I shall never forget you and
hope that spiritually we shall remain close like
brother and sister. I too have some sad news to.
tell. My parents v/ant me to marry a distant
.
relation whom I have never met. I think he is going
to be a B.A. but they don't mention his name. I
have great troubles here and I wish you could
save me. IJhy is it that we have to be separated
and bear such terrible burdens?
Your ever-loving,
. .\
Ruku
(p. 202)
CONCLUSION
Further research will undoubtedly reveal that many additional
nativized features of SME perform identity, style, registral, and other
functions associated with the different sociolects in SME speakers' lin-
guistic repertoires. Concurrently, formal and functional characteristics
of nativization similar to those discussed above for SME are now being
described for other institutionalized non-native varieties of English
(See, for example, Chishimba 1983; Kachru 1983b; Magura forthcoming.).
These analyses have significant implications for the linguistic
sciences. In terms of theories and descriptions of language, they
decionstrate that the same rule-governed variation described by Labov and
others for native-speaker varieties of English also occurs in non-native
varieties, with the added factor that English is only one of several
languages used by bi- and multi-linguals in these latter contexts.
Perhaps accurate descriptions of non-native varieties of English will
not be possible without considerable knowledge of the other languages in
their speakers' linguistic repertoires. However, this condition should
not discourage further research in this area. Non-native varieties of
English provide a natural laboratory for the observation of language
change in progress at all linguistic levels. Comparisons of these
varieties in diverse social, cviltural, and linguistic contexts and at
different points in time should yield valuable insights for both synchronic
and diachronic linguistics.
This research has equally important implications for theories of
second language acquisition, especially for current approaches to Error
Analysis and the concept of Interlanguage. Considerable nativization in
SME and other non-native varieties does appear to originate at least
partially from the transfer of linguistic forms and functions from speakers
'
other languages and the simplification and generalization of rules from
native-speaker varieties. However, equally apparent is the fact that
these strategies are not employed to approximate the established varieties
of English. The educated SME speaker who makes certain segmental sub-
stitutions in pronunciation and deletes suffixes and pronouns when speak-
ing in English to close friends and family in the basilect does so in order
to express infornality, ethnic identity, faniliarity, and rapport. This
same speaker will supply all of these missing features when delivering a
speech or preparing a research paper in the acrolectj adding different
phonological, syntactic, and lexical features to express formality and/or
national identity. Hence, the use of nativized features is closely
related to their functions and is governed by complex soclolingulstic
rules that are shared by the speech fellovjship of, in this case, educated
SME speakers.
Clearly, non-native deviations from native-speaker norms can no longer
be analyzed globally as marking stages in second language acquisition
of a native-speaker variety of English. For some non-native learners
from societies and cultures where English is basically a foreign lan-
guage and performs only limited intranational functions (e.g., Japan
or Egypt), this approach may still have some validity. However, for
an increasing number of non-native speakers, deviations from native-speaker
norms do not mark an interlanguage but rather comprise integral features
of institutionalized non-native varieties, which differ from British or
American English in much the same ways that these established varieties
differ from each other. Hence, analysis of non-native speakers' deviations
must go beyond formal features to the sociolinguistic settings in which
these features are acquired and used. Crucial variables in such an
analysis include the degree to which these features are rule-governed
and productive, the extent to which they are shared by educated speakers
fron the same locales, and the sociolinguistic functions which they can
be sho^vn to perform in each domain of use.
With regard to second language pedagogy, non-native varieties of
English have important implications for the objectives and design of ESL
curriculum and materials. Traditionally, these endeavors have been under-
taken based on the assumption that the goal of English teaching is to
provide non-native learners with communicative competence—from formal to
colloquial styles—in native-speaker varieties of English. However, as
has been demonstrated above, communicative competence in English in
Singapore and Malaysia is decidedly different than in Britain, Australia,
or the United States. As a result, the use of texts, curricula, and even
teaching methodologies designed by educators familiar <?aly with native-
speaker varieties will be inappropriate in Singapore, l-lalaysia, and other
countries where non-native varieties have developed, not only with regard
to cultural contextualization but also in terms of the very linguistic
models which are acceptable for different speech acts.
In sum, nativization in SME and other non-native varieties is a dynamic
and innovative process which is continually expanding the range of mean-
ings that can be expressed through English in diverse cultures and
societies. It demands our attention as linguists and educators involved
in the development of English into a true world language.
o.v
••
.. FOOTrdTES ' ,..
The term institutionalized Is employed here to distinguish non-native
varieties of English used for intranational purposes from performance
non-native varieties that have developed in countries such as Japan and
Germany, where English is used mainly for international communication
(Kachru 19o2c:39). This distinction has been shown to be significant
in terms of feelings of identity which speakers of non-native varieties
of English have toward their particular varieties (see e.g., Bamgbose
1982; Wong 1982; Tay and Gupta 1933) and acceptance of local non-native
norms as appropriate models for English use and teaching (Shaw 1981;
Subrahmanian 1977).
2
In Malaysia since 1967, according to Malaysia's language policy, Bahasa
Malaysia has gradually become the dominant language in governnent and
the primary medium of instruction at all levels of education. As a result
of this policy in the school system, the percentage of l-lalaysians who have
been educated in English is declining. Piatt and Weber (1980) report
that in many regions of flalaysia, there is developing a new variety of
Malaysian English , spoken by non-English-medium educated Malaysians,
which is distinct from SHE. Nevertheless, the number of Malaysians who
have been educated in English is still quite high, especially among the
urban middle class (Augustin 1932; Le Page 1984), and the English that
they speak is still virtually the same as that spoken by English-medium
educated Singaporeans (Piatt and Weber 1980). Therefore, the analysis of
SME in this paper can be considered valid for a significant number of
Singaporeans and Malaysians (see also Lowenberg 1982a, footnote 4, for
further discussion)
.
o
Le Page (1934:121) considers Piatt and Weber's approach to be "inappro-
priate" in this context. He proposes instead a ''multi-dimensional model,"
but he explains neither the details of his model nor its advantages over
Piatt and Weber's analysis.
Nonya and baba are the Ilalay terms for Malaysian-born Chinese women and
men, respectively. Rojak istimewa is a regional dish popular in Singapore,
Malaysia, and Indonesia.
A key concept of sociolinguistic research in recent years has been the
"linguistic repertoire," initially proposed by Gumperz (see Gumperz 1972:
20-21) and defined by Kachru as "the total range of codes which members of
a speech coomunity have available for their linguistic interaction."
This range of codes is not restricted to competence in distinct languat^es
but may also refer to "a repertoire of styles, registers, or dialects"
(Kachru 1982a: 25-26). Hence, SME can be viewed as the linguistic
repertoire of English as used by English-medium educated Singaporeans and
Malaysians.
Cheenan and Itolai refer to Chinese and Malays, respectively. Tuan is a
Malay term for Mister , slightly lower in status than Encik , used in (26)
.
Ayah is a Tamil term of respect, while Kling is a perjorative term for an
Indian. An avayar in Tamil is a woman saint (Fernando 1981:34,36).
Rules of Malay morphology would form the plurals of makchik and nenek
by reduplication (makchik-makchik and nenek-nenek ) . I am grateful to
Ken Southwood for his observation that the use of the shorter English
suffixes with lexical items from Malay and local languages contributes
to the smooth, casual flow of this informal text. He further suggests/*
that the Malay terms makchik and nenek in reference to women who probably
are not ethnically Malay may be intended to foster national identity
and integration in this province of East Malaysia.
>
3 " •
I an grateful to Ladislav Zgusta for suggesting these two possible motiva-
tions for the use of the mesolect by Rukumani's father.
9 . . "-
Equally important to the sociolinguistic acculturation of English to its
non-native contexts of use are a large nvunber of creative innovations
not related to these strategies of transfer, simplification, and generali-
zation. These are discussed in Kachru (1953a)
.
'"'
;
.
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TEACHER TALK. 3. McH. Sinclair and D. Brazil. London: Oxford University
Press, 1982, pp. 174.
A lot has been happening in linguistics in recent years, not least of
which has been the final jettisoning of the Chomskian formalism which domi-
nated much of linguistics for years. Worldwide linguistic interest lies with
"...a linguistics oriented towards the speaker in the community, which starts
from the fact that people not only talk but they actually talk to each other..."
(Halliday, 1982:11). And as people don't talk in isolated utterances this means
a greater concentration on the communicative value of discourse, and nowhere is
this of more potential importance than in the teaching of language. The in-
creasing emphasis which is being paid to communicative approaches to language
teaching gives witness to this (see Strevens, 1977r, Candlin, 1978- Munby, 1978;
Widdowson 1978; Cashdan, 1979). In Britain, the setting up of the Schools
Council Programme in Linguistics and English Teaching in 1967 and the publi-
cation in 1970 of Breakthrough to Literacy under the direction of M.A.K. Halli-
day began a continuing debate about language teaching which became, and still
is, of considerable importance in curriculum design for EMT, EFL , ESP and ESL
teaching (see Van Ek, 1976; Uilkins, 1976). This is how Christopher Candlin
puts it in Coulthard, 1977 (p. xiii) :
"Learners need to become analysts of discourse themselves, and in con-
fronting a foreign language we should help them by encouraging a use
of existing discoursal awareness in their mother tongue while pro-
viding them with a v7orkable model of analysis for the organizing of
the data."'
Principal among some of the linguists working along these lines (with one
eye towards language teaching and the other towards general linguistics) is the
English Language Research Group at Birmingham University under the direction of
John McH. Sinclair. Their work (see Birch, 1982) has been presented mainly
through Sinclair and Coulthard, 1975: Coulthard, 1977; Brazil, Coulthard &
Johns, 1980' Burton, 1980 and Coulthard & Montgomery, 1981 and has helped to
change and give direction to linguistics and language teaching in recent years.
Sinclair in a recent paper (Sinclair, 1982:17) puts their case well;
"...knowledge of the structures and functions of language is essential
in the professional education of a teacher. All teachers should be
given access to a basic understanding of language in the classroom."
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"Language teachers have to control a more complex discourse, and there-
fore need nore detailed study' of the processes of education through
language."
His basic premise, and that of the Birmingham discourse analysts in general, is
that teachers in action are "highly skilled verbalizars" and that they must so
control and direct their own utterances, and those of their students that "the
mysterious communication we call education" (ibid , p. 18) takes place. This
ability to control and direct is a skilled technique which can improve consid-
erably with a careful and accurate understanding of the structures of discourse
and the effect that those structures, and the intonation choices that go with
them, have on communication, and therefore on .the learning process. Tljis is
where the latest book Teacher Talk comes into play. This book continues the
belief of the Birmingham discourse analysts that communicative value depends
upon interactive function within discourse, and as such a description of it re-
quires a system of intonational analysis as well as a system of discourse
structure analysis. Brazil's chapters (16-26) take care of the intonation and
Sinclair's (1-15) take care of the discourse structures. The overall result is
a book which provides a set of categories "...that fit together into a fairly
reliable 'model' for classroom language and alot of detailed information from
observations ,t;hat have been made using the model" (p. 3) . , >
There are two main aims to the book. The first is to provide a general
and relatively straightforward account of the sort of language used by teachers
in a classroom, aimed particularly at student teachers and more generally at
educationists and curriculum designers. The second, and related aim, is to
outline an analytic method along the lines of Sinclair and Coulthard, 1975 and
Brazil, Coulthard & Johns, 1980, which will enable the student teacher, and
others, to understand the discourse of the classroom better, to teach the ana-
lytic method to others , to use it as a research tool and perhaps more impor-
tantly in the context of this book, to understand what is actually being said
about teacher talk in these twenty-six chapters and in the appended sample
analysis (pp. 164-172). By describing the system (based on the rank scale of
discourse
, transaction , sequence , exchange, move and act ) they not only provide
analytic tools for the description of classroom discourse, but also provide the
wherewithall for teachers, students and educationists to familiarize themselves
with how intonation and discourse structures function in the context of a
lesson designed to educate. Knowledge about the organized structure of dis-
no-
course, they argue, will help teachers to understand not only their own talk
but their ability to inform and control, and will, mutatis mutandis , enable stu-
dents to learn and use a language more effectively. They say (p. 6):
"The classroom is potentially, at least, a place where pupils can learn
and practice skills which will increase their effectiveness as com-
municators, wherever they may go after formal education. "
Of course, for this to happen, and if students are to be given a greater oppor-
tunity to speak in class, then Sinclair and Brazil argue, there has to be a
fundamental restructuring of the discourse of the classroom. This can only
happen if teachers and educationists know what to look for; what to restructure
and so on. This is the great strength of Teacher Talk ; it focuses expressly on
this issue and shows the way for people to see how language is used in the
classroom in order to get things done.
..
.
In short the book concentrates on a basic structure of Initiation , Res-
ponse and Follow-Up and details various manifestations of this basic classroom
discourse structure. Very detailed work is presented on the informing move
,
the basic tool in the teacher's armoury for passing on and controlling inform-
ation, on elicitation (eliciting decisions, agreement and content from the stu-
dents), on the teacher's follow-up and on the important framing move (what is
often referred to as a teaching filler see Lawson, 1982) e.g. O.K., right, well,
now, etc. , on the focus of the informing move and on the plane changes (changes
in discourse direction) that take place from both teacher and student , on the
various tones that are used either to proclaim something new or to refer to
something already shared between teacher and class, on the various uses of low,
mid and high key and termination , and on the changing intonation patterns as-
sociated with the different frames and exchanges that take place in discourse.
Taken together, this book is a mine of information on classroom discourse, much
of it self-explanatory in the book, some of it (like transaction and termina-
tion ) needing recourse, I think, to some of their earlier work to fully under-
stand the concepts.
There are some problems with the book, mainly from bad proofreading and
weak editing, and perhaps also because much of this material has appeared in
various forms in other books, and so the authors tend to write with these in
mind as well. There is a dearth of examples, and those that are given could be
usefully Improved by labeling. Much is left to the imagination of the reader.
-ill-
That is not a serious problem most of the time, but, when, for example* on page
33, an example is given to show plane changes, it would help to show the bit of
discourse that occurred before the plane change so we can appreciate the point
that is being made. Similarly, it would help (in the early part of the book at
least) to label the eicamples that are designed to illustrate the notion of move
or frame or focus so that the point being illustrated can be seen at a glance.
Furthermore, some of the terminology is cast about in a fairly loose way;: on
page 4 Sinclair refers to the rank scale that is given in Chapter 9, but when
one turns to Chapter 9 (p. 53) there is 'no mention of a rank-scale. T-Ihat there
is is a rank-scale (discourse , transaction , exchange , etc.) presented and la-
beled as a tabular representation. To students not. used to this sort of think-
ing this could well be confusing. Similarly, we read on page 29 that " The term
transaction was Introduced above as an Important unit of discourse, and there
is more about it in Chapter 9." But x-?hen we turn to Chapter 9 we read (p. 51)
"The other unit that we find evidence of is the transaction
,
and all that we
really know about it is its boundaries, which are marked by frames ." This
doesn't really take the student very far, particularly if Teacher Talk is their
only introduction to Birmingham Discourse Analysis. There is a looseness about
the use of the term "routine" (p. 5Q) ; it is never really explained and could
cause some difficulty for students unused to the notion of exchange . Tilhat, for
example, is the difference between a five-move routine and an exchange made up
of five moves? Chapter 17 is headed Marking Time and Advancing, and as part of
the activity at the end of the chapter the students are asked to discuss the
notions of marking time and advancing (p. 100). But these terms are never
actually used in the chapter. Reference is, of course, made to what they pre-
sumably stand for, but this has to be worked out In context. This may well
confuse some students in a book where they are being Introduced to a great deal
of new terminology. In the activity section of Chapter 24 reference is made to
termination
,
but this concept is not discussed until two chapters later on page
152. Reference is made (p. 65) to A Course in Spoken English , but no details
are given about its author (John Sinclair) or its publisher (OUP) or its date
of publication (1972) anywhere in the book. On page 31 an example is given to
illustrate the notion of frame, and we are told that there are several frames in
italics. In fact there are only two- bad proofreading let the first "OK" go
through in roman but the second "OK" in italics. This is potentially very con-
fusing to a student wanting to know why the second "OK" is a frame but the
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first one isn't. These are relatively minor criticisms, I agree, like the
missing "to be' in ''...they can be shown right or wrong" on page 17, or the
missing "to" in "...trying to sharpen one ' s awareness of intonation and examine
one's oxra intuition..." on page 95, but they should, I think, be pointed out in
a review of a book that is undoubtedly destined to become a standard textbook
and is likely to go through various revisions and subsequent editions over the
next few years.
— David Birch
National University of Singapore
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RESEARCH REPORTS
KINESIGS IN ACADEMIC LECTURES^
Susan Lewis English .
Nonverbal behaviors have been shown to be learned » meaningful,
systematic J and sometimes culture-bound. Kinesicsj the science of
body behavioral communication, has been a neglected factor in
second language instruction and research, particularly in the
area of academic lectures = This paper describes steps taken to
develop materials, methodology, testing, and research in the
kinesic aspect of academic listening. For this purpose, video-
tapes were used extensively.
This study was designed to measure EEL students' learning of the
function of both nonverbal cues and verbal discourse markers and
the effect of this learning on academic lecture comprehension
and notetaking. The results revealed no significant differences
between groups. Nonetheless, this paper argues for inclusion
of nonverbal training using both videotapes and live speakers
in courses in nonnative academic listening. Topics for future
research include the generalizability and the cultural specificity
of nonverbal behavior in academic lectures.
Kinesics has been defined by Birdx^histell (1968:101) as "the science of
body behavioral communication." It includes such body behaviors as gestures,
facial ejcpression, eye gaze, and posture, xjhich are in turn related to factors
outside the body such as proxemics (use of space) and chronemics (use of
time) (Key 1977). Research indicates that nonverbal behaviors are learned,
meaningful:, systematic, and sometimes culture-bound. Birdwhistell observed
that "like language, infracommunicational body motion behavior is a structural
system that varies from society to society and must be learned by the member-
ship of a society if it is to interact successfully" (1963:94), People from
different cultures "respond quite differently to identical body behaviors.
It can be easily established that these differences in response are cultural
rather than idiosyncratic; different cultures exploit the potential for body
motion in differing ways" (1958:96). Just as speakers of one language may
not hear all the phonemes of a second language, persons from one culture
may not see all the gestures of another culture. Nonverbals contribute to
the redundancy of the message but are not merely redundant elements. Multi-
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channel redundancy, again according to Birdwhistell, "makes the content of
messages available to a greater portion of the population that if one
modality were used" (1970:107).
Research in nonverbal behavior has come predominantly not from second
language researchers but from humanists and social scientists (Key 1977)=
The focus of that research has been on speaking rather than listenings, often
concerned with the control and exploitation of nonverbal cues by the speaker
to accomplish certain communicative aimss as evidenced in Hore and Paget
(1975) and Key (1977)= Such research has been undertaken to only a limited
extent by researchers and practitioners in the second or foreign language
classroom. Golton (1981), for example, looked at ESL teachers' controlled
use of nonverbal cues to minimize cross-cultural misunderstanding in the
classroom", Grossman (1982) suggested that foreign students in the U.S. be
taught to "move in Americanese ; " Von Raffler-Engel (1980) advocated that
bilingual speakers learn to become bi-kipesic as well. English (1982) dem-
onstrated in a case study that a foreign student may in fact be unaware of
the existence of a nonverbal dimension to listening comprehension.
Despite a small but growing interest in kinesics in second language
learnings Von Raffler-Engel has labeled it "a neglected factor," noting that
"there is still no systematic approach to the teaching of nonverbal behavior
as an integral part of human communication" (1980:225). With the notable
exception of Murphy and Candlin's 1979 investigation of the role of kinesics
in lecture comprehension, which suggested that cohesive and exophoric nonverbal
devices be included in nonnative language training (1979:40), little has
been done to focus on the role of kinesics as a receptive, decoding skill
in second language listening.
The importance of lecture comprehension, for foreign students of higher
education is xjidely supported in the literature. Needs assessment studies
of university faculty by Johns (1981) and of . foreign students by Robertson
(1982) ranked listening comprehension along with reading as a high priority
skill for success at American universities. In Lee's 1931 study, foreign
students in the UvS. described listening and notetaking skills as "quite
important" and reported that their ESL courses had produced the least improve-
ment in their notetaking. The thirty-four Chinese scholars and students in
the U.S. in Chan and Beatty's 1932 survey revealed understanding academic
lectures as tlieir priaary perceived academic need.
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TMs study follows Murphy and Candlin's suggestion (1979) that nonnative
listeners receive training in the nonverbal cues of academic lectures. It was
conducted to investigate whether nonnative listeners could be taught to iden-
tify the functions of either nonverbal or verbal cues in the videotaped academic
lectures of one American speaker and to determine whether this training would
positively affect the subjects' academic listening and notetaking skills. The
null hypothesis— that there would be no significant differences between treat-
ment and control groups on any of the tests at the conclusion of the study
—
was tested.
In order to conduct this study, it was necessary to create materials*
build a methodology, and develop tests. It is therefore hoped that this paper
will provide a model for future materials development, teaching methodology,
testing, and research in this largely uncharted area.
Subjects
The subjects for this study were the 100 chemistry and biochemistry stu-
dents enrolled at the Guangzhou English Language Center, People's Republic of
China, Spring Terra of 1982. Their TOEFL scores ranged from 418 to 557, and
their age range was from 19 to 34. All had completed their undergraduate
degrees at Chinese universities approximately 4 months before the start of the
study. None of these native speakers of Chinese had lived abroad, and all had
received 150 hours of English language training at the center.
For treatment the subjects were randomly divided into 3 groups, with Groups
X and Y designated as treatment groups and Group Z as the control group. The
listening component of the Comprehensive English Language Test (Harris and
Palmer 1970) was administered to establish lack of significant differences
between groups at the start of the study.
Treatment consisted of six 50-minute classes over a 3-week period. While
experimental Group X received training in function identification based on non-
verbal cues in two videotaped training lectures and the application of this
skill to notetaking, experimental Group Y received similar training in function
identification based on verbal discourse markers in the audio tapes of the
training lectures and the application of this skill to notetaking. To control
for differences in teaching style and classroom environment, the two experi-
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mantai groupG "...cernated be'cv/een rocaa s:;c" inscruciors . In addition to this
in-class treatment, both groups were given out-of-class assignments in observing
cues and collecting data.
For pretesting, half of each group wa^ administered Form A, while the
other half of each group was given. Form B, the two forms based on different
videotapes and administered simultaneously in different testing rooms. For
posttesting the forms, rooms, and administrators were reversed; this was done to
control for the testing effect. Control group Z was involved in both pretest-
ing and posttesting but was not assigned to any training class.
Materials . ... .-
,
Four 8 to 12-minute color videotaped lectures in the philosophy of science
by one female American speaker were selected as the basis for instructional
materials; two of them were set aside for testing. A number of other avail-
able videotapes v/ere eliminated because of their failure to meet the following
criteria: (1) the speaker's facial expression, gestures, and body movement
must be plainly visible; (2) the speaker must not be reading the lecture
verbatim; and (3) the lecture must have been delivered before a live audience.
Two videotapes by other lecturers, one speaking English and the other Mandarin
Chinese, were also chosen to demonstrate contrasting styles.
In order to develop instructional materials and tests, it was first
necessary to develop a technique for identifying kinesic information in the
videotaped lectures. The author played the videotapes silently and listed on
paper every nonverbal cue which appeared. Later the videotapes were replayed
with sound and beside each nonverbal cue descriptor of the language function
being expressed was listed. An analysis of a written transcript of each
lecture was also useful in this effort.
In the process of gleaning nonverbal cues from the lectures, it was dis-
covered that each verbal discourse marker coincided with a nonverbal cue.
These verbal cues suggested a verbal dimension of potential research interest
in lecture comprehension and notetaking and so were added to the study. A
summary of some of the more common language functions expressed by nonverbal
and verbal cues in the videotapes are listed in Table 1.
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TABLE 1, SELECTED FUNCTIONS MD THEIR NONVERBAL AI^IP VERBAL CUES
IN TWO VIDEOTAPED AGi^DEMIG J^SCTURES-^
Functions
1 o Changing Topic
2. Contrasting
3, Emphasizing
4. Exemplifying
5. Ordering/
Listing
6 , Summary/
Restatement
Nonverbal Cues
turning body
looking down
changing position
turning head
.shifting eye gaze
nodding head
pointing with fingur
striking with hand
turning palm upwards
leaning on lectern
counting on fingers
folding hands
standing squarely
behind lectern
Verbal Cues
"all right"
"0, K."
"now"
nowever
"on the other hand"
"it's important to
remember '
"for example"
"let's say"
"first"
"second"
"last"
"so to review"
"as I said before"
again
For nonverbal cue training of Group Xj students were given the follox7ing
definitions:
Functions are the meaning expressed './hen we communicate.
Cues are signals which alert the listener to the functions which is being
expressed.
Nonverbal cues are movements of our hands, arms, face, and body which
signal a particular meaning.
The six lessons were developed around the following progression of skills;
definition of terns; Identification of nonverbal cues; association of cues with
their functions; comparison of speakers within and across cultures; use of non-
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verbal cues in notetakingj and application of otaservar.ional skills to real
academic lectures. The final lesson instructed stud-ants in a technique for
effective use of cassette tape recorder during lectures which was intended to
free them for observation of nonverbal cues as an aid to notetaking.
Group X was involved in guessing, prediction; and data collection for
hypothesis formatioTi. In-class lessons exploited the separability of the audio
from the visual mode on the video tape recorder. One instructional technique
involved playing a portion of the videotape silently and requiring students
to guess the function of the visual cues they observed. Then the passage would
be replayed with the accompaniment of the audio track so that students could
confirm or disprove the accuracy of their guesses. Students were asked to dis-
criminate useful cues from those which were either idiosyncratic or not rele-
vant to the content of the lecture. The pause button on the video tape re-
corder was sometiiiies used to focus on a particular nonverbal cue, Lesons pro-
gressed from observation of one or more cues in a 20 to 30~second segment to
notetaking on an entire 12-rainute lecture played silently without interruption.
Out-of-class assignments required students to observe live speakers and
gather data for in-class discussion and hypothesis formation. Emphasis was
placed on the ra.ultiplicity of cues which may eicpress one function and on the
multiplicity of functions which maj? be expressed by one verbal cue (Appendix
A).
Group Y was given treatment identical to that of Group Y except that their
lessons focused on verbal rather than nonverbal cues. Verbal cues were defined
as "words or short phrases which signal the function which will come next."
Audio tapes of the same lectures were used, the instructor pushing the pause
button the tape recorder following each verbal cue and asking the students to
predict the function of the passage vrhich vjould follow. In homework assignments
(Appendix A) students ^;ere asked to listen for verbal cues used by their
American and Chinese teachers during lecture.
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Method
A four-part battery of tests was designed by the author;
I. Notetaking: Watch and listen to the videotaped lecture; then
complete the outline as you watch and listen a second time (22 blanks).
II o Listening Comprehension: Ansxver written true-false statements based
on the lecture without reference to notes (30 items).
III. Watching for Functions^ Watch the silent videotaped lecture; when
the tape stops, select from the six choices the function vjhich is in-
dicated by the nonverbal cue of che lecturer (15 items).
IV. Listening for Functions:; Listen to the audioCaped lecture; when the
tape stops ; select from the six choices the function which is indicated
by the verbal cue you heard last (15 items).
In order to pretest and posttest function identification based on non-
verbal and verbal cues (Tests III and IV), a multiple-choice format was selected
because of its objectivity, ease in scoring, and suitability for measuring
receptive skills. In trials \jith other subjects, three or four choices was
found to present too simple a task, vjhile more than six choices proved too
difficult. Therefore the author identified six functions which were signalled
nonverbally in the videotapes. These functions were given descriptive names
and simple definitions, which along with the test directions were printed on
the student ans^^jer sheet and also tape recorded for aural explanation at the
start of the test session. On the students' answer sheet a grid v/as con-
structed listing the six functions as choices above the columns and 17 items
beside the rovjs, with the first two items given as examples. Test IV was con-
structed in a similar fashion.
For adrainistration of Test III, the videotaped segment was played without
sound. Starting first with a 30-second vjarmup passage, the test administrator
proceeded to the examples and then to each item in turn, pressing the pause
button to catch the speaker in the pose of each nonverbal cue. The tester
pronounced aloud the number of the item, waited 15 seconds, and then proceeded
to the next item. For Test IV, a similar procedure was followed using the
audio tape of of the same lecture and pausing after each verbal cue.
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Results
Statistical analyses consisted of (1) repeated measures analysis of vari-
ance to be followed by (2) test for simple mean effects for each test across
the three groups. No meaningful differences between groups were found in the
' first step (F <1); thus the null hypotheses could not be rejected. At the
conclusion of the study, feedback elicited from subjects through small group
discussion revealed that contamination between groups may have been a factor
confounding the data. Subjects in experimental Groups X and Y, excited about
tlieir newly-gained knowledge, had reported the content of each lesson of the
treatment of their classmates in the other groups. For lack of conclusive
data, analysis of the study must therefore be confined to descriptive and
evaluative factors.
Discussion
This study confirmed Birdwhistell' s description of nonverbal elements as
carriers of redundant but sometimes unique information. Nonverbal markers in
general appeared to be more dense than verbal discourse markers, though only
a limited number of them seemed to be of direct use for academic listening and
notetaking. Some nonverbal behaviors were found to carry information pertain-
ing to lecture content while others conveyed information about the lecturers
themselves. Some nonverbal cues were used uniformly both among American
speakers and between Chinese and American speakers, while other cues appeared
to be either idiosyncratic or culture-specific. As with the multiple meanings
and functions of linguistic lexical items, each nonverbal cue was found to ex-
press more than one function, and each function was expressed by more than one
nonverbal cue. .',
In their evaluation of the training course in nonverbal cues, subjects
in Group X identified six functions signalled nonverbally which reportedly
.
assisted them in their notetaking: topic change, empahsis, number, example,
negation, and comparison. They noted such idosyncratic nonverbal cues as
lighting a cigarette as a signal to a topic change and scratching a beard as
a signal to an example. Subjects noted the limited value of nonverbal cues
to students who are busy taking notes and are therefore unable to watch the
lecturer, but they praised the use of an audio cassette tape recorder during
lecture as a means to freeing the listener to both watch and listen. They
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found striking differences between American and Chinese lecture styles, noting
primarily the predictability of a Chinese university lecture, which follows
a given outline or text, versus the unpredictability of an American university
lecture—its independence from the text, frequent absence of a written outline,
and digression for the topic. These fast learners (30 TOEFL points in 10
weeks) recommended three hours of instruction as necessary but sufficient to
alert Chinese graduate students like themselves to the techniques for obser-
vation of nonverbal cues as an aid to notetaking abroad.
One subject further commented on nonverbal cues as an aid to enduring a
lengthy and difficult lecture. This subject reported that nonverbal cues
helped him to discriminate between important and unimportant information in
the lecture; allowing him to reduce expenditure of mental energy on unimpor-
tant parts and to save his energy for full concentration on important sections.
This echoes Von Raf fler-Engel's report that the amount of fatigue which is
commonly associated with listening to a foreign language may be considerably
reduced when listeners are trained to look for nonverbal factors in addition
to what they hear (1980:235). '
This study clearly raises more questions than it answers. Research is
needed to identify and quantify nonverbal behaviors and their meanings as used
by academic lecturers both within and across cultures. The question of idio-
syncracity and cultural specificity versus generalizatailiity across speakers
and cultures needs to be examined further. The primary research question of
this study, the effect of nonverbal training on nonnative listening compre-
hension and notetaking, needs to be ansxjered and at the same time extended to
determining the effect of such training on listening comprehension and note-
taking for native speakers.
The relationship between linguistic and paralinguistic codes needs to be
defined for academic lectures. It may be useful to know whether the multi-
plicity of nonverbal cues which can express a given function is any greater
or smaller than the range of linguistic cues available to a speaker for ex-
pressing one function. Similarly, the multiple meanings of one cue, the mean-
ings of which may be narrowed by context, should be compared to the multiple
meanings which linguistic lexical items can carry. The degree of variation
between speakers and across cultures in the use of kinesics needs to be com-
pared with the variation in the linguistic code between and across languages.
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If certain nonverbal cues of academic lectures could be found to be as
systemtic as other linguistic cues, and if their cultural specificity were es-
tablished, then these cues could be identified as paralinguistic information
to which a nonnative speaker may have limited access o If it could further be
shown that training, in these nonverbal cues jxisitively affects lecture compre-
hension or notetaking, then it would stand to reason that they should be made
a part of training courses in nonnative academic listening. This would hold
whether or not these cues were established as redundant elements, following
the reasoning that nonnatives deserve access to as many channels of the spoken
message as their native counterparts sitting beside them in lectures. They
should be helped to exploit all aspects of the language's multichannel re-
dundancy.
A final implication of this study is that if kinesics are to be taught,
they may be' more suitably presented as a process, not a product. Since we lack
a handy dictionary of nonverbal cues to functions in academic lectures, and
since unquantified variation exists between speakers and sometimes even within
the idiolect of one speaker, the task for listeners is to learn to become
skilled observers of body language. At this primitive stage in our investi-
gation, we might train listeners to become- data gatherers, observing their
lecturers, and making generalizations abouj; the meanings of the nonverbal cues
they use. Since students of higher education have the opportunity to observe
a number of instructors over an extended period of, time, they may be able to
familiarise themselves with each speaker's nonverbal behaviors and their
meanings. If students develop a conscious awareness of the nonverbal dimension
in the academic lecture hall, perhaps facilitated by use of an audio cassette
tape recorder to free themselves to some extent from the distracting business
of notetaking, they themselves may contribute information which will help guide
the direction of future research in this developing field.
i
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- FOOTNOTES
For their assistance in this study, I would like to thank George Scholz,
James Dean Broxm, Ann Hilferty, and Xiuzhen Yang at the Guangzhou English
Language Center, People's Republic of China.
2
Lectures II and III in the Philosophy of Science by Jorja Manos, UCLA-China
Exchange Program, 1980.
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. :: APPENDIX A
Homework Assignments for Training in Nonverbal Lecture Cues
Task 1: Multiple Functions '
Select one cue. ;. Observe one American lecturer. Record the functions.
Cue: Speaker: Functions:
Task 2: Multiple Cues
Select one function. Observe one American lecturer. Record the cues.
Function. Speaker: Cues:
Task 3: Comparing Lecturers
Select one cue. Observe several American lecturers. List the functions.
Cue: Speaker: Functions:
Speaker: Functions:
Task 4: Comparing Cultures
Select one function. Observe lecturers from different cultures. Record the
cues.
Function: Culture: Cues:
Culture: Cues:
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